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’ The QuaileDie-Off of 1935-36 in Wisconsin and Jowa A 

Aldo Leopold,* University of Wisconsin ou 
. Peul L, Errington, Iowa State College nA 

The winter of 1935-36 will go down in history as a killer. Probably 

no single winter since the turn of the century, and possibly none since 

"The Big Snow" of 1881-82, has wrought equal destruction on bobwhite quail Be 

4) ' in Wisconsin (ana Towa. | This paper aims to collect under one cover such 

miscellaneots data on its effects as are available to the game research 3 ple ‘ 
weet 

departments of the two states. Lawrence BE, Hicks is preparing a similar Mra : 
(eo c - 2 , 

i hee he Otel a Cumepuchundace Arf oot ean Carbvectin ee paper for Ohio, © "ntuetu BE ese Me a Te ak eet Coad Slab acl ‘ 
10 8- YU an her Brglund, at Met? “losses in Wisconsin c a re ‘ 

Since 1932 Wisconsin quail have been in a state of “irruptim," i.e., ; 

; have built up to an extreme high and have spread northward and eastward into 

; ; new range, The year 1934-35 killed many, but in most counties not enough 

to prevent a prompt return to high levels during the favorable breeding 

+ season of 1935. A paper on the nature and extent of the irruption, and the 

quail losses of 1934-35, is in prenaration by A. S. Hawkins. 

1 The cumulative effect of the winters of 1934-35 and 1935-36 was to 
<5 

3 push back the quail boundary a hundred miles southward and westward, and to 
nN 

Se thin out the residual population in the southwestern counties to perhaps : eS 

8 ne ten per cent of their 1934 numbers. Large areas in this "regular range" are 
SP 

oe now entirely depopulated. 
ie 

o a, Interpretation of this sudden shrinkage in distribution and density ¢ 

i 3 is complicated by two attendant circumstances: (1) The period 1932-1936 represents 
my cy 

S 3 *The Wisconsin graduate student group contributed to this paper as follows: 
ats Leonard W. Wing, photos and supervision of autopsies; Orville S. Lee, stomach 

mes analyses and body-measurements; Douglas E, Wade, field observations and weather 
~ = charts; Arthur S. Hawkins, Hilbert R. Siegler, Starker Leopold, field observations. 
as Ralph C. Conway, State Conservation Department, also field officers of the Soil 
* Conservation Service and the Resettlement Administration were especially helpful 5 

in sending in frozen birds, Dr. A. L. Stone of the Agronomy Department helped in : 
identifying doubtful seeds, : Z i 3 
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the down~grade of the ll-year population cycle, hence one can never be sure 

whether the disappearance of quail in any given locality was wholly due to 

weather alone; (2) there has been a large increase in winter feeding, both 

public and private, hence some survivals occur on range which would otherwise 

have been swept clean, 

There were short open seasons in certain counties, but there is no 

evidence that the kill materially affected the trend of subsequent populations, 

The kills reported by licensees are: 

1932 _oy counties of 551 quail 

1933 2 counties chin 10a 7aey * 

1934 17 counties c}~ 12,496 4 - 

1935 13 counties v haw 10,848 

The known samples of winter mortality in Wisconsin are given in Table 1, 

The organization for censusing was poorer than usual, and blocked roads further 

ee ma. of observations. The census figures for the last three 

areas in the table are probably inaccurate, the error in each case being due 

to incomplete coverage in both fall and spring. The mortality per cents are 

probably better than the densities. They indicate a winter loss of See ver cent 

of the 1935 fall population, 

I have the strong impression, but no evidence that the average mortality 

in southern Wisconsin was heavier than that in these sample areas. This supposition 

is further supported by the fact that all but one of the samples were fed, whereas 

the average range is still largely unfed. 

The area of “regular" quail range in 1934 was etinated” to be 7 million 

acres, Assuming s 1935 population of a bird per 20 acres and an average loss of 

90 per cent, the loss on the regular range alone would have been 300,000 quail. 

The temporary range occupied by the recent irruption held, I think, as many quail 

in 1934 as the regular ranse. It sustained a heavy loss in 1934-35, and a nearly 

(1) Leopold, Aldo. dn Outline Plan for Game Management in Wisconsin. Regional 
Plan Report, Wisconsin Regional Planning Committee, 1934, pp. 243-255.



complete loss in 1935-36. It is then, no exaggeration to estimate that a million 

: Wisconsin quail died during the last two winters, mostly in 1935-36. 

Losses in Iowa ‘ 

(to be supplied by Errington) ‘
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: ' The Weather in Wisconsin 

Hard winters differ markedly from each other in the character of their 

lethal action. Some kill birds directly by the a teeas ferocity of sudden 

storms, Some starve them indirectly by coating all food with ice, Others grind 

them down by the sheer persistence of intense cold and deep snow. 

1935-6 was of the third category. Fig. 1 shows the record for the Madison 

station. Subzero days, with a gradual accretion of snow, stretched in unbroken 

succession from Jamary 14 to February 23. There were only two. preliminary : 

December storms, and upene in March, 

1934-5, on the other hand, was of the first category. It was rated as a 

killing winter’ at the time, and did inflict a heavy loss on unfed Wisconsin quail, 

but it const sted of : discontinuous series of eight storms, only one of which 

ue carried either the severe uaperetures or the snow contimous throughout February, 

a 1936. In most counties the 1935 breeding season sufficed to rebuild the quail 

population, 

1917-18 combined the characters of the other two, At Madison deep snow 

f and subzero temperatures prevailed from January § to February 8, with three 

preceding and one succeeding storms. 1917-18 is mentioned because of the wide 

prevalence of quail losses- in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri and 

Wisconsin. é 

Graphs of Madison weather similar to Fig. 1 have been published by Errington? 

for 1929-30 and 1931-32. 

Hardness Test. ‘To compare the severity of winters in respect of fam game, the 

rolaoeing test is suggested as a possible standard for this region; plot as parallel 

graphs the lowest daily temperature and the depth of ummelted snow (vertical coordin- 

(2) Leopold, Aldo. Game Survey of the North Central States." Sporting Arms and 
Amminiton Mamfacturers' Institute, 1931, p. 76. Wis. 

(3) Errington, Paul L. The Wintering of the Wisconsin Bobwhite.” ‘Trans./Academy 

of Sciences, Vol. 28, pp. 1-35, 1933.
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ate) against time (horizontal coordinate). Let one unit on the deviadha scale 

equal 5 degrees Fahrenheit and 5 inches of snow. Let one unit on the horizontal 

scale equal 5 days. 

The lethal weather will be represented by the areas subtended above by 

the snow graph and below by the temperature graph, ; 

Plaimmeter this area in square units and multiply by 2.73 to compare with 

1935-6 as 100 lethal units. The resulting lethal units for the tnree winters 

depicted in Fig. 1 are as follows? f 

Index Figure Lethal Units 

1935-6 30.0 x 2.(3 = 100 

1934-5 5.6 x 2.73 = 15 

1917-18 26.3 x 2.73 = ile 

The Weather in Iowa 

(To be supplied by Errington. If you will give us 

the weather data, we will draw an Iowa graph and 

apply the “hardness test." ‘The comparison will be 

interesting.)



Analysis of Data 

The Wisconsin data consist principally of autopsies made on 44 winter-killed 

quail, 27 found in January, 5 in February, 12 in March. Forty of the 44 died of 

weather, 4 were killed by cars and dogs. 

Weights. The most notable fact disclosed by the data is the breakdown of 

the heretofore accepted truism: "You cannot freeze a fat quail.” Under the conditions 

prevailing in 1935-6, birds weighing over 200 grams comprised 15 per cent of the , 

weather-killed birds found. Birds weighing 175-200 grams comprised 34 per cent, 

150-175 grams 11 per cent, under 150 grams 40 per cent. 175-gram (6 ounce) quail 

have herets fr Pe been sousidered weatnerproof. * 

Wade found one covey of 14 weather-killed quail which are included in this 

series, but details of which are reported by him in a separate paper? These were 

picked up on January 23 scattered along a fencerow under circumstances indicating 

they had been night-flushed by a fox. Half of the 14 weighed over 200 grams, none 

less than 168 grams. Wjy‘had\emte 4-1] 1-4 ey i Le cataile 

two February and March birds also exceeded 200 grams, , i ” 

hl Comdebus a Urge guard, 1b: 
All of these 16 heavy birds had empty crops, but. hadeaten corn in the recent 

past, A 200-gram quail is a giant, even in Wisconsin, The conclusion is 

inescapable: 1935-6 killed prime heavy quail which had gone foodlessmt more than a 

day. 

itis usalty believed that quail sarvive at very lew weights only in warm- 

weeteer. After the return of mild weather in March, some birds of surprisingly 

low LM were found: 83, 90, 92, 102 en 

Cana these melted oat oe artets, had Weer dead possibly a month, had lost 

(3) Errington, Paul L, Quail Winter Food & Cover, american Gane, September- 
October, 1931, 

(5) Wade, Douglas. Record of a Weather-killed Quail Covey.



weignt by decomposition, and the last three at least had apparently been imprisoned 

alive in the snow, and tims kept warm while starving. Hence their weights are not , 

representative of ordinary weather-killing. Another 95-gram bird, however, was 

picked up on January 28 near a feeder. Death had apparently (but not surely) deen 

recent. Survival of f ree-ranging bird to such a low weight in any weather a 

January 14 a Dt ra uauotly dttaerel bataunl arent of airy doren 
wer obta vole, Aad onl tens 

The average weight declined with the advance of the winter as follows: 

Gocke No, Hens Mo. Difference . 

Jamary 181 f" 1 1604°°"10 21 grams - 

Maroi “s 6 =s 4 24 grams 
O grams 3 eames. 

It should be borne in mind,in considering these figures, that part of the 

birds found in the March thaws died earlier, and some had decomposed to some extent. 

Ice Under Wings. Another important disclosure was that each bird in the 

scattered covey found by Wade had a coating of ice under the wings, presumably 

gathered wen the bird, flushed wam from the covey-roost, had plungedinto the snow, 

The averere quantity of such ice, on 16 birds, as indicated by the difference between 

the frozen and thawed weights, was nearly 5 grams. The maximum was 1l grams. 

The Wade birds were found Jamary 23 and had been dead several days. The 

night temperature January 22 was -25° , on Jamary 21 -26°, January 20 -4°, It 

4s possible that fat quail, when night-flushed in lesser cold, are able to thaw 

such ice, whereas in extreme cold they are not. If so, this may account for the 

unexpected freezing of strong heavy birds which distinguished 1935-36. “mis 

unanswered question should be susceptible to experimental study. 

Sex and Age. The sex of the 44 quail autopsied, and the age as determined 

by the Stoddard test, showed nothing abnormal, The data are: 

Cocks Hens Total 

Over 1-1/2 years...... 10 9 19 
Under 1-1/2 years..... 12 12 24 
Total 22) 22, nr
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Food and Grit. The food and grit content of the 44 quail was,in grams, 

wet weight: j ; 

Emp t; Aver. Max. Min. |Aver Max, Min 

Crop 23 3.6 m 10-7) 0.2 0 0 0 

Gizzard 3 1.9 Mod 021 Oo 1.0 0 
| 

Toe total absence of grit from any crops should be noted. 

The follewing-—eppiies onty—tothe 40-weather-kitiedbirts. The 14 birds ° 

of the Wade covey had nearly empty crops,-a few seeds of ragweed, Pennsylvania 

smartweed, green and yellow foxtail, proso millet, sumac, wild buckwheat, lamb's 

quarter, sweet clover, ladies' thumb, All, however, had corn debris in the gizzard, 

indicating very recent loss of a corn food supply. This, in conjunction with the 

high weights, seems to exclude starvation as a cause of death, and to support the 

hypothesis of freezing while scattered, : i 
cf unathar-Itbhel burly 

The following additional deaths are hard to explain in terms of pre-existing 

suppositions: 

No, Date Date 

Sex found died Weigcht Food Grit 

22 6 Jan, 13 ? 198 gr. Crop: 110 ragweed, 6 smartweed none 
Gizzard: 100 ragweed, 40 ladies 

thumb, 3 smartweed, debris 0.1 gr. 

27 & Feb. 3 fresh 202 gr. Crop: 25 corn, % tuckwheat none 
: (at a feeding station) Gizzard: corn debris, alfalfa? 0.6 er. 

30 é Feb. 29 caught 197 er. Crop: empty none 
alive Gizzard: 9 smartweed, 1 giant 0.4 er. 

ragweed, corn debris 

32 9 Mar. 11 long 195 er. Crop: 27 corn none 
(at a feeding station) before Gizzard: 1 buckwheat, 1 corn, 0.7 er. 

debris 

ue Mar, 1 fresh? 207 gr. Crop: 32 corn, 42 buckwheat none 
Gizzard: 2 corn, 2 stones, 0.8 gr. 

2 buckwheat, debris
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The night-flushing hypothesis, satisfactory for the Wade covey, has no 

possible bearing on No. 30, caught alive in broad daylight by A. S. Hawkins 

after it had made a short flight, and accidentally killed by a dog the same 

day. Why was this bird weak, despite its ample weight and recent access to corn? 

How explain No. 34, heavy and full of food, but freshly dead after the 

cold weather had passed? (Hawkins please comment.) 

During the winter we frequently conjectured that cold alone might wear 

down quail, even in the presence of ample food. Some of the lighter birds may ; 

be tms accounted for, but hardly those listed above. One is led to suspect the 

vresence ewe systerins maiady devoid of visible lesions and suddenly 

overtaking seemingly healthy individuals, like the "shock disease" recently 

described by Green, Shillinger, and aoa in snowshoe hares. 

The thin birds of the series, contrary to expectation, included none 

stuffed with low-grade food. Does extreme and protracted cold suppress foraging 

for emergency foods? The crops and gizzards of these thin birds were either 

empty or contained snall amounts of corn, wheat, ragweed, snartweed, sumac 

(R. glabra and typhina) morning glory, ball mstard, velvet leaf (Abutilon Z 

avicennae) seed, also seeds of rose and cherry, and bits of alfalfa. One might 

construe this as the harvest of snort-ranse foraging in nearby foodless coverts. 

(eC Ge yee f SEP OU oka ores odieals C1. at erie 

{“t terdic tunvtdlife Brraer ies begtiben , Aft € ray, Dee Hadeae pe nh hae! )
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a Ca ze Index » 

yY To compare birds of different regions for size, and birds of different 

years for general development, some standard index to size is needed, Weight 

is usually used, but during starvation periods, weight is of course no indication 

of size. 

In the hope of developing some new index usable under any conditions, 

the following length measurements were taken oe quail and analyzed: 

Wing, bill, keel or Lvinathows »ttatvone, Plt ! 

Body length could not be taken because the specimens were received in 

various degrees of rigor and dessication. 

Pre jue. cy curves were drawn for each series (per cent of birds in each 

millimetre length-class). Each yielded a curve of apparently normal shape( 

except bills, where the ranze is too small), 411 show this common characteristic: 

the most frequent size-class occurs toward the end rather than the middle 

of the range, ef-sizge elaeses, That is to say: undersizes are more frequent 

than oversizes. 

Correlation curves were next draw to measure consistency as between 

wing, keel, and wishbone lengths. Very iittle was found. That is to say, 

these body-parts vary in length, out ide - less independently of each others 

when no one of them seems promising as an index to size. In fact, their 

individuality is so pronounced as to suggest the—thoueht that body-parts in 

quail, if we could but perceive them, combine in just as variable a way es in 

people. 

A brief sumary of the ranges in length, in millimetres, is as follows: 

Minimm Most frequent Maximum 

Wing 101 mm, 115 mo. 125 mn, 

Keel 39 5 4g 

Bill 12 14 15 

Wishbone 23 28 31
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( Bnaciation Index) 

YW 4 Errington’ classified the progressive stages of emaciation in quail 

by a series of eight drawings of breast-contours. These drawings were 

reproduced by Leopo1a® Bach of the 48 winter-killed birds were skinned and 

Classified by eye as falling into E tington's emaciation-stage A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
ie plobquaph ‘ition aha. Htheet 

or H. Fig. 2 shows quail‘in stages ; » and A 

A further attempt was then made to develop, from the body measurements 

described in the foregoing caption, an “emaciation index" which could be expressed 

mumerically and dispense with the need for ocular comparisons. 

Amvoll to 
Two retios were tried: (1) weight in erems, length of wing in millimeytres; 

dasrdad 
(2) weight in grams spe of keel in millimetres, The resulting index-mumbers 

4 

had a good spread, but when arranged in descending order and compared with the 

ocular rating previously given (A,B,C, etc.), very poor consistency was found, 

especially in the first stages of emaciation. Only in the advanced stages, where 

the loss in weight is so extreme as to mask the individual variability in length 

of wing and keel, do thé ocular and mumerical ratings eotmetde. Gut w arindinn 
¢ 

PD pts Che Whew ahplee af h XQ ot tunel, 
i It is concluded that weighttwing and weight:keel ratios are inferior to 

the Errington diagram as a basis for rating emaciation. 

iS Me 1 MN aS Se 2 SS SN 2 ert ate 
(ey "Quail Winter Food and Cover," American Game, Sept,-Oct., 1931. 

(@) (f) "Game Management," Scribner's, 1933, Fig. 25, p. 263.



Summary 

1. The winter of 1935-36 greatly constricted the range and population 

density of Wisconsin quail. Mortality on measured samples ranged 

from 35 to 83 per cent. 

2, The lethal effect is ascribed to 40 days of continuous cold and 

snow. The year 1934-35, as measured by a “hardness test," was 

only 15 per cent as severe; 1917-18 72 per cent, 

3. Fat well-fed quail died in mumbers. Wight-flushing accounts for 

a part of them, but not all. Warm birds oe the covey 

roost develo» ice under the wings. Unexpected persistence of 

thin birds was also found, 

4. Attempts to develop a size-index from body measurements, and an 

emaciation-index from weight:length ratios, were unsuccessful,



fable 1: Winter Quail Mortality, 1935-36, on Wisconsin Censused Areas % A 
(in descending order of census accuracy) 4 

Fall Census Fall Density | Spring Census Mortality fed or * 
Area County Acres Observer 1935 Acres per Quail 1936 Per Cent Unfed a 

Prairie du Sac Sauk 3200* A, Gastrow 416 8 70 83 Unfed 

Faville Grove Jefferson A. S. Hawkins ‘ Ted 4 

Elkhorn Wal worth * Douglas Wade 4g ** ales 31 35% Fed 4 

University Farms Dane __*  S. Leopold 37 wee 17 54 Fed _ 

Coon Valley? 4 

Central Wisconsin q 
Game Area? : 

University 4 
Arboretum Dane 600 H, Anderson 87 1? 25? 70? Fed ; 

Riley Dane 1700 =A, Leopold 180 9? yor 78? °Fed by 
farmers’ q 

Leopold Farm Sauk 100 A, _Leopold 60? 27 15? 15? December 
only* 3 

**These 48 birds were trapped in Sauk Co. and planted here Jan. 26, 1936. j 

*Small or discontinuous area, hence range acreage impossible or only approximate. 

°Snow blocked accress to some areas ordinarily fed and censused regularly, 4 

' 
a 

a 

3
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General daton 44 Quail f 

Loss in weight 
Jan ll males 181.1 Gr 
Mar 6 * 141.7 Gr 

39.7 

Jan 10 Females 160.0 ~ 
Mer 4 4 116,8 

43.2 

Sex ratios of dead quail 20 females, 21 females 

Age 19 over one and a half years, 2u less than one and a half years. ' 

Average gizzard contents 42 birds, 1.9 ers Max 4,1, Min 0.1 
WHA ROB Rd cary ya 3.6 Grs Max 10.7, Min 0.2 (‘Two Max same bird) 

23 empty crops 

No grit in eropsof any birds, 

Average erit in gizzard 0.3 er (dry) Max 1 Gr, Min empty 
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Winter Die-off Notes 

The game bird die-off of the winter of 1935-36 was particularly 

noticed by most people whether they were sportsmen, conservationists, or 

trained technicians. During the height of the cold weather when snow conditions 

were unusualLf, articles RbEB/ appeared in newspapers, periodicals, and even the 

radio was utilized to ask people to get out and feed the birds. 

Many organizations did respond and undoubtedly pulled considerable’ 

birds through that otherwise would have perished, It was a winter that tested 

both the resources of man and animal. ? 
sub-zero 

Tae intense AALA/Ab ABKBLAA prolonged ApLA weathor, PEAA/ FAKELAE 

PPELE/PELPH/ FPFP coupled with a heavy persistent snow blanket forced many a bird 

‘against the wall'. But starvation was not evident in all dead birds found, Many 

of them were heavy birds ~~ withess quail well over 200 grams in weight and in 

excellent body condition with plenty of fat. Some of these heavy qail were 

found along fence rows, partially buried in snow, A night flush had caused them 

to separate fmom their covey, and thus robbed of the warmth that comes from the 

pecular roosting habit of quail when the covey are gathered into a compact 

circle, they had succumb to the pitter cold of the night. Perhaps in flushing 

of this nature, a warm, webl-fed bird would fly out and seek the first protective 

spot offered. But a bare fence post, or a scraggly vine does not offer the same 

warmth as a number of bodies cuddled together. The sudden transfer from warmth 

to extreme cold may have contributed to the ice which we found under the wings 

of many of the birds, Ice under the wings is undoubtedly a "trigger-pull" that 

starts a well-fed quail down the road to libido. 

Reports have been gleaned from groups that conducted winter-feeding 

and they have been something like this: " 50% of our birds have died", " I believe



“Qin 

that the quail suffered 75 to 80% loss, the pheasant went down about 30%, the 

Hungarian partfidge possibly had the least loss of these three birds." 

But we must remember that these estimations come only from spots that have 

been fed, What fAAf loss was inccurred in areas not observed or fed, we will 

probably only be able to guess at and then the guess may bhly be conservative. 

The game management department
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} Winter Die-off of 1935-36, 
; Wisconsin Acdemy, April 18, 1936 

I will notbbe able to go into much detail or through the whole problems of dié-off 
in the short time at my disposal. 

The past winter will be long remembered as the hardest winter on wildlife since 

the winter of 1917. Indeed, it begins to apvear that it may be the hardest since 

IS (i. 

No percentages of dying-off can be given, 

Order of severity of game species: Quail, Pheasant, Deer, Hungarian Partridge, 

Prairie Chicken and Sharp-tailed Grouse, ‘aiffed Grouse. ' 

Quail: 
Boundary back a hundred miles, ebb and flew, occupy submarginal 

range. * 

Examinations: 
have been made of all materbal sent in, But of the thousands 

of specimens dying, we received an astonishinly small Afd/ number. Only 44 Quail 
10 icked up by our own staff, 90 4p i by al t ; (rw 

1) Ordiarily only thin birds die pe ere wo il ‘ 
2) Examination shows fat one's dying. ~ Avil bith r 

3) Probably a high percentage of unfed and most underfed birds 

AdbA/or birds in submarginal enviornments died, 

SLIDES 

(Squealer AAAt/dA vroucht in, Caught Feb 5, died Mar 12) 

{¥((Pheasants also had ice under wings, Ralph King)))) 

DEER j 

Many places throughout the north suffered from deer loss. Depth 

of snow less than usual, 

Slides 

Rauffed Grouse, 

Are still going down from peak of the cycle in 1932, Do 

not expect definite evidence of rise until about 1939 or ho. DbEK/ 1b 6/ be brh/ bb
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ve Camp Bloomington, SCSWis-16 
Bloomington, Wisconsin 
March 19, 1836 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

We are sending threo quail that were found at Camp 49, 
Bloomington, Wisconsin. Each bird is numbered; birds from the 

same covey are fastened together. 

All three birds came from farms that had very scanty 
ecovor, The birds numbered 2 and 3 came from a farm where rage 

woed seed was available even after the snowstorms. 

The following sheetg giveSinformation on the numbered 

birds. 

Very truly yours 

& : vs 

C32 Z 
e0r ge ek, Jre Biologist 
Cemp Bloomington, SCS-Wise16 

GS :NTK
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SCS-Wis.-16 
Bloomington, Wis. 

w.4* 
Quail No. 1. A This bird was kept indoors at the Jay Martin farm on January 

oe Bt It had been picked up by the children on their way home from schhol. 
“Of the morning of the 29th. they placed the bird in the feeder. At 10:30°A. M. 

on January 29th. I picked up thas bird from the feeder and took it to camp 
with mej After forcing a drop of water into the birds' mouth, the bird seemed 
to revive by showing more signs of life. fAt 2:00 P. M. the quail died. 

This bird was one of a covey of 8, last seen on January 23, 19361 

Quail Nos. 2 and 3. These two birds were picked up from a melted snow drift 
on the Monroe Critchlow farm, March 17, 1936. They were from an original 
covey of twenty-four birds. Following is a history of the Crithhlow covey. 
Jenuary 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20th., a covey of 2); quail were seen feeding on % 

ae ragweed ina stubble field along the west line of Chitchlows' farm. 
Januany 25th. A feeder of cornshocks was erected along the line fence. 

> anua, the Tracks showed that the birds had been using the feeder. 
> Sam, 30th. No signs of quail at the feeder. 

February 36 A count of the birds in surrounding cover disclosed only 8 quail. 
- agweed seed was still abundant above the snows; birds not using the feeder. 
ye February 66 Five quail were seen feeding on ragweed. A thorough search failed 

' to find the other 19 birds. 
Z February % The feeder was snowed in under five feet of snow. This was shoveled 

oute 
“. Februa 8-9. A blizzard on thiese days blocked all roads and again covered the 

feeder. Feeder not fisited on this day. 
« February 11. Feeder completely buried under snow, A new feeder was built in a 

ry plum thickeé a few hyndred yards nobth of the old feeder. No birds were seen. 
, ~ March 17. Two birds were found on meltigg snow. These were stuck together 
£36 and fastened to the ground by their droppings. 

It is my belief that the entire Critchlow covey died in drifting snow. 
Their roosting places and all fence line cover that they frequented were 
drifted in with as much as seven feet of snow in the deepest places. 

George Staneko



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

; Femnimore, Wise 
; March 16, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, : 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 
I am mailing under seperate 

cover a hen pheasant that has been run over by an 
automobilee 

It was found Sunday, March 15, five miles 

: southeast of Lancaster, Wis on S.T.H.e # 8le The 
weather was clear and above freezinge The exposed 
flesh was dry and harde The other leg did not have 

; a band on ite Weed seeds and corn were available 
in nearpy fields and gravel was available on either 
side of the highwaye 

Please advise me if there is any other 
information you would like to have about the bird. 

Yours very truly 

ere eta 

C.E-Gordon 
Agricultural Aide, Wildlife 

P. S. Please remember me to Starker. 
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Data on birds Collated, 

by SCS. Gays Mills, : 

Naw, - ee 
5. Sarid, 

Peeck ~ ut aagter, | 

} hen wt - lds °c t 
Collected TAR, AR IVZG 

days afte 30 belew zero | 
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| cocks ¢ effected Nays 193¢ 
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Ne3, ey, 
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t : IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
& fs OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY May 19, 1956 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 
> 

Relative to our publishing our 1935-36 survival data, how would 
it be for you and me to prepare a paper on the general status of 
the bob-white on the northwest fringe of the species range and 
give credit to the various observers in the text. I think we 
could handle it so that you and your students could still get out 
a detailed paper on the wintering of Wisconsin quail if you wish. 
st assume that you would care to use the detailed Prairie dau Sac Gatayin any paper of the leffer sort. 

I would be pleased if I didn't have to take on any more writing at 
present than that which I am doing, especially as concerns prepar- 
ation of rough drafts, which is the most difficult part of the 
job for me. Would you care to prepare the first draft of the MS 

i from your own and from the summarized data I can send you later, 
giving me junior authorships I could then put in my licks in its 
later stages. 

I don't know when I can send you the full data, as I haven't 
received final word from all of my correspondents, including the University of Toronto, which has been courteous enough to send out 
a questionnaire to get me information from southern Ontario. I also hope to spend a little time in western South Dakota during 
my vacation this summer and may then pick up some additional data 
on quail at this extreme of their range. i 

I would be perfectly satisfied with the Wisconsin Academy of Science as a place for publication. If we write a more general paper, how- ever, maybe we should consider some other journal, assuming that you favor my suggestion for you and your students to write up the Wisconsin data in more local detail as another contribution. 

I agree with your suggestion that we publish separately from Hicks but that we exchange MSS with him for critical reading. This 
was essentially what he suggested also, with the further comment



Aldo Leopold -2- May 19, 19356 

that it might be desirable to publish both papers in the same 

issve of the same journal. Bennett and Spawn handled their 

spring and fall shorebird migration data that way in the Iowa 

State Colleze Journal of Science, and very advantageously I 

thought. ‘The Ohio Journal of Science might be a possibility, and 

Hicks could probably arrange for the publication of his and our 

papers there should this be desired. 

I suppose it would be best to restrict our paper to the "fringe" 
states west of Ohio, namely, Nebraska, South Dakota, Iowa, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, and Southern Ontario. 
These represent the states for which I have information, at any » 

rate, and we would then be taking no chance of trespassing upon 
Hicks radius of activities. 

Please let me know what you think of these ideas, especially as 

concerns our publishing jointly a general paper and you and 

your students publishing another more detailed one on the situ- 
ation in Wisconsin. 

Very truly yours, 

PLE*BB Paul L. Errington, ; 
Res. Asst. Prof.



: June 19, 1936 

Mr, L, C, Rach 
$011 Conservation Service 
Gays Mills, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Ruch! ; 

I have just completed the analysis of the quail that 
you sent in last January to the Game Management office, 

Two of the birds had been eating primarily seeds of 

either velvet leaf or moonseed, Both birds were in very poor 

condition and this food was probably just an emergency stuffing 

food. ‘The other two had been eating sumac, staghorn, and Re — 

E glabra, Sumee is considered a starving food. ‘he third bird 

had a trace of corn in its crop and the fourth had 15 kernels 

of com, ‘The latter was in mch better condition than any 

of the other birds. 

We appreciate your cooperation in sending in these 

birds, 

Yours sincerely, 

Orville S, Lee 
Game Management Department 

a .



Jane 19, 1936 

Mr, C. EB, Gordon | . 
Soil Conservation Service 
Fennimore, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr, Gordon 

I have just completed the analysis of the 
stomach contents of the pheasants you sent in to 

i Professor Leopold last March, 

The bird had been eating smartweed and sumac 
primarily. I also found in the gizzard one seed of 
wild morning glory, five rose seeds, and some unidenti- 
fied fruit stones, ‘the crop was full of corn, ‘The 
bird was badly mtilated but it had been in very good 
condition prior to the accident, 

Ye appreciate your cooperation in sending in 

Yours sincerely, 

Orville 3, Lee 
Game Management Department 

vh



: June 19, 1936 

Mr, Wm, Setmenke 
Resettlement Administration 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Sehuenke: 

[have just completed the analysis of the 
ruffed grouse that you sent in to Professor Leopold's ' 
office last March, 

In the crop there were 6 white birch catkins, 
In the gizzard I found 300 seeds of rose, 10 catkins 
of white birch, plus a few stens and some leaves. The 
bird had a broken neck, but it was in normal condition : 
otherwi se, 

‘ We appreciate your sending in this specimen 
and regret the long delay in sending you the results 
of the examination, 

Yours sincerely, 

Orville 5, Lee 
Game Management Department 

vh



June 19, 1936 

Mr. George Stanek, Jr, 
Camp Bloomington 
Bloomington, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Stanekt ‘ 

I have just completed the analysis of the 
quail which you sent in to Professor Leopold's office. I 
am sorry that this has been so long delayed, 

These birds were in very poor condition, 
in fact a starving condition, and one was in as poor con= 
dition as any bird we had seen this winter, ‘he gizzards 

were practically empty except for grit and a few seed re- 
mains, It is interesting to note that the qail found by 
the school children and placed at the feeder had 5 kernels 
of corn in the crop, In the gizzard there were 6 seeds of 
gumac, 4 kernels of wheat, and 1 kernel of corn. ‘the bird 
was in such a starving condition that it was unable to sur- 
vive even though placed at the feeder, 

; We appreciate the data on the covey during 
the winter, and we also appreciate your cooperation in 

: sending in these birds, 

Yours sincerely, 

: Orville 3, Lee 
’ Game Management Department 

vh



‘ Sagamore Farm 
Paradise, Utah 

‘ August 27, 1936 

Prof. Aldo Leopold : 
Game Management Dept. ; 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: — i 

I heve looked over the first draft of the Quail Die-Off paper and found 
it very interesting. There are a few things that I possibly did not make 
clear in my food analyses and I will endeavor to clear them up. 

I believe the Quail census of winter survivérs on the Arboretum as listed 
in table I is a little low, We counted 42 Quail on the “Pheasant Drive" and 
Harry thought there were a few more than that. I believe that 50 would be 

a fairly close count. Winter feeding undoubtedly assisted these birds in 
coping with the elements, 

I am glad that you noted the absence of grit in the cropse-this condition 
seemed unusual to me also. There appeared to be very little correlation between 
the amount of grit present in the stomach and the amount of food present. Some 

, of the starving birds had more grit than some well fed ones, 

The alfalfa in ail instances was either leaves or stems of the plant. I 
did not find any seeds present. I noticed a question mark after “aIfalfa" in 

: the case of Quail Ho. 27, on page 8. ; 

An item of interest to. me was the incident where a quail was picked up 
by those school children and given to Shunke?. He placed it by a fecder, tut it 
died. As I remember it, there was no food in the gizzard except debris, yet 
the crop was full. The bird evidently was too far gone to recover even 

though it had food. 

I am wondering just how much the breast contours of the quail were affected 
by decomposition. I suppose there would be some shrinkage of the breast muscles, 
but none of the birds had decomposed very much. The vicera was discolored in. 
some instances, but I believe that many of those "low" birds were of very low ; 
weight before they died, The breast contour appeared to have the closest 

correlation to body weight. The wing, keel, bill and wishbone measurements 
seemed too variable to form a definite index of size, as you pointed out. jl 

The general term debris includes miscellaneous seed parts such as parts 

of the seed coat, etc. which were broken up ard of small or minute size. 

Bey
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I was very favorably impressed with the first draft of this: quail 
aper. I feel certain you will produce a very interestin article on the 

Bic-off. I wish you the utmost success in the final compilation. If 
there is anything more that I can assit im I shall be very happy to do so. 

I am sénding you the weather charts under separate cover, They were i 
very well worked out also. 

I did not apply for the Texas job with Taylor. The experience would 
have been beneficial and the problem should be interesting. The school » 

' credit did not measure up to my expectations and I did't see how I could 
make enough money from the job to justify missing school for a year. I 
wish to thank you for the recommendation to Taylor. 

Wishing you joy and success in your work, I remain, 

Sinserely, 

“+ ag) Garbo 

y
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Sote for Errington: 
| 

This rough draft is in response to your letter of May 19 and our agreement 
to pool the observations on last winter. ‘The first draft here attached ig subject 
to correction by various stadents (see below), but will probably give you a 
sufficient framework for adding your Iowa material and for criticizing the general 
strocture of our material, . 

Can I also leave it to you to let Hicks seo this as per our agreement for 
eoordination with his Ohio paper? 

If you need the data sheets on the individual birds, I can soni them, 

Note for Leer 

You may find important corrections to make in my interpretations of your 
data. Please go over this whole thing carefully, criticize my deductions and 

make any additional ones of your own which I may have overlooked, I will send 
you the individual data sheet if you need them, I aa sending you the table, 
which please return, 

Note Zor Hawicing: — 

In addition to checking the article in general, I wish you would examine 
critically the handling of your birds. ‘the data sheets alone were not mfficient 
to give all relevant information, particularly in the spots marked for your 
further serutiny, 

I have compiled my geographical quail irruption data for recent years, 
but instead of using it in this paper, I am offering it to you for use in your 
paper on the irruption, 

Hote for Wade: 

The 14 birds found by you on Jamry 23 are of such exceptional value 
that I am asking you to write at ee Please mg¢est any 
modifications necessary to avoid duplication your paper and this one and 
to tie the two together, 

411 participants in this paper sre requested to help complete it by 
September 15 if possible, \ 

‘ Al. 

ae



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

September 2, 1936 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your draft of our prospective quail survival article arrived, r 

and I have just finished working up my material, which I am 

sending to Ames to be typed. 

In view of the fact that my data are of a more superficial 

and extensive nature than yours, I have two alternative 

suggestions to make. 

One is that we center attention upon Wisconsin and then sketch 

the situation of the bob-white range generally from my data. 

I am dubious about the possibility of doing this to the best 

advantage in the short time available, however. : 

The second and what seems to be the best alternative would be 

for you and your students to publish the present paper, leav- 

ing me out of the authorship and confining its scope to 

Wisconsin. Then, if you wish, we could cover the general quail 

survival in another paper - one that could also be prepared 

under less pressure. 

I regard my data as being of value primarily in that they 

indicate that even during the most severe winter recorded for 

this region, and even under unfed conditions, the losses were 

not annihilatory over large areas of bob-whites occupied range. 

This is a matter of no small significance from the standpoint 

of the controversy which centers upon the effectiveness of 

natural selection in nature and I think that its importance 

deserves more development than could probably be given it in 

the present manuscript, without running the risk of making a 

hodge podge of the whole. 

I would like to hear what you think of the idea of handling 

the material in two papers.



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- 9-2-36 

As concerns the subject matter of the draft you sent me, I have 

a few comments to make. 

Page 1, line 5: Iowa has no officially recognized "game research 

department" and I would be subject to criticism if I referred to 

such in any writing of mine. The loose usage of this term has 

resulted in some friction in the past. 

Page 1, line 6: I'm not sure that Hicks is preparing a similar 

paper. Enclosed, you will find the letter I had from him 

regarding this, and, apart from my reply, I have had no sub- 

sequent correspondence with him. I don't think you would have . 

to mention his writing in a paper ddvoted exclusively to 

Wisconsin survival, though in a paper dealing with the northern 

fringe, we should compare notes with him. 

Page 1, bottom of text: I wonder if the quail boundary was 

pushed back a hundred miles in view of the scattered survivals 

reported almost everywhere to the north-west where quail have 

seemed to exist at all in past years. I would suspect that 

you are probably right, but I don't know. 

Page 4, top of page: I think your distinguishing between the 

lethal mechanism of hard winters is sound. I like especially 

“others grind them down by the sheer persistence of intense 
i cold and deep snow." I think the "grinding" is attended by a 

gradual loss of weight from minor food deprivations, which 

would not in themselves be serious if the birds had real 

opportunities to recuperate. 

Page 6, second paragraph: This leaves the impression that 2 

have been dogmatic on the subject of quail withstanding cold if 

they were in good shape. Nowhere to my recollection have I 

ever implied that there weren't limits to what the quail could 

stand, and my publishing on the freezing of the fat quail, the 

feathers of which had become soaked by roosting on a steaming 

manure pile,illustrates that there could be more to the 

equation than fatness and temperature. The general temper- 

ature, too, may be considerably different from the micro- 

' temperature for the exact spot where the quail is, and we all 

know something of the difference that wind may mean on a cold 

day. Thirty-five below zero in the stillness of a spruce swamp 

is entirely comfortable to a properly dressed person, but the 

same temperature on an Iowa prairie with a forty mile wind is 
very nearly more than a man can stand in usual field clothes.



Prof. Aldo Leopold -3- 9-2-3536 

Some distance farther you say that a 200 gram quail is a 

giant. This weight is just a trifle over the average for 

young and old in Wisconsin (197 grams) according to the 

weights I got, and is probably about average for full-grown 

adults in prime winter condition. Giants range up to 232 

grams, with empty crops. 

I'm not sure either that the finding of corn debris in the 

gizzard is evidence that the quail had gone foodless not 

more than a day - consider how long grit may be retained in } 

small quantities. A small residuum of almost any digestion - 

resistant food is likely to be retained in the stomach, for 

the reason that mechanical obstacles to passage seem to increase 

as the quantity diminishes. The question is not answered either 

as to how much corn they may have eaten, even if they had eaten 

it very recently. There have been many evident instances of 

quail starving on an insufficiency of excellent food. I have 

found two or three intact corn kernels in crops of starved 

birds and so on. The high weights are good evidence against 

starvation, but I didn't think that you were justified in mak- 

ing some statements so positive. 

Page 7, middle of page: The finding of ice under wings may 

be significant. I wonder if this may not indicate wetting of 

the feathers with lethal effects, as in the covey roosting on 

the frozen manure piles What are the chances of the birds 

having smothered? You will recall that I noted some losses 

under possibly similar mystifying conditions (look up my data 

for the Wingra area, I think for 1931-32) in "Wintering of 
the Wisconsin bob-white"). 

Page 9, top third of page: I wouldn't be at all surprised if 

we have unknown diseases to complicate our studies. When such 

fine specimens die we surely cannot interpret the mortality 

in terms of ordinary experience. : 

Page 9, middle of page: I wouldn't necessarily expect the low 

weight dead birds to be stuffed with low grade foods. Under 

experimental conditions, starving birds often quit feeding for 

a few hours before death. Extreme cold does cut down on covey 

movements, and it may be that the starving birds just didn't 

bother about trying much to fed at the last. 

Page 10, second paragraph: We tried to make correlations 

between tarso-metatarsi and body weight, and came to about 

the same conclusions as you did - that there isn't any 

apparent correlation.



Prof. Aldo Leopold -4- 9-2-36 

Page 11, summary: I don't think you have clear enough 
data to justify the last sentence in number three. 

Following you will find a resume of the survival date I 
have collected. If you want to try to incorporate them 
into the present paper, you are welcome to do it. At 
any rate, I would like to hear from you. 

Sincerely, 

PLE*BB Paul L, oy 
Res. Asst. Professor
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Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of 

Sciences, Arts and Letters, Vol. 32, pp. 5-28. 

1940 

SPREAD OF THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

IN WISCONSIN 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

The process of pioneering contains orderly developmental 

sequences and recurrent patterns of movement and behavior. 

This pioneering pattern, once discovered, makes possible the 

interpretation of chains of facts each hitherto standing in iso- ; 

lation, known but not understood. He Wy 

In human history the great exponent of this concept was \° 

Frederick Turner.1 i 

In natural history, a worldwide transplantation of animals 

into new environments is now taking place. Whether deliberate 
or accidental, success or failure, wise or unwise, each such trans- 
plantation offers a chance to observe the pioneering process in 

daily detail. 

A successful transplantation spreads like ripples from a 

east stone. The rate of spread reflects the resistance of the en- 

vironment. Good records of the rate and manner of spread are, 

however, uncommon. 

The spread of the pheasant, for example, was confused by 
the great number of almost simultaneous plantings.? That of 

the starling, on the other hand, took place unobscured and has 

been recorded.® A 

The spread of the honey bee, like that of the starling, took 

place unobscured by plantings, but it was not recorded because 

it took place in the wilderness. European black honey bees, " 

transplanted into New England in 1638,4 spread westward more a 
rapidly than European settlers. By 1797 they had passed the © ! 

Mississippi. In 1812 we find the hero of Cooper’s novel “Oak we 

Openings”® gathering wild honey on a commercial scale in south- § AY 
ern Michigan, a region as yet devoid of settlements, and like \ } 

the rest of the continent, devoid of native honey bees. The 

European bees had arrived long enough in advance of 1812 to | 
enable the bears to develop a honey-hunting technique. 4 

5
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No one mapped the spread of the bee, and probably no one 

but the bears possessed the necessary data. 

The spread of the European gray (Hungarian) partridge 
(Perdix perdix) was, in most states, masked by widespread 

plantings.2° In a few states, however, these birds were al- 

lowed to spread, without interruption, from single focal points, 

notably in the Canadian wheat belt,” in northern Iowa,® in south- 
ern Michigan,® and in southeastern Wisconsin. 

This paper attempts to amplify and bring up to date my 

preliminary accounts ° 1° of the introduction and spread of the 

partridge as a member of the Wisconsin animal community. 

PABST PLANTINGS 

The established partridge populations of Wisconsin originate 

(with minor exceptions) from a series of plantings made by 

sot ' Colonel Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee on his farms in Ottawa 
we > “Township, Waukesha County, from 1908 to 1929. From this 

foca] center the partridges spread, without interruption, for 

two decades, and with only minor interruptions for a third. 

Other plantings were made, but for at least 20 years none was 

successful. 

Here then we should be able to reconstruct the pattern by 

which this pioneering species invaded a new but heretofore in- 

accessible environment. Fig 1 shows the spread contours for 

1920, 1930, and 1937, as reconstructed during this study. These 

are the “ripples” of the stone cast by Colonel Pabst in 1908. 

, Walter E. Scott! has published a history of the Pabst 
plantings, but his dates are incomplete. My own previous ac- 

4x | counts lack detail as to numbers planted, and contain errors in 
ory dates. To settle these discrepancies Scott has placed at my dis- 

Na ‘ posal all records available in the Conservation Department, 

while Colonel Pabst has loaned me what remains of his corre- 

spondence. The following account combines this authoritative 

{ information with data collected in the field since 1928. 

Colonel Pabst’s gamekeeper, Jack Porter, remembers that the 
first importation of partridges was made in 1908, two years be- 

fore his employment in 1910. There is no record of the number. 
The birds were pinioned and placed inside a 40-acre enclosure 

which also contained deer, turkey, guinea hens, and ducks. The 

young were not pinioned, and were supposed to fly out. “The
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Fic. 1. Spread contours and arrival dates of Hungarian partridge 
in southeast Wisconsin. 

experiment was not a howling success, but ...a few birds 

were reared ... and there were still a few pairs in the en- 

closure when Porter came to me in 1910” (Pabst letter of Oc- 

tober 11, 1987). 
It is doubtful whether this initial importation resulted in 

any wild coveys. It was followed, however, by a series of four 

shipments released directly into the field. Letters from Colonel 

Pabst written in 1924, 1925, and 1929 ascribe his first estab- 

lishment of partridges in the wild to these four plantings. The 

dates are not given, but each letter mentions four successive
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plantings, made in identical locations, during alternate years, 
over a period variously estimated as six to eight years. 

There is an anonymous official report,}2 published in 1919, of 
1,000 partridges planted by Colonel Pabst in 1913, and 1,000 in 

1915. Scott’s “Conservation History”!! draws its data from this 
source. The Pabst correspondence contains the statement that 

the first of the series came “about 1910,’ and the strong in- 

ference that the last came about 1918. I conclude, therefore, that 

1910, 1913, 1915, and 1918 are the probable dates, the first three 

being accurate and the last conjectural. 

The anonymous report gives some interesting detail: the 

500 pairs imported in 1918 were kept confined until March, 1913, 

when 100 pairs died of roup. The remainder were then released. 

It also records a large shipment in 1914, all of which died en 

route. It estimates that a total of 25,000 “Huns” had been turned 
out on the Pabst farms. This incredible figure undoubtedly refers 

to the wild population which resulted from the Pabst plantings 

up to 1919. Palmer!* records only 98,000 imported into the 

United States from 1906 to 1911, Yeatter® records 268,401 im- 
ported from 1900 to 1932. The Biennial Report for 1921-2215”. 6 

states: “About six years ago . . . Gustave Pabst . . . liberated 

about 1,200 pairs.” This checks roughly with the summary of 
Pabst plantings recorded in Table 3. 

The geographic origin of the five Pabst importations be- 

tween 1908 and 1918 is indicated by the following quotations: 
“The majority of the birds I received were direct shipments 

from what was formerly Bohemia. A Mr. Sonnenschein, a large 
landowner there, living in the city of Prague, was one of the 

large growers and exporters of Bohemian hops, and from him 

the Pabst Brewing Company bought a very large part of their 

(hops) requirements. On one of his visits he learned of my im- 
portation of the Hungarian partridge, and from him I bought 
probably the largest number of birds” (Pabst letter of Novem- 

ber 11, 1937). “The Hungarians I partly bought from dealers in 

this country, largely from the old firm of Wentz and Mackensen, 
but the majority of the birds I purchased direct from Bohemia” 
(letter of July 30, 1925). 

The sixth Pabst planting came in 1927, and was made “to 

bring in a new infusion of blood.” It consisted of 27 pairs pur- 

chased through Julius Loewith, Inc., of New York (letter of
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September 5, 1929). Mr. Loewith writes me (September 21, 

1937) that all his partridges came from Bohemian estates. His 

records are destroyed, but he remembers selling Colonel Pabst 

“several lots .-. . a small lot right after the war.” The “small 

lot” may be the 1918 shipment. 

The seventh and last Pabst planting was in 1929, and again 

consisted of 27 pairs, purchased through Loewith. The purpose 

was to bolster ’a shortage, which, however, “it did not help at 

all” (letter of January 14, 1930). 

The total number of partridges planted is estimated by 

Colonel Pabst in his letters as “five to six thousand” (1925, 1929) 

and “six to eight thousand” (1925), The assumed total of his 

plantings here used (Tables 1 and 3) is 5,000. 

Colonel Pabst was so beset by inquiries about his partridge 

enterprise that he devised a “form letter.” Identical verbiage 

recurs in many replies to correspondents. 

OTHER PRIVATE PLANTINGS a. 

J. W. Foster of Brandon, Fond du Lac County, tells me that | wa F 

Colonel Pabst presented him with 12 partridges from his “first 

importation,” and that he planted these birds near Brandon. 

He does not remember the date, but I here assume the Foster 

birds were part of the 1910 Pabst shipment. The site is now 

occupied by birds which have spread from the south. Mr. Foster 

thinks this present population results from his planting, but 

my evidence, gathered from other sources, indicates that the 

original planting died out about 1912. This is the first of many 

instances in which natural spread proved more potent than de- 

sultory plantings. 

About 1914 the Sportsman’s Club of Independence, Trempea- 

leau County, bought three pairs from the Mackensen Game Farm 

and released them just north of Independence. The birds drifted 

west and raised at least one covey two years later. They then 

disappeared. 

In 1922 F. R. Mueller of Waukegan, Illinois, is said to have 

released about a dozen “Hungarian pheasants” near Moose Lake, 

Sawyer County. It has been impossible to untangle the question 

of whether they were partridges or pheasants. This terrain is 

entirely unsuitable for either, and the release illustrates the
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slight knowledge of partridges and pheasants then prevalent. 

The birds of course disappeared. 

In 1923, 20 partridges were planted near Hudson, St. Croix 
County. The origin is unknown, but some persisted until later 

state plantings in 1930. None now survive. 

During the period 1925-1931, the Rock Creek Trout Club 
in Polk County, after corresponding with Colonel Pabst, propa- 

gated and released a total of about 300 partridges. The birds 

a ine were reared by Joseph Burkhart from eggs bought in Alberta. 
be oan These plantings did not become established, so the club is now 

os trying chukars. 
The Berlin Izaak Walton League (Green Lake County) im- 

ported 20 partridges in 1929, the shipment being a part of the 

state’s importation for that year. Later the state supplied addi- 

tional birds, a total of 118 being planted. Four coveys persist, 

but there is no indication of active spread. 
In 1929 the Milwaukee Izaak Walton League imported 20 

| pss for propagation on the Moon Lake Game Farm in Fond 

4 paral h 'Sdu Lac County, but failing to get any eggs, the birds were turned 

4 Jue loose in 1930. In 1938 the locality was invaded by birds spreading 

eK | from the south. There is no intermediate information, so the 
question of whether this planting survived must remain un- 

‘ae 

In 1931 Otto Beyer bought 20 birds and released them on 
08. i his shooting preserve near Briggsville, on the border of Columbia 

oa el \_County. They disappeared. 
In 1933 the New Lisbon Conservation Club (Juneau County) 

| bought six birds, which were augmented by 20 state birds and 

Qc rs planted. A covey was seen in 1934 but none persist now. A 

U faobes previous plant of six birds in 1929 disappeared in 1931. 

ceed “Im general, then, no private plantings except those of Colonel 
Pabst show unmistakable evidence of success. 

The data on private plantings are segregated in Table 1. 

They also are included in a summary by counties (Table 3). 

Locations of all plants, both private and state, appear in Fig. 2. 

SPREAD FROM ILLINOIS AND MINNESOTA 

The Pabst plantings coincided with a wave of sportsman- 

enthusiasm over partridges which began as early as 1900 on the 

Atlantic seaboard, and reached Illinois by 1913. Imported birds,
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Fic. 2. Plantings of Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin, also density 

of population within the 1937 boundary. 

purchased both by private individuals and by the state, were 

planted in Illinois‘® near the Wisconsin boundary as follows: 

100 at Richmond, 1913; 100 at Fox Lake, 1918; 100 at Wauke- 

gan, 1918. These Illinois plantings were successful and may have 

spread into southern Walworth and Kenosha counties before the 

arrival of the Pabst birds, but the fact that the spread in Illinois 

has always lagged behind the spread in Wisconsin (see receding 

boundary, Fig. 1) makes it unlikely that they account for any 

great part of the Wisconsin stock. In the aggregate, Wisconsin 

probably contributed more birds to Illinois than vice versa.
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A wave of Hungarian planting passed over Iowa’ during the 

period 1909-1918, but none became established near the Wis- 

consin boundary. 
A persistent effort to establish partridges began in Minne- 

sota in 1926. Some of the heaviest plantings were made near 
Winona, opposite Trempealeau County. Partridges drifting or 

spreading into Wisconsin from Minnesota are of record in my 

notes as follows: 

Appeared Disappeared 

Near viilage of Trempealeau 1928 1930 
East of Fountain City, Buffalo Co. 20 in 1928 ? 
West of Viroqua, Vernon Co. 40 in 1928 xg 
South of Prairie du Chien, in Grant Co. ? ? 

Locations of these drift colonies appear as triangles in Fig. 2. 
Two coveys of unknown origin appeared in St. Croix and 

Pierce counties in 1932 and 19384. These may have arisen from 
the Hudson plantings shown in Fig. 2, or they may have drifted 

in from Minnesota. They have now disappeared. 
Drift colonies from the Minnesota planting also appeared in 

the northeastern corner of Iowa.® 
All the Wisconsin colonies of Minnesota birds have, in so 

far as known, proved ephemeral. 

STATE GAME FARM PRODUCTION AND STATE PLANTINGS 

Previous to 1928 the partridge was considered by most 

state game farms as impracticable to propagate. In that year 
Michigan produced several hundred birds from wild-trapped 
stock which had spread into the state from Indiana. Encouraged 

o- by this success, Wallace Grange, Wisconsin’s Superintendent of 
fh bee™ Game, in the winter of 1928-29 trapped about 100 partridges near 
E ie Oconomowoc. The trapping was done by K. J. MacFarlane. A 

ag dozen of these birds were planted on the site of the present Uni- 
versity Arboretum near Lake Wingra (but never seen since). 

The remainder were sent to the Fish Creek Game Farm, Door 

County, for propagation. 
Fish Creek was the center of partridge propagation until 

1931, when the breeding stock was moved to Moon Lake, Fond 

peo du Lac County, and placed in charge of Frank Hopkins, who had 
wn learned game keeping in England and had operated the Moon ' 

Lake Refuge for the Milwaukee chapter of the Izaak Walton
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League since 1926. In 1936 operations were transferred to Poy- 
nette, Columbia County, where a new propagating plant had 

been built in 1934. 
In addition to the initial stock wild-trapped in 1928, an im- 

portation of breeding stock was made in 1929.14 Hand-reared 

stock was borrowed from Michigan in 1931 and Oregon in 1932. 

Some was purchased in Manitoba in 1934 and in Wisconsin in 

1937. 

To reconstruct an accurate record of the state’s output of 
planting stock is difficult. Records go back only to 1933, recol- 
lections of previous output do not agree, and the Biennial Re- 

ports! do not always give usable figures. There is also confusion 

between the number reared and the number planted. Table 2 
attempts to select what seem to be the most dependable figures on 

the state’s operations. 
In Table 8 all known plantings, both state and private, are 

arranged by counties. This table is offered with more confidence, 

for it consists in large part of data gathered at first hand in the 

field from the sportsmen and wardens who made the plantings. 

Combining all available records, there appear to have been 

planted in Wisconsin to date: 

669 partridges propagated by the state at the State Game Farm 
224 imported or trapped by the state 

5,460 imported or propagated by private persons 

6,353 

There survive at this writing, in addition to the established 

populations within the 1937 spread contour, about 25 scattered 

‘coveys, most of which appear in Fig. 1. 

TYPES OF SPREAD 

The years of first arrival recorded in Fig. 1 were accumulated 
piecemeal during the past decade. Each figure represents the 

year of arrival at the spot marked “X”, and is the outcome of 

personal inquiry among local farmers, sportsmen, or wardens. 

Such a process of interrogation disclosed a vast disparity in 

competence as between observers. Prominent sportsmen some- 

times revealed their inability to distinguish a partridge from a 

pheasant. Others had at their fingertips the complete chronology, 

size, location, mortality and movement of every covey. The best
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information came from those who had conducted winter feed- 

ing operations. Some farmers had partridges in their fields 

without knowing it; others knew of the first outposts miles away. 

Many a day’s questioning yielded only discarded data; again an 

hour’s discussion yielded a clear picture of half a county. All 

data were accumulated on county maps. 

During the summer of 1937 John Beule, one of my students, 

«| mapped the spread in Dodge County and adjoining parts of 

is bs ute ga ond du Lac and Sheboygan. His data are incorporated in Fig. 1. 

P a Sle Both my own work and Beule’s support the hypothesis that 

Co a the Wisconsin partridge “front” advances by three mechanisms: 
paw 

(1) By slow yearly overflow into adjacent unoccupied ter- 

ritory. This is the “ripple” type of spread. 

(2) By salients suddenly thrust out into unoccupied territory 

and then slowly amalgamated with the main front. 

(3) By isolated outposts of population thrown far ahead 

of the main front. These may enlarge and eventually 

coalesce with the main front. 

While the long-time trend is one of aggression into new 
territory, this trend is the net resultant of many local retreats 

and halts as well as advances. Salients or outposts are thrust 

out only to encounter bad seasons or adverse range and die. 

“Bubbles” or vacant spots are left behind the main advance, and 

may not become populated for a decade (for example, most of 
Ozaukee County). Some are submarginal range and persist in- 

definitely (for example, Horicon Marsh and parts of the kettle 
moraine). Others of marginal quality doubtless disappear and 
reform with varying population pressure. But despite these 

local defeats, the partridge front has, during the 30 years since 

their introduction, advanced steadily across the fertile farm- 
lands eastward to the barrier of Lake Michigan, southward to a 

juncture with the Illinois populations, westward into the prairies 

of the driftless area, northwestward to the border of the sands. 
and northward into the rich clays of the Green Bay region. 

What will ultimately halt their advance no man can yet say. 

The finer details of spread pattern during the early years are 

lost. The outward movement can be depicted only in terms of 

crude 10-year contours, such as those for 1920 and 1930 (Fig. 1).
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Some of the more recent spread-phenomena have, however, been 

| reconstructed in more detail, and are now discussed. 

SPREAD BY SALIENT : 

Exodus of 1935-36. About Christmas time during the winter 

of 1935-36, Sheboygan and Manitowoc counties, up to that time 

unoccupied by partridges, simultaneously received an influx of 

“thousands” ,of these birds. There must have been a wholesale 

exodus from the established range to the southward. This sud- 

den invasion represents a northward thrust of 50 miles, a greater 

distance than had been covered by the usual mode of spread 

during the preceding 25 years. 

It is hard to gather an intelligible account of this extra- 

ordinary movement. No one saw the birds move. No one knows 

anything except a few wardens, sportsmen, and farmers, who, 

in braving the historic blizzards of that winter to carry grain 

to their feeding stations, noticed the presence of the new ar- 

rivals. Their advent was regarded as lucky, but hardly as phe- 

nomenal. In biology, as in history, the greatness of an event 

is seldom appreciated by its eye-witnesses. 

The 1932 exodus of sharptail grouse into southern Canada 

was observed by at least one scientist,'® but no scientific insti- 

tution even knew of this partridge exodus until nearly two years 

after the event. _ i 

Warden James Edick of Sheboygan says “there were six tol ve. 

eight coveys of 30 to 75 birds each in the 10-mile stretch of 

lakeshore south of town. We put out feed, but they would not 

enter our shelters, so we fed them on wind-swept knolls.” " 

Warden John Egan of Manitowoc gives a similar account. He | Qe. 

tells of one covey which appeared in a lakeshore willow thicket 

, on the outskirts of the city, and being fed, spent the winter. 

Most of the new arrivals appeared on the belt of rich red 

soil, about 10 miles wide, which parallels the lake shore. At 

least a dozen known coveys survived until 1937. Two coveys 

even invaded the sterile gravel hills of the “kettle moraine” 

which comprise the western edge of these counties, and some 

birds persisted there, for a nesting hen was seen in 1937. By the 

fall of 1937, however, the upper half of Manitowoc County ap- 

pears to have died out. During the present winter (1937-38) 

four coveys persist in the southeast corner of Manitowoc County.
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Sheboygan County is at least sparsely populated over most of 

its area, for 135 partridges were reported killed during the 1937 

season (Table 5). 

During the same winter a similar but smaller salient was 

thrust northward up the center of Fond du Lac County, and en- 

countering the south end of Lake Winnebago, moved up its east 

shore to the border of Calumet County, a total distance of 20 

miles. This salient encountered rich farming soils similar to the 

Sheboygan-Manitowoc lake shore belt, and most of the coveys 

were represented by nesting birds and broods in 1937. 

A third salient was thrust up the Sugar River in Dane 

County from Belleville to Verona, a distance of 12 miles. It is 

not certain, however, that this occurred at exactly the same time. 

It is known that most of the coveys in this salient first appeared 

in 1986, that they nested in 1937, and that at least one made a 

further advance to the Riley Game Area in September, 1937, 

where it persists at this writing (January, 1938). 

All three salients have four features in common: 

(1) All were thrust northward. 

(2) All have, to this date, an extremely thin population. 

(8) The first two certainly (and the third probably) took 

place during the first onset of killing weather about 

Christmas of 1935. 

(4) All three were fed after arrival, and thus had a good 

chance to survive. 

The three salients are unlike in two respects: The Sheboy- 

gan-Manitowoc movement was partly into rich agricultural soil 

and partly into poor hill-land, whereas the other two were en- 

tirely into good soil. Those on good soil persist and have even 

spread; that partly on poor soil has lost half its original gains. 

It is doubtful whether these sudden winter movements are 

selective as to route or destination. They seem to be blind move- 

ments; those stumbling upon poor environment die off and are 

forgotten, or perhaps wander until good environment is en- 

countered. 

Previous Movements. There is fragmentary evidence that 

similar movements have occurred before, some of them into the 

identical regions invaded in 1936. Thus a covey appeared south 

of Manitowoc about 1932, and may have persisted until over-
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ridden by the 1936 exodus. The south half of Washington County 
was colonized in 1933, and the adjacent corner of Sheboygan 

received two coveys the same year, all persisting. The orienta- 

tion of this thrust was northward. Its date was probably late 
fall or winter, for local sportsmen attributed it to the scattering 
of partridges within the established range by pheasant hunters. 

The impression of blind movement is supported by sporadic 

appearances of single birds in localities far removed from in- 
habited range. Thus a single bird was killed by a snowplow in 

January, 1987, near Wisconsin Rapids, between Portage and yr 

Wood counties. Another was found dead during the same month] anes 

near Reedsburg, in Sauk County. Rasiobes “4 

Depopulation. The invasion of whole counties by “thousands” 

of partridges implies depopulation of the region from which the 
birds moved. In the case of the 1935-36 exodus, there is histori- 
cal evidence of such depopulation. On the Faville Grove Game 

Area in Jefferson County, Hawkins!? recorded a winter decrease 

of 50 per cent, despite continuous feeding. 

The state kill for 1936, the year following the exodus, shows 

a 85 per cent decrease over 1935 (Table 4). 

The exact region depopulated is unknown, nor is it possible 

to disentangle ordinary starvation loss in situ from loss by 

exodus. The only certain thing is that a widespread decrease 

within the established range coincided in time with the hard 

winter and the exodus to new range. 

SPREAD BY OUTPOSTS 

In 1927 the main western front had just entered Rock 

County at Lima Centre near Whitewater. Further south it had 
advanced to Delavan in Walworth County. In January 1928 
(another hard winter), a covey of 10 partridges was seen near 

New Glarus, in Green County, 40 miles west of what was then 

| the main front. In July, 1929, a single bird was seen near Clarno, 
, 40 miles west of the main front, and in July, 1929, a covey was 

seen at Oakley, 30 miles west of the main front. These outposts 

must have died, for during the ensuing decade no birds were 
seen, and the main front has just reached the sites where out- 

posts appeared in 1928. 

These outpost-colonies differ from the salients previously de- 

scribed in that the movement was westward, not northward.
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There is probably no real distinction between outposts and 

salients; a salient is a continuous string of outposts. 

vy OPEN SEASONS AND KILL; FLUCTUATIONS 

All spread phenomena should be interpreted in the light of 

population density. There are available in Wisconsin three 

indices to partridge population status: 

Open seasons since 1921. (See Table 4). 

Kill records since 1932. (See Table 5). 

Census of the Faville Grove Game Area, Jefferson County, 

since 1935. 

Open Seasons and Kill. In 1919, 11 years after the first Pabst 

planting, the legislature opened Waukesha and Jefferson coun- 

ties for a five-day partridge season with a limit of two birds per 

day. This season continued through 1920, but in 1921 the limit 

was increased to five. In 1922, 1928, and 1924 the season was 

shortened to two days and the bag limit was reduced to four 

birds. In 1925 and 1926 the season was closed; this possibly re- 

fiects the “die-off” of the 10-year cycle, which peaked in 1924. 

1927 and 1928 were again open, but only in a few townships. 

The open area was so small as to induce a severe concentration 

of hunters and much annoyance to farmers. Severely localized 

open seasons have ever since been abandoned as bad policy. 

1929-1930-1931 were again closed. Colonel Pabst definitely 

records a scarcity during the winter of 1929-30, and mentions 

two wet, cold breeding seasons as the cause. 

Since 1932 a season of 4 to 14 days has been allowed yearly in 

a slowly enlarging area, which in 1937 included 9 counties. At 

least two of these, however, have only a sprinkling of coveys: 

Ozaukee and Sheboygan. 

Table 4 shows the kill, as reported by licensees and corrected 

by the Conservation Department for those not reporting. 

Table 5 shows the uncorrected kill by counties, and the per- 

centage of licensees reporting each year. Both tables go back to 

1982, the first open partridge year in which reports were re- 

quired. 

The formula for correcting the reports seems to have varied 

from year to year, hence Table 5 is more reliable than Table 4. 

Both tables indicate that 1935 was a year of great abundance,
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and that a decrease followed in 1936. This decrease may be 

ascribed to the killing winter of 1935-36, and to the exodus of 

birds during that winter into closed territory to the northward. 

The highest “corrected” kill, 23,252 birds in 1935, repre- 

sents the productivity of six populated counties, with an aggre- 

gate area of 3,300 square miles. This is a kill of seven birds per 

square mile. If we assume a fifth of the population to have been 

killed, the average density is 35 partridges per square mile, or 

one per 18 acres. 

If we take the highest uncorrected report for the best county 

(Racine, 3,739 in 1933), we get, by the same indirect computa- 

tion, a hypothetical stand of one partridge per 12 acres. The 

poorest county in 1936 (Ozaukee, 364) gives one partridge per 

85 acres. 

In the Canadian wheat belt, in England,!® and in Bohemia,?° 

densities of one partridge per acre are known, and one per two 

acres not uncommon. Sparse populations are apparently char- | 

acteristic of all partridge range in the north-central states, and 

no game manager has yet succeeded in breaking this dead-level 

of mediocrity in abundance. : 

Faville Grove Census. Arthur S. Hawkins has censused the 

partridge population of the Faville Grove Game Area as follows: 

1935 1,200 acres 118 in January 
1936 2,300 acres 223 in January 

179 in February 
73 in March 

1937 2,300 acres 178 in January 
143 in March 

1988 2,500 acres 314 in January 

The density has fluctuated from 8 to 18 acres per bird. 1936, 

as already explained, showed a severe decrease during the win- 

ter, either by exodus or mortality or both. January 1938 showed 

an increase over November 1937, evidently by influx. 

The combined trend of all Wisconsin evidence (seasons, kill, | lw Reweut 

and census) shows partridge highs about 1924 and about 1934. g daveb 

These are the highs of the continental 11-year cycle. + ae Ks 

That the Hungarian partridge does respond to the continental 

cycle, at least in Canada, has already been suggested by Rowan,?* 

who recorded a severe decrease beginning in 1934. 

|
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The Wisconsin evidence, however, is too fragmentary to be 

considered as proof of cyclic behavior. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One may deduce from the foregoing evidence certain char- 

acteristics of the pioneering process in Wisconsin partridge 

populations; and certain requirements for survival, both in na- 

tural spread and in artificial spread by plantings. 

Origin. With few and inconclusive exceptions, the 7,000 

square miles now constituting the partridge range in Wisconsin 

was populated by spread from a single point in Waukesha 
County, at which repeated large plantings were made for a de- 

cade. These repeated plantings unwittingly simulated the pro- 
cess of repeated colonization which takes place in nature. 

Spread Rate. The longest radius from the point of origin is 

102 miles (northeast) in 27 years, or four miles per year on the 
average. Single thrusts of 50 miles in a year are recorded in two 

instances. 

Mechanism. The usual mode of spread is by slow overflow 

into vacant territory, but at times advance colonies are thrown 
out either in strings (salients), or as isolated outposts, for dis- 

tances up to 50 miles in a year. 

Season. The season of slow overflow is unknown, but is be- 
lieved to be early fall. The sudden thrusts seem to occur in early 

winter, especially in hard winters. The two hardest winters of 
the past decade, 1928-29 and 1935-36, were both accompanied by 

outthrusts. { 

Orientation. The direction of large outthrusts was north- 

ward except in one case, which was westward. This seemingly 

northward orientation may be accidental, for Lake Michigan 

blocks eastward spread, while the adjacent portions of Illinois 

are not vacant, hence southward outthrusts would be obscured. 

Selectivity and Soils. The location of outthrusts is not selec- — 

tive, for they blindly invade sterile, wooded, marshy, or sandy 

terrain. Survival, however, is highly selective, and is confined 

to the richest agricultural soils. It is notable that there have 

been no survivals, in the sandy regions to the northwest of the
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center of spread, although the present boundary abuts on the 

sand at several points. 
The suitability of the unglaciated prairie of southwestern 

Wisconsin is as yet unsettled. Most plantings and drift colonies 

in this region have failed, but the steady westward march in 
Green County indicates the possibile suitability of uplands in 

the whole driftless area. 

Density, and Fluctuation. Population pressure is doubtless | 

the propulsive force behind slow spread of the “ripple” type, 

but not all sudden outthrusts occur during years of high popula- 
tion. The only area continuously censused (Faville Grove) | 

showed a lower partridge population during the year of the | 
exodus (1935-36) than during the previous year (1934-35), and | 

the annual kill for the state supports this conclusion. The year 

1933, however, had a high population and also a considerable 

outthrust. | 

The density on territory acquired by outthrusts is at first 
low, and is built up by slow consolidation during the periods 

when the exterior boundary remains quiescent. 
Even the best stands in Wisconsin are sparser than those of 

Canada, England, and Silesia. Low densities are characteristic 

of all partridge population in the north-central states. | 

All partridge populations fluctuate, and in a given locality ] 

fluctuations in reproductive success may be further intensified by 
influx or exodus. Fluctuations show some indication of being 

cyclic in character. 

Spread vs. Plantings. In many instances partridges have 

spread naturally over localities in which previous artificial plant- 
ings had failed, and also localities where previous natural out- | 

| post colonies had been extinguished. Pioneering is evidently a | 

process which is indefinitely repeated. : 

We may glean from the foregoing a generalized picture of 
the partridge’s “march of empire.” The impulse to venture forth | 
is born of adversity—either the adversity of too many neighbors, | 

or the adversity of killing weather. Each adventure is a blind | 

groping for pastures new, repeated until a favorable year and 

a good location happen to coincide and bring success. |
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TABLE 1. Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 

Nee ee 

Year Name County Source of birds No. planted 

1908 |Gustave Pabst Waukesha /Bohemia 5,000 ? 

1910 |J. W. Foster Fond du Lae aie from Gustave 12 
‘abst 

1y22 |F. R. Mueller Sawyer Purchased outside 12°, 
state 

1925-31) Rock Creek Trout Polk Purchased eggs in 300 

Club Alberta 

1929 |Milwaukee I.W.L.A. |Fond du Lac |[mported 40 

1929 |Berlin I.W.L.A. Green Lake |Purchased outside 20 
a state 

1929, |G. R. Rahr Manitowoe |Raised from stock 40 

1932 imported from 
. Europe and Canada 

1931 |Otto Beyer Columbia Purchased in Alberta 20 

1932 |E. L. Young Dodge Raised from hay- 10 
field(?) eggs near 
Ripon 

1929, |New Lisbon Con- Juneau Purchased outside 12 

1933 servation Club state 
5,466 

TABLE 2. Propagation and Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 

by the State Conservation Department 
eS eee 

Imported or Reared but | Reared at 
purchased Trapped perhaps not|Game Farm| Total 

Year |Planted| Kept |Planted | Kept planted |and planted|planted 

1928 12 88 12 

1929 100 33 40 140 : 

1930 124 116? 32 156 

1931 24 (40) 

1932 60 | (160) 120? 120? . 

1933 (140) 224 224 

1934 96 96 

1935 (50) 2 2 

1936 (75) 155 155 

19387 50 50 0 if 0 

Total| 224 288 12 | 138 669 905 

1928: From Biennial Report 1929-30, p.84, also p.92. . Also letter from 

K. J. MacFarlane 9-24-37. 

1929: A news release, undated, says 162 birds were imported, 24 be- 

longing to the Berlin I.W.L.A., 188 to the state. Another release 

dated Jan. 22, 1930, gives the same figures, but adds that 10 or 12 

pairs each were sent to River Falls, Richland Center, Tomah, and 

Argyle for planting. The Argyle plant is known (from field 

reports) to have been sick. The 1929-30 Biennial Report speaks 

of 70 pair (140 birds) stocked between May, 1928, and June, 

1930. 

1980: Progress Report of May, 1931, says 120 pairs were purchased in 
1929-30 and from these 32 birds were produced (and planted?),
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presumably in 1930. Letter from W. F. Grimmer says 124 im- 

ported birds were planted Feb., 1930. 

1981: 12 pairs borrowed from Michigan as breeders, 40 reared, prob- 

ably none planted. 

1932: Field record shows 140 planted in Green County, 1932-36, but 

only 20 appear on state record for 1933 or later. Hence it is 

assumed that the remaining 120 were planted in 1932. This, 

however, may be in error, since in another letter Hopkins says 

none were planted in 1932, although 160 were reared. 

‘1933-86: PlAnts from report by H. B. Kellogg to Walter Scott dated 9-4-37. 

1987: No breeding stock was available in spring. Some wild eggs were 

reared but lost, and no plantings were made. In September 50 

hand-reared birds were purchased, which, with 50 wild-trapped 

birds, constitute the stock for 1938. 

Tape 3. State and Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge by Counties 
—————— ne 

“No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 
VO URIS CORREAI iitjanil waliaiene ual ineeay | Se ene 

Columbia 1931 20 Importedfrom Otto Beyer Disappeared 

Alberta 
SUCE CA Sa Ue eC I e O 

1933 40 State Game F.B. Ernsberger 2 coveys persist. 

Farm 
mc ls OI ane se lb ioneyss etideteoee shila BU 1s ah ae ee 

1933 28 State Game Art Walters Merged* 

Farm 

Dane 1929 12 Trapped at WallaceGrange At Lake Wingra. 

/ Oconomowoc Disappeared at 

once. 

Eau Claire 1934 50 State Game O. W. Fischer Near Eau Claire. 

re NT a UR 
Fond du Lac 1910 12 Gustave Pabst J. W. Foster Near Brandon. 

Survived 

UD an ES ah) Sa NER ae 
1929 40 Imported LW.L.A. Near Moon Lake. 

Probably 
persisted. 
Now merged. 

B 1933 44 State Game L. K. Bryan In Lamartine 
Farm and Oakfield. 

Merged. 

Grant 1936 24 State Game C. E. Gordon Near Fennimore. 
Farm Disappeared 

1937. 
Epa of 0th le Reo OR RR TR a nt ty 

1936 10 State Game Russell Young Near Muscoda. 

: Farm Status 
unknown. 

12 SAUIOUI remo ceed eete eitlrees ee eee Ee
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No, 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

MOU TEN A tase aan ol taaotiane de rs OND eM oe ee ee pee 

Green 1930 or 6? ? Dr. Stevenson Near Brodhead. 

1931 
dint Bene ERE e ty eet il opal be ee 

1932-86 140 State Game Geo. Luchsinger Near Monroe. 

Farm T coveys 
by 1937. 

eet Vu a ere 

Green Lake 1924? 14 ? % Disappeared. 
pee AAR OD Sag RTS UB STI) sO Phu ne Ps ere aneeeie Uaioe aed EST SES 

1929 40 Importedfrom Berlin 
Europe LW.L.A. Near Berlin. 

1929-86 78 Possum Valley W.N.Craw- 4 coveys persist. 
GameFarm ford & Frank 

: Chapman 

T 2“ 1988-84 74 StateGame Dan Trainor 6 coveys per- 

pe ule Farm een sisted, 1936. 
Lo SIR aS ee eee a 

ye Juneau 1929 6 Purchased J. C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
outside Disappeared 

1931. 
i SO 

1933 20 State Game J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
Farm Covey seen 

1934 but 

19383 6 Purchased Conservation disappeared. 
outside Club 

Kenosha 1986 20 State Game J. W. Staple- Near Bristol; 

) w S$ Farm camp near Silver 

ea : ater ne eeer—n Lake. Merged. 
poe MaMa te aD EN Se Re ie Assad oR SN adder om ce ee 

Lafayette 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation Arrived sick. 

(or 1929?) Europe Department Disappeared. 

Manitowoc 1936 20 State Game G. H. Rahr 

be Raby Farm Near Manitowoc. 

Soa 1929, 40 Raised by G. H. Rahr Merged. 

our eS 1932 planter ———~ 
’ Joi UA STRAITS eg gs a 

Milwaukee 1934 12 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm Merged. 

1936 88 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm 

Monroe - 19380 24 Importedfrom Conservation On H. L. Stevens 
Europe Department farm. A few 

said to persist. 
ee aN dao AML i RI ee ee 

1936 10 State Game E. Jenke Status unknown. 

Farm 

Outagamie 1931 49 State Game R. J. Meyer Near Appleton. 
Farm See ee 

Ru We) 1933** 56 StateGame 2 1 covey persists. 
Farm 

ume oD I TN ed a Se ea ES 
odie
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a en ae aN ere NS Avr aie aR ee BR NAC ay 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Polk 1925-81 300 Raised by Joseph Burkhart Near St. Croix 
planter Falls. 

Disappeared. 

Richland 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation 
Europe Department 3 coveys per- 

1936 20 State Game Percy Button sisted, 1937. 
rt Farm 

Rock 1927 12 ? Henry Knudsen Merged. gu Po 

1936 4 State Game Geo Parker Merged. wow’ Qe-lo 
Farm —— P oe 

St. Croix 1923 20? Probably Andrew Hope at e ) 
imported f (ur 

2 coveys survived 
1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation until 1934. Now 

Europe Department disappeared. 
1930 30 State Game ? 

Farm 

Sawyer 1922 12 Purchased Mueller Near Moose Lake. 
outside Disappeared. 

Trempealeau 1914 6 Purchasedfrom Independence Disappeared 
Wentz and Sportsman’s 1916. 
Mackensen Club 

Shipped by Mr. 
Waukesha 1908 ? Sonnenschein, 

1910 2? +Prague, Bo- 
19138 1,000 hemia; also im- 
1915 1,000 ported through 
1918? 2? Wentz and Pabst Farms, 

Mackensen, Ottawa Town- 
Yardley, Pa. Gustave Pabst ship. Spread 

over S. E. 
1927 54 Imported from Wisconsin 

Bohemia 
through Julius 
Loewith, Inc., 
New York 

1929 54 

5,000? . : 

Waupaca 1936 20 State Game A.R. Hansen E. of Waupaca 
Farm and F. D. 

Rundall 

*This term is here used to describe the over-riding of a planting by the advancing 
front of established population before the outcome of the plant could be finally 
determined. 

**« This planting appears on the state’s records but cannot be traced on the ground. 
The record is probably erroneous.
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Taste 4. Open Seasons, Big Limits, and Kill 
of Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin 
a 

Kill 
Pos- reports 

Daily session (cor- 

Year Open season Open area bag limit rected) 

1919, 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 2 

1920 (Sept. 7-11) 
LORE ee ee ee a 
*1921 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 3 

(Sept. 7-11) 

*1922, 2 days Jefferson & Waukesha 4 

1923, (Sept. 7 & 11) 
1924 

1925, closed 
1926 

1927 5 days 7 townships in 
i Waukesha, Jefferson 3? 

1928 5 days 7 townships in 
(Sept. 4-8) Waukesha, Jefferson 3 

SS Th eee ee tages oe UNA La beeen memoria stags ar) > Ie 
1929-31 closed 

1932 3 days Kenosha, Racine, Walworth 4 8 10,926 
(Oct. 1-3) 

19383 5 days Kenosha, Walworth, Racine 4 8 18,310 
(Sept. 80-Oct. 4) 

1984 4 days Dane, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Sept. 29-Oct. 2) Racine, Walworth, 

Waukesha 4 8 22,181 

19385 6 days Dane, Jeiferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 19-24) Ozaukee, Racine 4 8 23,252 

19386 6 days Dodge, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 17-22) Ozaukee, Racine, Wal- 

worth, Washington, 
Waukesha 4 8 15,516 

1987 14 days Dane, Dodge, Jefferson, 
(Oct.23-Nov. 5) Ozaukee, Racine, 

Sheboygan, Walworth, 
Washington, Waukesha 4 8 14,669 

* The Conservation Commission issued orders restricting the statutory season of 5 days 
to 2, and the statutory bag limit from 5 to 3, during the years 1922-1924. The 

federal bulletins* erroneously give the bag limit for 1921 as 2 birds instead of 5. 
The seasons for 1922-1924 are edroneously given as 5 days (Sept. 7 to 11) instead 
of 2 days (Sept. 7 and 11). 

'
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TABLE 5. Hungarian Partridge Kill Reports by Counties 

(uncorrected figures) 

Neen ee eee eee ee Sans 

County 1932 1933 1934 1985 1936 19387 Totals 
Reimer ctr 0 Oe ieee ge Ban ee 

Dane 275 410 586 1,271 

Dodge 905 1,861 2,766 

Jefferson 1,296 1,812 1,518 1,754 6,380 

Kenosha 1,750 1,152 765 916 1,818 6,396 

Ozaukee 156 208 404 768 
* Racine 8,002 3,739 1,817 2,128 3,241 2,261 16,188 

Sheboygan 135 135 

Walworth 1,596 1,204 765 862 1,834 1,468 7,229 

Washington 400 361 612 1,373 

Waukesha 1,438 1,643 2,169 1,106 6,356 
Nasoprnirarali subi hG Meni ieee Leese le Se 

Totals 6,348 6,095 6,356 8,327 11,549 10,187 48,862 

Per cent of 
hunters 
reporting 62% 33% 48% 45% 80% 10% 
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Jan. 26, 1938 

To receive Hungarian reprint 

W. H. Scott, Refuge Section, Conservation Department, Madison, Wisconsin 

Guido Reinhardt Rehr, Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Gordon MacQuarrie, Outdoor Editor, Milwaukee Journal, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Judson W. Staplekamp, 606 Fifty-sixth St., First Nat'l Bank,Bldg., Kenosha 
Charles A. Schlumpf, State Conservation Warden, 46-7th St., Fond du Lac, Wis. 
R. J. Meyer, Appleton, Wisconsin - 521 N. Center St. 
C. HE. Hoffman, Hoffman Drug Store, Port Washington, Wis. 
Gustave Pabst, Room 1301, 110 Hast Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Geo. M. Luchsinger, Monroe, Wis. 

W. N. Crawford, Berlin, Wis. , 
Vermis B. Nelson, Argyle, Wisconsin 

Otto Beyer, Otto Beyer Game Farms, Portage, Wisconsin | 
Robert Robertson, Hayward, Wisconsin 

Emil Jenke, Tomah, Wisconsin » 
0. J. Schwalbe, Conservation Warden, Monroe, Wisconsin 
H. W. Witt, Cashier, State Bank of Fredonia, Fredonia, Wis: 
C. C0. Lehman, Secretary, Ozaukee Co. Fish & Game Protective Assoc., 

Cedarburg, Wisconsin 
H. B. Apel, Conservation Warden, Menomonie, Wisconsin 
Barney Devine, Chief Conservation Warden, Conservation Dept., Madison, Wis 
H. B. Kellogg, Jr., State Exp. Game & Fur Farm, Poynette, Wis. 
Frank Hopkins, State Exp. Game & Fur Farm, Poynette, Wis. : 
0. W. Fisher, Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
J. C. Curtis, New Lisbon, Wisconsin 

Kenneth J. MacFarlane, MacFarlane Pheasant Farm, Janesville, Wis. ans 
Haskell Noyes, $25 North Jefferson St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
John D. Worden, Conservation Warden, Plainfield, Wis. 

Thomas Flanagan, Supt. Outagamie Co. Asylum, Appleton, Wis. 
Arthur S. Walters, Poynette, Wis. 
A. R. Hansen, Waupaca, Wis. 

\ Percy Button, Richland Center, Wis. 
Dan Trainor, Peinceton, Wis. 
Wallace Grange, Babcock, Wis. ( 

Lawrence G. Holmes, National Association of Real Estate Boards, 
22 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 

Anton Novy, 1021 North 16th St., Manitowoc, Wis. 
Lloyd H. Shinners, 1412 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 

i 
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4olk University Farm Place 
Jamary 19, 1940 

Mr. Gustave Pabst 
110 East Wisconsin Aveme 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Pabst: 

I now have the short report in reprint form and am 
sending you several copies, thinking you might wish to hand 
them to your friends. 

I appreciate your situation, and I want to assure 
you that my suggestion was quite incidental. Having done so 
mach work on the Hungarian, I am simply conscious of your part 
in giving us Hungarians. 

With vest regards, 

/ Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold | 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

if



GUSTAVE PABST 

0 &. Ure. Aen, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
January 17, 1940. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:-— 

December and January are very busy months and 
personal correspondence is unavoidably neglected. Therefore, 

I must ask you to overlook my tardiness. 

I find a little comfort in your having delayed 

your work, because of a depleted treasury - not an unusual 

situation in these days. 

I appreciate your sending me the booklet, as its 

contents have given me information which was new to me. I 

shall be pleased to have a copy of your longer paper when it is 

out. 

Much as I would like to help in establishing pro- 

vision for a more thorough study, I have a somewhat depleted 

treasury. Tax-time is staring us in the face. 

With kindest regar d best wishes, 

Lys
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4ok University Farm Place 
Dee. 13, 1939 

Col. Gustave Pabst 
Room 1301 
110 Hast Wisconsin Aveme 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel Pabst: 

My paper on your Hungarian partridge plantings has i 
been delayed in publication, due to the depleted 
treasury of the Wisconsin Academy of Science. I have, 
however, published a very brief summary in the new issue 
of ‘What's New in Farm Setence," of which I am sending 
you a marked copy. 

The longer paper will be out one of these days, and 
when it appears I'll see that you get it. 

Would you possibly be interested in establishing 
provision for a more thorough study of "your" partridges? 
We haven't scratched the surface of what needs to be done. 
If such a venture interests you, I'd be glad to call on 
you to discuss possibilities. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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September 10, 1938 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Personal 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

| Dear Mr. Leopold: f 

I have your letter of eres 8 requesting the 
uncorrected figures on the kill of Hungarian partridge 
for the 1937 season and am happy to list below these 
figures for you. 

As you will note, this past year we secured a return 
of approximately 70 per cent of the census report cards 
and therefore the publicized figures of the game kill 
carried an additional 30 per cent. The figures you desire 
are as follows: 

Dane 586 
Dodge 1861 
Jefferson 1754 
Ozaukee 404 
Racine 2261 
Sheboygan 135 
Walworth 1468 
Washington 612 
Wauke sha 1106 

TOTAL 10,187 

As you probably have not as yet seen a copy of our 
new hunting and trapping laws which is recently off the 
press, I am enclosing one of these booklets for you. I 
know you will be interested in noticing the publicity we 
have given in this booklet on the question of the return 
of bands from birds killed by hunters. You will also be 
interested in the explanation of the new census kill



Professor Aldo Leopold - September 10, 1938 2. 

report cards which we believe will give us a far more 
accurate tabulation and much more detailed information 
than we have ever had before. In fact, I believe that 
no state will have a better report card than this one 
we have planned. I would send you a copy of the return 
post card which we have prepared for band reports, but 
as they will not be off the press until Monday, I will 
have to show you a copy of that later. 

I hope this information is what you desired and 
shall be happy to hear from you again if we can be of 
additional service. : 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

std Sesstco 
WES :CD Awe ‘Scott 
Ene. Supervisor, Refuges and 

Public Hunting Grounds



hol) University Farm Place oe 

Division of Game Management sehen Fs 1938 ; 3 

Mr. Walter B. Seott : 

Refuge Section : 

’ Conservation Department ; 

Madison, Wiseonsin & 

Dear Walter: é 

f Since I submitted the Hungerian partridge mamuscript, 

: the kill reports for 1937-36 have come ovt. These give me ‘ 

g the corrected figures by counties, eyes previously furnished S 

me the uncorrected figures through 1936 (see Table 5, your copy : 
of the mamuseript). Can I get you to add the uncorrected 1937 
figures? : = 

Yours sincerely, x a 

— 

; Aldo Leepold <P 53g eae 

“va Professor of Game Management ee 

: ; :



STATE OF WISCONSIN ie 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT dena 
(LE, Research 
ce) Game 

Madison 
March 3, 1938 por 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1552 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received a copy of your paper on the spread of 
the Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin, and have made it a 
point to read it through as soon as possible so you could 
have any suggestions or corrections I might observe. 

First, I wish to congratulate you on this fine paper, 
as it not only proved very interesting but your material 
seemed to be derived from a great deal of hard work, repre- 
senting a serious attempt to secure the facts. 

Undoubtedly my letter of March 1 was received by you 
yesterday, and I am sure that the information on seasons 
contained in that letter will solve that problem and allow 
you to make corrections on page 16 and in table No. 4. I 
have read the paper more or less carefully for other sugges- 
tions and found very few comments, with the exception of 

/ the fact that under your table No. 2 for the year 1929, 

V | the word "each" which you have in parentheses with a question 
| mark might be eliminated because I am sure that the original 
\ source stated that ten or twelve pair were sent to these 

four vicinities respectively. 

Besides this, I note that you have a question mark in 
your table No. 5 under the year 1952 for the number of 
hunters reporting. I have figured the percentage from the 

/ report of kill and the estimated kill for several species, 
/ and believe that the number of hunters reporting was approxi- 

Nv mately 62%. The reason for the 35% figure in 19353 might be 
explained by the fact that the only census data we have is 
@ compilation made when only 335% of the hunters had reported 
for that year. 

As stated in your paper, there is quite a bit of 
difficulty in ascertaining what the correct deta might be 
for rearing and stocking of "Huns" by the state. I believe



Professor Aldo Leopold - March 5, 1958 es 

however, that the material you have is as close to correct 
as we will ever get inasmuch as I know of no source material 
thet has been overlooked, 

I was not able to tell whether you wanted me to keep 
this copy of your paper or return it to you. As all good 
game managers, I am therefore keeping the paper, with the : 
suggestion that you give me a ring if you would like to have 
it back. I will anxiously look forward to the publication 
of this material, and hope I will not have to wait too long. 

Very truly yours, 

\2Se 
Refuge Section 

WES: DT



Central Y.M.C.A. 
Madison, Wis. wr 
March 1, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold pole 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I believe I have finally solved the early season dates on Huns in Wisconsin 
and from my present information I find that you were originally more correct with 
your Federal Laws thawI with the state lew books. You see, my Seasons were thken 
from the conservation law phamplets issued by the department. To my surprise I ; 
today found out that these phamplets may not always have the correct season in 
them because theywere prepared before the legislature of the year completed all of 

- / its law vasielene, This is what happened in 1919 when the law phamplet was issued 
J evidently before the legislature opened the season on Huns. The following passage m4 

which I found on page 6 of the 1921-22 biennial report (issued on July 1, 1922), (15) 
started me looking for the mistake: (By W. E. Barber) 

"Owing to the prevailing condition the Conservation Department wecommends 
that steps be taken with the aim in view of stocking the south half of the state 
with Huparian Partridge. These birds were introduced into Wisconsin about six 
years ago by Gustav Pabst of Milwaukee. He liberated about 1200 pairs in Waukesha 
County and they have proven a most splendid substitute for our native partridge. 
A closed season was provided for a period of two years, when the season was opened 
for two days in September with a daily bag limit of five birds. At the close of 
the two years the legislature lengthened the season to five days with a daily bag 
limit of five birds, After one year of the five-day season and five-bird bag limit 
a petition was presented to the Conservation Commission akking that the open season 
be reduced to two days with a daily bag limit of three birds. After hearing the 
petitioners an order was issued by the Conservation Commission tleeducindthe open 
season and bag limit as prayed in the petition. This order will remain in force 

until changed by the legislature. 
"The hungarian partridges are very hardy birds and have demonstrated their 

ability to withstand the Wisconsin climate. They are prolific and are not mischievous . 
or harmful to agricultural crops. They are an open-field bird and are the most 
desirable foreign bird that can be secured for stocking purpéses. An appropriation 
should be made for sufficient funds to purchase at leagt 10,000 pafts of these 
birds to be liberated in the counties in Wisconsin where es partridges 
are scarce. Unfortunately the Hungarian partridge cannot“bde raised successfully 
in captivity. Mr. Pabst has labored hard and diligently to propogate the birds 
and has invested considerable money in a game farm, buildings, etc., for that 
purpose, but after trying for two or three years he abandoned the project and is . 
convinced that the takker better way is to buy the parent birds and liberate them ! 

as they take care of themselves and multiply rapidly." . 
Following this lead I checked up in the actual session law books for the 

years men in question and found the following: 
1. Section 21 of Chapter 702 of laws of 1919, published Aug. 9,1919 calls 

, for an open season on Hungarian partridge in Jefferson and Waukesha counties from 
Sept. 7 to Sept. 11 with bag limit of 2 each day-for 1919 and 1920. 

2, Section 3 of Chapter 553 of laws of 1921, published July 18, 1921, calls 
for an open season on Hungarian Partridge in Jefferson and Waukesha Counties from 
Sept. 7 to Sept, 11 with bag limit of 5 each day for 1921. we affected by order, 

3. There was no change in the law regarding this matter in 1923 or 24 and 

therefore as Barber states above, theo@der remained in effect. 
4. Sec. 1 of Chapter 63 of laws of 1925 published April 23, ee stipulates 

the same season, Sept. 7- Sept. 11 with 5 daily bag limit but stirulatess that there 
shell not be an open season until 1929 ! Of course, we know the legislatures in 1927 

decided to open the season again in a few townships. 

F 

iii



2. Leopold a 

We note that 1922, 1923 and 1924 had a Hungarian season regulated by 
a commission order. Barber states that the pebitiorfrequested a 2 day season with 
a bag limit of 3 daily. But he does not state definitely that that is exactly 
wax what was set forth in the order (which I have never seen in actual wordéng). 
But I believe our solution imsis in an article in the Milwaukee Journal for July 23, 
1922 which states that an Order issued July 20, 1922 set the Hungarian Partridge 

/ season open dates on September 7.and September 11 and the bag limit tox four (4) 
each day to a person. The difference from Barber's inference may be slight, but 
I believe this latter record to be correct. 

I am of the opinion ie speeds, eS from 1927 on are correct, and if this 
information clear$hthe probl m, ap certainly will be very happy. It is too 
bad I could not have seen this ray of light at an earlier date; but 1 hope it 
will net be too late tor your purpose. 

Respectfully yours, , 

Kaa 
2. 2. Scott 

J



> UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS rar asada Fila 

Ae Mr. R. L. Hurd oy? : 
Hammond 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hurd: » 

I am bringing up to date my records of Hungarian 

partridge plantings. Are there at this time any surviving 

coveys, either from the 1923 or the 1930 plantings? If so, 

can you tell me how many coveys in what townships? Kindly 

enter reply below. 

Yours sincerely, 

oe ae a 
Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management 

Mr Uolo Looper Whienin renal Wa 
a a 1 

Dear Frundi ph, 2F- 193% 
. ¢ 
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GUSTAVE PABST ¢ se’ 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
February 24, 19 3 8. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Professor Leopold:- 

I had no idea that your paper on the Hungarian 
partridge would be as thorough and complete as the copy which 
you sent to me and which I enjoyed reading very much and for 

which I thank you. 

I have read it carefully and have given it a critical 

scrutiny and my opinion is that you have covered the ground as 
thoroughly as could be under the circumstances of meager 

information. 

The Exodus - - During the past few years on my om 
lands we have had one or possibly two coveys. Last year I found 
a hen sitting on, I think it ws, 20 eggs. Of these 19 hatched. 
To my certain knowledge we now hav off the same district four 
coveys ranging from 8 to 18 birds)" “hope that this will be the 
forerunner of an increase in our vicinity. 

Naturally, I shall be pleased to receive the printed 
copy of your article, although the copy which I received will be 
sufficient. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Ks firs very, truly, 
if jf



STATE OF WISCONSIN 
FILE REFERENCE: 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Perional yr 
LS Aw 

(Sa " 
Wg Madison, Wisconsin 

” February 21, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
01d Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

At a meeting which I attended at Manitowoc on 

February 18, our conservation warden, John Egan, informed 
me that there were at least four coveys of Hungarian 

partridge in Manitowoc county. Each covey is of 6 to 8 

birds. Mr. Egan states that they are all located within 

one-quarter mile of the Lake Michigan shore and south of 

Newton in the towns of Newton and Centerville. 

In speaking to the sportsmen later I was informed 
that there were at least six coveys and at least one 
of them had 16 birds in it. This latter information 
may be correct but I would not wish to depend upon it 

as much as on Egan's statements. 

: I hope this information will be of value to you. 

Very truly yours, 

\S2S— 
W. E. Scott 

WES :MM
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1532 University Avene 
Jamary 28, 1938 

Mr. Gustave Pabst 
Room 1301 
110 Mast Wisconsin Aveme 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Pabst: 

In accordance with your last letter I have deferred 
sending you the Hungarian paper until its completion. I now 
enclose a copy and would appreciate your giving it a critical 
scrutiny for errors of either fact or judgment. 

When it comes out I shall of course send you a printed 
copy. It will appear, I think, in the Transactions of the 
Wildlife Conference. 

I am also returning the correspondence from you files 
which you so kindly loaned me. 

Thank you for your generous help in this rather 
laborious undertaking. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management 

/ 

|
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\ GUSTAVE PABST 

RR Oorw /30/ 

He Gi ees, Os, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
November 15, 19 3 7. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, e 
Professor of Game Management, 
College of Agriculture, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Professor Leopold:- 

I regret very much that I have not acknowledged 

receipt of yours of the 6th, having been very busy on the 

outside that I have not been in the office long anough to take 

eare of my correspondence. 

I thank you very much for the blue prints. Natus— 

ally I am very mch interested in the work that you are doing and 

I should be very glad to have you send me a manuscript if I had 

the time to go over it carefully, but I would prefer to wait for 

5 the manuscript when you have it in shape for publication. In 

we another ten days or two weeks I will be through with the matter 

Ay at hand at the present time and I can then read it in comfort 

Se and without interruption. 

Peal With kindest regards, I am 

Youur 

5



1532 University Avenue 
November 6, 1937 

Colonel Gustave Pabst 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel Pabst: 

I greatly reciate the pains you took in : 
sending me (October it) your file on Hungarian partridges. 

I have now completed the maps and thought ” 
might be interested in them (see blueprints attached). 

I also have the manuscript almost in shape for 
publication. Should you care to take the time to go over 
it, I'd be glad to send it on, but I hesitate to wish such 
a job on you without your assent. 

Your file will be returned soon. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Wanagement



GUSTAVE PABST 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
October 11, 193 7. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The delay in answering your letter of September 29th 
was due to the digging for correspondence in order to give you 

all the information possible. 

Through my old Scotchman, Jack Porter, who was game 
keeper, etc., etc., for me since 1910, I learned definitely that 
my first importation of Hungarian partridge dated back to 1908. 
At that time I had about 40 acres of marsh and upland enclosed 
with small mesh 7 ft. fence. There were Virginia and fallow deer, 
wild turkey (?) from Pennsylvania, a bunch of guinea hens, a 
variety of wild duck and what not. 

My first importation of Hungarian partridge was put 
into this enclosure and all birde pinioned. My plan at the time 
was to hold the pinioned birds under fence and permit the off- 
spring (if any) to fly away and find their om desired location. 
The experiment was not a howling success, but not an entire flop, 
as a few birds were reared. There were still a few pairs in the 
enclosure when Porter came to me in 1910, }wo years later. 

As I have three offices, one in Milwaukee, one in my 
home in Summit Towship and one in my farm and not being the best 
in filing my correspondence, it took me quite some time to go 
through them all. Unfortunately, my secretary has been weeding out 
a lot of old correspondence, but I am enclosing herewith the remants 
which have not been destroyed. 

The majority of birds I received were direct shipments 
from what was formerly Bohemia. A Mr. Sonnenschein, a large land 
owner there, living in the city of Prague, was one of the large 
growers and exporters of Bohemian hops, and from whom the Pabst 
Brewing Company bought a very large part of, their requirements. On 
one of his visits he learned of my importation of the Humgarian 
partridge and from whom I bought probably the largest number of birds 

\e yy but unluckily I have not been able to find any record thereof, 

SG 
Ys S I am sending you all the data I have and am sorry not 
ye? \.\ to be able to give you more. However, I shall be only too glad to 

ae a



Mr. Aldo Leopold, #2. October 11, 1937, 

answer any questions you may ask, if possible. 

Wishing you success Aaryour rather difficult task, I 
am re 

/ 8 ely yours, 
{ 

Encls.



Ho MARE nA DIR RST On STATE OF WISCONSIN ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Fiewsnise Proragnsion.-a, 0. WEBSTER CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ane  e,  e 

Pane GEN MADISON ree. He ALEXANDER 

January 7, 1958 

OFT ee Joo ' 
. FILE REFERENCE: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ; Reports 

Old Entomology Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

You will find enclosed the much belated material 

you requested for your Hungarian partridge study. The 

attached was mevared by Frank Hopkins and Mr. Grimmer. 

Some of your questions are not answered in this 

material. From my records I note that the Fish Creek 

‘ame farm was placed in operation in 1928 with Grange 

and Johnson in charge. Poynette began operations in 

the spring of 1934 and all stock from Fish Creek was 

transferred to Poynette by February, 19355. 

Propagation of Hungarian partridge at Moon lake 

and Poynette was done by Frank Hopkins. At the present 

time I am not sure whether any Hungarian propagation 

was done at Fish Creek. Beginning this year others of 

the game farm staff will take part in Hungarian propa- 

gation. Possible location of future plantings has not 

as yet been determined. 

We hove this material will be satisfactory and 

not too late for your paper. We are glad to help any 

time we can be of service. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 

Supt. of Game Menagement 

By \ SSS see, 
W. EB. Scott 
Refuge Section 

WES : MM 
Ene. 

a



EXPERIMENTAL PROPAGATION -~ HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

The attempted artificial breeding and rearing of the Hungarian 
or gray partridge in Wisconsin began in 1931. At that time the 
conservation department secured, as a loan, from the state of 
Michigan, twelve pairs of hand-reared birds. The birds were 
shipped to the Moon Lake game farm near Kewaskum in Fond du Laé 
county. 

Three of the twelve pairs were lost before the following laying 
(bY Beason. Two hens did not lay. Forty birds were reared from the 

4 ast seven pairs that produced eggs. 

; In 1932 thirty-five pairs of birds were secured, some of which 
, “\ were loaned to the department by the state of Oregon. A number of 

aw \ hens produced no eggs and the general egg average was small, although 
\ two hens did produce thirty-five eggs each. One hundred and sixty 

ee were reared to maturity. 

7 in 1933 fifty pairs of birds were penned. One hundred and forty 
birds were reared to maturity, all of which were liberated. 

In the fall of 1934, supposedly hand-reared birds were purchased 
from Manitoba, Canada. These partridges, however, were apparently 

a9 wild-trapped birds. Most of the hens did not lay. Only fifty birds 
\\2* were reared to maturity. 

All Hungarian partridge breeding stock at Moon Lake was moved 
to Poynette in 1936. The majority of the stock were Manitoba birds, 
Early eggs only were saved. Breeders were stocked in late June. 

yan Approximately seventy-five birds were reared to maturity. 

The Huns were wintered in large covered pens, and all of the 
birds were allowed to run together. Mating pens, six feet square, 
were built off the large pen. These were constructed so that a door 
could be dropped by pulling a string from one end of the large peh. 

Hungarians start to mate in February. It is interesting to 
note that when a pair becomes mated, they usually run up and down 
the side of the large pen, trying to find a place where they can go 
by themselves. ‘ 

If one stays concealed, they can be watched, and when the 
birds run into these small mating pens, they can be trapped by 
dropping the small door. They are then banded with numbered bands 
and placed in another large pen, as, when the pairs are mated, they 
are all put together in a large pen. 

The laying pens are usually made up the first part of April, 
and the different pairs are told by the numbered bands. Any birds 
that failed to mate naturally, were forced mated. Sometimes forced 
mating works very well, but there is usually a lot of disturbance 
when pairs are not properly mated.



Experimental Propagation-Hungarian partridge 2. 

The mated Huns like to be kept quiet with plenty of cover in 
the pens. They like long grass to nest in, and usually dig out a 
place for the nest and cover the eggs. 

Eggs were collected once a week, and two eggs, which were 
covered again, were left in the nest. Sometimes a hen would 
have commenced to set, and, in that case, we removed all the 
eggs and set them under a bantam. Usually, the partridge would 
be laying again in three or four days. 

Bantams were used entirely in the first two years' experimental 
work. Later different types of brooders were used. No electricity 
was available at Moon Lake and, consequently, experiments were con- 
fined to oil burning, coal burning, and feather brooders. Later 
experiments with electric brooders at Poynette were generally un- ‘ 
successful. In every instance best records of production were 
secured through the use of bantam hens. 

Hungarian partridge chicks were fed on clabber, hard-boiled 
eggs, Chickgrain and Spratt's pheasant meal. Ant eggs were fed 
once a day. Principal difficulty in rearing up to the age of 
two weeks was different types of diarrhea. Birds living over 
that period did well and developed quickly. 

+ + * & 

In 1937, Hungarian partridge experimental work was entirely 
discontinued at the Poynette farm because of lack of suitable 
breeding stock. In September 1937, twenty-five pairs of 
hand-reared birds were purchased from the Paquette Game Farm of 
Janesville, Wisconsin. An additional twenty-five pairs of wild- 
trapped birds will be used for experimental purposes. All birds 
will be forced mated during the 1938 breeding season. Both 
bantams and electric brooders, together with at least three types 
of feed, will be used in the 1938 experiments. 
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I was raised on the Eynsham Hall estate in 
Oxfordshire, England, where I worked for about three 
years. 

The first position I held on a game preserve in 
this country was on the Morton F. Plants Game Preserve 
at Mantis, Connecticut. I was underkeeper there for 
four years. 

In the spring of 1913, I took charge of the i 
Connecticut State Game Farm at Madison, Connecticut, 
where I remained until the spring of 1925 when the 
farm was closed because the state decided to purchase 
their pheasants from commercial breeders. At that 

- time, I went to Marshfield, Massachusetts, where I 
was an assistant at the Marshfield State Bird Farm. 
Here we used incubators and brooders entirely. I 
stayed there for two seasons. 

In the fall of 1926, I came to Wisconsin to take 
charge of the Moon Lake Wild Life Refuge. I was trans- 
ferred to Poynette in January 1936. 

I did not have much experience with the raising 
of Huns in captivity until I came to Moon Lake. We 
tried some in large covered pens at Plants Game Pre- 
serve. These were imported birds. They were very 
wild and disappeared about a year after they were re- 
leased. We also tried some imported birds on the 
French system at Madison, Connecticut, but they were 
too wild to mate. These were released, but they also 
disappeared about a year after they were liberated. 
Several thousand were imported and released in differ- 
ent parts of Connecticut, but most of them disappeared 
after a couple of years. 

FRANK HOPKINS
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. FILE REFERENCE: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold General 

Old Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

‘ 

Dear Sir} 

In searching newspaper files yesterday I found 
, that the Milwaukee Journal of July 23, 1922, carried 

a news article referring to a conservation commission 
order of July 20, 1922 which reduced the Hungarian 
pertridge season in Waukesha and Jefferson counties 

for that year to two open days, September 7 and 11, 

with a bag limit of four birds per day. 

I am still searching for a file of these early 

orders, and you may be sure I shall inform you of 

any other season changes I may find relating to the 
Hungarian partridge. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Suot. of Game Management 

By We S ssa 
W. Bi Scott 
Refuge Section 

WES :MM
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FILE REFERENCE: 

Reports 
4 Mr. Aldo Leopold Game 

Old Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Bear Sars 

I recently ran into some additional material on 
Hungarian partridge which is for your information as 

follows: 

Duane H. Kipo's conservation department news 

release for January 22, 1930 states that 162 Huns i 
[ were secured from Eurove and shionpved from Germany to 

the conservation department. Of these, 19 pair were i 
sent for breeding purposes to the Fish Creek game 

f farm, 12 vair were sent to the Berlin Izaak Walton League 
(they really purchased these themselves), and 10: er 12 

\ pair were sent to River Falls, Richland Center, Tomah, 
and Argyle respectively for stocking. This does not 
seem to account for quite all the birds, but it is 

\ better than nothing. 

Another note which may be of interest is the fact 
that a Mr. Four of Appleton recently informed this 
office that a Professor Rogers of Oshkosh and Dick 
Meyers of Anpleton recently located a group of Huns 

{ in Outagamie county. These birds were reported to have 
{ been stocked several years ago. 

I have been wanting to send you the records of the 
Hun kill by counties during the open season years, but 

yr as I do not have all of the records handy, I shall do 
\ that later if you wish. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. fF. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By g8- Sumer 
W. E. Seott 

Refuge Section 
WES : MM
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Appleton, Wis., December 27/37 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. i 

Dear Professor: " : 

Our Hungarians have been rediscovered. q 

Professor and Mrs W.H.Rogers saw sev- 
' eral while taking their annual bird census the other: » : 

day. They were slightly more than two miles northeast ; bs 
of the place where originally planted and south of { 
the Center swamp. : 4 

! Would suggest that you ask the conser- j 
' wation department to instruct the conservation warden j 

to locate the covey and set out a feeding ‘station. x 
i ov Give Professor Rogers as your authority. If my name i 

“is mentioned the searches would not be likely to dis- i 
Cover-anything larger than a chickadee. , 

Wishing you a Happy ani Prosperous 
New Year, I remain, 

| Youre singerely, ‘ 

; ! ih 
; Q if 

i 

| : 

¢ |
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JUDSON Ww. STAPLE KAMP 606 FIFTY-SIXTH STREET wey i 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING aw 

LAW OFFICES SUITE 12 he 

v 
KENOSHA, WIS. ¥ 

December 16 ' 
1937 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. ‘ 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I give you the following information. The two places 
marked X in Paris Township are the original 1924 

WE plantings, presumably coming from Waukesha Countye The 
X marked in Salem Township is the point in which i 

| coveys were first seen in Salem in 1928. The points 
V marked O are the 1936 plantings. Coveys have now 

spread to all townships in Kenosha County and are 
increasing very well. 

Very truly yours, 

GL A Ah oee 

JWS:S DSON W. STAPLEKAMP
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Mr. William Ozburn, 
City. 

Dear Bill: 

<i “Wild you please check over this matter 

and give us the proper information. 

JUDSON W. STAPLEKAMP 

elacipth: Gus egpphe {7 leans LY nt eh Apne Gpe Pel OR 

a ee we ane act ,
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; UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

. MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Avenue 

September 17, 1937 

Mr. Judson W, Staplekamp 
First National Bank Building 
Kenosha, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear Mr, Staplekamp: 

The Conservation Department tells me that they 
gave you a planting of 20 Hungarian partridges in 1936. If 

j y these have as yet been put out as a planting, will you 
kindly enter on the attached map where? 

Also, if you happen to know the year in which 
the Hungarians from Waukesha arrived at any particular point 
in Kenosha County, I would appreciate your entering that 

point on the map, together with the year of arrival. 

I am trying to complete and publish a history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will send you a copy after 
the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cede Liotoll 
Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management 
enc 

. —_ 

Lag qrolrol Legeucl: Ove pac of plots : i 

I926X% = Locablls artane H use frat orvruntel 

An 1426 
October 11, 1957 

As nearly as we can ascertain, the places marked with 
an X on the ‘enclosed map indicate the Waukesha plantings 
and where marked 0 are the 1956 plantings. 

i partie ie had 4 
wna JU Re] W. GTAPLEKAMP 
fond by



Ola Entomology Building 
4 Medison, Wisconsin 

§.ve DHaph. carp FVD Bly Nenwaha MOFOROr 3+ 1937 
—_ 

Dear ur. Uaple corup: 

Attached is a blueprint of the map which is to go with the paper I am 
writing on Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin. the information you have 
previously furnished helps fora the basis for the paper and the wap. 

I am sending it to you now for @ final check on the following questions? 

SS ate The figure *36X" means that in 1936 the birds spread to. 
(or at) the locality marked by the "X". Can you give me any 
additional arrival dates? ‘ — ' 

Yor drolut wcuy what year as Covey ¢ aw Parse lrereehish orrrotel, Qe 

Us Yron bunprn 7 1qVve- 

Set oe Do you know of any additional coveys beyond the 1937 
boundary? If so, please give me location and full circumstances so I can 
correct the map. 

I would aleo like the locations of any and all coveys in the border 
counties of Marquette, Green Leke, Fond du lac, Sheboygan, Oraukee, Calumet, 
end Manitowoc counties. This region is eo thinly populated that it is hard 
to draw « correct boundary. 

Satie: Do you know of any plantings other than those indicated by 
heavy ¢: ee on the map? If so, give me uumber planted, year, location, 
and where planted birds were obtained. 

Please reply in the above spaces if possible. If short of space, you 
may write on the other side of this sheet. 

Yours sincerely, 

Out a Aldo Leopold 
Winaolly Arderren Connmadly| Professor of Game Management 

he at
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN \v 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE \w" 
MADISON, WISCONSIN \ 

1532 University Aveme 
DEPARTMENT OF Acer ECONOMICS December 10, 1937 

Mr. Charles A. Schlumpf 
State Conservation Warden 
46 Seventh Street 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Schlumpf: f 

I am writing a paper on the spread of the Hungarian 

partridge in Wisconsin, but to complete the paper I lack one 
small bit of information which I hope you can furnish me. 

I need to know how far up the west shore of Lake 
Winnebago any wild coveys of partridges occur. 

The attached map shows the coveys of which I have a 
record. As you will see by the question mark, I do not know how 
to extend the range boundary to the west shore of the lake. 

If you know of any additional coveys anywhere else in 
the county, I hope you will enter them on the map, as well as the 
covey on the west shore. 

Kindly return the map so that I can transfer the infor- 

mation to my maps. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

cea ae 
Aldo Leopold 

vh ® ie Coxeys Professor of Game Management 

Li PAG 
: i 
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GUIDO REINHARDT RAHR WH p \} 
MANITOWOC, WIS. gv 

December 10 1937 ' Oe 

% 

Aldo Leopold, Prof. Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold, i 

In answer to your letter of December 6, 
[ wish to tell you that my releases 
were made in 1929-52. They were made 
near my home on the outskirts of Manitowoc, 
vnere there should be sufficient cover for 
these binds, but up to the present "ime 
there have been Ro results as to the es- 
tablishment of coveys. 

In talking to John Egan, the game irden, 
healso reports no bires ‘have been geen, 

t Leastiito his knowledge, this Pall. 

GRR :MD G.Re) Rane 

es 

bn. Rabe Ron bb botlanyuu a0 flim but yom torud 

URA wer yt hour be eenny H wag oormenee Yow arches vrtw 

cud aboor Mot artuty ow from Us Hoty Remus Furne 

‘ Aldo 

nom ‘ %7 
tae



1532 University Aveme 
December 6, 1937 

Mr. Guido R. Rahr 

Manitowoe 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Rehr: 

I didn't realize until your lest letter (November 12) ; 
that you had raised and planted a lot of Hungarians of your owa 

‘ over and above the 20 birds sent you by the state in 1936, 

I'd like to have your own releases in my records. Can 
therefore tell me: 

1. During what period were your own releases made? 

(I take 4% 1929-19377) 

2. Total number of your own birds released, 

3. Yhere? (I take it all aear Manitowoc?) 

4, Result: You have already seid none showed up as 
wild establiched coveys, Is thie correct? 

Tf you have any news of wild coveys seen in your county 
since your last letter, let me know. 

Thanks for your help. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Menagemont



GUIDO REINHARDT RAHR 

MANITOWOC,WIS. 

November 11 1937 

Aldo Leopold, Prof. Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
15432 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold, 

I was very much interested in your notation 

on my letter of October 12, as well as the 

manuscript you were kind enough to inclose. 

Warden John Egan and myself had quite a talk 

yesterday about the Hungarians in this county. 

He reports to me that he has not seen a single 
covey this year. Neither have I been able to 
find any one who has reported seeing any of 
these birds. 

I am sorry not to be able to give you any 
more complete information on this subject. 
If I ever have some news communicated to me 
which would interest you, I shall send it 
along immediately. 

I started raising pheasants here about twelve 
years ago, I think one of the first in the 
county, and liberated hundreds of them. I 
then started with Hungarian partridges, buy- 
ing my first ones from Loewith. These were 
imported birds. I think I started about eight 
years ago with these, making two purchases of 
twenty pair. After that I bought them - in 
conjunction with the state conservation com- 
mission - in Canada. None of the birds that 
were liberated had ever showed up, although I 

’ did keep quite a few in a fifteen acre en- 
closure for quite some time. 

For the past three years I have been hunting 

in Saskatchewan, principally on Hungarians.



GUIDO REINHARDT RAHR 1 

MANITOWOC,WIS. 

Oe 

This year I went up early in the season, the 

end of September, and found that the partridge 

_ Wey were much more plentiful than they had been 

Ces in the past two years. It was nothing to get 

U into twenty to thirty coveys in a day from half 

past hine in the morning until four in the efter- 

noon. The principal reason for this increase, 

in my opinion, is the very active crow campaign 

carried on by a friend of mine, Harry Felt, over 

this fifteen or twenty mile area. Thirty thou- 

sand eggs were brought in, bushel baskets of 

them, by school children for whom he had ar- 

ranged various competitions. Of course this 

country is sparsely settled, with practically 

no hunters, and nothing but wheat stubble 
and cockle and scrub cover for the birds. 

If I could find out how I could cross wild, 

trapped Hungarian Partridge and eggs from Canada 

to Wisconsin, I am quite sure I could get a 

great many birds from this source, and I should 

like to do so. Possibly you can give me some 
information on this. 

During the past year I had twenty pair of Chukkars 

sent from California. During the mating season 

it was essential to have each pair separated and 

that entailed quite an extensive building program 
of fences, at least for me. Possibly my exper- 

ience was not an indication of how these birds 

would do here, but the very cold, wet spring we 

had killed off most of them. I did raise quite 

a few from eggs, hatching them under Japanese 

silkies, and these too, after careful handling 

and after having reached maturity, died. This 

just doesntt seem to be the climate for this 

type of bird. As I understand, they thrive 

much more successfully in a dry, wild country 

such as one would probably find in the hills 

of Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.



GUIDO REINHARDT RAHR 

MANITOWOC,WIS. 

—5= 

From my experience with the Chukkar I do not 
think I will have any more birds shipped in, 
due entirely to the weather conditions here 
which may be much more detrimental to these 
birds along the lakeshore. : 

If Mr. Egan or any of the sportsmen's organ- 
izations find any Huns later on in the. season 
I shall communicate this information to you. 
The chences will be better for finding them 
when it gets ea little colder and more people 
are out rabbit hunting. 

You YD py 

GRR:MD Go Rs Rake



1532 University Aveme 
November 24, 1937 

Mr. Gordon MacQuarrie 
The Milwaukee Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear MacQuarrie: . 

r am puzzled by the situation presented by the Hungarian 

paper. 

In justice to the University, I think I have to stick 
by my guns to preserve the originality of whatever may be new 
facts; if I should fail to do this, the acceptability of the paper 
in scientific journals would be decreased. However, I have no 
objection to your gleaning such other background as you wish. 

: I am afraid that all the details of the Pabst plantings 
are new facts except those identified in the paper as previously 
published by Scott and those previously published by me. These : 
published facts are public property. 

I don't want to lay down any hidebound rules to cramp 
your style. If you wish, write up the way you would like to use 
the material and let me lock at it. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

¢ Ne 
gg 
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THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

Thursday, November 18. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It. seems like.a lot of gall to ask a man to turn over 
a seientifie paper on which he has spent so muah time. 
However, if you will. send, along that Mungarian partridge 
paper be assured it will be well cared for and returned 

prommtby. Hope it contains some reference to Col. Pabst's 

work. He seems such a grand old gentleman but getting 
a story out of him was next to impossible. 

It's nice of you to let me have this paper. If it 

develops through my reading the paper that an entirely 

aifferent story from the Pabst piece is apparent, do you 

mind if I handle it for a Journal story? 

Nave just returned from a trip in the peninsula 

deer woods. Woods were beautiful with the first snow of the 

season. I was impressed by the apparent absence of deer. 

Visited many camps and saw few deer. No where near the 

number I saw last year on opening day in Forest county 

in a much smaller area. Causes me to wonder if Michigan's 

annual deer seasons have been too much for the herds.



A < cy) mT) PAW e he mH : \ 

The deer argument js raging as usual. I have kept out of 
it because I don't know what s what and furthermore remember a bit of 

advice an old friend once gave me which was to refrain from quarreling 

with a pole cat on his own terms. Of course everyone involved is 
a complete authority on the subject and there is hardly any attention 
paid to faets or science. I am going hunting myself up in Bayfield 
county where I have a place on the Middle Hau Claire lake. Perhaps 
I'll kill a deer. It doesn't make much difference to me. 

Am still looking forward to meeting you: and after the deer 
season when thingsslow up it's likely I'll be in Madison, at which time 
I hope to waste several hours of your time. 

Sincerely, . 

BE.



| \3 THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
0 

\\ \ EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY » 

gr MILWAUKEE 

Wednesday, November 9. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

This morning L had an interview with Col. Gustave 
Pabst. ‘Throtigh his son, who is The Journal's financial 
editor, The Journal is planning an editorial page feature 
dealing with the colonel's planting of pheasants and Hungarian 
partridges. 

The colonel informed me that you had all the available 
data he possesses and suggested that I contact you. He could 

not recall facts and dates accurately, as he wished to do. 
I gathered the impression that the material 1 am looking 

for is in the papers: he has loaned you. 

Am wondering if you would care to give me a snyopsis of 
what he has done, or, if you wished, you could loan me the 
material. I could return it to his son here in the office. 
No doubt but that he has done some good work for Wisconsin. 
I have never seen the whole story in print, but have read brief 
paragraphs from time to time about his work with imported 

birds. 

I might adda that it has not been easy to get mich from 

the colonel and if you could provide me with a synopsis of



the history of the pheasant and “Munks™ for all of Wisconsin, 
I would appreciate it. 

The duck season is over and the letters are beginning 
to come in from hunters who want changes in the regulations. 
Many of them need to be reminded that they are asking for 
things that seem impossible, but then I have noted that 
duck ‘hunters, like everyone else, like to holler and I doubt 
if many of them think that demands for less restriction 
will. get mich of a hearing anyway. §i%: 

bye | i 

; im Quarrie
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UNIVERSITY OF widsanals 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

1532 University Aveme 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS November eu, 1937 
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Mr. C. Hoffman Wao 

Hoffman Drug Store : 

Port Washington, Wisconsin , ; 

Dear Mr. Hoffman: ' ‘ : 

Mr. H. W. Witt of Fredonia tells me-you might : 

be able to tell me\the date of arrival of some of the 

Hungarian partridge coveys in your county. If so, I ‘ 

would appreciate your marking the map. ’ i 

* . 

Also, if you know any other coveys than those 
I have marked, kindly give me location. r 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

‘Yours sincerely, 

Redoleot.ot 
—_—_— 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
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Old Entomology Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
November 3, 1937 

his OAL Udt”, Fauchewwne 

Attached is a blueprint of the map which is to go with the paper I am 
writing on Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin. The information you have 
previously furnished helps form the basis for the paper and the map. 

T am sending it to you now for a final check on the following questions? 

aeyizel a The figure "36X" means that in 1936 the birds spread to 
(or arrived at) the locality marked by the "xX". Can you give me any 
additional arrival dates? e uy lle 

YU pean Rprbeed ane ALOU s © tras £4 atte igabe, awk bs e Warr & f, ta ea inte 

a GESe | cy ‘ ‘ ? 
Aes thr Aarnawoale date he btn / ote Hara Cemertenges aru Of A a 

a ¥ eal 

Be ee Do you know of any additional coveys beyond the 1937 to 
boundary? If so, please give me location and full circumstances so I can 
correct the map. +, 

I would also like the locations of any and all coveys in the border 
counties of Marquette, Green Lake, Fond du Lac, Sheboygan, Ozaukee, Calumet, 
and Manitowoc counties. This region is so thinly populated that it is hard 
to draw a correct boundary. 

ee Do you know of any plantings other than those indicated by 
heavy circles on the map? If eo, give me number planted, year, location, 
and where planted birds were obtained. 720 : 

Please reply in the above spaces if possible. If short of space, you 
may write on the other side of this sheet. 

a i i Yours sincerely, 

Fin oes “ > tz rs ff me ms . i 8 » ft & a j i 

© Z iy 

s AZ Go he , e Pa Aldo Leopold 
SS, > te » bce, : Professor of Game Management 
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Appleton, Wis., November 12/37 

Professor Aldo Leopold, ‘ 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor: 

Thanks for the maps recently sent 
me. Every time I get my hands on something like 
that I almost regret my retirement from conserva- 

tion work. ‘ 

J I am sure you are wasting time in é 
trying to locate a planting of Hungarians in Outa- 
gamie County in 19335. At that time I was still 
interested and trying to get the planting which 

had been promised me repeatedly. I have several 
letters in my file explaining why the birds could 
not be sent. Had they been sent to some one else 
I am sure I would have heard of it. 

If the.records of the department 
show such a shipment to Outagamie County, I am 
strongly inclined to believe said records were 
doctored to make a showing. 

Yours sincerely,



1532 University Avenue 
November 6, 1937 

Mr. Thomas Flanagan / 
Outagamie County Asylum 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Flanagan: j 

I am trying to get a correct record of Eungarian 
partridges planted near Appleton. 

R. J. Meyer tells me 49 were planted in 1931 on : 
your grounds and disappeared in 193}. 

The state's records show an additional 56 sent to 
Appleton in 1933. Were these put on the Asylum grounds? 
If not, can you tell me where they wore planted and by whom? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Appleton, Wis., September 22/37 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. A 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your ’ 
letter of September 17th, which has just been 
received. 

The only shipment of Hungarian 

partridge sent to me by the state conservation 
department consisted of 49 birds received in 1931. 
These took hold and at least two coveys were 
established and doing wll in the neighbodhood,. 
They were last seen in the fall of 1934. 

The aiditional planting of 56 
birds to which you refer must have been shipped 
to other parties. I had been promised additional 
plantings, but never received any and have no 
knowledge of any others sent to this district. 

Perhaps you could get further 

information by writing to Thomas Flanagan, Supt 
Outagamie County Asylum, Appleton. I .haye dis- 
continued my conservation activities and he may 

: have later information of the birds: 

Yours sincerely, 
R.J.Meyer 
521 N. Center Sst (7. hae ca 
Appleton, Wis 

P.S. Would appreciate your kindness in letting 
me know where I could get a guide to the Arboretum. 

Owe, My wife and I would like to drive down some 
_— Saturday or Sunday to see it.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Avenue RN September 17, 1937 

Mr, R. J. Meyer ; 
521 N. Center St, 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

I am trying to round up and publish my information 
on the history of Huns in Wisconsin. The Department tells 
me that they sent you an additional planting of 56 birds in 
1933. Will you kindly mark on the attached map where these 
birds were planted, and also the locations of any wild 
established coveys which may survive at this time? 

4m I right in my understanding that the planting 
made by you in the year 1931 at the Asylum eventually disap- 
peared? Also, can you tell me the approximate mumber of birds 
in this planting? It is missing from my records. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ode kertobf 
vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management 

6 e = prace of (Mawtuns 

K = Alo Dlralrel ments
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awe 
Old Entomology Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: November 3, 1937 

Yue, mw. Rachamern, M vwroe Ur 

Dear Mr. Latecmger ; } 

Attached is a blueprint of the map which is to go with the paper I am 
writing on Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin. \The information you have 
previously furnished helps form the basis for the paper and the map. 

T am sending it to you now for a final check on the following questions: 

Arrival Dates. ‘The figure "36X" means that in 1936 the birds spread to 
(or arrived at) the locality marked by the "X". Can you give me any additional 
arrival dates? Fertere 

Border a Do you know of any additional coveys beyond the 1937 
boundary? If so, please give me location and full circumstances so I can 
correct the map. GI SP 

I would alsq like the locations of any and-all coveys im the border 
count: of Marquette, Green Lake) Fond du lac, Sheboygan, 0 eo, Calumet, 
and Mani countie: This region is so thinly ted that.it is hard 
to draw a co t ~ 

Plantings. Do you know of any plantings other than those indicated by 
heavy circles on the map? If so, give me number planted, year, location, 
and where planted birds were obtained. 

Aine 

Please reply in the above spaces if possible. If short of space, you 
may write on the other side of this sheet. 

— Yours sincerely, 

VA uaa ght youd tx pudertelecl 

ip wae po a nag Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

PPE pees
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‘ wr ie 3 
Old Entomology Building 3 

i Madison, i i é 
i November 3, 19 

Wy Crawfrd Burk. lw Aa 
Dear ur. Orareforl: 4 3 . 

Attached is a blueprint of the map which is to go with the paper I am 
writing on Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin. The information you have 3 3 ; J 
previously furnished helps form the basis for the paper and the map. e wnt 

3 

I am sending it to you now for @ final check on the following questions? ¥ a3 x 

SEAR. Dates. The thenre "36K" means that in 1936 the birds spread to 9 y 4% 
(or arrived at) the locality marked by the "xX". Can you give me any 14 3 
additional arrival dates? Zain ceces uirr hers way eliL pips 3 é i 

Grr tt | Barba WR ane mtg nyphrl ‘li towk { antenn z ae ‘g b~ 1939 a 3 3 

ee ae Do you know of any additional coveys beyond the 1937 tag! 
Boundary? If 80, please give me location and full circumstances eo I can } x 
correct the map. Wcehitinl ts 

ai 
gia] I would also like the locations of any and all coveys in the border a } 

counties of Marquette, Green Lake, Fond du Lac, Sheboygan, Ozaukee, Calumet, sg 
and Manitowoc counties. hie region is so thinly populated that it is hard a ; 
to draw a correct boundary. 3 (f 

Lar fora tity. 
4 r { 7 

a 
1° : 

PTy Ehentinge- De you know of any plantings other than those indicated ty 2 
heavy circlee on the mp? If eo, give me number planted, year, location, e 

and where planted birds were obtained. a 

Urb ortys any asad paaad Laat Ab ortng prac? /P3Gem 13 bride - 

Bev ey Mh acime? et > fro Mette cece Mela ol ¢ Q, A 
One oe Conny aia Vk ia Wer, bra ben §. fey a eight } pen 

m Ay, ag é, weed 
Please reply in the above es if possible. If short of space, you 

may write on the other side of this sheet. 

Yours sincerely, 

Het d couedl, Locgheet 
4 oun plcnkin g orucl Bs 3 Cd iofoll ) 

— > prt” . 

Aaudlng coveges ‘/ Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

> oe . _ t 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
. MADISON, WISCONSIN 

1532 University Avene 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS October 19, 1937 

Mr. Robert Robertson 

“ Hayward 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Robertson: 
i a aad 

e Barney Devine has told me about a planting of - © * 
. Hungarian partridges near Moose Lake in 1922 by an Iowan 

% named Mueller. 

He suggests you might be able to give me 
additional details which I am collecting in order to 
write a history of Hungarians in this state. 

First of all, do you know how many Mr. Mueller 

planted? Barney guesses perhaps a dozen. 

Is the year correct, namely 1922? 

What were Mr. Mueller's initials? i Ay : 

Were the birds ever seen afterward? If so, 

what year? 

Can you definitely verify the assumption that 
he did plant the Hungarian partridges (not pheasants) fle 
which he had in pens? Thing Wok fergie nig 

To save your writing a letter, you may enter 

your notes below or on the margin. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

a | 
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E L, ROSENHEIMER, Pres. | 3 JOS. W. SCHMIT, Vice-Pres. H. W. WITT, Cashier 

STATE BANK OF FREDONIA 
INCORPORATED 1910 

FREDONIA, WIS 

October 27, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1513 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning your letter and map 

relative to the Hungarian Partridge in the northern 

part of this county, and have marked said map in 

blue where these birds have been seen. I wish to 

add that they are rarely seen in this part of the 

county. 

Hoping this is the information 

you desired, 

Yours truly, , 

H.W. Witt ce 

. AWW: MH 4 

Enc; Map and letter. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE | 
MADISON, WISCONSIN | 

1532 University Avenue | 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS September 29, 1937 

Mr. C. ©. Lehman, Secretary 
Ozaukee County Fish & Game Protective Association 

Cedarburg, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Lehman: 

I'm sorry that I didn't make myself clear; my inquiry 
pertained to Hungarian partridge, not pheasants. ie 

I took it for granted that pheasants cover all suitable 

ground in your county. | 

Hungarians, however, may not. "Can you mark on this | 

same map (say in blue crayon or black ink to distinguish from 
your pheasant marks) the places where Huns occur? 

If you do not have this information, can you hand my 

inquiry to someone else? 

\ I'd prefer to have crosses or dots indicating exact 
location of known coveys, but if these are too numerous, then 

the boundary line between that part of the county inhabited by 

Huns and the part not inhabited. f 

Yours sincerely, 

TT 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management 

Dear Mr. Aldo :- 
Beg pardon, it was my fault,I just misread.In checking up 

I find there are but three flocks known in this southern end of the 

county.One near the =e iar of Freistadt,where they are seen frequently. 

One about a mile east of Jackson,where marked on map.The other flock 
is usually seen right northwest of Grafton.An estimated number in each floc 

may be around 30 birds. 

It is said there are a few in the towns of Fredonia, 
Belgium and Saukville, but just where located I have not been able to 

ascertain. “f you will write lir, Herb Witte,Fredonia, he may be i 
able to give you some data. 

Yours mig 2
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. STATE OF WISCONSIN 
FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

{ERS 
Cooperation (7) 
Univ. of Wis. é a} October 1, 1937 

aw 

Madison 4 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

f Dear Aldo; 

Your letter of September 50 is received. In regard 
to the Hungarian partridge released by Mr. Mueller, I 
personally do not recall his first name. 

The birds were released in 1922 rether than in 1915. 
I have no knowledge as to where these birds were obtained 
by Mr. Mueller. I do know that he had a number of pheasants 
of several varieties together with the Hungerian partridge. 

I feel certain there could be no doubt but what Hun- 
garian partridge were planted. Mr. Mueller was a very 
wealthy person and made a sort of hobby of game birds. Natu- 
rally he would know whether or not the birds were Hungarians. 
His integrity was not to be questioned. However, this gentle- 
man who was from Iowa was killed in an automobile accident 
and his summer home near Moose lake was sold. It is barely 

yor possible that Robert Robertson of Hayward, Wisconsin, who 
knew Mr. Mueller well and from whom Mr. Mueller purchased 
his summer home might be able to provide you with more 
accurate information. 

As near as I can recall, the total number of pheasants 
and Hungarians which Mr. Mueller had at his place did not 
exceed fifty birds. Possibly not more than twelve of these 
were Hungarians. I believe purchases were made by him from 

v game preeders either in this country or abroad. 

The best bet would be to write Mr. Robertson, who I 
believe can provide you with information of considerable 
importance relative to this matter. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

arhey Déwine 
Chief Cdyservation Warden 

BD: DT



. 1532 University Avenue 
October 19, 1937 

Mr. Robert Robertson 
Hayward 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Robertson: 

Barney Devine has told ne about a planting of 
Hungarian partridges near Moose Lake in 1922 by an Iowan 

: naned Mueller. 

He suggests you might be able te give me 
additional details which I am collecting in order to 
write s history of Mungarians in this state. 

First of all, do you know how many Mr. Mueller 
Planted? Barney guesses perhans a dozen, 

Is the year correct, namely 19227 

' What were Mr. Mueller's initials? 

"Were the birds ever seen afterward? If so, 
what year? 

Can you definitely verify the assumption that 
he 4id plant the Hungarian partridges (not vheasents) 
which he had in pens? 

fo save your writing » letter, you may enter 
your notes below or on the margin. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leovold 
vh Professor of Game Management



SK 
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1532 University Aveme 
Corner 1937 

Mr. Walter 5. Scott 
Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

How can we settle the question of whether open seasons on 
Huns began in 1919, or in 1921? 

Game Laws for 1919 (Farmers' Bull. 1077) says on p. 40% 
“Hungarian partridge in Jefferson and Waukesha counties only, Sept. 7- 
Sept. 11". Later: 2 Hungarian partridge a day. 

Game Iaws for 1920 (Farmers Bull. 1138) gives on p. 43 the 
identical data quoted above for 1919. 

I do not have the Wisconsin laws which you say record a closed 
season for these years. 

There is a further discrepancy in that the 1921 Farmers Bull. 
1235 gives 2 per day as the bag limit, whereas you say 5. The identical 
discrepancy exists for 1922 and 1923. Its not until 1924 that mB 5 per 
cay is given (p. 29, Farmers’ Bull. 144), 

There wore no regulatory powers in those days, hence no 
chance that the seasons were changed after the federal bulletin had gone 
to press. 

Will you kindly cheek your records,and if these discrepancies 
exist, all we can do is to record them. Hence I'd like to have the 

4 exact reference to your records. Undoubtedly the state's own records 
should govern. : 

Leopold 

E
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1532 University Aveme 
September 30, 1937 

Mr, Barney Devine 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Barney: 

According to my notes you told me of a planting of 
Hungarian partridges made by a Mr, Muller near Moose Lake, Sawyer 
County. My notes are confused as to the date. In one place they 
say 1915, im another 1922. The birds of course disappeared. 

I sm trying to write a history of the Hungarian partridge 
in Wisconsin and would appreciate your help in unravelling this 
report. 

In the first place, are you sure they were Huns and not 
pheasants? Of course if you saw them yourself, that settles it, but 
I find people even today who confuse the two specios. 

Secondly, which date is correct, 1915 or 1922, or can you 
get at a more securate date by associating the event with your own 
age or some other known datun? 

Thirdly, do you recollect anything about the source of the 
birds? At that time they were doubtless imported, but were they 
paid for by the State Department or by some private individual? 

Lastly, can you make even a rough guess as to the number 
planted? 

Don't bother to write a letter~-just seritble your notes 
below. 

With vest regords, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 30, 1937 

Mr. V. B. Nelson 
Argyle 
Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing a history of the Hungarian partridge 
in Wisconsin. 

The records show that in 1930 about 20 of these 
birds were planted near Argyle by the Conservation Department. 

Do any coveys persist? If so, how many and in what 
townships? 

If not, what year were they last seen? 

Also please state just where the original planting 
was made, i.e., how many miles from Argyle and in what 
direction. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 30, 1937 

Mr. Thomas Flanagan, Supt. 
Outagamie County Asylum 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Flanagan: 

i I am writing a history of the Hungarian partridge 
in Wisconsin and wish to compile a complete list of the plantings 
which have been made. 

I have a record of 49 birds planted at the Asylum 
in 1931 and disappearing in 1934. 

The records of the Conservation Department show 
another 56 birds sent to Appleton in 1933, but I cannot find out 
who planted them or where. If they were planted at the Asylum 
can you inform me of that fact and let me know whether there 
are any surviving coveya? If not, do you happen to know who 
in Appleton could give me information? If so, I would appreciate 
your forwarding this letter to them, together with the attached 
map on which plantings and surviving coveys could be marked. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh . Professor of Game Management 
enc’



UE MS Gr eONNELL, Vice Paceioenr Rip LANMIN AGT, Gawdien | 
A. R. SCHWANTES, ASST. CASHIER | 

ESTABLISHED IN 1876 

Hirsi National Bark: 
Berlin, Wisconsin September 30, 1937. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison,Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of yesterday regarding 

the Hungerian partridge in Green lake and Weushara counties. 

In March, 1929, Frank Chapman and I planted 

forty of these birds on a tract of land which is now the golf 

course, about a mile west of Berlin. I never saw any result of 

this planting myself but it has been reported to me that there 

were two or three coveys in this neighborhood, of birds hat ched 

the following season. While I diligently hunted to find these 

coveys, I was never successful in locating them personally. 

Mr. Chapman and I purchased twenty of these birds through the 

Game Commission and the other twenty were given to us by the 

Conservation Commission, and all released in one location. 

In the last ten years I have let one bunch of 

ten birds go that I purchased from the Possum Valley Game Farm, 

of Springfield, Ohio, and these birds immediately moved from the 

locality where they were released and I never heard enything further 

from them. Since this time I have released sixty-eight birds, which 

IT have gotten in lots of from six to thirteen fron Mu¢kwonago, Wis., 

and have let them go here, and from this plenting I have discovered 

one flock of about twenty five birds about a mile east of Berlin 

and probably a mile south of where they were released. This is the 

only covey of self raised birds thet I have ever seen here myself. 

In talking with a party about five miles south 

of town this morning, he edvised that during the summer he saw two 

coveys of birds in his neighborhood, which he thinks were Hungarians, 

but having never seen an Hungerien, he was not positive. From his 

description, I think they were Hungarians. 

It would seem that the plantings here have not 

peen very successful but it may be thet these birds are just getting 

acclimated and from now on we will find more coveys. Early last 

Spring I found ea pair about two miles east of Berlin, and in 

August, this year, I found the self same pair but with no young ones. 

These were also in the neighborhood of where I saw the twenty five 

last Fall. 

yo 

18 
ov ee 
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W. N. CRAWFORD, PRESIDENT J. H. PICKERT, CasHieR 
4. M. O'CONNELL, Vice PRESIDENT ne a PANNE ranet CAmtInn 

ESTABLISHED IN 1876 

Berlin, Wisconsin , 

September 50, 1937- 

Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 

Why don't you take a day off and come up here some time, 
and I will go over this territory with you and see if we can locate 
any of the birds and make the information positive? Altogether, 
I think about 118 birds have been released in this neighborhood, 
with very little results so far. 

I am sorry that I cannot make a better report. 

Very truly yours, 

WNC.LH



1532 University Aveme 

September 29, 1937 

Dr. T. &. Palmer 
1939 Biltmore St. W. W. E 

Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Dr. Palmer: 

I am writing a history of the Hungarian partridge in 
Wisconsin and find myself without definite information as to the 
plantings made by Col. Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee, from which our 
stock originates. 

Colonel Pabst estimates--from memory--that he planted 
5,000 between 1910 and 1929, but Julius Loewith, who imported his 
birds, doubts whether Colonel Pabst ever bought 5,000. Loewith's 
records have been destroyed, and Colonel Pabst kept none. 

Your record of importations (p. 46, "Game as a National 
Resource") begins in 1906, so 1910 seeme probable enough as a date 
of beginning. As to numbers, however, I am still at a loss, It 

occurs to me that you may have preserved some record of the distribution 
of the importations for particular years; if so, the total for Wiscons: 
would doubtless represent Colonel Pabst's purchases. If you can lay 
hands on anything as to Wiseonsin Hungarian importetions--however 
fragmentary~-it will help me make a better guess. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

P.S. I know Colonel Pabst's last shipment in 1929 was 54 pairs (108 
birds), that for 1913 was 500 pairs (1,000 birds), that for 1915 was 
500 pairs (1,000 birds). These are the only explicit fragments of 

r Ack.



1532 University Aveme 
September 29, 1937 

Dr. f. &. Palmer : 
1939 Biltmore St. ¥. ¥% 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Dr. Palmer: 

I am writing a history of the Hungarian partridge in 

Wisconsin and find myself without definite information as to the 
plantings made by Col. Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee, from which our 
stock originates. 

Golonel Pabst estimates-~from memory-~that he planted 
L 5,000 between 1910 and 1929, but Julius Loewith, who imported his 

birds, doubts whether Colonel Pabst aver bought 5,000. Loewith's 
records have been destroyed, and Colonel Pabst kept none. 

Your record of importations (p. 36, "Gamo as a National 
Resource") begins in 1906, so 1910 seems probable enough as a date 
of beginning. As to numbers, however, I am still at a loss. It 
coeurs to ne that you may have preserved sone record of the distribution 
of the importations for particular years; 1f so, the total for Wiscons’ 

would doubtless represent Colonel Pabst's purchases. If you can ley 
hands on anything as to Wisconsin Hungarian importations~~however 
fragmentary--it will help me make a better guess. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

P.8. I know Colonel Pabst's last shipment in 1929 was 54 pairs (108 
birds), that for 1913 wee 500 pairs (1,000 birds), that for 1915 was 
500 pairs (1,000 birds). ‘These are the only explicit fragments of 

AL.



D 1532 University Aveme 
September 29, 1937 

Col. Gustave Pabst 
Milwaukee 
Wisconsin 

Dear Colonel Pabst: 

I am writing a history of the Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin. 
Since nearly all of our existing stock originates from your Waukesha plantings, 
I am anxious to give an account of them which is as complete, explicit, and 
accurate as possible. 

A doubt exists both as to numbers and dates. 

You told me in 1930 that the total mmber planted was about 5,000 
partridges, and that you planted every year, or nearly every year, from 1910 
to 1929. 

You remenbered your 1929 planting as 54 pairs (108 birds). I have 
dug up e published reference to your 1913 planting as 500 pairs (1,000 birds) 
and 1915 as 500 pairs. 

1913 was the year you lost 100 pairs from roup. Can you remember 

that loss? If so, was it your first shipment. or had there been previous 
shipments? If you can recall this, it might help fix the date of the first 
planting. 

Can you plete the date of the first planting in relation to the out- 
break of the Buropean war in 19147 Was.it just before, or several years before? 

During the period 1910-1929 were there many years, or only a few, 
in which you did not plant? 

Were the early orders always 500 pairs, or did the number vary greatly 
from year to year? 

Any fragments of information of this sort will help me to reconstruct 
the picture. 

Of course you may have recoris--if so, that would settle the whole 
question. 

I have written to Julius Loewith but his records have been destroyed. 

If you prefer to have me call on you to discuss these questions 
verbaliy, I'd be pleased to do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



P. 8. I shall of course send you the history when published. 
If you are willing to check the manuscript before publication, I'd be 
pleased to send it to you. " 

Al.
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

INTRA-—-OFFICE 
MEMORANDUM 

Nese Sépt. 30, 1937 

SUBJECT: Hungarian Partridge plantings 

TO: Aldo Leopola 

Following is a transcript of article mf regarding Huns’ purchased 
by the Conservation Department about Feb. 19303; From the Wisconsin 
Sonservation Commission's "Monthly Syrvey", February, 1930, pe 10. 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 
\ 

In just twenty years since its first introduction into 
Wisconsin, the Hungarian partridge has proved that it can thrive 
in certain parts of the state. Recently the conservation commission 

| through its department of game, imported 162 of these birds from 
Europe which were distributed in pairs to different parts of the 
state. 

Nineteen pair of these birds were sent to the game farm at 
Fish Creek in Door County for experimental propogation purposes. 
For the present{ however, there will not be any birds for public 
distribution. 

Hungarian partridge were first introduced into Wisconsin 
by Col. Gustav Pabst who released some on his farm in Waukesha county 
in 1910. For several years he continued to release some each year, 
and from his importations this excellent game bird has become well 
establ ished in many of the townships in Waukesha and Jefferson 
counties, and some of them have even spread into Walworth, Dane, 
and Washington counties. The numbers of these birds were augmented se@ 
some in the southern tier of counties in southern Wisconsin by 
birds drifting up from Illinois where they had been introduced. 

An interesting development in the increase of Hungarian 
partridge called Huns, has been that some of them have drifted 
into western and southwestern Wisconsin presumably from distribution 
in southern Minnesota. At the present time the commission knows of 
two drift coveys of Huns in this part of the state which are apparently 
on the move looking for a district to become established. 

The Hungarian partridge which is a true partridge, differs 
largely in habitat from our native ruffed grouse which is called 
partridge. The Hun is strictly a bird of the open farm lands, par- 
ticularly grain lands, and has done best in the wheatfield regions 
like Alberta. It is not a woods bird as is our native ruffed grouse. 

The southwestern part of the state is apparently adapted to 
Hungarian partridge, and the birds should in future years, become 
great game for western and southwestern Wiscon hunters. Hungarian



2. 

partridge are better adapted to this district than are either the ringneck pheasants which find better conditions in the south-— 
eastern part of the state, the native ruffed grouse or partridge 
which is found most frequently in the northern part of the state, 
and the prairie chicken or pinnated grouse which inhabits the 
central plains. /| 

W. E. Scott
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1532 University Aveme 
September 29, 1937 

Mr. G. G. Lehman, Secretary 
Ozaukee County Fish & Game Protective Association 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Lehman: 

I'm sorry that I didm't make myself clear; my inquiry 
pertained to Hungarian partridge, not pheasants. 

I took it for granted that pheasants cover all suitable 
ground in your county. ’ 

Eungarians, however, way not. Can you mark on this 
game map (say in blue crayon or black ink to distinguish from 
your pheasant marks) the places where liuns occur? 

If you do act have this information, can you hand ay 
inquiry to someone sige? 

I'd prefer to have ¢rogees or dots indicating exact 
leeation of kmowa coveys, but if these are too aumorous, then 
the boundary line between that part of the county inhabited by 
Huns and the part not inhabited. . 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management
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SEGREGATED TRUST | 
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aor a ectacesen a FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK | 
CS LEB MAM REGRET KRY. CEDARBURG, WISCONSIN : 

9/25/37 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison Wise 

| 
Dear Sir :- | 

Your letter addressed to Henry Katz has been handed to me for reply. 

I find through my contacts that we have pheasants in every township in our 

county.This year the Ozaukee County Fish & Game Protective Ass'n 

liberated about 750 pheasants, being then about ten weeks old. 

Every twon. receiving its proportionate share. I have marked on your map, 

what I believe to be a relative population of pheasants in the county. | 

I venture to say from observation and investigation that the townships 

of Saukville and Mequon have the greatest number of birds in bhe county. 

The former township has many acres of swamp and cover territory. | 

Mequon has splendid feedijg grounds along Lake Michigan and we find there 

are plenty of pheasants on the south boundary. 

It is hard to determine just when this bird was first noticed in the 

county.However, from my own observation and those whom I have interviewed 

it is safe to state that they were seen at least ten years agoe 

This year the birds are very tame and it is no uncommon sight to 

see them feed in farmers yards with their chickens.They are also seen 

very often on the skirts of cities and villages and along highways. 

I trust I have answered your questions. 

Yours rete | 

5 Preas. 02.Co. Fish & Game Prot.Ass'n.
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1532 University Avome 
September 29, 1937 

Mr. William Crawford 
Berlin 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Crawford: 

I am writing a history of the Hungarian partridge in 
Wisconsin and trying to find out what success followed the planting 
of 30 Hungarians just north of Berlin in 1929. 

In the first place, am I correct as to the number of birds 
and the year? 

Secondly, what wild coveys survive as a result of this 
planting? I have a record of one covey of 11 last seen four miles 
due east of Berlin just north of the northeastern corner of Green 
Leke County in 1933. Is that covey still there? 

Den Trainor tells me of another covey about three miles 
southeast of Berlin just within the northeast corner of Green Lake 
County which he sew recently, presumably during the winter of 1936-37. 

Are there any other surviving coveys which you lmow of? 
If so, will you please enter their location on the attached map? 

Possibly I am wrong in my assumption that the 1929 planting 
was north of Berlin. If so, ean you tell me what direction from 
town and how far? John Worden says no plantings have been made in 
Weushara County, and if the planting was north of Berlin it was 
necessarily in Waushara. This leads me to suspect I may have the 
location wrong. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 28, 1937 

Ur. B. Jonke 
Tomah 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Jenke: 

I am writing = paper summarizing the success of 
all the Hungarian partride plantings so far made in Wisconsin 
and I notice that the Department of Conservation give you 
10 birds in 1936. I suppose with such e small number of birds 
you may have propagated them in pens and not yet turned them 
loose. I wish, however, that you would indicate on the 
attached map the location of any plantings made by you, and 
also the locations of any existing wild coveys that you know 

: of in your county. 

In this location of wild coveys I wish you would 
locate any resulting from the H. L. Stevens planting of 1930 
as well as your own plantings. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
enel
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Prof. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Regarding the planting of 40 Huns by 
Dr. Ernsperger in 1933, I saw the Doctor today and he gave 
me the following information. The birds were fed during the 

first winter and came through in fine shape. They apparently 

{ multiplied as a considerable number were seen the following 

_ »* s-mmer. A new tenant moved on the farm where were fed the | 
° Sy” following winter. He turned out to be can AL violater. Dr. d 

VY Ernsperger found out later that he had done time in Waupon. 
It appears that this man and his partner either killed or 
frightened the birds off the area. One of them was arrested 
for shooting pheasants and fined. The Doctor saw three pair 
on the Country Club grounds near the point of liberation this 
year but did not know if they nested. My guess is that at 
least some of them stayed for four years so there would be 
some hope for Huns in this territory. 

Z ) I believe that I told you that I liberated 
Gen pain) on my preserve in 1931 but they disappeared almost 

immed tately. The place where Dr. Ernsperger planted the Huns 
about forms the extreme west boundry of good farm land, There 

(pho: ° is Bie srt good land directly north, clear up to Green Lake 
i hoes of there is sandy. I cannot help feeling that Huns 

Uwe alo like pheasants will gravitate towards heavy soil. On the 
ee contrary, I find even in these bad seasons that quail will 

Jada irs stay on light land year after year. 

poate , p Best regards, 

iia Tegn , OC hte Wb | 
oe Otto G. Beyer:m iF ? WA, ‘ dle | 

MASSAGMUSETTS Dictated bit not read megle ofr { wot “4 7 sd ay | 

Wew Jenaey Thane went rey pore faurrchaced 

SHO vayama The at Leduc, lbbett 
WisGONSsiN VISIT OUR "#hrasand 3ng!” AT BRIGCSVILLE ON'BEAUTIFUL LAKE MASON. OPEN ALL YEAR. 
WHY NOT YOU? FINE FISHING, HUNTING AND BATHING. fe i vs
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eeer UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

1532 University Avenue 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS September 28, 1937 

Mr. H. Jenke 
Tomah 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Jenke: 

I am writing a paper summarizing the success of 

all the Hungarian partride plantings so far made in Wisconsin 
and I notice that the Department of Conservation ave you 

10 birds in 1936. I suppose with such a small number of birds 

you may have propagated them in pens and not yet turned them 

loose. I wish, however, that you would indicate on the 

attached map the location of any plantings made by you, and 
also the locations of any existing wild coveys that you know 

of in your county. 

In this location of wild coveys I wish you would 

locate any resulting from the H. L. Stevens planting of 1930 
as well as your own plantings. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ree. 
Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management 
encl 
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THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

' CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

September 27, 1937 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Game Management Division 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your letter of September 17, the four- 
teen birds that were planted north east of Princeton 
in 1924 were live trapped birds from “Yaukesha county. 

) The Princeton club at that time was instrumental in 
the planting. 

‘ The plant made in 1933-34 southeast of Princeton, 
some. birds are in the same locality. The planting 
of thirty birds north of Berlin in 1929 has brought 
some birds into the north end of Green Lake County. 
Am marking your map accordingly. 

Yours very truly, 3 

ere D O Chinen. 

D. O. Trainer 

KF 5
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Mr. Aldo Leopold Sept.24.1937. 
Professob of Game Menegement 
College of Agriculture 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold:- 

I trapped hur® for the Conservation 
Department near oeonomowoc during February and Merch 1929. 
These birds were taken up to the Game Farm at Fish Creek 
and were to be used _for breeding stock. In all there was 
about 90 or Ioo as I recall but I do not have a r<-cord. 
Of course a report was sent into the conservation Dept. 
andthey should heve thet on file,d would think. 

as I recall taking hund to Medison to be 
released near Lake Wingra . I thought I only took nine 
to Medison but I couldn't say for suree I wasn't there when birds 
were released but I wes informed st the time that they were 
liberated. I am sure there was at least nine birds possibly 
moree i 

Sincerely, 

Attia Cale. 
nmneth Je Mee Ferlane 

WE SPECIALIZE IN LARGE ORDERS



H.L.STEVENS & CO)IPANY 

201 Worth Wells Street 

CHICAGO : 

September 24th, 1937 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Management Division, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

As far as I know, the Hungarian part- 
ridges- or at least some of them- 
that we planted on the farm in 1950, 
are still there. I, personally, have 
not seen them but other men on the 
farm tell me that they are there. 

The planting of E. Jenke of Tomah, 
last year, I know nothing about. In 
fact I do not know who Mr. Jenke 
is, but I shall be glad to inquire 
for you if you wish. 

I expect to be up to Madison next 
week-end to attend the Marquette 
football game and if you are go- 
ing to be in your office I shall 
call and see you at that time. I 
will reach Madison from Tomah, 
driving to Madison with Mr. W. R. 
McCaul of Tomah. And if your of- 
fice is still in the house near 
the farm buildings, where it was 
a year ago, we will stop there as 
we get into town about eleven 
o'clock in the morning. I would 
be glad to have a note from you 
by return mail as to whether or 
not this arrangement is satisfactory. 

Most sincerely yours, 

HLS: dhh hs 7 Nae 
‘ r Fo 

Creators of Lrifitable Hotels
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— _— September 22, 1937 
FOUNDED IN 1892 BY JAMES 8. LEEDOM 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was glad to get your letter of the 17th. 

The Huns that were sent to me in 1934 and 1936 were 
either released on my property on the Bradley Road, Village 
of River Hills, or within a half a mile on two other pieces 
of property. 

Last year’ the birds they sent me I kept one pair in 
captivity and they laid nineteen eggs and hatched out eleven 
young ones. I kept these for a week and then let the parents 
go, together with the young. 

I have seen birds on several occasions on my property 
and about a month ago saw a covey of young birds within a few 
hundred feet of my house. I have also had reports from time 
to time of other people in the village seeing them, so I am 
sure that there are birds from these plantings still in the 
village, and I know that some of them have wandered off to 
the east to the Village of Fox Point, one half mile away, 
as they have been seen there recently. It is my feeling 
that the birds have had a start in that part of the county “ 
and should continue to stay and propagate there. 

I hope to see you in this way some time in the near 
future. 

Sincerely yours 

HN:LS i
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ESTABLISHED 1909 

JULIUS LOLMWITH, Inc. 
MEMBERS OF THE 120 East 167m STREET CABLE ADDRESS “‘MyosoTis” 

No. AMERICAN GAME BREEDERS Assoc. A. B,C. STH (IMP) & 6TH EDITIONS 

AMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION NEw YorRK WIEGER’S BLITZ CODE 1908 
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION OF N. Y. MOSSE, BENTLEY’S AND PRIVATE 

ee Ue tiie: EXPORTERS, IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS Ce ae ose 
GREY PARTRIDGES, PHEASANTS, QUAILS, 

LIVE GAME FOR PROPAGATION 

September 2] 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
1532 University Avenue i 

- Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your favor of the 18th inst, ami was glad to hear from you. 

I am sorry that I am unable to tell you accurately how many 
birds we sold to Oolonel Pabst, since we have destroyed 
our records. I do know that we sold him several lots - 
snd I remember on one occasion that Colonel Pabst visited 
us at our former offices (150 Nassau Street) and if not 
mistaken we sold him a small lot right after the War. 

pee 

All the birds we shipped Colonel Pabst ceme from the 
old country "Bohemia", and now called Ozechoslovakia, 
The principal quantities we imported came from the 

Northwestern, Southwestern and Southern parts of Bohemia, 
mostly where large acreages of suga beets and potatoes 
were planted, Preacticelly ninety percent of the birds 
originated from the large Mstates, owned by Dukes, Counts, 
end Barons. 

We cannot remember having sold Golonel Pabst as many as 
65000 birds - we did sell very large quautities to your 
neighboring States - Minnesota, Dakotas, Nebraska, 
also Montana, Oregon, Washington, Ohio, Ijlinois and New York State. 

Sorry I cannot tell you much - if I had the records on hand, 
it would greatly assist me. 

i Mey I add that the Bohemian or Ozechoslovdcian birds are not 
only larger in size than the Hungarian (that is the birds 
originating from Hungary) but they are likewise hardier than 
the Hungerien. As yéu kmow, Bohemia has a much colder climate 
the same es climatic conditiongés Wisconsin, Michigan or Minnesota, 
which is undabtedly known to you. 

Alweys glad to be of service, we remain 

Yours ,very /sruly 
aL: MK aN IN



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Aveme 

September 18, 1937 

Mr, Gill Gigstead 
Chautauqua Refuge 
Havana, Illinois 

Dear Gill: 
t t 

i I have a record of 12 Huns trapped at Oconomowoc 

i and planted at Ieke Wingra, Dane County, in 1929. I have 

no record of who trapped these birds, but have the impres- 
sion it was either you or Grange or MacFarland. Can you 

: enlighten me? If you trapped them, were, there any more and 

; where were they planted? Please reply below. 

’ 
Yours sincerely, 

Cesc Keapecd 
Aldo Leopold 

4 vh Professor of Game Management 

§ Detroit Lakes Minnesota 
f September 22 1937 

Dear Mr. Leopold: eo 

In reply to the above, I believe that you have reference 
to Huns trapped by Kenneth Vac Farlane in the winter of 1989- 
30. This I believe was done under supervision of Wallace 
Grange, Mac Farlane was working for Grange at that time, and 
I am quite sure that in addition to pheasants they trarped 
some Huns. I am sure that Mac Farlane at Janesville will be 
glad to give you detail on this. 

I have recently been transferred to the Tamarac Refuge. Please 
send further corresnondence to me at Detroit Lakes M inn. 

Verytruly yours, : 

' TL11 Gigstead 
Jr. Refuge Manager
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1532 University Aveme 
September 18, 1937 

Mr, Gill Gigstead 

Chautauqua Refuge 
Havana, Illinois 

Dear G4l1: 

I have a record of 12 Huns trapped at Oconomowoc 
and planted at iake Wingra, Dane County, in 1929. I have 
no recora of who trapped these birds, but have the impres- 
sion it was either you or Grange or MecFarlend, Can you 
enlighten met If you trapped them, were there any more and 
where were they planted? Please reply below. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Menagement



1532 University Aveme 
September 18, 1937 

Mr. Otto Beyer 
Beyer Game Farms : 
Portage, Wisconsin 

Dear Ottos 

Yorty Hons from the State Game Farm were 

planted by ¥, B, Brnsberger four miles east of Portage 

in 1933. Can you find out for me whether this plant 

survived, and if so, who can give me present locations 

of coveys? Please reply below. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University 4veme 
September 18, 1937 

My. Wallace Grange 
Babcock 
Wisconsin 

Dear Wallecet 

I have a record of 12 Bans trapped at Oconomowoc 
and planted at Ieke Wingra, Dane County, in 1929. I have 
no record of who trapped these birds, but have the impres~ 
eee ae ee SO ne ee on ace tates on Can you 
enlighten met Tf you them, were there any more 
and where were they planted? Please reply below, 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 18, 1937 

Mr, K. J, MacFarland 
103 Forest Park Bivd, 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear MacFariand: 

I heve a record of 12 Hans trapped at Oconomowoc 
and planted at Ieke Wingra, Dene County, in 1929. 1 have 
no record of who trapped these birds, but have the impres- 
sion it was either you or Grange or Gigetead. Can you 
enlighten me? If you trapped them, were there any more 
and where were thoy planted? Please reply below. 

Yours sincersly, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Gane Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 18, 1937 

Julius Loewith, Ine. 
150 Nasseu Street 
New York, N. Y. 

i Gentlemen: 

I am writing a “History of the Hungarian Partridge 

in Wisconsin." As you know, our birds originated tn large part 

from plantings by Colonel Gustave Pabst near Milwaukee. It is 

my understanding that you imported his birds during the period 

1910 to 1929, and that the total was around 5,000, 

Colonel Pabst is rather uncertain about the exact 

years in which you furnished him birds, the numbers each year, 
and the Buropean source of the stock, The purpose of this letter 

is to ask your help in completing my paper. What can you tell 

me, either by reference to your books or from memory, as to: 

{2 The years stock was bought. 
2) The mumbers for each year, 

(3) The locality in Burope from which the stock 
was trapped, 

Your cooperation will be very much appreciated, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
va Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avene 
September 17, 1937 

, Mr. Ben Cleveland 
Albany 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Cleveland: 

Somebody told me while I was in your vicinity 
that a certain Mr, Stevenson had made o planting of Hun- 
garian partridge in about 193% at a point southwest of 
the park on the Sugar River about five miles south of 
Albany. ‘The mamber of birds planted is supposed to have 
been about half a dozen. 

On cheeicing up with the records of the Conservation 
Department, I find they have no record of this plant and I 
am enxious to verify whether such a plant was made, It is 
always possible that somebody was tallcing about pheasants 
and that I mistook his meaning. Can you find out for me 
whether such a plant was made, when, by whom, ani what number 
of birds? Also, if you are able to do so, please enter the 
point at which planted on the enclosed mp, 

I am trying to complete and publish a history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will be glad to send you 
@ copy when the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, Harold Apel 
Menomonie 
Wisconsin 

Dear My, Apel: 

The Conservation Department tells me that 

you were shipped a pair of Hungarian partridges in 1935. 

If any plants have been made from this stock 

will you kindly enter on the attached map the points at 
which they have been made? I will appreciate your - 
cooperation, 

T am trying to complete and publish a history 

of the Hungarian in this state and will be glad to send - 

you a copy when the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Ayeme 
September 17, 1937 

My. Russell Young 
Maseoda 

Wisconsin 

Dear My, Young: 

The Conservation Department tells me that you 
Planted 10 Hungarian partridges from the State Game Farm 
near Muscoda in 1936, 

Will you kindly enter on the attached map the 
point at which these birds were planted? 

I am trying to complete and mblish a history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will appreciate your 
cooperation. After my information is in print, I will be 
glad to send you a copy. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 
September 17, 1937 

My, 0. W, Fisher 
Bau Claire 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Fisher: 

The Conservation Department tells me that 
you planted 25 pairs of Hungarian partridges shipped you 
from the State Game Farm in 1934. 

I om trying to complete and publish a history 
of the Hangarian in this state and am compiling a map 
showing where the various plantings of this bird have 
been made in the state, 

Will you kindly enter on the attached map the 
points at which your plantings were made? 

I will appreciate your cooperation very much. 
After my information is in print, I will be glad to send 
you & copy. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, Art Walters 
Poynette 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

The Conservation Department tells me that 
you planted 28 Hungarian partridges in 1933 near Poynette. 

Will you kindly enter on the enclosed map the 
point at which these birds were planted? 

I am trying to complete and publish a history 
of the Hungarien in this estate and will be glad to send 
you & copy when the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, J, D, Worden 
Conservation Warden 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Worden: 

My records indicate that a planting of 24 
Hungarian partridges was made in about 1930 just north 
of Berlin, 1 

The authenticity of this record may be doubtful, 
Do you know of any such planting? If so, who made it and 
have I got the correct figures on the number of birds and 
the year? Also, did the birds come from the State Game 
Farm or were they bought outside? 

De any wild coveys persist as a result of this 
Planting? If so, I would appreciate your entering their 
locations on the attached map, 

I am trying to complete and publish a history 
of the Hungarian in this state and will send you a cour 
when the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
encl



1532 University Avene 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, A, R. Hansen 
Waupaca 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hansen: 

The Conservation Department tells me that 

they sent you for planting 20 Hungarian partridges in 

1936, I am trying to map all the locations of partridges 
planted in Wisconsin and would sppreciate your entering 

on the attached map the spot at which your birds were 

planted, 

I would also like you to mark any resulting 

wild coveys of which you know the present location, 

I am trying to complete and publish a history 

of the Hungarian in this state and will send you a copy 

when the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 

encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 17, 1937 

Mr. Percy Button 
Richland Center 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Buttons 

My records indicate that in about 1930, 20 
Hungarian partridges were planted three miles northeast 
of Richland Center. George Johnson told me, I think in 
1931, that they were taking hold. Do they still persist? 
If so, will you put a line on the attached wap around the 

: territory which they occupy, or if too thin, simply mark 
the coveye of which you Imow the location? 

The Conservation Department aleo tells me that 
you planted an additional 20 birds in 1926, Will you 
kindly mark on the map where this planting was made and 

ne ee oe ee ae ee ee 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management 

P, S, I am trying to complete and mblish a history of the 
Hungarian in this state and will send you a copy when the 
information is in print. 

AL,



1532 University Aveme 
September 17, 1937 

My, H, L, Stevens 

30 North Michigan Aveme 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Stevens: 

At the time of our last visit you told me of 
@ planting of 20 Hungarian partridges mode tn 1930 at 
your farm just west of Tomah, 

Have these birds become established as wild 
eoveys? If so, will you kindly mark on the attached map 
the locations of coveys mown to you? 

I understand that a further planting of 10 birds 
was mate in 1936 by Mr. @. Jenke of Tomah. If you know 
where thie plenting was made, will you mark it on the map? 
If not, I will send the map on to Mr. Jenke for him to mark, 

I am trying to complete end publish @ history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will send you @ cony after 
the information is in print. F 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
enc]



1532 University Avenue 
September 17, 1937 

Mr. Henry J. Katz 
Cedarburg 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Katze 

I am compiling a history of the spread of Hungarian 
partridge in Wisconsin and wonder if you could cive me the 
status of these birds in Ozaukee County. 

Do they occur in every township in your county? 
If not, can you mark the townships which are more or less 
solidly populated by these birds, and also the locations of 
the coveys which mark the boundary between the powuleted and 
unpoyulated regions? 

If you happen to know the year in which the first 
birds in any particular locality pot in their appearance, I 
would appreciate your marking that locelity on the map and 
the year of first arrival, é 

I am hoping to publish an account for the whole state 
and will be glad to send you © copy when the information is 
complete, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avene 
September 17, 1937 

My, BR. J, Meyer 
: 521 N, Center St, 

Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Meyer 

I am trying to round up and publish my information 
on the history of Hans in Wisconsin, ‘The Denartment tells 
me that they sent you an additional planting of 56 birds in 
1933. W111 you kindly mark on the attached map where these 
birds were planted, and also the locations of any wild 
established coveys which my survive at this time? 

4m I right in my understanding that the planting 
made by you in the year 1931 at the Asylum eventually disap- 
peared? Also, can a“ tell we the approximate mumber of birds 
in this planting? It is missing from ay records, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, G, a Rohr 

Manitowoc 
Wisconsin ? 

Dear My. Rohr: 

The Conservation Department tells me that they 
sent you in 1936 a shipment of 20 Hungarian vartridzes. 
Will you kindly designate on the attached map the point at 
which this planting was made? 

I would also appreciate having you maric on the 
map the location of any established coveys that you might 
definitely know about in your vicinity. 

I am trying to complete and mblish a history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will send you a copy after 
the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management
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1532 University Avenue 
September 17, 1937 

Mr. Judson ¥, Staplekamp 
First National Bank Building 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Staplekamp: 

The Conservation Department tells me that they 

gave you a planting ef 20 Mangarian partridges in 1936, If 
these have as yet been put out as a planting, will you 
kindly enter on the attached map where? 

Also, if you happen te knew the year in which 
the Hungarians from Waukesha arrived at any particular point 
in Kenosha County, I would appreciate your entering that 
point on the map, together with the year of arrival. 

I am trying to complete and publish a history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will send you a cory after 
the information is in print, 

' Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
ene



1532 University Avenue 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, J, OC, Curtis 
New Lisbon 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Ourtist . 

The Conservation Department tells me that they 
sent you an additional planting of 20 Bungerian partridges 
in 1933 and 1934, ia evter Sat 5 way boven vo So fate 
the information you previously gave me, will you kindly 
mark on the attached map any coveys resulting from this 

ey en ns also the location at which the planting ws 

1 am trying to complete and publish a history of 
the Hungarian in thie state and will send you a copy after ‘ 
the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
September 17, 1937 

Mr, Dan Trainor 
Princeton 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Trainor: 

I am trying to bring up to date for publication my infor- 
mation on Hungarian partridges in Wisconsin, 

You or someone else in Princeton told me of 14 birds 
planted in 192% about four miles northeast of Princeton, This plant- 
ing disappeared, In order to record it, however, I would like to 
have the name of the man who made it and the source of the birds 
(that is, whether the birds imported or obtained from the State Game 
Farm or bought elsewhere), 

Second, I would like to bring up to date the status of 
the planting of 74 birds made by you in 1933-34 southeast of Princeton, 

' I have entered on the attached map the scattering coveys originating 
from this planting at the time of my last inquiry. Would you now 
kindly enter all the other locations that you know of and indicate 
whether the ones marked on the map are still there? 

Third, has the planting of 30 birds made north of Berlin 
in 1929 invaded Green Iake County? If so, please mark locations. 

Your help in this matter will be much appreciated, 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management 

P, S, When my data gets into print I will be glad to send you a 
copy. AL. 4



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS , 1532 University Avenue 

September 17, 1937 

Mr, 0. W. Fisher 
Eau Claire 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Fisher: 

f The Conservation Department tells me that 
you planted 25 pairs of Hungarian partridges shipped you 

from the State Game Farm in 193}. 

I am trying to complete and publish a history 
of the Hungarian in this state and am compiling a map 
showing where the various plantings of this bird have 
been made in the state. 

Will you kindly enter on the attached map the 
points at which your plantings were made? 

I will appreciate your cooperation very mch. 
After my information is in print, I will be glad to send 

you @ copy. 

Yours sincerely, 

olirhokd 
vh Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management 
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. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

5 ' COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 1532 University Avene 

September 17, 1937 

Mr, J. C. Curtis 
New Lisbon 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Ourtis: 

The Conservation Department tells me that they 
sent you an additional planting of 20 Hungarian partridges 
in 1933 and 1934. In order that I may bring up to date 
the information you previously gave me, will you kindly 
mark on the attached map any coveys resulting from this 
new planting, also the location at which the planting was 
made? 

I am trying to complete and publish a history of 
the Hungarian in this state and will send you a copy after 
the information is in print. 

Yours sincerely, 

Qiclo Lacholef 

vh Aldo Leopold 
enel . Professor of Game Management 
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Aim STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Reporte MADISON 

September 13, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leovold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear sir? 

I have your letter and material regarding the spread 

of Hungarian partridge in the winter of 1955-56 and wish 

to inform you that I have no additional information that 

I may give you regarding this. I am, therefore, giving 

this material to Mr. Conway with the suggestion that he 
might be able to make additions. 

You will be interested to learn that the conservation 
department recently vurchased sixty hend-raised Hungarian 

breeders from a Fort Atkinson bird farm and plans to raise 
and release Hungarians again beginning with this next year. 

I am leaving for a trip to New York tomorrow and will 
not return until the end of the month when I will be glad 

to give you further assistance. 

; FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

W. E. Scott 
Refuge Section 

WES : MM 

\



\ ‘ 

1532 University Aveme 
September 10, 1937 

Mr. Albert Smith 
Yen Dyne 
Fond du Tac County 
Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I am trying to trace the boundary of Hungarian 
Partridge in your county. Attached is a map showing how 
far north I have information of their occurrence, However, 
I also have a report of their occurrence in Rosendale Township 
(see marx). They may also have spread into the Yan Dyne region, 
Will you kindly note on map the locations of the mst northerly 
coveys mown to you and return in the enclosed envelop? 

I am writing a history of the bird in this state 
and will appreciate your cooperation. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
enel
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Propagation MADISON 

September 9, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am enclosing herewith a listing of our records 

regarding the propagation and distribution of Hungarian 

partridge in Wisconsin in the form of a copy of a memorandum 

from Mr. Kellogg at the game farm and also my personal notes 

in the body of your article. | 

I very much enjoyed your study and will be anxious to 

see a copy of the completed paper. It is too bad that we 

do not have records of the actual plentings made by Grange 

in 1929-30. Possibly you could secure these by writing 

to Grange for information as to where they might be found, 

although I personally believe they have been lost. 

It seems that you and I differ to some extent regarding 

the open season dates where the early seasons are concerned, 

and as I am anxious to get this matter straight, I would 

greatly appreciate word from you as to where your records 

were found. If I can be of further assistance to you on 

this problem, please write me again. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 
W. F. Grimmer 
Suot. of Game Management 

sy SEG ask, 
W. E. Scott 
Refuge Section 

WES :MM 
Enc.
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1532 University Avenue 
September 9, 1937 

Dr. Adalbert Ebner 
Ismaningerstra. 122 
WMinchen 27 
Germany 

Dear Friend Ebner: 

I recently discovered a rather extraordinary movement on 
the part of gray partridges (Perdix perdix), which are spreading in 
Wisconsin from a central planting. A description of this sudden 
movement is attached, 

I am anxious to verify whether anything similar has ever 
been observed in Germany, I have searched my notes and find nothing, 
but I remember distinctly discussing with Germans an alleged winter 
appearance of pertridges in Africa, I think, though, that this 
report was deflated when it was discovered that the partridges seen 
in Africa were of a different race, 

I seem algo to recall rather dimly statements about mses 
movement in Germany itself, If you have no information of your own ; 
ready at hand, could you forward this letter to Mr. Nolte? I do 

not have his address, tt I reviewed his report on this species 
after my return (copy enclosed), It is my impression that Molte 
ean be reached through Deutsche Jazd. 

I will, of course, send you a copy of the completed 
paper when published. This is just a fragment of it. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh . Professor of Game Management 
enc:



Copy to Scott with request for any additional information he had 

1532 University Avenue 
September 7, 1937 

My, Frank Hopirine } 
State Gane Yarm 
Poynette, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hopicins: 

Walter Boerger tells me thet you heave some 
vecollections of the sudden movement of Hungarians during 
the winter of 1935-36 and possibly at other times, 

I attach o brief description of the information 
which I wae able to get during a recent trip inte 
Sheboyean and Menitewoe counties, Can you give me any 
additions] detail as to the date and manner of this 
movement, the mmber of birds moving, their behavior, 
survival or any other aspect of the case which seems to 
you significant? You may also Imow of other cases, i 

I don't want to bother you with writing me a 
long account, pln Fah Mr oly mays way nf 
ne you have information, I will drop in sometime to pick 
up the details, 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
a Professor of Game Management 
eng!
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i P Wisconsin Conservation Department 

x INTRA-OFFICE 
; MEMORANDUM 

Date September 4, 19357 

SUBJECT; Information for Aldo Leopold 

! TO: Mr. Walter Scott 

Your memorandum of August 30 is received, and poursuant to 

your request, I had Mr. Hopkins trace down the information insofar 

as we had it, that was requested for Aldo Leopold's article. 

; I am herewith returning his article plus the information as E 

turned in by Frank Hopkins. “This information is supnposed to answer } 

the questions on page four of the article. 

iN However, in talking over the article with Mr. Hopkins, I note 

that on page three that it states Mr. Grange, Supt. of Game, in the 
i winter of 1928 and 1929 trapped up partridge near Oconomowoc. This 

statement, according to Mr. Hopkins, is in error, as the birds were 

Mf'not trapped up but were purchased somewhere. This, no doubt, can 

t DS be ascertained by writing to Mir. Grange or by talking to Mr. Grimmer. 
\ 

. 

y | The information is listed as follows: ppnow 
» 

~ 

Younes Hungarian poeta eet 
8/10/33 28° Pairs R. J. Meyer, Appleton 

8/15/33 20 Pairs Dan Trainer, Princeton / 
9/6/33 20 Pairs F. B. Ernsberger, Portagev 

-~ 9/6/33 8 Pairs J. C. Curtis, New Lisbonv 
9/7/33 14 Pairs Art Walters, Poynettev 
10/3/33 ‘22 Pairs L. K. Bryan, N. Fond du Lacy 

ue ; i 

Adult Hungarian Partridge i 

4/4/34 25 Pairs OW. Miner, Eau Clairey i 
4/6/34 17° Pairs Dan Trainer, Princetonvy i 
4/8/34 6 Pairs Haskell Noyes, Milwaukee County i 

Ue Go. f 

1935 _1Pair Harold Apel, Menomonie Dunn v i 
9/9/36 5 Pairs Russell Young, Muscoda Grant v 5 

Oey GG.) Le. Bears C. E. Gordon, Fennimore Wh ae i 
3/25/36 5 Pairs Geo. Luschinger, Monroe Gngen » ad 
,9/9/36 5 Pairs } Geo. Luschinger, Monroe "yD ee 
9/9/36 10 Pairs | J. W. Stavlekamp, Kenosha Kenoshav '%*) 
3/25/36 5 Pairs { G. H. Rehr, Manitowoc Manitowocy 
5/11/56 1 Pair “a Haskell Noyes, Milwaukee Milwaukee) ~ 
3/25/36 10 Pairs » Haskell Noyes, Milwaukee 4 vo 
9/17/36 8. Pairs : Haskell Noyes, Milwaukee 7 e 
3/25/56 5 Pairs E. Jenke, Tomeh Monroe v Bp 
3/25/36 5 Pairs Percy Button, Richland vi 

— Center Richlandy 
Vp» lyr ; Mi 

1s e 
mi ipo 

a 

Bia i. | 2 uy
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Pace 
= 
¥ Mr. W. Scott - September 4, 1957 a: 

Co. 

9/9/36 5 Pairs Percy Button, Richland 
Center Richlandv 

10/25/36 2 Pairs George Parker, Janesville Rock ¥ 

9/1/36 1 Hen D. G. Hayward, Weyauwega Waupacar 

9/14/36 5 Pairs Alton R. Hanson, Waupaca " io 

3/25/36 5 Pairs RD, Randall, Waupaeca (ia v 

So far, we have had no check on the welfare of these Hungarians 

by the department, nor have we had any reports from cooverators in 

the field. 

The Milwaukee Chapter of the I. W. L. A. imported about 20 pairs 

. of Hungarians about 1929. These birds were kept in breeding pens one 

season but failed to lay any eggs, so they were released the following 

spring. 

i One covey of twelve stayed near the refuge the next winter. 

They disappeared later, however. Hungarian Partridge were seen near 

Campbellsport the next year and were breeding. 

The next attempt to rear Hungarien Partridge was in 1952 when 

hand reared stock was borrowed from Michigan. About sixty were reared 

and kept for breeders. The following year about 160 were reared. 

Oh ; /s/ H. B. Kellogg, Jr. 
: HBK:DH - 

i Attach. 

NOTED:. 

[/s/ W. E. Scott A 

COPIED 
MM 

9/9/37
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eee ae ne ae j BOARD OF EDUCATION: F, C, CLOW, Director C. L. THOMPSON, Greasurer MRS. W. M. WILCOX, Clerk 

— BAW le ara New Lishon Public Schools 
ee ie saat 1 . J. C. CURTIS, Supervising Principal 

te a lie | 
ae os iden sensed NEW LISBON, WISCONSIN : Wy aoa 

September 24, 1931 al 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Room 404, University Avenue 

National Bank Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Will you please accept my thanks for the copy 

of your report? There isnot only a great deal of 

valuable data but much interesting reading. It 

might interest you to know that there seems to be 

| but one Hungarian partridge left from our plant. 

: Pheasants, however, seem to be rapidly increasing. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. C. Curtis 
JCC/PF



f: Ahhe " ADDRESS ALL GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS TO STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION, MADISON 

COMMISSIONERS A ea 

wirtaanguras emus "THE STATE OF WISCONSIN — < 5.022o10% panne 
prepay elgg baat ION COMMISSION a Gurion ninisnies 

Sisk Sheek eee CONSERVAT H.W. MAG KENZIE 
E, M, DAHLBERG, secnerany PAUL D. KELLETER rte 4 

LADYSMITH CONSERVATION DIRECTOR F. G. WILSON 
S| Racecn) WARDEN 

MADISON, AND PUBLICATIONS 
October 9, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building oe’ 
Madison, Wisconsin ty 

he 
Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I have been unable to find any records in this 
office pertaining to the stocking of Hungarian partridges by 

; the state of Wisconsin until the year 1930. In February of 
this year there were distributed for stocking purposes 124 
Hungarian partridges as follows: 

Frank Chapman, Berlin, Wis, 40 {wer 
Geo. Johnson, Richland Center, Wis. 20 
R. L. Hurd, River Falls, Wis, 20 
Victor B, Rossing, Argyle, Wis. 20 
Earl Hilliker, Tomah, Wis. 24 

124 

Six pairs of birds were retained at the state gare 
farm for experimental work, and it is estimated that twenty-five 

| per cent of the offspring#, which totals about forty birds, have 
escaped to the park. I have no records available which can give 
me any information on private Hungarian: plantings in Wisconsin in 
past years. Inasmuch as I hope to see Mr. Grange within a day 
or two, I can probably get some information from him and shall be 
glad to discuss this matter with you. 

With respect to the cost of pheasants planted at 
the state game farm, I am sorry to say that our 1930 figures are 
not yet accurately compiled. I am going up to the game farm about 
the twentieth of October, and will secure accurate figures at that 
time. The files in the office at the present time show that 3600 
Wisconsin planted only in 1929 and 1930; that they planted 1791 — 
birds in 1929, and approximately 10,000 in 1930; approximately 

7 *,000 eggs were shipped to cooperators\in 1929, and approximately 
go” 17,500 eggs were shipped to cooperators\ in 19530. 

YF Johnson has made up a boa tiwues per bird for 
(%°° this year, but I am inclined to think it is far too low, and 

oe offering it for publication I will theck over his books with 
mM.



Aldo Leopold --------#2 

I am sorry to advise you that the office of the Director 
of Publications and Education state that there are no available 
copies of biennial reports further back than 1927-1928. They have, 
however, # one bound copy of these reports dating back for a 
number of years and I will ask permission for you to borrow this 

set for your reference work, through the Director, and will bring 
it over to you personally. 

Very truly yours, 
: \ os ; 

al ice ye Gp Patera 
An ETAT Vir 

WFG: AH



Mr. Prank: Grimer 
a ee 

Salton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grinmert 

I am senf@ing you three incomplete tables which I would like 

- your help in figuring out as far as possible so that they can be published 

in my report on the north central region, I think you will find then 

self-explanatory. | 

I would much appreciate your help in filling out the figures 

for Wisconsin as far as you are able. I would especially your mking out 

a@ cogt calqulation for Wisconsin parallel to that for Michigan. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel. 

Roped olay f° 192.) - 24



GAME SURVEY ey 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE x \ 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD o 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG. a 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

November 27, 1929 

Mr. R. L. Hurd 
River Falls 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hurd: 

Thank you very much for the information on Hungarians 

sent me in your letter of November 1. I would appreciate it 
very much if you could send me the following additional 
information if and when you can lay your hands on its ; 

(1) How many birds were planted east of Hudson in 1926? 
26 4irar wee Ltherrelec, wart $ aor | 94.3 

(2) Is the colony of Hungarian partridge 8 miles east 
of River Falls still there, and if so approximately : 

what are their numbers in 19297 Ome F femayanocs. wate 

owred & alee 2oe4 of feroin 1946 tut Aeon arty birth, 
(3) When did they first appear there,and in what numbers? 

Thay ford affemed thee am 1926. kek obavt LOrm lovey 
I think your guess that these birds came from Hudson or 

one of the Minnesota plantings, is a very good one. A drift 

of 15 miles is very common in this species, 

I am sorry to have missed the opportunity to become 

acquainted with you personally in Eau Claire. By the time I wy 
had learned of your interest in Hungarians you had left for 
home. 

With kindest regards, and thanking you very much for ne” 
your help, Ay a 

aJ dele Bh Bn jehlees Ploarakghes sincerely, Vw ) ; j / 

bowled ot PYeclror pave ate han linpelel 0) wee ae : l J Andthd frtfar Cnet ae J ALDO LEOPOLD, We 4 

Aahve / , Z hat gq. In Charge, Game Survey, an, iy ee 

Aire ond WMenoment , wre yh < 
no, 5 \ yn rR.



AppRESS ALL GENERAL CoMMUNICATIONS TO STATE CONSERVATION ComMISSION, MADISON 

COMMISSIONERS eT eee 

wiisyuaurie cman "THE STATE OF WISCONSIN — <ypannnston acs 
oO. Cc. See ten oe 

ms Gomes wae mniee 
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L. M. HOBBINS, MADISON 
‘i eee knoe 

€. MOA eee: SECRETARY e suPT, ‘OF GAME 

D. H. KIPP 

AND PUBLICATIONS 
MADISON, 

November 4, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Bidg. 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just got a letter containing a record of a plant 
of Hungarian partridge in 1929, which I don't remember 
yourmentioning. In a letter from Mr. J. C. Curtis, president 
of the New Lisbon Fish and Game Club, he says, “The local 
Fish and Game Club purchased three pairs of Hungarian part- 
ridges last spring. We think a hawk killed one of these 
but we think the rest survived and at present I know there 
is at least one covwy of these birds with about ten in the 
covey." 

I have written for further information and we 
will try to make adequate provision for feeding this winter. 
I though you would be interested. 

Very truly yours, 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATION: COMMISSION 

ee d3, Siem Ds ag 

WG: EA Superintendent of Game
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Fe, , RIVER FALLS CHAPTER No, 43 

‘pe Jzaak Walton League of America 
” INCORPORATED 

hack Walton 
DIRECTORS OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

MAYOR W. VANNATTA, 3 YRs. Cc. E, SHEPARD 

ROBERT L. HURD, 2 Yrs. RIVER FALLS, 

RAY COLWELL, 1 rr. WISCONSIN 

Nov, 1, 1929, 
Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Sir: 
I am in receipt of your letter in regard to Hungarian partridge, 
This: colony of Hungarian partridge was observed on tie river bos 

tom, 8 miles east of River Fails about a year ago, 
I eannot fell you how many of these birds are still there but i ; 

will try and find out for you 
I have never been able to find out just where these birds came 

from:as the League here never liberated any Hungarian Partridge; 
About 3 years sme Hungarian Partridge were liberated just east 

of Hudson, Wis, and I beleive that is where these Birds came from 
That being the case, these birds migrated about 15 miles, 
I will advise you as soon as I can get additional informatiai 

in-régard to these birds; 
Yours respectfully 

By oe



November 27 1929 

Mr, BR. L. Hurd 
River Falls 
Wisconsin x 

Deer Mr. Burd: 

‘ Thank you very much for the information on Hungarians 
sent me in your letter of November 1, I would appreciate it 
very much if you could send me the following additional 
information if and when you can lay your hands on it: : 

| (1) How many birds were planted east of Hudson in 1926? 

: (2) Is the colony of Hungarian partridge % miles east 
of River Falls still there, and if so approximately 
what are their numbers in 19297 ; 

(3) When did they first appear there,and in what numbers? 

I think your guess that these birds came from Hudson or 
one of the Minnesota plantings, is a very good one. A drift 
of 15 miles is very common in this species, 

I am sorry to have missed the opportunity to become 
‘a@quainted with you personally in Eau Claire. By the time I 

ae — of your interest in Hungarians you had left for 

A | With kindest regards, and thanking you very much for 
your help, 

Le Yours sincerely, 

[ ALDO LEOPOLD, 
i In Charge, Game Survey. 

| 
fed 

\ { \ ; 
1 
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The Foster Bank ¢ SP oe 
ESTABLISHED I891 

Capital & Surplus $6000000 we 

Brandon, Wis. September 21 st. ,1929. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold. 

Madison ,Wis. 

Dear Mr.Leopold, re 

I believe 12 Hungarian partridge planted,possibly 
two dozen,can't recall. 

The following season 4 covies of approximately a dozen 
each,the next Fall 6 or 8 covies of like nunber 
and from then on an occasional covey reported to me. 

At the time planting made and for many years after 
the game laws permitted hunting of prairie chicken 
and ruffled grouse with the result that the 
Hungarians exterminated I believe. 

We now have a posted preserve here of2340 acres 
consisting of good cover approximately 1/3,high 
land and marsh of about equal parts that would seem to 
me @ proper situation to test out a planting. 

In Case you know of some Good Samatarian that will 
donate a supply I will gladly take care of the 
planting here with other Walton League members. 

Our planting of pheasants here about 4% dozen to 
date,mostly put out on the posted land and from 
reports judge the increase favorable. 

We are putting a notice in our local paper requesting 
farmers and other seeing a covey or some numbers of 
pheasants to report with the idea that some sort 
of a guess as present numbers. 

Yours very AX f 

é



fut yt toy 

The Foster Bank 
Capital & Surplus $6000000 

Brandon,Wis. September 9 th.,1929. 

Mr.Aldo Leopola. 

Madison, 

Wise ' 

Dear Mr.Leopold,, 

In reply to yours of the 2 nd.,regarding 
the planting of Hungarian partridges south 
of Marquette apout 1900. - 

The Caw Caw Shooting Club I am quite sure made 
no sueh planting nor did I ever hear of any 
peing made. 

I have been told that Mr.Howard Bosworth,now 
deceased,of Milwaukee,Wis.,did plant about 
a dozen Mongolian Pheasants about 1690. 

| Mr.Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee,Wis.,sent to me 
| a few Hungarian partridges to be put out here, 

| about 1900,and for a time quite a few noticed 
‘| but of late I hear no reports. 

At the same time the sportsmen here planted 
20 dozen of Southern quail and these for a 
time quite numerous but now widely scattered. 

; One quite frequently sees and hears these about 
Marquette. 

In case I can be of further service let me 
know. 

Yours very truly, 

\ \ 
\ co WW . 

[



421 Chemistry Building 

September 17, 1929 

Mr. Jd. W. Foster , MN 

The Foster Bank ’ \ 

Brandon, Wisconsin \ 

‘ Dear Mr. Fosters } \ 

’ Thank you very much for your letter of September 9, on 

It‘ ie the Brandon plontings of Kungorien partridge in 1900 he 
y that I was trying to locate and you have now given me almost ; ¢ M. 

\ all the desired information, May I bother you again for the Ge a 

ie following additional details: Fp aX 

Ss (1) Muober of birds planted, You make it clear re 
\ thot there were only a few, but if you could f 

estimete the number I would be much obliged, 

? (2) Period of survival. You state that " for a : 
} time quite a few noticed but of late I hear no 

reports." About what year were the last birds 

\ seen? What was the maximum abundance ever ate 

tained, either in numbers of covies or square ue 

miles of territory inhabited? I do not need y 

anything accurate on thie but I am anxious to Cares 
know waether the maximui wes memsured in dozens 
or hundreds. { ey ea oy 

‘ I am very grateful to you for giving me this informa+ 

tion. } 

Yours sincerely, 

ADO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

; 

a 
aif 

. ey



ee GuSTAVE PaBsT A wr 
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 

September 5, 19 29. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Rephying to yours of September 3rd, you are correct 

as to the year when the plantings started, which was about 
1910. However, I wish to correct your impression in regerd 
to the letter quoted by me, which was not written to Julius 
Loewith, but to another party, and the date of which was 
February 6, 1929. 

As to the year when my plantings ceased, this was in 

the fall of 1927, when I purchased 27 pair of partridges from 
Julius Loewith, Inc., of New York City, a dealer in birds. 
Since this time I have made no further plantings. 

Trusting this will enable you to complete your survey, 
I am 

pee.



v 

Due fitter 
é , GusTAVE PaBstT ow 

ot 
a a 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
January 14, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Will you accept my apology for not acknowledging 
your letter of November 15th before this. 

My only excuse is that I filed the report away 
with some other matters at the time and only was able to 
dig it out a few days ago. I have taken the same home with 
me and shall give myself the pleasure of reading it thorough- 
ly at the very earliest moment. 

From all the observations and inquiries that I 
have been able to make it seems to me that there is a great 
shortage of Hungarians this year. The only reason that I 

_ ‘| can see for this condition is the fact that we have had two 
rather unfavorable breeding seasons, that is, extremely wet 
and cold weather in the spring. 

Last year I bought from Loewith, twenty-sven pair 
of Hungarians, which I put out, but am sorry to say that it 
did not help the situation at all. We still have enough seed 
stock in our neighborhood to in; e plenty of birdg—ths 
coming season provided condi pre favorable. 

M Gp “yours, 

MAM TOs



‘ ' 42] Chemistry Buélding 

September 3, 1929 

Colonel Gustave Pabst 
Oconomowoc 
Wisoonsin 

Dear Colonel Pabst: 

Thank you very much for your letter of August 10, giving 
me the history of your plantings of Hungerian partridge. 

I am stil. a little confused as to the year when the 
plantings started, Your letter to Julius Loewith, which you quote, 
says they started 19 years ago, but the date of your letter is not 

given, If it was written in 1929 then the plantings mst have starte 

ed about 1910, Kindly correct me if I am mistaken in this assumption. 

The totel number planted you have made clear--5 to 6 thou- 

I am still lacking, however, the year when the plantings 

ceased. Would you be so kind as to give me this year, which will : 
enable me to complete my records? 

I shall remember to send you a copy of the spread map, 
which I think ought to gratify you a great deal when you see the ex- 

tent to which your plantings have covered the southeastern part of 
the state. 

Thanicing you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALNO LEOPOLD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey.



TAMARACK FARM 

HOLLYHOCK FARM 

GUSTAVE PABST 
é Oconomowoc, WIS. 

August 10, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Conducting a Game Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have unfortunately been compelled 
to delay giving you something from my experience 
in connection with my introduction of the Hun- 
garian partridge in this section of Waukesha 
County. I have had my secretary make a general 
resume of the various letters which I have 
written and I believe you will find about all 
that I have to say on the subject in the follow- 
ing. I would only add to what I have written 
that I have been informed Julius Loewith of New 
York City is to-day one of the major importers 
of Hungarian partridge. 

M Gite is really very little to say 
in regard to planting Hungarian partridge, pro- 
vided the country and surroundings are to their 
liking. The Hungarian is not as its name might 
imply a woodland bird, but is more in its cus- q 
tom and usage like the prairie chicken. \q ie . 

I started about nineteen years ago, 
both importing and buying stock birds from 
abroad and from dealers in this country. I -“n602 
have planted somewhere between five and six 59 
thousand birds, covering a territory or twelve 
to fifteen miles, replanting same every second 
year after the first planting and covering a iadk ’ 
total period of about six or eight years._ Jn tady iar 

I secured most of the birds by direct 
importation from Bohemia from a friend of mine, 
who unfortunately, has since died. The remainder 
of the birds I secured largely from Wentz & 

Mackensen, now the firm of Wm. J. Mackensen, 
of Yardley, Pa., and who I think is probably the 
largest dealer in birds, particularly in Hunga- 
tian partridge. I have no doubt that there are



Pe erecre est 

GUSTAVE PABST 
OcoNnoMowoc, WIs. 

’ es 

To Mr. Leopold 

other sources through which they can be pro- 

cured, and it is possible that you may be able 

to get some information from the Game Breeder, 

New York City. I have read many articles on the 

subject in the American Field and the Game 

Breeder on the many failures that have been had 

in planting Hungarian partridge. 

Why I should have succeeded in Wau- 

kesha County I venture to say is that for a 

number of years I continued putting out birds ; 

in the same regions and approximately in the 

same covers, with the result that we have had 

in Waukesha and Jefferson Counties adjoining 

one another, several years of open season on 

partridge. I am inclined to the opinion that 

owing to the continued replanting or re-seed- 

ing of the birds had much to do with the suc- 

cess of the undertaking, furnishing new blood 

and preventing more or less inbreeding, keep- 

ing the parent stock rugged and strong. I 

have only in a very limited way attempted 

propogation in capitivity and not sufficient 

to form an opinion on the success of that 

phase of the game. I believe that the Hunga- 

rian partridge is well adapted to ouf condi- 

tions in this country, and speaking strictly 

from my own experience, is the finest foreign 

game bird that can be transplanted into the 
United States. 

In regard to climatic conditions, 
we have had some severe winters in this part 
of the country without losing any of our birds. 

I will say, however, that wherever possible, when 

the snow was deep and particularly when after a 
thaw had a freeze and heavy crust formed on the 
snow, I have put up cornstalks or other small 
shelter to which the birds would Gome and in 
which they were fed. 

In general I can say that the birds 
are extremely hardy and prolitie, and are found



TAMARACK FARM 

HOLLYHOCK FARM 

GUSTAVE PABST 
OCONOMOWOC, WIS. 

a 

To Mr. Loepold 

in the open almost entirely. At times I have 
found covies in timber, and I should say that 
their habits are more those of the quail and 
prairie chicken than the grouse foply, includ- 
ing the native American partridge? 

I wish you every success in:the sur- 
vey that you are making-amg§ I am most eager to 
obtain a copy of a2 ngs when comple 

Very truj COIS, 
ZF LV UA 

UM J hor



August 26, 1929. 
CLARENCE J. ALLEN 

POST OFFICE BOX 738 , | 

MILWAUKEE, wis. woe” 

vv" 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 
Have just been able to reach . 

Gustave Pabst who says that he never planted any 
Hungarians in that neighborhood, but suggests that 
John W. Foster of Brandon may have done so. I have 
never heard of any such planting on the part of any 
Caw Caw club members, but as I was not a member during 
the years-1897 to 1910, such a planting if made would 
probably not be known to me. 

John W. Foster is still a member of the club, but 
( no longer shoots. He can be reached at Brandon and 

whether he did any planting or not is in position to 

check on it and further can give you much valuable 
information. Should you desire to write to him I 
would be glad to have you use my name if you like, 

I am glad that you found our old Caw Caw journal 
of interest and will be delighted to have your report, 

If I can be of any further assistance please do not 
hesitate to call upon me and do not forget to let me 
know whenever you are in this neighborhood. 

wy Cordially yours, 

oO 

Wire ww. Walk r ‘ 
ae 

4 +> qv. A. *,
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ae é TABLE I fi: 

_ Flantings of Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin 
No. of Purchased or 

Sounty Tear birds  #§ Source furnished by § Remarks 

Brown 

Buffalo 20 birds showed up near Dodge in 
j 1928 — probably drift from Minn. 

Still there? | 

Caluset 2 
Lec Fara SEE: Pe ‘ 

Columbia 1933 sr — ? Bupeng —s Aiy other plants? 
1433 2 Rae ci &y~"G(Binds established near Columbia 

but these spread in from east.) 

Dane 1929 32 Ku-e MEeppOe vt © State Near Lake Wingra. Wever seen or 

Tob o CEL on QeompmovoR Horan heard of since. (Spread entered 
ff vel ewe Unb f county near Cottage Grove, 1926) 

Dodge a" entered county near Neosho 

*n 

SHtxti, — Hea recha K4ped 
Damn —/93 See Ft — _ _ " (Drift birds slleged seen near 

Sen Chine ior +6 = pei - Seles qu Croix et) re 

Fond du Lac 1900 12 Pabst ? J.¥. Foster Near Brandon 48 seen 1901, 70 
seen 1902, then dwindled and 
disappeared. First plant in 

Wisconsin. 

1926-29 40 Dogeet Ds sheteS Wil As At Moon Lake Refuge. Di 
si 1990? Covebinrte vie. ayCampeetst, 

igs? wey State ie, lemaratins, 2 plants. Statust 

Grant 1936 oly Foon Fors — State AAS! ¥o- (Spread entered county near 
(436 10 te " e a aa oe Weupun 1936) By $.¢.5. NB. 

card Fennimore, Banded. 

Green 1935 6 — ne record pthes, State? By Stevenson N.W. Brodhead. 
1934 2.0 Gore FOr Sater t hes, (Minn. drift entered NW corner 

Me ering, delow Prairie du Chien 193 

1932-36 140 State ? By . M. Iucksinger NE of Monroe 
} cam fs Established in nearly Townships. 

Gay reawrd ts fu.dah wagon (Drift birds seen near New Glarus 
1928 near Oskley & Clarno 1929, 
but died out. Dirft from east again 
entered near Brooklyn 1931; now est® 
ablished in 3. tier of towns.) 

Green Leke 1924 7? Tee cp ee) : ? N.E. Princeton. Disappeared 
ee 

1933-35 «74 x State 8.E. Princeton ee E & ¥. Status? 

She ee Dace apo yer ied ‘ e 

5



Iowa ? t ? ? ? ; 

Jefferson (Drift entered county S. Fort 
Atkinson 1916; established near 
Gold Spring by 1919) 

Juneau 1929 Was end: ? By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon | 
Bred, but disappeared. i 

1933 /& Pe an: ft” By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon 
Seen 1934. Status? 

1998 6 |e nh corel 4 thle. 3%) py 3,0, Curtis near New Lisbon 
( Status? 

Keema — 996 — 20 — feet Form SHIR -5): tees ae tiem Weleda & fren 
Ste pecans (Deere aie HM Renova by asert 

When and where entered? 

Lafeyette 1930 2 ~e newrd, ? There? Status? 

Mani towoe 1936 2D Got (one stat tg Rake 7 

Milwaukee /73%— /2 foo Camm — FOE: - WIENS Gay tm feom Waukesha. hen 
/436- 35 hit ae i entered and where?) 

Monroe «= 1930 Fe Geer. te By Hk. Stevens W. of TomahA. 
ae Oper Pee Lgerke, Status? 

Outagamie 19335? 256 me. Qos By LS teers W. of Appleton on 
Asylum Farm. Disappeared 193*** ? 

Ozaukee (Spread in frow Weshington, In 
ii Preedonia by 1934.) 

eae 1930 ? 20 7-0 pegerd State (Planted on Drift from Minn, t) 
wih = 9" 

Racine (Spreed in from Waukesha ¥. of 
Racine. When entered and where?) 

Richland 1930 7 20-220 acne! , stare By . of Richland Center 
[936 20 penn Form “SEL bot «,, SE 

Rock 1927 7 Bie hocoad Ns ioe oS oe 
5 e é ad ome 1996 —Y— poor Faron, — Flake ah gt : sect NE. near 

St. Croix 1923 ~ oS. F ? (First entered where end when?) 
20 a, By**** 8. of Hudson. Status? 

Pun 

1929 4 , “tH By. in town of Krum Kinil, 
Qs Covey in town of Richmond, 1932. 

(see also Dunn Co.) 

Sawyer 1915 ? on ? Muller Near Moose Lake. Doubt as to date 
o Mens Disappeered at once,



Sheboygan (Drift entered S.¥. corner fron 
Moon Lake, but died out. Estbl. 
near iv 393) 

Trempeleau 1924 6 ? ? In town of Chimney Rock. Disappeared 
Pu aera d (Govey of 20 drift birds from Minn. 

appeared N.E. Trempelean in 1928, 
gone by 1930.) 

Vernon (Covey of 40 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared 1928. Present status?) 

Walworth (Spread in from Weulceshe, & Tllinois 
8.2. Whitewater by 1920.) 

Washington (Spread in from Waukesha. In towns 
of Erin and Gerwantomm by 1929.) 

Waukesha 1910 5000 Bohemia ? Gustave Pabst On and near Pabst farm in town of 
/ oan ork 9 Ottawa. 

ee Seed ager \Ar 60 4h - : 

Votace Gantt an the eg 1929 5% Bohemia t Gustave Pabst Pabst farm, Town of Ottawa, 
Wesheee — 1936 — “2 — few Fin ~ $Tate Ts Alton, Manton Fb Rendall, Weufroea, . 

; eh 1930 ? ? By north of Berlin 
Ron rw , (Covey on Winnebago Co. line to 

east in 1933.) 

Winnebago (Spread from Berlin plant appeared 
on County line W. of Rush Lake,1933)
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et TABLE I 

Plantings of Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin 

No. of Purchased or . 
County Year birds Source furnished by Remarks 

Brown 

Buffalo . 20 birds showed up near Dodge in 
1928 - probably drift from Minn. 
Still there? 

Calumet 

Columbia 1933 257? ? ? Outcome? Any other plents? 
(Birds established near Columbia 
but these spread in from east.) 

Dane 1929 12 Brapped at State Near Lake Wingra. Never seen or 
Oconomowoc heard of since. (Spread entered 

county near Cottage Grove, 1926) 

Dodge (Spread entered county near Neosho 
1927) 

Dunn (Drift birds alleged seen near 
Weston 1934. Spread from St. 
Croix plant?) 

Fond du Lac 1900 12 Pabst ? JW. Foster Near Brandon 48 seen 1901, 70 
seen 1902, then dwindled and 
disappeared. First plant in 

Wisconsin. 

1928-29 40 ? State At Moon Leke Refuge. Disappeared 
19307 

1934 he State lemaretine, 2 plants. Status? 

Grant 1936 24 State 7? (Spread entered county near 
Weupun 1936) By S.C.S. NE 
Fennimore, Banded. 

Green 1934 6 State? By Stevenson N.W. Brodhead. 
(Minn. drift entered NW corner 
below Preirie du Chien 193 

1932-36 140 State ? By Geo. M. Iucksinger NE of Monroe 
Established in nearly Townships. 
(Drift birds seen near New Glarus 
1928 near Oakley & Clarno 1929, 
but died out. Dirft from east again 
entered neer Brooklyn 1931; now esta 
ablished in BE. tier of towns.) 

Green Lake 1924 ? 14 ? ? N.E. Princeton. Disappeared 

1933-34 = 74 ? State? S.E. Princeton spread E & W Stetus? —



Iowa ? ? ? ? ? 

Jefferson (Drift entered county S. Fort 
Atkinson 1916; established near 
Cold Spring by 1919) 

Juneau 1929 6 ? ? By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon 
Bred, but disappeared. 

1933 4 ? ? By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon 
Seen 1934. Status? 

1934 16 ? ? By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon 
Status? 

Kenosha (Spread in from Weukesha & from 
; Illinois N.W. Kenosha by 1927? 

When and where ane 

Lafayette 1930 20 ? , Where? Status? 

Manitowoc ? : ? ? ? 

Milwaukee : (Spread in from Waukesha. When 
entered and where?) 

Monroe 1930 20 ? State By H.L. Stevens W. of Tomah¢y. 
Status? 

Outagamie 1931 ? ? ? ? By Dick Meyers W. of Appleton on 
Asylum Farm. Disappeared 193*** 7 

Ozaukee (Spread in from Washington. In 
Freedonia by 1934.) 

Pierce 1930 ? 20 ? State (Planted on Drift from Minne?) 

Racine (Spread in from Waukesha W. of 
Racine. When entered and where?) 

Richland 1930 20 ? State By. N. of Richlend Center 
Status? 

Rock 1927 ? ? ? By Henry Knudsen N. of Orfordsvilk 
Status? (Spread in from N.E. near 
Janesville bg 1929.) 

St. Croix 1923 20 t ? (First entered where and when?) 
By**** E. of Hudson. Status? 

1929 4 ? ? By. in town of Krum Kinik. 
Covey in town of Richmond, 1932. 

(see also Dunn Co.) 

Sawyer 1915 7 ? Muller Near Moose Lake. Doubt as to date 
Disappeared at once.



Sheboygan (Drift entered S.W. corner from 
Moon Lake, but died out. Estbl. 
near by 193___.) 

Trempeleau 1914 6 ? ? In town of Chimney Rock. Disappeared 
(Covey of 20 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared N.E. Trempeleau in 1928, 
gone by 1930.) 

Vernon (Covey of 40 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared 1928. Present status?) 

Welworth (Spread in from Waukesha & Illinois 
8.E. Whitewater by 1920.) 

. Washington (Spread in from Waukesha. In towns 
of Erin and Germantown by 1929.) 

Waukesha 1910 5000 Bohemia ? Gustave Pabst On and near Pabst farm in tow of 
Ottawa. 

1927 

1929 54 Bohemia ? Gustave Pabst Pabst farm, Town of Ottawa. 

Weushara 1930 24 ? ? By north of Berlin 
(Covey on Winnebago Co. line to 
east in 1933.) 

Winnebago (Spread from Berlin plant appeared 
on County line W. of Rush Lake,1933)



¢ faBLe 

Plantings of Hungorien Partridge in Visconsin 

No. of Purchased or 

Sounty Tear binds = Source furnished by = Remaricg 

Brom. 

Buffalo 20 birds showed up near Dodge in 
1928 = probably drift from Minn. 
S$ti11 there? 

Calumet 

Columbia 1 ? ? y Outcome? Any other plants? 

ai ” (Birds established near Colunbis 
but these spread in from east.) 

Dane 1929 12 Brapped at State Near Lake Wingre. Never seen or 
Oconomowoc heard of since. (Spread entered 

county near Cottage Grove, 1926) 

Dodge (Spread entered county near Neosho 
1927) 

Dunn (Drift birde alleged seen near 
Weston 1934. Spread from St. 
Croix plant?) 

Fond du Lac 1900 12 Pabst ? 3.¥. Poster Near Brandon 4@ seen 1901, 70 
\ seen 1902, then dwindled and 

diseppeared. First plant in 
Wiseondin. 

1928-29 40 ? State on Moon Leke Refuge. Disappesred 

1934 ke State Lemaratine, 2 plents. Stetus? 

Grant 1936 2h State ? (Spread entered county near 
Woupun 1936) By 5.C.5. N.2. 
Fennimore, Banded. 

Green 1935 6 State? By Stevenson N.¥. Brodhead. 
(Winn. drift entered NY corner 
delow Preirie du Chien 193 _ 

1932-36 140 State 7 By Geo. M. Iucksinger NE of Monroe 
Establiched in nearly Townships. 
(Drift birds seen nesr New Glarus 
1928 near Oakley & Clarno 1929, 

tut died out. Dirft from east again 
entered near Brooklyn 1931; now est® 

. ablished in 8. tier of towns.) 

Groen Lake 192% ? 1 ? ? N.B. Princeton. Disappesred 

1933-34 = 7h ? . State? 8.2. Princeton spread B & ¥ Status?



Tows t ? ? ? ? ; 

defferson (Drift entered county 3. Fort 
' Atkinson 1916; established near 

Gold Spring by 1919) 

June 1929 6 ? ? By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon 
Bred, but disappeared, : 

1933 4 ? ? By 3.0. Curtis nesr New Lisbon 
Seen 1934. Stetus? 

1934 16 ? ? By J.0. Curtis near New Lisbon 
Status? ' 

Kenosha (Spread in from Weukesha & from 
Tllinois N.¥,. Kenosha 7 1927? 

. ‘ When and where entered? 

Lafayette 1930 20 ? ? Where? Status? 

Manitowoc ? ? ? ? 7 

Milwaukee (Spread in from Waukesha, When 
entered and where?) 

Yonroe 1930 20 ? State By H.L. Stevens ¥. of Tomahfy. 
Status? 

Outagamie 1931 ? t ? ? By Dick Meyers ¥. of Appleton on 
Asylum Farm. Disappeared 193°** ? 

Ozaukee (Spread in from Washington, In 
Freedonia by 1934.) 

Pierce 1930? 20 ? State (Planted on Drift from Minn.t) 

Racine (Spread in from Weukesha W. of 
Racine. When entered and where?) 

Richland 1950 20 t State By. HN. of Richland Genter 
Status? 

Rock —«-:1927 ? ? ? By Henry Knudsen N. of Orfordsvills 
Status? (Spread in from ¥.¥. near 
Jonesville by 1929.) 

St. Croix 1923 20 ? ? (First entered where and whent) 
By**** B. of Hudson, Status? 

1929 bh) ? ? By. in town of Krum Kinik, 
Covey in town of Richmond, 1932. 
(see also Dunn Co.) 

Sawyer 1915 ? ? Muller Near Moose eke. Doubt as to date 
Disappeered at once,



Sheboygan (Drift entered 3.¥. corner from 
Moon Lake, but died out. Estbil. 

frempelesu 1914 6 ? ? In town of Chimney Rock. Disappeared 
(Covey of 20 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared N.E. Trempeleau in 1928, 

Vernon ‘ (Covey of 40 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared 1928. Present status?) 

Walworth (Spread in from Waukesha & Tllinois 
8.8, Whitewater by 1920.) 

Washington (Spread in from Waukesha. In towns 
of Mrin and Germantown by 1929.) 

Waukesha 1910 5000 Bohemia 7? Gusteve Pabst On and near Pabst farm in town of 
; Ottawa. 

1927 

1929 5h Bohewia 7 Gustave Pabst Pabst farm, Town of Otvewa. 

Waushara 1930 ay ? ? By north of Berlin 
‘ (Covey on Winnebago Co. Line to 

east in 1933.) 

Winnebago (Spreed from Berlin plant appeared 
on County line ¥. of Rush Lake,1933)
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ates TABLE OT 

Plantings of Hungortan Partridge in Tisconsin 

Mo. of Purchased or 

Sounty, Zeae binds Source furnished by © Aenerke 

Brown 

Buffalo 20 birds shewed up near Dodge in 
1928 = probably drift from Minn. 
Still there? 

Galwset 

Columbia i ? ? ? Outeome? Any other plants? 
” 7 (Birds established near Columbia 

but these sprend in from east.) 

Dane 1929 12 rapped at State Wear Leake Wingra. Wever seen or 
Oconomowoc heard of since. (Spread entered 

i county near Gottege Grove, 1926) 

Dodge (Spread entered county near Neosho 
1927) 

Dann. (Drift birds alleged seen near 
Veston 1934. Spread from St. 
Croix plant?) 

Fond du Lee 1900 12 Pabst ? 2.¥. Poster Near Brendon 4S seen 1901, 70 
seen 1902, then dwindled and 
dicappesred. First plant in 
Wisconsin. 

1926-29 ho ? State Eee ee Be Disappeared 

1934 ke State Semaratine, 2 plants. Status? 

Grant 1936 ah State t (Spread entered county near 
Woupun 1936) By 5.0.8, Wee 

Fennimore, Banded. 

Green 1934 6 State? By Stevenson N.¥, Brodhead. 
(Minn. drift entered NY corner 
below Prairie du Chien 193 

1932-36 140 State ? By Geo. M. Iucksinger NE of Monroe 
Esteblished in nearly Townships, 
(Drift birds seen near New Glarus 
1928 near Oakley & Glarno 1929, 
wat died out. Dirft from east again 
entered nesr Brooklyn 1931; now est® 
ablished in 8. tier of towns.) 

Green luke 19248 7 14 ? t N.B. Princeton, Disappeared 

1933-35 74 ? State? S.2. Princeton spread ZB & ¥ Status?



" 

Town ? ? ? ? ? 

Jefferson (Drift entered county S$. Fort 
Atkinson 1916; established near 
Gold Spring by 1919) 

June ‘1979 6 ? ? ' By J.C. Curtis near New Lisbon 
i Bred, but disappeared, 

1933 4 ? ? By J.C. Curtis nesr New Lisbon 
Seon 1934, Status? 

1934 16 ? ? By 3.0, Gurtie near New Lisbon 
: Status? 

Kenosha (Spread in from Waukesha & from 
Tliineis ¥.¥. Kenosha bf 19277 

. When and where entered? 

lafayette 1930 20 ? ? Where? Status? 

Manitowoc ’ ? ? ? ? 

MAlweukee (Spread in fron Ymakesha, When 
entered and where?) 

Monroe 1930 20 ? State By Eule Stevens ¥, of Tomahdy, 
Statust 

Outagenie 1931 7 ? ? ? By Dick Meyers ¥. of Appleton on 
Asylum Farm. Disappeared 193%** 7 

Ozaukee (Spread in from Washington. In 
Freedonia by 1934.) 

Pierce 19307 20 ? State (Planted on Drift from Minn.t) 

Racine (Spread in from Waukesha W. of — 
Racine. When entered and ehere?) 

Richland 1930 20 ? State By. HN. of Richland Center sta *. 

Rock 1927 7 ? ? By Henry Koudsen WM. of Orfordevilk 
Status? (Spread in from ¥.B, near 
Tenesville by 1929.) 

St. Croix 1923 20 ? ? (First entered where and when?) 
ty***: oS. of Hudson. Statast 

1929 Bh) ? ? By. in town of Krum Kinik, 
Govey in town of Richmond, 1932. 
(see also Pann Co.) 

Sawyer 1915 ’ ? Muller Near Moose Lake. Doubt as to date 
Disappeared at once,



’ 
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Shedoygan (Drift entered $.%. corner fram 
Moon Lake, tut died out. Batbi. 

WE cnicciinninnnstiimaael Samal 
frempeleam 1924 wi ? ? In town of Chimney Rock. Disappeared 

(Covey of 20 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared NE. Trempeleaa in 1928, 
gone by 1939.) 

Vernon (Covey of 40 drift birds from Minn. 
appeared 1928. Present statust) 

Walworth (Spread in from Waukesha & TLlinoie 
S.8. Whitewater by 1920.) 

Washington ! (Spread in from Wenkesha. In towns 
of Brin and Germantown by 1929.) 

Waukesha, 1910 5000 Bohemia ? Gustave Pabst ee ee ee ee ee 
Tew 

1927 

1929 sh Bohewia ? Gustave Pabst Pabst farm, Town of Ottawa. 

Weushara 1930 ay ? t By north of Berlin 
(Govey on Winnebago Go. line to 
east in 1933.) 

Winnebago (Spread from Berlin plant appeared 
on County line ¥. of Rush Lake,1933)
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a M wat be 930 
HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES ke Wer 
BROUGHT FROI? GERILANY ‘ 

The receéint last week of 152 Hungarian partridgcs which wore 

wild trapped in Europe and shippcd to the conscrvation commission from 

ak Germany, is the first step in a new policy on the part of the com- f 

pice to introduce these cxccllent game birds into parts of 

Qe? Wisconsin where it is thought thcy will thrive bettcr than the ring- 

neck phcasant. 

Of the 162 birds which are evenly paired, 24 (or 12 pair)belong 

to the Berlin chapter of the Izaak Walton Lcague, and 158 (or 69 pair) 

wore purchascd bv the department of game of the conscrvation 

commission. 

All of the birds arc not going to the state game farm as the gamo 

department has decided to try several test plantings of these birds 

to see just what locations in the wostern part of the state they will 

adapt themselves to more readily. All but 38 birds, or 19 pair, which 

arc being sent to the game farm at Fish Creek, are boing apportioned 

among different sportsmen's groups in the westcrn part of the state. 

These groups have been sclccted because thoy arc locatcd in districts 

in which the state wants to trv test plantings, and also because of 

their unusual co-operation in pheasant work. 

The western and southwestcrn part of Wisconsin seems better | 

adapted to Hungarian partridge than to ring-neck pheasants, and so it 

is to these localitics that thc birds arc going, except for, the ship- | 

ment to Berlin. River Falls, Tice sane Contcr, Tomah, and Argvle are 

the localities to which birds will be scnt, about 10 or 12 pair to | 

each place, The birds will be a for by sportsmen's organizations | 

in these districts, and will be libcrated as soon as possible. | 

Nineteen pair are being sent to the state game farm for propaga- 

tion purposes, but for this vear at least the state will have neither 

:
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Madison, line . ‘POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHRASANT REFUGE® 

Alb Heor0ld, Theodore M, Sperry, William $, Feeney, and John A, Cateniasen 

This study measured, by five successive censuses and bantings of a ‘ 

_ sample population, the rate at which five generations of pheasants disappeared 

and were replaced by reproduction, | 

Study Ares, Methods, Terms 

The population ocexpied a winter range of 600 acres on the University 

of Wisconsin Arboretum, It was fed in winter, was unshot, and doublet in 

aumbers during the study period, It sustained o trap mortality equivalent — 

to light shooting, 

fhe study area inctudes 500 bree iat marsh, 60 acres of oakehickory : 

timber, and 40 acres of Old fields, ‘The area has been ungrazed, unmowed, } 

and unburned sinee 1932, and offers heavy winter cover, It serves as winter 

range for the pheasants of a much larger adjoining sumoer range, / 

The census, A census drive wes held each December ss soon ss the morsh he 

had frozen, and was uettlhdind in a stinele day, A dozen units were driven i | 

one by one, each in a direction aime’ to flush the pheasants into a | 

vwnit already driven, or into outeide territory, The driving crew varied | 

from 15 to 70 wen, ‘In years when the crew was small, we subdivide the \ 

units so as to maintain a spacing of 5-30 yards between men, depending on the 

nature of the cover, Tally men atettoned arou’ each arive counted the 

ewerging birds, but when units hed to be subdivided "sneakers" (birds 

emerging on foot) were doubtless overlooked, Sexes, when distinguishable, 

were tallied ceparately, Wo bird alighting in an uniriven unit was tallied, 

* Journal Paper No, 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

. The Olvilian Conservation Corps, National Park Service, furnished field 
personnel for thig stody up to June 5, 191, Irven 0, Buss of the Wiseonsin | 
Conservetion Devertment soorerated by trapping and banding phessante outside 

. the srea, 

Yi a
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Despite our precautions to compensate for varying crews, an error 

mat bate crept in, Feensy, in Jamary 1939, made a series of experimental 

arives to explore this error, He flushedt 

Date Grow On 200 acres Sooner, set ole 
1139 10 1. wet 
1/20 10 5 142 | ae saws 

| a Oe 
| 1/25 70 93 | ented 

127 72 sz ee 44 Ve 
10 men flushed- = = + + = = = +174 less than 70 men 16 toy fan 70 mn 3 

Since the error is not great, and we used no crew smaller than 15 men te 

for actual census, no correction for size of crew 1s made, ; are : 

We do not regard the census as a precise measurement, It is used in 

this paper only to compate the untrappe?d residue of the porulation, 

It 1s our belief that the actual population was probably never less 

than the ceneus tally, but may have exeseted it, 

rapping. About 16 traps were operated from November through April, 

The traps were visited two or three times a day when in operation, During 

storms, and frequently at other times, the traps were propped open and 

used as feeding stations, The traps were wire-covered erates with bobewire | 

entrances, ‘!* Po279) Corn was used as bait, The wire roof waa thatched 

; with vecetation to reduce sealping, 

Daring the first four winters the tranped birds were taken in sacks 

to s headquarters building for weteching and banding, being relessed at the 

point of canture during the next round of the traps, This involved holding 

the evening catch over night, for the last round was made at tusk to avoid 

overnight exposure, Murine the fifth winter scales ani banding equipment 

were carried to the traps, an? the birds released’ on the snot,
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Terms, In this paper a "new" bird means one trapped and banded for 

its first time, A "year-clase" means all the new bandings for a given 

winter, 

ateyeer-ctrer,—rhetrorith-inte-erangs.ofebtre re; VETOES a SE Phe EOF 

Sese-otesmes* Whenever a new bird {¢ retrapred during the first winter, it 

. is a “repeat", The firet time this bird is retrapped in any subsequent winter, 

aot it is o "return", but additional tramings are repeats, Any bante?d bird 

* is found dead is a “recovery*, 

4 turnover meags the mmber of years required for a year-elase to 

shrink to zero, ‘The turnover rate is the rate of shrinkere of any year= 

class during a succeasion of winters, 

Sthe-teres..p0n92a}046.nndameobagesdeanst misty rn to: eres) shed 

KerE BO Laggiadmefibehy= bet” are HT RED OTOP ts Pornet-andbbrestocle-sage, 

Srlterianod.age dn blrdevare-nemehersthen-tr Piet, ~hertetenepturesdae” 

terudinology..seema..juat ified,” 

furnover 

During the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of new unbanded 

pheasants, plus repeats of these, During subsequent winters the catch 

consisted of new unbanded birds, plus returna from previous years, plus 

repeats of both, 

Of a total of ron {eitSGias 

562 were original bendings 

90 were returns from the 562 

1019 were repeats of the original bandings and returns 

1671 

Bach banded bird greraged 3 trappings, the orfirinal and two others. 

\
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Table 1 presents the catoh by winters, exclusive of repeats, and 

also the census, 

fable i 

Composition of the Catch by Years 

Banded lyr, 2 yre, 3 yra. yrs, Catch Cent Residue 

Year-class ago ago ago ago Catch (Censua- 

1937-38 22 a uy iy 111 

1938-39 137 8 145 oa 60 69 

1939-40 vhs a5 5 178 =—-340 52 162 

1940-41 127 26 9° o 162-299 5u 137 

19u-he 128 13 2 2 o 145317 46 172 

cp LL 

Total 562 72 16 2 ° 652 1303 651 

Average 112 18 5.3 1 0 130 0-261 50 130 

Seale of 100: 100 16 4.7 1 0 : 

en ereenemananaitaataeentntilintt 
tN CLO CCAAOOD 

* | census drive on November 30 tallied 260 pheasents, Subsequently 127 were removed, 

leaving 133. 
® The census tally was 182, but we trapped more hens than the drive tallied, his 

corrected figure is commted from the drive and trap ratios, 

The commosition 6f the catch is read horteontallys thus the second 

winter yielded 137 new bandings plus § returns from the first winter's fe 

year-elass of 22, y 

The history of any year-clase is read Aiagonally dowmmvard: ‘thus 

the second year-class is represente? by the series 137 + 25 +9 2, 

The average of the five survival series apoears at the bottom of the 

table and is represented by the series 112 = 18 -5.3-+1-°0, Probably 

most of the birds in the average year-class were 1|2 year old when banded, 

and none returned to the traps for the fifth winter, Hence the average 

/ turnover period Py years, and this is also the maximum age ordinarily 

\ attaine? by individual pheasants.
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While the average survival series cives us the turnover period, it does 

not convey a true picture of the yoar-to-year turnover rate, because 

the taitial fieure of each survivel series represents all of the individuals 

bearing bands of that year-class, whereas the remaining fimres include only 

these aurvivors returning to the trans, Additional banded survivors exist 

in the untrapned portion of the vopulation, We Imow this to be true, 

for indivituale often “skipre4 a year" in returning to our traps, and 

' thie f¢ not expli¢ag.& in terme of movement, 

fhe banded survivors of any year-clase are here sssumed to be 

vrovortionately distrilated between the trapped and untrapped portions of the 

population, Thue during the second winter we caucht 8 of the original year 

class of 22, but additional survivors of the 22 existed asong the untrapped 

residue of 69, If the distribution of survivors {is proportional, then 

8:145:2x169, The correction, x, is birds which edded to 8 ives a probable 

actual survival of 12, 

In Table 2 all the survival series are corrected by this method, 

Table 2 

Computed Composition of the Banded Pormlation 
(Corrected for untrapped residue) 

Tu winter Wevly  _Erobeble Survivors from ‘Probable “(Bsnsus) ‘Probable 
of Banded lyr 2yre. %yre, "yre, Banded Per Cent 

Year~ ago ago ago ago Pomlation Banded 

tert meg rr rrnteh rarer 
193839 137 12 14g aus 7 

1939=Ho 1hg ug 10 206 340 61 

rgho=b1 127 - hg 17 0 192 299 64 

Average 112 ah 10.3 2 o 146 261 56 

Seale of 1002100 20 9 1.8 9 ‘
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It should be noticed that, by reason of this correction, the new 

average series shrinks less abruptly than the uncorrected series of 

Table 1: 

Uncorrected series, Table 1; 112-16 - 5.3-1-+0 

Corrected series, Table 2: 112 - 34 - 10.3- 2-0 

Reduced to a scale of 100 the corrected average is 100 - 30-9- 1.8 - 0. 

In Figure 1, the three graphs show (A) the raw data, (B) the corrected 

data, and (C) the average survival on a scale of 100. 

DISCUSSION 

Since the average survival series is the gist of this paper, a 

discussion of its strong and weak points is in order. 

The reader should understand, first of all, that each value in the 

series 100 - 30-9- 1.8 = O is an average, not of calendar years, but 

of successive trappings. Ths 100 represents five first trappings of 

five year-classes, 30 represents four second trappings of four year-classes, 

etc. The values decrease in reliability to the right; the value 1.8 is 

based on only four birds and two trappings, and is obviously subject to 

chance distortion. This shrinkage in reliability is inevitable in any 

banding series aimed to measure mortality. 

In Table 2, the five year-classes are averaged first and reduced to 

& percentage afterward. It is debatable whether the order should be 

reversed. When reversed, a different series results: 100 - 38 - 20- 1.5 - 0. 

The method of Table 2 seems preferable because it automatically "weights" 

each serics for volume, whereas the opposite method gives equal weight to 

each year-class, regardless of the mumber of birds in it. 

Either method automatically averages out possible weather differences 

between years.



Figure 1. Graph A (left): Survival history of five year-classes as 

indicated by trapping returns. Graph B (centre): Survival history 

corrected for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the 

population. Graph G (right): Survivel history of averace year-clase 

with average turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two 

year-classes is shown by dotted lines in Graph A; destination of 

corrections in Graph B.)
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Both methods assume there are no “untrapped" spots in the Arboretum 

population. ‘This assumption seems justified because the average area 

per trap was only 40 acres. The assumption cannot be tested by repeat 

records because trap mortality operated differently against repeaters. 

The main weakness in the survival series drawn from Table 2 is that 

the correction is based on the difference between the total catch and 

the census, and hence is vulnerable to census error. If the census is 

too low, it makes the correction too low, i.e. leaves the shrinkage still 

too abrupt. It does not, however, change the total length of the turnover 

period, which Table 1 shows to be about five years. 

Correction for untrapped residue may be avoided only by trapping the 

entire population each year. Our experience indicates that this is 

impossible in pheasants. Allen (2+ P- 159), an o similar operation, 

trapped 40 per cent of his population as against our 50 per cent. 

Age-classes 
The initial figure of each survival series consists partly of reproduction 

and partly of older birds. The per cent of older birds must have decreased 

as the bandings became more complete. If old birds have a materially 

different turnover rate than young, it would be necessary to split off 

this older component in order to arrive at a residual series representing 

an unmixed age-class. However, the mixed average series 100 - 30 -9- 1.8 - 0, 

which undoubtedly begins with a preponderance of } year old birds, gives 

no indication of any great change with age, the shrinkages being 70-70-80 

per cent (see Graph GC, Figure 1). If there were a substantial change in 

turnover rate with age, the second figure should be different from the first.
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It is identical. Hence no attempt is made to split off the older component, 

We have one anatomical check on the survival series derived from banding 

history. The proportion of old birds in any large sample should be 

OTST = 29 per cent. During the fifth winter we probed the 

bursas(3) of the first 84 unbanded birde caught (up to Jamuary 16) and found 

25 of them, or 30 per cent, to have closed bursas, i.e. 30 per cent were old 

birds. Thus anatomy checked banding history very closely. 

During the sixth winter, which is not covered in this paper, 142 new 

unbanded birds (up to December 24) showed 46 per cent of closed bursas, 

which cheeks rather poorly. The population rose to 400. Perhaps this gain 

consists of an extraordinary survival of old pheasants. 

atten’? P+ 172) found J’per cent of closed bursas in 106 pheasants 

trapped in winter from a population which had been regularly and heavily 

shot. The higher proportion of young in Allen's shot population suggests 

that buhting, by reducing the adult population in fall, in some way augments 

the rate of reproductive gain (survival of young per hen) during the following 

breeding season, The net result would be more young and fewer adults per 

unit of population. 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rate (70-70-80 per cent) in the 

series 100 - 30 = 9 + 1.8 = 0 probably has special significance. The numerical 

base for these shrinkages of course decreases to the right, hence the terminal 

figure carries the least weight. The identity of the first two figures 

suggests that once a pheasant reaches his first winter, the experience which 

accrues from age ceases to have any further survival value. Green and 

prane'*+ > 279) sound gnie enne charnctepistic in their moh larger 

survival series for snowshoe hare. 

The approximate age composition of the Arboretum pheasant population 

may be computed directly from the corrected survival series:
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Birds, mostly 1|2 year old 100 71% 

mostly 1 1]2 years old 30 21% 

mostly 2 1/2 years old 9 64 

mostly 7112 years old 1.8 14 

moatly 4 1]2 years old De ee 

140.8 100% 

The inclusion of about 40 per cent of older birds in each of these 

age grours in ne ia: oibubeie the percentage-composition, provided there be 

no chanze of turnover rate with ace, 

: Beress and Inrress 

. “the foreroing deductions assume that the Arboretum pheasant porelation 

is self-contained, i,¢, that the individual rheasante which comprise it 

during one winter do not spend the next winter elsewhere, or vice-versa, 

If pheasants shifted from the Arboretum to another winter range (egrees), 

they would escape ovr traps and apoear as false shrinkage in the survival series, 

If pheasants shifted to the Arboretum from Siccbnee winter range (ingress), 

they would felsify our assumption that each new year-clasa consiste of 

reproduction plus survivors from previous unbanied residues, If would 

eonsist in part of Ineress, and the effedt would be a false vrolonration of 

survival, : 

; If both ingress and erress occur (as is likely 1f either occurs), our 

; series would contain comvensating errors of unknown magnitude, 

If there is tomortant movement to or from the Arboretum, it is to or 

from the sough , for the city of Madison, and also wide lakes, block movement 

r ee watt a open upland ferme, Imown to be used by Arboretum 

pheasants for fecding excursions during winter thaws, and for nesting in 

summer, This open uphand is broken by two aress of marsh cover,
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The emsller and noarer of these (Dunn's Marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 

on the southwest, It waa mot trapped, but Arboretum pheasants toubtless 

visit 1t at all seasons, Its winter capacity ts not over a dozen pheasants, 

Tt leads to no other marshes. 

The larger is the Mish Hatchery warsh, lying 1 ats miles to the southeast, 

It has a winter capacity nearly as large as the Arooretun, and leats east~ 

ward to a chain of other marshes, It 1s the likely route of egress from or 

ingress to the Arboretum, Irven 0, Buss of the Conservation Department mode i 

a censua of the Pish Hatchery pheasant porwlation turing the last two winters, 

and then trapped and banded nearly half of the pheasants? 

Census Trapped and Per Cent 

Winter of 1940-42 224 70 34 

1h41.-he 216 113 52 

; TOTAL 183 

Mo Arboretum band has apreared amone the 18% pheasants trapned by Buse, 

nor has any Pash Satchery hand apnesred amone the 307 banied pheasante 

handled on the Arboretum during the same period, 

To aporaise the meaning of this, the following rough Gounatat teh is 

offered! Between the fourth and fifth winters the following banded 

pheasants @lsappeared from the Arboretum, or at least eluded our traps 

; (See Table 1): 

Fourth yeareelass 127-13 = 114 

Third year-olass 26-22 2h 

Second yeur-clase 9-26 fT 

Yotal shrinkage 145 banded birds oes 

If a quarter of this shrinkage were due to egress, and if half the 

egress lodze’ in the Fish Hatchery warsh, the Fish Hatchery population during
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the fifth winter should have ‘neluded 18 pheasants bearing Arboretur bands, 

Buss's traps sempled 52 per cent of the pomlation; hence 9 Arboretum bands 

should heve evpeared in his traps, The fact that none appeared indicates 

that egress mst account for moh less than ea quarter of the total shrinkage. 

< The same reasoning, aprlie? to non-appearance of Buss's bands in 

Arboretum trene, indicates that the ingress mst be omall, 

In al? of the foregoing discussion, we ere considering only changes in 

winter renge from year to year, .Both the Arboretum and the Pish Hatchery 

qarsh are known to radiate pheasants daring every winter thaw, but these 

birds may be seen flyine bac to roost st sunset, Both also radiete pheasants 

each epringe for nesting; Buss hed recovered one of his bants in the uplend 

: nest of a mower-killed hen 1 1! miles from the Pigh Hatchery, Aprarently, 

however, the birds eileiie in winter to their original winter rence, rether 

than ©. shift to other winter ranzes, If this proves trne of wild pheasants 

a@lserhere, it is a character very tmportant in manacement, ‘ 

el iin tes oniy to wild vhesasante, It {se known that artifictally 

propagated phessants, when newly released, wenter at rendom, an? disvlay i 

no attachment te any locality, : ” 

Only tro phessants bearing Arboretum bands have ao far been reported 

by imnteras both were killed within a half-mile of the Arboretum boundary, 

Ranting returns are, however, of no quantitative value for measuring 

movement, for hunters take many bands whieh they do nat report, 

There ia ane possible fallacy in these Aetuctions! en outward shift, 

consisting of young unbanded phessants only, might take place in summer 

or fall from either area without being detected by banding overations. 

Buss, hovever, has found evitence of strons inward movement in fall toward the 

Fish Hatehery marsh, on? the same inverd movement orobably holds for the 

Arboretum marsh,
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Tray Mortality 

In any banding study, tran mortality 18 superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture, In this study one out of 

every seven banded birds, (1 per cent), and one out of every 20 catches, 

were killed in the traps, mostly by self-imnting dogs, 

arien’2+ P+258) gurrered a trap ings of 5 per cent, At times we had 

to discontime vheassnt trapring until dogs with the "trap habit" could be 

caught and removed from the area, 

frap mortality killed every category of vheasants: new birds as yet 

unbanded, newly banded birds repeating, and older banded birds returning or 

repeating, In the long run, it probably fel) on each of these categories 

in provortion to its numbers, To correct the tables for trap losses would 

be impossible, for the losses were concurrent with the trappings, The best 

way to allow for trap mortality is to consider the whole pomlation as 

having been gubjected to a 14 per cent kill, despite its location on a refure, 

About 2 per cent of the banded birds were recovered as “natural” or 

non~trap mortelity. Known causes of death include dog, mink, barred owl, 

fox, poaching, and weather, Wo atteapt was made to distribute the wortality 

among these or other causea, This natural mortality mst account for the 

anmal turnover rate of 70 per cent in the averare survival series, 

Zurnover in Other Sneciee 

Table 3 compares the survival of Arboretum pheasants with some survival 

series in pheasants @ad other species, as reported by other authors,
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Table 3, Survival Series in Various Species 

cccnieamieaiananinnancemnnnasiisitstiiiineesiiaishiacisuinaitanininiuisnlitiaicihanidlbninceniaitiliateniinleddistiiaiatitatisteaiaiisittisnbmishinitmeteeettiy 

Species Author Year i 2 3 ¥ 5 6 
‘Sellinienenhciieiiinsiailaasiaiiaaitttiiiseiieilianinhtisiaiteatapnstitilhantemateniciceniiieciititiepiincniliidaiciasabimutiiansnuneiipteinpverenentinienbenainianininiosatus 

Pheasant This etudy 100 = © * 9 © 18 +9 

Randal (5p P. 302) 100 = 28° 

‘Hungarian Partridge viddleton’6»P.814) 100 - 27*7 - 

California Quail Sumner! 7+P+247) 100 <= 268+ 12+ 2 + 0,5 

Baten '8.P+95) 100 = 3 -15*% = 7 

Richardson (Ie P20) 100 + 278+ 7 = 3 -Q7 

Snowshoe Hare Green & Evane’%+sPe273) 100 - 31.6+ %3% %3 + 0.6 

Sone Sparrow (males) sice!?3+P-196) 100 + 7.9 + 16,7 = 5.6 + 2,2 © 0.7 
<<ntseinceeieiniipipeeanltiniantettnanchatiepesnilgpaieedietanetntiabinetcienninsiamantinaitiaiesnuiesientiaiiniltisinialiiibiaisiiinapetiiauatomtantneiti, 

* Commuted from author's data 

Wote; Richardson includes some game farm quail, Randell and Middleton dete are not 
i based on banding, 

Despite the diversity in species and in method of study, the survival 

series in the first four apectes are strikingly similar, 

Not all of these euthors started with crown young, but since there 

is a tendency for mortality ner cents to hold for all agee, this disparity 

Probably doos not destroy the comparability of the aeversl series,
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Sex Ratio and Sex rudover ‘ 
Fiat CL ere CoyrpancenTh 

The per cent of cocks tallied during census drives,-ent=ebee those 

caught in the traps 1° as follows: 

First winter In census: 41g In traps: 346 (excluding repeats) 

Second 536 35% 

Third 466 23% 

Fourth 37% 30% 

Fifth og al 12h 

Average tie - 27 Lys more cocks 
in census 

The census consistently shows more cocks than the traps, and both 
f x i 

A gor ve. | show a progressive decline in cocks through the study pertod, 
Kale | 

ra S | We have no explanstion of why the traps yield fever cocks than the 

pea 
Nee AN census, excent that they are harder to trap. The average wonthly cock 

Sete yields of the trans show no seasonal variation laree enough to be 

ee s. significant; November to March yielded 21 - 31 + 29 + 23 + 15 ver cent 
«at eat * - 

ee respectively, We belisve that the census tally ef about 40:60 1s more 

e' nearly correct than the trap tally. 
a 

The progressive 4ecrease in cocks through the study period, both in 

| 
the census end the traps, warrants the computation of separate turnover 

veriods for the two sexes, For this rurpose we use the uncorrected 

banding returne, omitting Jecimal fractions: 

>
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Year-clasa Cocks Hens 

1 11+3+0 21-7=590 

2 \g=6-0 89 19-92 

2 35*5-0 LL3-2%-2 

4 Whe3 83-9 

5 14 DA.” 

Average i150 B--5-1 

Average, scale of 100 100-150 100°17~6+1 

Average for both sexes from Table l: 100 - 16- 4,7 -1 

: It fe evident that a differential turnover period (and doubtless 

also turnover rate) obtains as between the two sexes, ilo year-class of 

cocks has achieved a longer turnover period than three years, whereas 

only one yeer-class of hens has disappeared as yet, and that one shrank 

to zero’et its fourth year, Pheasants surviving to their third and 

fourth winter are all hens, “i 

The reasons for this differential are of course specalative, Possibly 

fighting amont cocks causes mortality, and perhaps inereasing pomlation 

pressure has augmented fichting, and hence cock mortality, 

Despite the trend toward a lower proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 

still haa nearly twice as many (29 per cent last winter) as the open 

ranges of Dane County where cocks are hunted, Here Buse'29+P.5) gound 

a winter ratio of 15 per cent cocks among 1634 pheasants tallied, ‘ ; 

Allen‘ 2+P.167) reports 2% per cent cocks in winter cenaue drives 

of a shot population, 

‘ Veight Changes 

All cheasants caught during the list four winters were weighed to 

the nearest gram, The results apveer in Tables3ant #
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Table 3 

Weights of Newly-banded (Mostly Young) Pheasants by Years 

po. | ons. | 0. | om. wo. | ane. | wo. | 
1938-39 19 | 1549 | 27 | 1382 jah52 1163 | 57 |1062 |1099 

| 1939-0 15 | 1400 | 20 1451 1429 1033 TT 1011 |1018 

1940-41 30 1481 1(13) [(1447) [2472 1073 38 984 1031 

1941-he (8) [(1443) 1( 6) [(a411) [ye 1053 | 49 | 1088 |1068 

Total 72 66 174 21 

Average 1478 1418 1075 1036 

Scale of i 
100 100 96 100 96 
Ee ee Ne ea ee em ee ee eT te nn Tracer en ra ea oan map SN rane NRIOM 

*All values based on less than 15 birds are in parentheses. j 

Table 4 | 

Weights of Newly-banded (Mostly Young) Pheasants by Months p 

All 4 if } Ret we ee 
ane Te A LSet | oe Te Loy. fm. mee ek Le | 

*No. of 
| 

Birds (33) 27 he 21 19 (11) 61 102 113 | 

ern fe) [eee tom [| aan [se ao [itp | mr [seg fans Y a 
Scale of ! 

100 (94) | 100 5 95 93 91 (99) 99 94 91 g2 | 100 
Se ge ee ee Ee ee eee ee ee rn *All values based on less than 15 birds are in parenthegés. Pit
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Individual weights are subject to a chance distortion of 100 grams by 

reason of full or empty crops. It might be supposed that the period of 

waiting in the trap would tend to empty all crops, and thus level off this 

variable, but digestion appears to be arrested by the state of fright 

which trapping induces. Hence we believe that oie weights represent the 

alimentary status prevailing outside the traps. ; 

The crop variable, as well as the wide variation in body-size, makes 

it desirable to assemble weights in a few large groups rather than many 

small ones, For this reason Table 4 attempts monthly averages only for the 

whole four-year period, while yearly averages in Table 3 divide the winter 

into only two parts. Both tebles omit repeats because trapping itself 

reduces weight. Returne (older birds) ard omitted to get a largely homogencous 

age-group. All values based on less than 15 birds are parenthesiged, and may 

be disregarded. 

The deductions suggested by Tables 3 and 4 are: 

(1) Both sexes reach a weight=-peak in December, and then decline until 

spring. 

(2) Cocks are still declining in April, whereas hens start gaining in 

March, and by April have regained their December weight. 

(3) Birds-of+the-yoar, in early winter, vary in weight as between years, 

and these weights are characteristic of the year, Of the four years studied, 

1938-39 produced the heaviest pheasants on the Arboretum. 

We next discuss the statistical validity of these deductions, together 

with the relevant literature, 

(1) The oxact timing of the late-fall peak in weights is probably a 

matter of weather, and hence of no great importance. Alien‘? »- 177) reports 

mid-Jenuery a8 the Michigan weight-peak, but his time-categories are split 

too finely for his volume of data. The interesting point is that even fed 

populations decline during cold weather. ‘The average decline between the
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first and second halves of the winter is small: only four per cent, 

(2) The anong lous gain of hens in early spring, as distinguished from 

the contirmed decline of cocks, is not statistically verifiable as real, 

one difficulty being the small sample of cocks, A differential spring gain 

has, however, been reported in two allied speciest ¥1120nttbpp.131-134) 

found At in red grouse, and Stodtard‘12+PP+75°76) tn vobwnite, Moe also 

found 4t in the song sparrow'3+PP+25-26), tt seems likely that more 

ample data will sustain its existence in pheasants, 

(3) That different years produce pheasants of different weiht is ; 

statistically verified in hens but not in cocks, the Aifficulty being the 

individual variability of the cocks, Only the November-January weichts were 

considered eligible, for winter storms disqualify the later data, 

The first year (193839) produced the heaviest hens, This was also 

the yer of least povulation density, This may be coincidence, but it at 

least sugzests that crowding may reduce physical or psychological welfare, i 

Life Rquation 
The ratios develope? in this paper ean be combined with the reproductive 

; potential of the pheasant to construct the skeleton of a life*equation 

for the Arboretum pheasant porulation, To do this, we must use the finiines : 

of nesting stattos(t") made elsewhere, : | 

Sterting with a unit group of 100 pheasants in winter, its sex ant age | 

composition will be, in round mamberst 

Cocks Hens Total 

Old birds 10 20 30 

Birds-of-the-year 30 ho 70 

; Total wo 0 100 j 

Among the old birds there are few or no cocks beyond their second winter, if 

but there are some henge in their fourth winter, \ 

;
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Of the 60 hens, about 7% per cent, or 47, will succeed, by nesting 

and renesting, in bringing off a brood’14+%13), me average brood will be 

7 chicks per nesting hen, or 9 per successful nen‘ 1447.13) | 

Young Adults Total 

alba Socks DP owe 

By midsumsert 47 hene x 9 chicks = kez WO- 60- 523- 

By winter: young have shrunk Sernny ee 

a loss during summer of-=---—- she 

The 70 survivors, now grown, consist of----= 30 wo 7 

By winters of the original 100 pheasants 

UO cocks have shrank toreeroemeseneeeemmwnn 10 

60 hens have shrunk te+<+sesscensoenennceonenanenaweme 20 

After 1 year: population returns to ori¢inal level: wo bo 100 

' It should be noted thet the 84 per cent shrinkaze in the youns birds 

’ between hatchine and winter 4s greater than the 70 per cent shrinkace which 

will thereafter take place each year, This tomperison appears in Graph GO, Tig. i. 

SUWMARY 

Five consecutive bandines of a protected pheasant population inticate 

that each annual inerement of grown young shrinks to zero by its fifth winter, 

The turnover veriod is tus five yeors, 

The interventn¢e survival ie represented by the series 100 - 30 + 9 = 

1.8 -°0, This series resembles those reported for Hungarian partri‘¢e, } 

California quail, an? snowshoe hare, | 

The shrinkage or turnover rate between winters ‘4s about 70 per cent, 

Its uniformity suggests that once a bird reaches his first winter, his chance 

of survival does not improve with age, 

The 100 = 30 - 9 = 1.8 - O survival series implies an age composition of 

Tl = 21-6-+1-0 per cent of diris 1/2, 1 1/2, 21[/2,3 1/2, and 4 1/2 years 

old respectively, 

> 
\ :
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The turnover period in cocks is 3 yeant pheasants older than this are 

all hens, This infertor survival in cocks probably accomts for the W160 

sex ratio, The per cent of cocks decreased during the study period, perheps 

because of growing density and increased fighting, A 15:85 ratio prevails 

on the hunted ranges of the same county, 

These data on survival, age composition, and sex ratio imply a mortality 

of 8% ver cent among young pheasante between hatching and winter, 

Cocks are harder to trap than hens, One out of every 7 banded pheasants, 

and one ont of every 20 catches, were killed in the traps, mostly by dors, 

This loss was the equivalent of light shooting, 

Cocks lost weight from December through April, Hens lost weight from 

December through March, but regained their loss in April. Different years 

produce pheasants of different weights, 

Trapping and banding in the nearest outside marsh showed no winter-to- 

winter shift of banded birds to or from the study area,
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHBASANT REFUGE* 

» , Aldo Leonold, Theodore M, Sperry, William $, Feeney, and John A, Catenhusen 

This study measured, by five successive censuses and bantings of a 

sample population, the rate at which five generations of pheasants disappeared 

and were replaced by reproduction, 

Study Area, Methods, Terms 

The pomlation occupied a winter rence of 600 acres on the University 

of Wisconsin Arboretum, It was fed in winter, was unshot, an? doubled in 

numbers during the study period, It sustained a trap mortality equivalent | 

to light shooting. 

The study area includes 500 scres of mersh, 60 acres of oak-hickory 

timber, and 40 acres of od fields, The area hag been ungrazed, unmowed, 

and unburned since 1932, and offers heavy winter cover, It serves as winter 

range for the pheasants of a much larger adjoining summer range, 

The census, A census drive was held each December ss soon as the mersh | 

had frozen, and was completed ina single day, A dozen units were driven 

one by one, esch in a direction aime? to flush the pheasants into a | 

unit already driven, or into outsite territory, The driving crew varied } 

from 15 to 70 meu, In years when the crew was emall, we subdivided the 

units so as to maintain a spacing of 5-70 yards between men, depending on the 

nature of the cover, Tally men stationed around each drive counted the 

; emerging birds, but when units hed to be subdivided "sneakers" Coirds | | 

emerging on foot) were doubtless overlooked, Sexes, when distinguishable, 

were tallied separately, Wo bird alighting in an undriven unit was tallied, 

* Journal Paper Bo, 4, University of Yisconsin Arboretum 

The Civilian Conservation Corps, Wational Park Service, furnished field 

personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941, Irven 0, Buss of the Wiseonsin 
Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and bending pheesants outside 

the area, r : 

A ied Pry ar bes by Srv, | 

en ig 

‘ech i
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Despite our precautions to compensate for varying crews, an error 

mist have crept in, Feeney, in Jamery 1939, made a series of experimental 

arives to explore this error, He flushed: 

Bate Grew Qn 200 acres Qn 500 acres. 

1429 10 5 

1|20 10 15 12 

1|25 70 93 

1|27 72 gl 1s 

10 men flushed- + + + + - ~ ~ «17% less than 70 men 18% less than 70 men 

Sinee the error is not ereat, and we used no crew smaller than 15 men 

for actual census, no correction for size of crew is made, 

We do not regard the census sa a precise messurement, It is used in 

this paper only to compute the untrappe? residue of the pomlation, . 

It is our belief that the actual poruletion was probably never less 

than the census tally, but may have exceeded it, 

frapping. About 16 traps were operated from November throuch April. 

The traps were visited two or three times a fay when in operation, During 

storms, and frequently at other times, the traps were propped open and 

used as feeding stations, The traps were wire-covered crates vith bob-wire 

entrances, ‘1° p.179) Corn was used as bait, The wire roof wea thatched 

with vecetation to reduce sealping, 

During the first four winters the tranned birds were taken in sacks 

to a headquerters building for weighing and banding, being released at the 

point of capture during the next round of the traps, This involved holding 

the evening catch over night, for the last round was mate at dusk to avoid 

overnicht exrnosure, Murine the fifth winter scales and banding equipment 

were carried to the traps, an? the birds released on the snot, Dieta, 

; a
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Terms, In this paper a “new" bird meens one trapped and banded for 

ites first time, A "“year-class" means all the new bandings for a given 

winter, 

- be SCL CLES, We 8 th OPO DB Of bIO NO ryr DASA Grid GALA Safe, 

wilasemehesaeage! Whenever a new bird is retrapved during the first winter, it 

is a "repeat", The first time this bird is retrapyed in any subsequent winter, 

it is a "return", but additional traomings are repeats, Any banded bird 

found dead is a "recovery", 

4 turnover meags the muuber of years required for a year-class to 

shrink to zero, The turnover rate is the rate of shrinkare of any year- 

class during a succession of winters, % 

the tarmeyeerelassnend0G6-61988..d0..Nemeanformetores tyr shed 

me bopetrO POET Pte yh ALPTALASS..CONLOTRS, pork anmsteandsdtmesteclomsnee. 

homminolopy seeie fret Prted, 

Zurnover 
Daring the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of new unbanded 

pheasants, plus repeats of these, During subsequent winters the catch 

consisted of new unbanded birds, plua returns from previous years, vlus 

repeats of both, 

Of a total of 1671 catches: 

562 were original bandings 

90 were returns from the 562 

1019 were repeats of the ori¢inal bandings and returns 

1671 

Bach banded bird averaged 3 trappings, the oricinal and two others,
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fable 1 presents the catch by winters, exclusive of repeats, and 

also the census, 

Table 1 

‘ Composition of the Catch by Years 

Tvinter of Verly  Hetumme of binds orieinelly bended otal Census Fer" Untrapped 
Banded 1 yr, 2 yrs. 3 yrs, yrs. Catch Cent Residue 

Year-class ago ago ago ago Catch ar 

1937-38 22 22 133" 17 111 

1938-39 137 8 145 21h 60 69 

1939-40 ths 25 5 178 =—340 52 162 

1940-41 127 26 9 oO 162 299 54 137 

1941-h2 128 13 2 2 0 145-317 46 172 

erential CACC CC CCG AR 

Total 562 72 16 2 Q 652 1303 651 

Average 112 18 5.3 1 0 130 9261 50 130 

Scale of 100: 100 16 47 1 9 
eee nee eenncnrmaeeteinmatanninemtetnitintt tte NC CCL Ce 

* 4 census drive on November 30 tallied 260 pheasents, Subsemently 127 were removed, 

leaving 13%, 
® The census tally was 182, but we trapped more hens than the drive tallied, %his 

corrected figure is commated from the drive and trap ratios, 

The composition 6f the catch is read borizontally; thus the second 

winter yielded 137 new bandings plus § returns from the first winter's 

: year-class of 22, 

The history of any year-class is read diagonally downward: thus 

the second year-cless is represente’? by the series 137 = 25-9 2. 

The average of the five survival series apvears at the bottom of the 

table and is represented by the series 112 - 18 + 5,3 + 1-0, Probably 

most of the birds in the averace year-class were ij2 year old when banded, 

and none returned to the traps for the fifth winter, Hence the average 

turnover period settee years, and this ie also the meximum age ordinarily 

attaine? by individual vheasants. 

5 
{ ] 

]
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: While the average survival series gives us the turnover period, it does 

not convey a true picture of the year-to-year turnover rate, because 

the initial figure of each survivel series represents all of the individuals 

besring bands of that year-class, whereas the remaining figures inclufe only 

those survivors returning to the traps, Additional banded survivors exist 

in the untrapved portion of the population, We know this to be true, 

for individuals often "skinved a year* in returning to our traps, and 

tate ts not adatetitie tn tems of sovenent, 
; / Fut ‘the banded iadtiteail ae any year-class are here sssuned to be ee 4 

N | geile aistribated between the trapped and untrapped portions of the ) 

\poputattony/ fine Aart the second winter ve caught 8 of the original year- 

clase of 22, but ad@itional survivors of the 22 existed among the untrapped 

residue of 69, If the distribution of survivors is proportional, then 

S1h5s¢xt69, The correction, x, is ! birds, which added to 3 rives a probable 

actual survival of 12, 

In Table 2 all the surviwel series sre corrected by this method, 

Table 2 

Computed Composition of the Banded Population 
(Corrected for untrapped residue) 

Te winter Wevly  —Brobable Survivors fray Frobatie —~-(@eisus) Probable 
of Banded lyr. 2 yrs, 3 yrs. yrs, Banded Per Cent 

Year- ago ago ago ago Population Banded 

rar 
1938+39 137 12 149 214 Eft ble i 7 
1939-40 1g ug 10 206 3n0 Sa 

10-4. 127 ug 17 0 we 299 64 
4 = 

Total ee 53 31 ¢ 0 733 1303 

Average 112 34 10,3 2 0 146 261 56 

Seale of 100:100 30 9 1.8 9 ,
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It should be noticed that, by reason of this correction, the new 

average series shrinks leas abruptly than the uncorrected series of 

Table 1: 

Uncorrected series, Table 1: 112-18 - 5.3-1-+0 

Corrected series, Table 2: 112 - 34 -10.3-2-0 

Reduced to a scale of 100 the corrected average is 100 - 30-9-1.8 - 0, 

In Figure 1, the three graphs show (A) the raw data, (B) the corrected 

data, and (C) the average survival on a scale of 100. 

DISCUSSION 

Since the average survival series is the gist of this paper, a 

discussion of its strong and weak points is in order. 

The reader should understand, first of all, that each value in the 

series 100 - 30 - 9 - 1.8 = 0 is an average, not of calendar years, but 

of successive trappings. Thus 100 represents five first trappings of 

five year-classes, 30 represents four second trappings of four year-classes, 

etc. The values decrease in reliability to the right; the value 1.8 is 

based on only four birds and two trappings, and is obviously subject to 

chance distortion. This shrinkage in reliability is inevitable in any 

banding series aimed to measure mortality. 

In Table 2, the five year-classes are averaged first and reduced to 

& percentage afterward. It is debatable whether the order should be 

reversed. When reversed, a different series results: 100 - 38 - 20+ 1.5 - 0. 

The method of Table 2 seems preferable because it automatically "weights" 

each series for volume, whereas the opposite method gives equal weight to 

each year-class, regardless. of the mumber of birds in it. 

Hither method automatically averages out possible weather differences 

between years.
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Figure i. Graph A (left): Survival history of five yoar-olasees as 

indicated by tmyping returns. Graph 3 (centre): Survival hietory 

corrected for provable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the 

G population. Graph © (right): Survival history of average yonrclase 

with avermge turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two 

“Year@lasses 19 shown by dotted Lines in Gregh Ay destination of 
corrections in Graph 3B.)
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oe 
Both methods assume there are no “untrapped" spots in the Arboretum | rs 4? 

population. This assumption seems justified because the average area i 

per trap was only 40 acres. The assumption cannot be tested by repeat Ay 

records because trap mortality operated differently against repeaters. | | 

The main weakness in the survival series drawn from Table 2 is that 

the correction is based on the difference between the total catch and ; 

the census, and hence is valnerable — to Census error. If the census is Ang new F 

too low, it makes the correction too low, i.e. leaves the shrinkage still ys zt 

too abrupt. It does not, however, change the total length of the turnover 

period, which Table 1 shows to be about five years. 

Correction for untrapped residue may be avoided aly by trapping the Ne fe 

entire population each year. Our experience indicates that this is nines rt 

impossible in pheasants. Allen (2. p- 159), ina similar operation, dn rr 

trapped 40 per cent of his population as against our(50 per pile.) ? sgonbonalid f ? 
ei ers 

Age-classes 35 276 dethiy 

The initial figure of each survival series consists partly of reproduction 

and partly of older birds. The per cent of older birds must have decreased 

as the bandings became more complete. If old birds have a materially 

different turnover rate than young, it would be necessary to split off 

this older component in order to arrive at a residual series representing 

an unmixed age-class. However, the mixed average series 100 - 30-9- 1.8 - 0, 

which undoubtedly begins with a preponderance of } year old birds, gives 

no indication of any great change with age, the shrinkages being 70-70-80 

per cent (see Graph C, Figure 1). If there were a substantial change in 

turnover rate with age, the second figure should be different from the first.
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It'is identical, Hence no attempt is made to split off the older component. 

- We have one anatomical check on the survival series derived from banding 

history. The proportion of old birds in any large sample should be 

OTIS LE = 29 per cent. During the fifth winter we probed the 

bursas(3) of the first 84 unbanded birds caught (up to Jamary 16) and found 
25 of them, or 30 per cent, to have closed bursas, i.e. 30 per cent were old 

birds. Thus anatomy checked banding history very closely. 

During the sixth winter, which is not covered in this paper, 142 new 

unbanded birds (up to December 24) showed 46 per cent of closed bursas, 

which checks rather poorly. The population rose to 400. Perhaps this gain 

consists of an extraordinary cogees of old pheasants, — /9 7/0 6 =/K™ 

Arien'2+ Pe 172) found (11) Lm cent of wean Wii in 106 pheasants 

trapped in winter from a population which had been regularly and heavily 

shot. The higher proportion of young in Allen's shot population suggests 

that huhting, by reducing the adult population in fall, in some way augments 

the rate of reproductive gain (survival of young per hen) during the following 

breeding season, The net result would be more young and fewer adultes per 

unit of population. 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rate (70-70-80 per cent) in the 

series 100 - 30-9 + 1.8 = 0 probably has special significance. The numerical 

base for these shrinkages of course decreases to the right, hence the terminal 

figure carries the least weight. The identity of the first two figures 

suggests that once a pheasant reaches his first winter, the experience which 

accrues from age ceases to have any further survival value. Green and 

tvans'*» 2+ 276) gouna this sane characteristic in their mch larger 

survival series for snowshoe hare. ; 

The approximate age composition of the Arboretum pheasant population 

may be computed directly from the corrected survival series: 

/
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Birds, mostly 1/2 year o14 100 ng 

mostly 1 1|2 years old 30 21% 

mostly 2 1/2 years old 9 6% 

mostly 3 1/2 years old 1.8 1g 

nostly 41/2 years old ae aie 

140.8 100% 

The inclusion of about 30 ver cent of older birds in each of these 

age groups in no way changes the percentage-composition, vrovided there be 

no change of turnover rate with are, 

Beress and Inrress 

The foregoing teductions assume that the Arboretum pheagant pomlation 

is self-contained, 1,e, that the individual vheasants whieh comorisze it 

during one winter do not spend the next winter elsewhere, or vice-versa, 

If pheasants shifted from the Arboretum to another winter ranze (egresa), 

they would escape our traps and aprear as false shrinkage in the survival series, 

If pheasants shifted to the Arboretum from another winter renze (ingress), 

they would falsify omr assumption that each new vear-class consists of 

reproduction plus survivors from previous unbanded residues, If would 

consist in part of ingress, and the effeét would be a false vrolonzation of 

survival, 

If both ingress and eeress occur (as is likely if efther oceurs), our 

series would contain compensating errors of unknown magnitude, 

If there is important movement to or from the Arboretum, it is to or 

from the south , for the city of Madison, and also wide lakes, block movement 

to or from the north, 
To the south lie open upland farms, known to be used by Arboretum 

vheasants for feeding exoursions during winter thaws, and for nesting in 

summer, This open uphand is broken by two areas of marsh cover,
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The smaller and nearer of these (Dunn's Marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 

on the southwest, It was not trapped, but Arboretum pheasants doubtless 

. visit it at all seasons, Its winter capscity is not over a dozen pheasants, 

It leads to no other marshes, 

The lercer is the Fish Hatchery warsh, lying 1 1{% miles to the southeast. 

It has a winter capacity nearly as large as the Arooretum, and leats east- 

ward to a chain of other marshes, It is the likely route of esress from or 

ingress to the Arboretum, Irven 0, Buss of the Conservation Department mede 

: a census of the Fish Hatchery pheasant povulation during the last two winters, 

and then trapped and banded nearly half of the vheasants? 

Census Trapped and Per Cent 

———— Bendel _ Irapned 
Winter of 1940-41 22h 70 31 

194i-he 216 113 52 

—— 

TOTAL 183 

No Arboretum band has apreared among the 183 pheasants trapped by Buss, 

nor has any Fish Hatchery band appeared among the 307 banded pheasants 

handled on the Arboretum during the same period, 

To apvraise the meaning of this, the following rough commtation is 

offered! Between the fourth and fifth winters the following banded 

vheasants disappeared from the Arboretum, or at least eluded our traps 

(See Table 1): 

Pourth year-class 127-13 = 114 

Third year-clase 26-25 24 

Second year-class 9-22 Tf 

Total shrinkage 145 banded birds . 

If a quarter of this shrinkage were due to egress, and if half the 

egress lodged in the Fish Hatchery marsh, the Pish Hatchery population during
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the fifth winter should have included 18 pheasants bearing Arboretum bands, 

Buss's traps semrled 52 per cent of the population; hence 9 Arboretum bands 

should have avreared in his traps, The fact that none apreared indicates 

that egress mst account for moh less than a querter of the total shrinkage, 

The same reasoning, apolies to non-appearance of Buss's bands in 

Arboretum traps, indicetes that the ingress mst be omall, 

In all of the forfrotne discussion, we are considering only chanzes in 

winter renge from year to year, Both the Arboretum and the Pish Hatchery 

‘Marsh are mown to radiate pheasants durine every winter thaw, but these 

birds may be seen flying back to roost at sunset, Both also radiate vheasants 

each spring for nesting; Buss hes recovered one of hig bands in the upland 

nest of a mower~killed hen 1 ath miles from the Fish Hatchery, Apverently, 

however, the birds return in winter to their original winter rance, rather 

than ‘> shift to other winter ranges, If this proves true of wild pheasants 

elsewhere, it is a character very fwrortant in manavement, 

ae cinshdn: tala’: bo. 9t04:shicetnivte.. 40. 4p tneenrthae’ eohensebial 

propagated pheasants, when newly released, rander at random, and disvlay 

no attachment to any locality, 

Only tro pheasants besring Arboretum bands have a0 far been renorted 

by suntera; both were killed within a half-mile of the Arboretwn boundary, 

Honting returns are, however, of no quantitative value for measuring 

novement, for hunters teke many bands which they do not report, 

There ig one pnossible fallacy in ‘iin: eteialitiains an outward shift, 

eonsistine of young unbanded pheasents only, might take vlace in summer 

: or fall from either area without being detected by banding overations, 

Buss, however, has found evidence of estrone dinar? movement in fall toward the 

‘ Fish Hatchery marsh, and the same inverd movement probably holds for the 

Arboretum marsh,
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trap Mortality 

In any banding study, trap mortality is superimposes on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture, In this study one out of 

every seven banded birds, (14 ver cent), and one out of every 20 catches, 

were killed in the traps, mostly by self-imnting dogs, 

arien(= p.158) esurrered a trap loss of 5 ver cent, At times we had 

to discont ime qhoneonh trepotns until dogs with the "trap habit" could be 

caught and removed from the area, 

Trap mortality xilled every category of pheasantet new birds as yet 

unbanéded, newly banded birds repeating, and older banded birds returning or 

repeating, In the long ran, it probably fel” on each of these categories 

in proportion to its numbers, To correct the tables for trap losses would 

be impossible, for the losses were concurrent with the trappings, The best 

way to allow for trap mortality is to consider the whole pomlation as 

having been subjected to a 1h per cent kill, Jeapite its loaation on a refuze, 

About 2 per cent of the bande’? birds were recovered as “natural” or 

non-trap mortality, Known causes of death include dog, wink, barred owl, j 

fox, poaching, and weather, Wo atteapt vas made to distribute the mortality 

: among these or other ceuses, This naturel mortality must account for the 

anmel turnover rate of 70 per cent in the average survival series, 

Tamover in Other Svectes 

Table 7 compares the survival of Arboretum pheasents with some survival 

series in pheasants an* other epecies, as renorted by other authors,
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Table 3, Survival Series in Various Species 

a teenmtennnnniinenensnennesnstinyrntnsngin-nnennnenne 

Species Author Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ne nnn tse tents nrenmnenenetnnene 

Pheasant This study 100 + OW -+9 + 18 +9 

Randal (5, P. 302) 100 = 28% . 

Hungarian Partridge Viddleton(6.p.814) 100 + 27*? - 

California Quail Sumner 7++247) 100 + 268+ 2+ 2 +05 
ialen'S+P-95) 100 = 31 +15" = 7 
Richardson 9+P+240) 100 = 278° 7 + 31 +0,7 

Snowshoe Hare Green & Bvane'*+P+273) 100 + 31,.6* %3 33 + 6.6 
Song Sparrow (males) Nice! 13.P.196) 100 - 47.9 + 16.7- 5.6 +2.2 ~ 0.7 
—————enetaneasneisntnnnetnntneennnsssnetniennnseinsipennnnnnervineanninaneenneerenaie 

* Computed from author's data 

Note: Richardson includes some game farm quail, Raniall and Middleton data are not 
based on banding, 

Despite the diversity in species and in method of study, the survival 

series in the first four spectes are strikingly similar, 

Not all of these authors started with crown young, but since there 

is a tendency for mortality ver cents to hold for all ages, this disparity 

probably doos not destroy the comparability of the several series,
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Sex Retio and Sex Purpver 

The per cent of cocks tallied during census Arives ,commpanepeivck Meee, 

caught in the traps ‘le as followst 

First winter In census: 41% in traps: 34% (excluding repeats) 

Second 53% 35% ’ 

Taira 5 23% 

Fourth 378 30% 

Fifth 29% 126 

Average tig - ye 146 more cocks 
in census 

The census consistently shows more cocks than the traps, and both 

ZB show a vrogressive decline in cocks through the study period, 

*”) We have no esVlipan then of why the travs yield fewer cocks than the 

Axe U/ ‘anak except that they are harter to trap. fhe average monthly cook 

yl yielde of the traps show no seasonal variation larsze enongh to be 

(M+ significant; November to March yielded 21 - 31 - 29 = 23 = 15 per cent 

respectively, We believe that the census tally of about 40:60 is more 

nearly correct than the tran tally. 

The progressive decrease in cocks through the study period, both in 

the census end the traps, warrants the computation of separate turnover ’ 

periods for the two sexes, For this murnose we use the uncorrected 

banding returns, omitting decimal fractions: _
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Year-class Cocks Hens 

1 11+3-0 a 21-75580 

2 WS-6-0 89 19+9-2 

3 355-0 113*2.-2 

4 Whe 3 83-9 ‘ 

5 14 14 

Average 150 Bu-10-5-T 

Average, scale of 100 100-150 100-17-6-1 

Average for both sexes from Table 1: 100 - 16 - 47-1 

It ie evident that a differential turnover period (and doubtless 

also turnover rate) obtains as between the two sexes, No year-class of 

cocks has achieved a longer turnover period than three years, whereas 

only one yeer-class of hens has disapveared as yet, and that one shrank 

to zero at its fourth year, Pheasants surviving to their third and 

fourth winter are all. hens, 

The reasons for this differential are of course speculative, Possibly 

fighting amon cocks causes mortality, and perhaps increasing pomlation 

pressure has augmented fiehting, and hence cock mortality, 

Despite the trend toward a lower proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 

still hes nearly twice as many (29 ver cent last winter) as the open 

ranges of Dane County where cocks are hunted, Here Buss‘ 10, P.5) found 

a winter ratio of 15 per cent cocks among 1634 pheasants tallied, 

Alien’? 2.167) reports 2% per cent cocks in winter census drives 

of a shot pomlation, 

Weight Changes 

All pheasants esught during the last four winters were weighed to 

the nearest cram, The results appesr in Tables 3.and 4,
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Table 3 ; 

Weights of Newly-banded (Mostly Young) Pheasants by Years 

= 
pov. = Jan. fren. - Apr. or. = Jun. ed. ~ Apr. Aver. 

Ce 
1938-39 19 | 1549 | 27 | 1382 fa452 33 | 1163 | 57 |1062 {1099 

1939-40 15 1400 20 1451 flheg 33 1033 77 1011 +(/1018 

19ho-hi 30 | 1462 4(13) [Ca447) fa472 43 | 1073 «| 38 984 |1031 

ighi-42 —}( 8) | (1443) 1( 6) [(14a1) frheg 65 | 1053 |49 |1088 |1068 

Total 72 66 174 221 

Average 1478 141g 1075 1036 

Scale of 
100 100 96 100 96 

‘tteninnhionieeengrteetimnninnmeetpheldnsripereieansinseiesienathenntaseehinsasahnieminianisersnineestierinnmeaesnsnsnismnsasuahisesienie 

“All values based on less than 15 birds are in parentheses. 

Table 4 

Weights of Newly-banded (Mostly Young) Pheasants by Months 

Winters 

[oe [eo Pe Poe Pe mm fe fe Pe fe fe 
*No. of = laa! of «| | al =| |e] =| «| | Gee ee an | [| a |e) os [os | as Pe [a 
Seale of 

100 (94)} 2100 95 95 93 91 (99) 99 94 91 g2 | 100 lleitietteiptelineteasisaciialveadiaiaabehioldagatasieasaaseeecetiseatanniogninriniine-atamsiicie aanbscsnaapuineeababomuniseeepdineecinnssnataniicnnmiviakcasesinute 

*All values based on less than 15 birds are in parentheds,
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Individual weights are subject to a chance distortion of 100 grams by 

reason of full or empty crops. It might be supposed that the period of 

waiting in the trap would tend to empty all crops, and thus level off this 

variable, but digestion appears to be arrested by the state of fright 

which trapping induces. Hence we believe that our weights represent the 

alimentary status prevailing outside the traps. 

The crop variable, as well as the wide variation in body-size, makes 

it desirable to assemble weights in a few large groups rather than many 

small ones. For this reason Table 4 attempts monthly averages only for the 

whole four-year period, while yearly averages in Table 3 divide the winter 

into only two parte. Both tables omit repeats because trapping itself 

reduces weight. Returns (older birds) aré omitted to get a largely homogeneous 

age-group. All values based on less than 15 birds are parenthesiged, and may 

ve disregarded. 

The deductions suggested by Tables 3 and 4 are: 

(1) Both sexes reach a weight-peak in December, and then decline until 

spring. 5 

(2) Cocks are still declining in April, whereas hens start gaining in 

March, and by April have regained their December weight. 

(3) Birds-of-the-yoar, in early winter, vary in weight as between years, 

and these weights are characteristic of the year, Of the four years studied, 

1938-39 produced the heaviest pheasants on the Arboretum. 

We next discuss the statistical validity of these deductions, together 

with the relevant literature. 

(1) he exact timing of the late-fall peak in weights is probably a 

matter of weather, and hence of no great importance. Allea‘?+ p. 177) reports 

mid-January as the Michigan weight-peak, but his time-categories are split 

too finely for his volume of data. The interesting point is that even fed 

populations decline during cold weather. The average decline between the
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first and second halves of the winter is small: only four per cent, 

(2) The anomflous gain of hens in early spring, as distineuished from 

the continued decline of cocks, 1s not statistically verifiable as real, 

one difficulty being the small sample of cocks, A Ae renenttnS spring gain 

has, however, been reverted in two allied species: 41 s0nllepp. 131-134) 

found it in red grouse, and Stoidara‘l2+PP+ 75-76) tn vopwhite, Nice also 

found it in the song sparrow(13+P>+25-26), 1 seems likely that more 

ample data will sustain its existence in pheasants, 

(3) That different years produce pheasants of different weight is 

statistically verified in hens but not in cocks, the difficulty being the 

individual variability of the cocks, Only the November-January weichts were 

considered eligible, for winter storms disqualify the later data, 

The first year (1938-39) produced the heaviest hens, This was also 

the year of least poralation density, This mey be coincidence, but it at 

lesst sugzests that crowding may reduce physical or psychological welfare, 

: Life Equation 

; The ratios develope? in this paper can be combined with the reproductive 

i potential of the pheasant to construct the hittin of a life-equation 

for the Arboretum pheasant pomlation, To do thia, we must use the findines 

of nesting stuttes(1”) made elsewhere, 

Starting with a unit group of 100 pheasants in winter, its sox and age 

composition will be, in round mumbers: 

Cocks Hens Total 

Old birds 10 20 30 

Birds-of=the-year 30 ho 70 

Total to ry 100 

Among the old birds there are few or no cocks beyond their second winter, 

but there are some hens in their fourth winter,
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i Of the 60 hens, about 78 ver cent, or 47, will succeed, by nesting 

and renesting, in bringing off a prooa( 14, P13), The average brood will be 

7 chicks per nesting hen, or 9 per successful nen' 149.13) | 

Young Adults Total 

deceit Cocks | geo 

By midsummer: 47 hens x9 chicks = 423 ho= 60= §23- 

By winter: young have shrunk Seqeceee 

a loss during summer of------ 8h 

The 70 qurttvers, now grown, consist of----= 30 ue) 70 

By winter: of the original 100 pheasants 

NO cocks have shrunk to~--~=--=-------"---=~ 10 

60 hens have shrunk torcoeerentemeeerenteretenerccere 20 

After 1 years population returns to original levelt WO 60 100 | 

It should be noted that the 84 per cent shrinkaze in the youns birds 

between hatching and winter 1s greater than the 70 per cent shrinkage which 

will thereafter take place esch yeor, This ¢ompstison apvears in Graph ©, Fig, 1. 

SUMMARY 

Pive consecutive bandings of a vrotecte4 pheasant population indicate 

that each anmmal increment of grown young shrinks to zero by its fifth winter, 

The turnover period is toa Five yerrs, 

The intervening survival is represented by the series 100 - 30 - 9 = 

1.8 = 0. This series resembles those reported for Hungarian partri‘¢e, 

California Quail, an? snowshoe hare, 

The shrinkage or turnover rate between winters is about 70 per sont, 

Its uniformity suggests that once a bird reaches his first winter, (nis) chance 

of survival does not improve with age, 

; The 100 = 30 = 9 = 1.8 - O survival series implies an age composition of 

TM = 21-6-1-0 per cent of biris 1/2, 1 1/2, 21/2,3 1/2, and 4 1/2 years 

old respectively,
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| The turnover period in cocks is 3 yeant pheasants older than this are 

all hens, This inferior survival in cocks probably accowts for the 40:60 

sex ratio, The per cent of cocks decreased during the study period, perhaps 

because of growing density and increased fighting, A 15:85 ratio prevails 

on the hunted ranges of the same county, 

These data on survival, age composition, ani sex ratio imply a mortality 

of 8% per cent among young pheasants between hatching and winter, 

Cocks are harder to trap than hens, One out of every 7 banded pheasants, 

and one out of every 20 catches, were killed in the traps, mostly by dogs, 

This loss was the equivalent of light shooting. 

Cocks lost weight from December through April, Hens lost weieht from 

December through March, but regained their loss in April, Different years . 

produce pheasants of different weights, 

frapping and banding in the nearest outside marsh showed no winter-to- 

winter shift of banded birds to or from the study area,
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* a \ 

Aldo Leopold, Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and John A. Catenhusen 

This study measured, by five successive censuses and bandings of a sample 

population, the rate at which individual pheasants disappeared and were ¥eplaced 

by reproduction. , : 

The population occupied a winter range of 600 acres on the University of 

Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter,..was-unshot except along. one boundary 

On i. derbbclan ruben : 
ofthe arene’ and inereased during the study period. While-substantially unshot, the 

eter, hi Te So ur Oa SS i population austained a trap mortality, mostly from selfshunting dogs, which vas) > 

equivalent to very light shooting. 

The study area includes 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory timber, 

and 40 acres of old fields. ‘The area has been ungrazed, unmowed, and unburned 

since 1932,and offers heavy winter cover. Its loeation and its relation to 

( surrounding terrain“is mapped in Figure l. 7 It weeny aiwe ae anutin nega fre By bhinenily SS = Ree nef te re oho Pugs ne atl orig iAdirstncath at fy 

a Methods and Terms Used Z F 

Qocevanrey 
. The censust#@wexe-—medeabyndeimine. ~Gke drive was held each December 

€ ot 4 

as soon as the marsh had frozen, and was completed in a single day. j 

the winter-eever;—beyond-which-the-pheasants—venture—only—for. feeding, st 

divides naturally into eleven units,—eack- bounded—by-unfrozen-springs, ; 
i i Ebru fevecl erS- war Erg Orit ¢ roads, open lake, city, or open fields. Hach units wes. driven separately, 

: , Lacks : $ 
therdseiveskine=preeeed@ine in a direction aimed to flush the pheasants into 

oibeude Rnccbenss 
a unit already driven, or into sone—obherarea..where—they-wouldonot—egetr 

be-fiuehed. The driving crew varied from 15 to 70 men, spaced 5 to 30 

yards apart, depending upon cover density and the dimensions of the unit. : 
pavitamlgenARRS = 

Tallymen stationed around each unit counted and—sexed the emerging birds, i 
Siened, Wd hietn guwahnlfe, wened able! arf tervetela,, 

4 including "sneakers". No bird alighting in an undriven unit was tallied. 

jer : | 
peer ; ot 
WY Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretun. 

The Civilian Conservation Corps, furnished driving crews; andthe National 
Park Service, furnished fiela personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. ; 
Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperated by : 
trapping and banding pheasants outside the Arboretum area.



The ariving units remained uniform throughout the study period, but 

the weather and size of crew did not. To find the-effect_of variable 

A evene, Feeney, conducted dane: a series of experimental drives in Jamary, 19395 Sees 

Sze found that a 70-man crew flushed 22 per cent more pheasants than a ae 
5 ba ay J 

l0-man crew, but a weather varisble may enter this figure . for one cannot ag 

pers : ee gctual + 
drive a given ames twice on ths same day. We believe that the tre pop- i 

: f * iat Rowe L ji 
; ulation és. never less than “gensus, but it may exceed” it, py-25-per_cent—or- : 

: Oe te mu ie 4 ae 

noted - Be 
or ap Lele See tiax eet 

_, Bhe-t-ranping—and—banding-were-done from November through April Se 

: et—lecationsshom:in-Figure-t, he traps were ee 

j ‘ visited two or three times a day when in operation. During storms, and *% 

| oppscke a { 
, , , wbut were Le Sager and : rf 

san ats { a a a . $ p , , A nne L apy Ou a e fi & zi Fi / 

Min ite hed Fy a a 
Re ie 6 A ls pout of Pope H, of-funnels. @ieta orn was i 

==) Ne dus Ave eee! | Cent atcias pe Califa ons whpaventaace (Ey Cem TI #9 }% Re 2. eee 1 | 
a "he: y ; birds were taken in sacks oy 

Cvorl vuertigdt <1 powine wy Us G “a ena | ees hs aut ene ae 
; Sak EAL  |and banded. Buring—the—firsé- Xe 
mM Ot ~y Ryan eo haat \ant oh. 4 ro Uy | ( : = a pe 5 

BOM ate, aS eo hes n-laterwintersat the pbint of cuflen | 
3 : : | tise _ Storecl ‘ s noon- round had to be ered 2 ie g : 7 

py vr eteseney zo S round — made at dusk to avoid overnight exposure i 
cee the: ae a g i 

| te traps. \ 
i 

’ : te 
During the fifth winter scales\and banding equipment were carried to a 

the traps and the/birds released on the spogt. This is hard on the 2 
\ > a) A operator, but sk he ee 

anne . eee 
{ [im this paper a "new" e»'newly—banded! bird means one trapped and oan 

banded for its first time. A "year-class" means all the new bandings ee ay 

3 ys, ay 
_ for a given winter. Whenever a new bird is retrapped during the J aed me 7 a 

: as3 
winter, it is ealted a'repeat". The first time tiis bird is retrapped in 8 J a ae
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The driving units remained uniform throughout the study period, but ee ae 

the weather and size of crew did not. To.findtheeffect of variable - 

erewa. Feeney, cohducted a series of experimental drives in January, 19395 es 4 

Be found that a 7O-man crew flushed 22 per cent more pheasants than a : = | 
; & a Ss ee 

10-man crew, but a weather varisble may enter this figure, for one cannot Say j 

j Lael q qebial ee 
drive a given emee twice on ths same day. We believe that the true pop- ¢ - 

; f * het Rowe & ; ae fi 

ulation és never less than “éensus, but it may exceed” it, py-25-pez—cent—or- eee 
sy a deg 

none, a4 : pen: 

EL ie sa whetiee a 
a ie Ree shlind And. Saabngibwasinsdinias from November through April 4 

Absut.16tuapswere-used et—tecations—showin-—Figure-t, The treps were - 

aie 
/ . visited two or three times a day when in operation. During storms, and 7 

ohpucke 3 ae 
frequently at other times, the traps wengectaset,ubut were feed open and ae | 

4 Onn = Cinienigly Cankin willy ce 
used as feeding stations. The traps were of “the general design deserited ae 

cp ieskce Hen eee Sg = aa 
* . bey to. Rs Cl, pre) oy po ake ‘a Tne first-year-—we, used botewire entrances. dnstesd, of funnels. fila eorn Wes oe A 

ee : : 2 et Ths Te errele, : cee Y 
“used AS DAL. Th uw roof Gan Uralbehadd Ml eg Tolan Le artuc 0 Pek pranag oo offrwe cling He tke 

Be y- During the first four winters’ the trapped birds were taken in sacks 3 > + 
i { ;: G @. Te. peytacwuds eee P 

i to a field laboratory, here they were weighed and banded. During the first- : ae 
oh fe & ig wert \ : cae | 

wlate les were released at the-laboratory;—in-later winters at. the point uf cl 
Te "4 Parr range _ Stereo ; tens bit 

where trapped. Birds wa the Gibecalteracss. rouul had to be sored ed ie 
. - : A 

4 | overnight, for this round mast, be made at dusk to avoid overnight exposure i , 
| eit \ + 4 i 

+e traps : Me : : ; 

| _. During the fifth winter gona bod banding equipment were carried to — 5 si 
A i a So 

the traps and the,/birds released oy spogt. This is hard on the : ‘ ni 
\ aN her ae ® | 

\ operator, but is. : \ ‘ : ‘ Se a4 i 

Ta. 5 * } i = a 4 Ea : a ‘Yn this paper a "new" er—'newly—banded bird means one trapped and ee i \ 

banded for its first time. A "year-class" means all the new bandings : a Ge 
See ; dS RCT 

: : FG 15, Sabo ae a Y for a given winter. Whenever a new bird is retrapped during the Hose ii ie 

winter, it is eatpé a repeat". ‘The first time tis bird is retrapped in ae Ee 
Bs Fe oo a: ag
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any subsequent winter it is a "return", but additional trappings are repeats. 

Any banded bird found dead is a "recovery". The trapping histories of two sample \ 

birds illustrate these terms: \ 
\ 

Hen 289018 Hen 373643 

1938--Banded March 10 ("new") = 1939--Banded February 23 

is 1939-=Return April 21 ; ‘ Repeat March 2, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20, 23 

i A Repeat April 27 Repeat April 5 | 

| 1940--Return January 26 \(1940--Not trapped) [ 

Repeat February 5 ie 1941--Return March 13 5 

Recovery May 14 Teena dead “Reveat March 20 

ce (No paligeaasak record) 

A turnover means the number of years required for a year-class to shrink to 

; ZeTO~ The turnover rate is the rate of shrinkage of any year-class during a succes- 

sion of winters. 

Turnover 

Berlae the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of ‘unbanded pheasants, 

- plus repeats of these. During subsequent winters the catch consisted of uibanded __- 

birds, plus returns from previous years, plus repeats of both. The Se pisaansek 

banded were trapped 1671 times, ‘s’peead ot,"5 ebtones per banded bird. 

Table 1 presents the catch by winters, exclusive of repeats, and also the 

census. (Qi tinh!) 

oe (ll! :
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Ae Table 1 ~~ a 

Composition of the Catch by Years see 

In winter of] Newly Returns of birds originally banded Total Census Per Cent | 
Banded 3 yrs. 4 yrs. Catch Catch | Radu, 
Year-class ago ago ago ago (ona Crleh 

| 1937-38 | 2or% 22 | ie 17 Mt . 

| 1938-39 |. 137, g ve | nk 6 | am 
\ } 

| 1939-40. | she 25 5 | 178 | 340 5 | ie | 
: | 3 

| 1940-4 | (127 vk OG 9 Onc 162 | 298 | 54 | 137 4 
| | } | Z 

igyi-l2 | «128 ee 2 145 eae, | 46 he } 

| Total 562 12 rem 0 652 1303 | bS iq 

\average . 2 1% - 53 | oO b 220 bane) 50 | 130 i 

e L BRrrek ards Foe Ue | i ¥ 

= census on November 30 was 260,( Subsequently 127’ were removed, leaving 133. a 

C ( 
The composition of the catch is read horizontally; thus the second winter Q 

« é a 

yielded 137 new bandings plus 8 returns from the sets winters yecrpless of 22. 2 

YA hae trainer, of Corny, yran= Pecos an Ohad ee aaa ages ibeeebe SNA TE. UES cilia aie 

uss a pin Lara or. arfsrereliat Lip IE acniea 137-29 = g ey a atl aS 
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| Computed Composition of the Banded Population ee 
RCo tal fon eek arerolrs ae 4 

a ‘ Ht 
In winter of Protable 4 Py” Probable 

Banded yrs. banded Census per cent |) 

Year= lass ee. | azo oe a0 pokpu ation ls banded a 

1937-38 ey 22 133 16 8 

1938-39 13% 12 149 214 JO i 

1939-0. Wg, Wey 70 _ 206 340 61 a 

igho-ya 127 ag ung 192 299 he 3 

— rgla-le - 128 ge Pe 164 317 52 3 

Mago ee ne Ge G8 a 1305 
Z Average | LIB oe. Lege zg: o | 146 | 261 | 56 { 
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oot EGRESS AND INGRESS a 
ae : ; s 

The foregoing deductions onssurvival-eand-tusnever-are-valid.only tothe 
: ee ; ‘ 

extent that the Arboretum pheasant population is self-contained,’ We-have Z 

soufar-asstied that the individual pheasants which comprise the Arboretum j ’ 

population during one winter do not spend the next winter elsewhere, and ' 
dlinverte of : i 

i sleet © Pius shifting from the Arboretum to another winter range st 

(egress), would escape our traps and appear as false shrinkage in our y aoe 

> survival series, i-e:the—stopes—in Fieure-3-wovld—be—falsety—steen. 
“Dy Pome pho ioe 

es q wee te to the Arboretum from another winter range (ingress), a i 
z 4 

falsify our sssuiiption that each new year-class ,after—correctirefor poxenre 

bzevious—anbemied-restdves, consists of reproduction, It wohd consist 
te ibbret want to Soler firvtore inbiw of ts Qrrvwel atrun, 

in part of ingress, and wanld faleely 5 ; : 

G If both ingress and egress occur (as is likely if either occurs), Figure 3 vm 2trite 

would contain compensating errorsof Le Marernnns regards, ae 

TAs oy ef, headin Paes | Pe gle 

bade, Cuz pes) 

K S ‘ 5 Y : ay (ange
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Cochrane hth reverent bin from thy werthy ’ : 

poe ys tan eae inter tteacn 

{ The map (Figure 1) shows that the city lies to the north, and presumabl 

j . Ps ‘ 
blocks movement to or from the Arboretum. Pheasants alight in the ae 

S | adjacent suburbs when pushed out dur: drives, and they are known to visit 
| 

fo 
1 

| feeding stations in suburban yards a b1 ie more from the boundary, i } 
: y | 

but these exursions are of short duration. okt seems improbable that many : es 

birds cross the city, for there fs no winter range to the north, and only / ’ 4 

| small aisbint patchon obobetiea alana ig the east or west.) If there is a 
Wey eee " 

important ingress—or_egress, it.is to or from the south. i? 3 

fees ; a 
To the south 1ie¥ open upland, known to be used by Arboretum pheasants ~ : 

ese for feeding excursions during winter thaws, and for nesting in summer. i 

3 
This open upland is broken by two areas of marsh cover. Gone smaller and ; j 

5 a dyvenes the Onkol den th, 

nearer of these (Dunn's Marsh) idee southwest. It was not trapped, but 13 
= 

Arboretum pheasants doubtless visit it all seasons. Its winter capacity is shot 

; ¢ t “is @ 
not over a dozen pheasants. It leads to no other marshes. a ane é 

pon S 

The larger area-of+inter-eever is the Fish Hatchery era’ It has 2 
‘ / wreak 02 Lange ine Us OnbrriParnanny : : i i 

@ much_larger winter capacity, then—Dunnts_marsh and leads eastward to a 3. 

chain gene ee It is the likely route of egress from or ingress to the - 

: ‘ Ree roils 0 ° : 

Arboretum. Irven 0. Buss of the Conservation Department census@&, tuessed, # 
of a 

andbanded, the Fish Hatchery pheasant population during the last two ot 

winters; Dh Nee beak kot ducel bade ly bak of Th poser water! # v eo 

: Census Trapped and Banded Per Cent Tnafeil 
Winter of 1940-41; 224 70 31 

igh1-42 216 f 113 52 j 
i Total 183 ‘ 

No Arboretum band has appeared among the 183 pheasants trapped by ? 

we Buss, nor has any Fish Hatchery band appeared among the 307 pheasants J 

; h,ndled on the Arboretum during the same period. (See—fable-l). ‘ 

0 *
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gts To appraise the meaning of this, the following rough computation is 

Be dn ee ‘the fourth a ab f fh th v [2 ae es a En a 
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| 3 ey 5 i 
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= eae eed sete waren Lh, norm, Shalt isan disney hiss laatiant lly temcd Go 

— |) unel G 2 ‘ ¥ ; a cat: gama veal of bate IDA od PB Pe delle as be ek ar 

oe cites. ie Te z than Am te 
a 

€ 4 

ee ree ae eae hnrnetin arian emp ibrt arcrsa nae ge tort, : ae et AT il al li Jott eae 

o “et : teepping-returns. ‘Two pheasants bearing Arboretum bands have been reported ce 9 TIT 
iB Bards wore KLeek 

by hunters, Both, within a half-mile of the Arboretum boundary. Hunting 
ea, 

returns are, however, of no quantitative value {n/neasuring ~ ss, for 

we 
hunters are known to take, bands which they do not report. : 

: There is one possible fallacy in these deductions: an outward shift, 

= - a 
: ’ a eee
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To appraise the meaning of this, the following rough computation is 

offered: > ie tee 
= tn aS ere balls toot 

114 aaa banded pheasants digappedred from tke 1940-1 year-class between 

the_last—tre-winters, plus ou a respectively from the two premeeatng —— : 

: B qunrlir 
‘ year-classes, (fabte-t) , a totél shrinkage of 145 banded birds, Wir hate : ne: LA ia liberia nSieme fi 

: of this shrinkage were due to egress, and if half the egress lodged in a 

: the Fish Hatchery Margh, the Fish Hotchery population last winter should have 

1B plea matte Renreng : 
: 

included ZB Arboretum bands. Buss's traps sampled 52 per cent of the Fish 

(Ce ‘ G wee ee 

Bi: Hatchery population lest-winter; hence BB Arboretum bands should have 

; . appeared in his traps. The fact that nome appeared indicates that tg : 

coat fev Ou 
egress must "ee, much less than shige eek shrinkage. 

The same reasoning, applied to non-appearance of Buss's bands in 

Arboretum traps, indicates that the ingress mst be very small. Sie 

a fe In all the above, ingress and egress mean changes in winter range \ 

i between years. Temporary {in-and-out mdyements for feeding and nesting 
: i Son Both, weanahsey owel at A ae colmect barely 

“ \ are known to occur at, the Fish Hatcher have been measured by Buss. j 

| Apparently Both these winter ranges ee ph sants each spring, but / 

| afubnrentlhy tha Lande ; \ / 
2 they return in winter to their original winter, range, rather than shift | 

i to other winter ranges. Se team ty if ce Ree. } Soon alter wees 

. Hentinc-returnes—of Arboretum bands _support—the_conclusion drawi from 5 
gaa eo fav ‘ 

- trepping returns. © pheasants bearing Arboretum bands have, been reported 

MA) 
by hunters, Both, within a half-mile of the Arboretum boundary. Hunting 

j returns are, however, of no quantitative value {n/neasuring egress, for 

ee 

hunters are known to take bands which they do not report. i 

: There is one possible fallacy in these deductions: an outward shift, . 

: : Meee 
Raat a ~ 2 > el its ae sete ge nc es Co Se FS a Rk On eae meas
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consisting of young unbanded pheasants only, might take place in fall ‘ 

from either area without being detected by banding operations. Fuss, 

fre however, has found evidence of strong inward movement in fall toward the ; 

Fish Hatchery marsh, and the same inward mewsenet probably -holds for " 

the Arboretum marsh. > : 

; Trap Mortality ge, 

In any banding study, trap mortality is superimposed on natural : 

: mortality and confuses the cuore picture. In this study one out of ae 

4 et | every seven banded birds, and one out of every 20 catches {izeludine-repeate) 

o% hoa was killed in the traps mostly by self-hunting dogs. At times we had to 

; discontinue pheasant trapping until dogs with the "trap habit" could be ; 

' caught and removed from the area. 

: Trap mortality eliaed every category of pheasants: new birds as i 4 

: yet unbanded, newly banded birds repeating, sd older banded birds returning 

or repeating. In the long ruh it prebably fell on each of these categories 

: about in soso to its numbers. To correct the tables end—figures for 

trap losses would be impossible, for the ‘losses ‘s¥e concurrent with the Oe 

: : 

deduetiess. The best way to allow for trap mortality is to consider f 

the whole population as having been subjected to a 14 per cent kill, 

despite its location on a refuge. : 

About 2 per cent of the banded birds were recovered as "natural" or 

i non-trap mortality. Known causes of death include dog, mink, barred owl, 

fox, poaching, and weather. No aieeaes was made to distribute the norealtned . 

among these ‘causes. : Dan cbt reir nL, raat acomut fr Ws extent. 7 
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Ae 

Turnover in Other Species 

a3 
Table A compares the survival of, Arboretum pheasants with survivel 

ovtiel Rs f a 
in pheasants and allied species, as devenined by other authors./ These \ 

PEIN act Sa ras . Len 

cases are comparable in at least one respect; in-and-out movement ._ / : 

is substantially ruled out oder by thé sedentary nature of the bird, 

| or by the sige of the area worked; or by the fact that losses and gains 
j ff % ‘ 

| by movement are allowed for in the computations. i dee cg 
eo oe 3 . 

Table %. Survival Rates in Upland Game Birds and Mammals : (Starting with 100 grown young-of-the-year) ape) 

Bape 
; Pheasant Pheasant Hungarian California 41 Snowshoe Hare 
_(this paper) Randall Partridge | Sumner | Emlen \Richardson | Green & Evans 

[ reemes! 259 1 (hp. 302) | vacua (6,p-247) | (7,p/95)(8.p.240) | > (f$p.273) 
I" abe tno | (5 p81 ) sound | | 

RIS — * — 
4 . eT | | ; | { 

First year 100 1c 100 | 100 -| 100 | 100 198 100 
SA | { t 

Second year | 3530 peer eet 26.8 Be) Pt. 31.6 

| Mhira year | Pg | | Be ae 7 | 9.3 
| | | | 

“  Fouth year Fut | | 2 TE | Sel] 5.5 

Fifth year O ee} eS) | 07 | 0.6 

Note; Asterisked figures are computed by us from the author's data. Richardson includes 
some game-farm quail, which are not strictly comparable to wild birds. The Randall and 
Middleton birds were not banded, and their ardas are hunted. i 

, s pe coanap doled, Qtrnite 
Despite the divergence in species, the survival rates are strikingly 

‘gimilar. This, if not accidental, may have great ecological. significance. We do i 

not know how to interpret it. : 
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fi f ipoee 

fe ; 4 fo ws ” Ghd genes 

/ rapa ge PE a 
—per-centy are Computed to be birds-of-the-year. we") her” 

> i r f ff V On. 

The 16*per cent classed as open in Alretryesr returns, known by their 
f ff f 

bands to’ be at least 14 years old, is’ certainly false,/for Kirkpatrick (unpub- 
J 

ff 
lishéd) has sincé shown that the a oe young pheasants by the 

fr j é 
o i 

me they br d: at-the—age-of-éne-year. We e have mistaken bursal scars 
fj y 

or superficial openings for/real openings. ‘ fo 
¥ fo 

We/conclude that ete is siete bursal classification of f. 
, ; A 

é f fr ; 
live/pheasants. / ee ed 

Spreading of the cloaca is not harmful, for numerous birds repeated 
vee S 

after cloacal examination without vy of weight or evidence of distress. 

: : Life Equation 

n okeo 
The conclusions developed in this payer can be combined with the an 

pnd De mort Meteo le to pirpernr ow pokuny adrrelare : \ 

reproductive potential of the pheasant, to construct the skeleton of a life- 

ha CrBribinen pros rut hufubetians » emcorprcchoerfa por olan 
equation for 2, Mange iat ast ed dict athareulqanten 46 full predation and. u 

et : torrelin 
Starting with a unit oon tion of 100 pheasants in January, its sex 

and age composition will bey sw cero rermnbos: 

Cocks Hens Total 

i 2. 
- Ola birds wana if 26 3236 

Birds-of-the-year Big  -2930 Bub = -85 70 ? 

4o 60 100 

Among the old birds there are few or no cocks beyond their second winter, — \& ; 
Co 

but there are some hens in their fourth winter. _ ‘ie wn 
ee ‘ Ninian . . yu 

~The winter population has a.badeweather density\of 2 acres per bird, but 

j Roaghy . » 
during thaws it.feeds on ‘aa area, at-Heast-twice-as-large.. 

fF fourth che caster tr lenante 
By April /the spring dispersion has spread the population over-an-even pees 

| lerger-_breeding-erea. Of the 60 hens, about 78 per cent, or 47, will succeed, 
NNSA eswens (12, pil) Ped: ; 
by nesting and renesting, in bringing off a brood. | ‘The average hateh will be 

ay Ar>wceduches 9 nase 
7 chicks per nesting hen, or 9 per successful hen (%, p. 13), ai\ increment of 4-7 x 9=423



20— ob at oo 

i tht a Os) 
oe ee tye dll, 

. ye Blair gs a pre, 
G orw 70 ~ a neg G8 bane ; a 

20 chicks. This inorement shrinks to $% grown young by the following winter, aad ine!) 

§) 7 
utohAmplies a juvenile mortality of B per cent during the summer and fall, Of 

b 40 30 bien d 
the survivors, 3B will be young hens and 29 young cocks. <— b ce? 

; 30 te aoe? 
Of the original 100 grown pheasants of mixed ages, 37 will survive, a- 

dessa /0 
winter-to-winter Tees, of S5-per-cent. Of the original 40 cocks, about—1i will 

1D. A ; 
survive,of the original 60 hens, about_26 will survive. Of the’ original f 

2 
birds-of-the-year, now 14 years ola, is per cent,or 3b, will enter the "old 5 

: q 
birds" group of 38; the other 9 will be 23 years old or older. These changes, 

spanhing a year, will reestablish the original winter population unit of 100 ? 

pheasants. ie 

SUMMARY 

Five consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that each i 

annual increment of grown young shrinks to zero by the fifth winter, and is ; 
caine eaeae: ee 

replaced by later tatesaene. ‘The turnover period is thus five years. 

Aan nedrrarr de A bur, Un Ate, [00-30- G=1.8=0, j 
The intervening survival lies—near_and probably_between two-alternative- eg 

series+—100-35-9-3 and 100-4ii-11=4. The shrinkage cannot be greater-than-the- Se 

first_series but it might be-less than the-second.- ; 
% $ In-etther—ease, the shrinkage between winters hovers around Es per cent. ue 

Its uniformity suggests that once a bird reaches his first winter, his chance ty 

~~ 
of survival does not improve with age. ni 

: -30- G~he- 0 TWu21~-6-l- 0 = 
The 100-4—-14-W series implies an age composition of 63-27=7-3 per cent of d 

: / oul Vf x 
birds 3, 13, 2, ami 3} years old respectively. ! é A 4 

! a wuot FIZ ? 

The turnover period in cocks is 3 years; the 34 year-old birds are all hens. a 
a Oreo Sy 

This inferior survival in cocks probably accounts for the 4O@G60 sex ratio, © /5:/%5° 

“These data on survival, age composition, and sex ratio imply a mortality 

of $2 se cent among young pheasants between hatching and winter. 

Cocks are harder to trap than hens. in-late-winter. On@ out of every 7 banded 

pheasants, and one out of every 20 catches, was killed in the traps, mostly by 

; 9



al 

dogs. This loss was the equivalent of light shooting. 

E Cocks lost weight from December through April. Hens lost weight from 

_ December through March, bub regained their loss in April. 

: Age-classification of trapped birds by superficial inspection for bursal 

opening proved unsuccessfull Probing is necessary for bursal classification N 

of pheasants. a F | 

Rising population density during ‘the study period was associated with poutionluons 4 

a rising year-to-year mortality among banda birds, with a falling percentage 

of young in the catch, and with a falling percentage of cocks in both the traps 

and the census. ‘Only the last correlation is ues as conclusive. 

Trapping and banding in the nearest outside marsh showed no winter-to-winter 

shift of banded birds to or from the study area.
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* : 

Aldo Leopold, Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and John A. Catenhusen 

ie This study measured, by five successive censuses and bandings of a ; 

Ak Ste re of | 

' sample population, the rate at which tae pheasants disappeared and : 

were replaced by reproduction. : : 
Slucty Ava, M Uhode  Tirwser 

The population occupied a winter range of 600 acres on the University 

of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, was unshot, except-eleng-one 

-boundery—ef—thesarea, and doubled in numbers during the study period. It 

sustained a trap mortality equivalent to yoRy light shooting. 

The study area includes 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory 

timber, and 40 acres of old fields. The area has been ungrazed, unmowed, By 

and unburned since 1932, and offers heavy winter cover. It accordimgty ay 

q serves as winter range for the pheasants of a much larger adjoining summer 

range. : 
ich 7 

The census. A census drive was held each December as soon as the vu : 

- By boar ; | 
marsh had frozen, and was completed in a single day. oe units 

i 
were driven one by one, each in a direction aimed to si a | 

into a unit already driven, or into outside territory. /‘me driving crew 4 i 
eee ee ieacmeemcaenpertieat Lu 

varied from 15 to 70 men, spaced 5 to 30 yards apart, depending upon 7 

Tha nenitinn vp Vata 

B cover—density and the dimensions\of the unit. Tallymen stationed im 

: / ‘advenee around each unit counted thx emerging birds, including "sneakers". 

Sexes, when distinguishable, were/tallhed separately. No bird alighting 
. fj 

in an paert yes unit, was tallied. . ‘ Phe 

: FASE CEL as, dee petabe, fuiiltea Oinal Ms bn iis Lala. Cc ule tee 
, : Weng 1 et 1? 7 2 

my Ry rroleel wt 5 wee 

/ ‘ * Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum 
hag t ; 

Dus The Civilian Conservation Corps, National Park Service, furnished field 

: *) personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin 

Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding pheasants outside 

the Asteretum area. ‘ ;
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pa a ae 
: oo 1939, made “a no of experimental drives to explore | 

oS me to waning ee crew. He flushed: Pee f 

a me “grew 4 0n 200 acres On 500 acres 
1/19 10 75 | 

1/20 10 75 142 

1/25 70 33 

1/27 72 81 174 

10 men flushed? 4 a hess than. 18% less than 
3 s ' c7O men 7O men 

Since the error is en and we used no crew smaller than 15 men 

for actual census, no correction for size of crew is made. _ 

We do not regard the census as a precise measurement, neither—do_ 

~we-regard-it—as—wholly unreliable. It is used in this paper only to compute. : 

the untrapped residue of al population. (d.. uvt 4’) trees pt : : 
Trapping. About 16 traps were operated from November through April. i 

The traps were visited two or three times a day when in operation. During ~ 

storms, and precisiily at other times, the traps were propped open and used 

as feeding stations. The traps were wire-covered crates with bob-wire - 

Sei eknosd p-179) atthe two-ends. Corn was used as bait. The wire 

roof was thatched with vegetation to reduce aceij ing, on uesesncnan cae 

an : 

During the first four winters the trapped birds were taken in sacks 

to a headquarters building for weighing and banding, being released at the 

point of capture during the next round of the traps. This involved holding 

the evening catch over night, for the last round Bactwsbo made at dusk to 

‘ avoid overnight exposure. During the fifth winter scales and banding 

equipment were carried to the traps, and the birds released on the spot. 

> Terms. In this paper a "new" bird means one trapped and banded 

for its first time. A "year-class" means all the new bandings for a given 
epee Rnaes pwede pbk ale gavwpavf Lora wpb} bocernre anarncre of "aye, = cleaate (" | 

winter, A enwver a new bird is retrapped during the first winter, it is 

a "repeat". The first time this bird is retrapped in any subsequent winter, 

it is a "return", but additional trappings are repeats. Any banded bird 

found dead is a "recovery". :
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A turnover means the number of years required for a year-class to Pt e 

shrink to zero. The turnover rate is the rate of shrinkage of any year- a 

class during a succession of winters. , ss Rati é : i 

; ha ieee aa ab i euch age chusar oy WOt Corfernene TD cata Phabarel Levwrelogy am frok, Rua 

Turnover 

During the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of new unbanded , 

pheasants, plus repeats of these, During subsequent winters the catch 

consisted of new a birds, plus returns from previous years, plus 

Dear M5 hug ; 
repeats of ex The-Gia phecshnts handed masacteappad,1671 iines,as 
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A turnover means the number of years required for a year-class to ; 

shrink to zero. The turnover rate is the rate of shrinkage of any year- 

class during a succession of winters. ; a : 

i The OST bean - Cliier erel age chesar dy wot Corefrnanner Gb peataP Rasika ol Levrelngy Aw ful, Ror 

m Turnover 

During the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of new unbanded : 

pheasants, plus repeats of these, During subsequent winters the catch ; 

consisted of new ae birds, plus returns from previous years, plus 
} - ~ ¥ 

are ™ Sip j 
| repeats of ee tie-Qih cheaghnis. banded woe bencoits1Afl ihbenycn . 

average.of negilge- 3-catches per banded bird. Of Uu.162/ lacidchapeper Sabre Liane 
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Table 1 presents the catch by winters, exclusive af repeats, and also 

the colada. 

Table 1 ; 

‘ Composition of the Catch by Years 

In winter of Newly Returns of birds originally banded Total Census Per  Untrapped 
Banded Liye. er ynes CSTE. yrs. Catch Cent Residue 
Year-clasg ago ago ago ago Catch (Census- 

: catch) 

1937-38 22 eo aye 11 | 

1938=39 137 g 5° 24? 60 ; 69 

1939-40 14g > (25 5 178: 340 52 162 

1940-41 127 26 9 0 162 299 5u 137 

1941-42 128 13 2 2 0 145) SLY 46 12 

Total 562 72 16 2 o 652. 1303 ae 

Average 12 18 peed 0 10. 2G. 50 

Seale of 100: 100 16. Ley L 0 . 

* : canine on November 30 tallied 260 pheasants. Subsequently 127 were removed, 
eav: 2 : a : 

© Tau cS Ra ; ee 192, Cut we Cedis atch a ee anil DL a CBbre! , es ae cs Cun pubrel + ae 

Ue dit one rap rales, :
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The composition of the catch is read horizontally; thus the second 

winter yielded 137 new bandings plus $8 returns from the first winter's 

year-class of 22. 

. The history of any year-class is read diagonally downward: thus 

the second year-class is represented by the series 1377-25-92. 

The average of the five survival series appears at the bottom of the | 

table and is represented by the series 112-16-5.3-1-0. Probably most of i 

the birds in the average year-class Cheliday were $ year old when 

banded, and none returned to the traps for the fifth winter. Hence the 

average turnover period is five years, and this is also the maximum age 

ordinarily attained by individual pheasants. 

While the average survival series gives us the turnover period, it 

does not convey a true picture of (the Gevaiys/ 68) year-to-year turnover 

rate f Megs lineous. tov shib aed ae discussed, Tes 

(fine initial figure of each (yeaTpelass survival series represents all 

of the individuals bearing bands of that year-class, whereas the remaining 

; figures include only those survivors returning to the traps. Additional ; 

banded survivors exist in the untrapped portion of the population. We 

know this to be true, for tndividuals often "skipped a year" in returning : 

to the traps, wd the ve net onjlaeee ae ee of rrrntrntadt 
{ yas ; 

The banded survivors of any year-class are assumed to be proportionately 

distributed between the trapped and untrapped portions of the population. 

Thus during the second winter we caught § of the original year class of 22, 

but additional survivors of the 22 AE gee the untrapped residue of 69. If 

the distribution of survivors is proportional, then $:145::x:69. The correction, 

x, is 4 birds, which added to 8 gives a probable actual survival of 12.
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In Table 2 all the survival series are corrected by this method. 

Table 2 

Computed Composition of the Banded Population 

(Corrected for untrapped residue) 

In Winter Newly Probable Survivors from Probable (Census) ‘Probable 

of Banded ~ lyr. yrs. 3 yrs. 4yrs. Banded Per Cent 
Year- ago ago ago ago Population Banded | 

Class 

1937~38 22 22 133 16 i 

1933-39 137 12 ; 149 214 70 

1939-0 14g 4g 10 206 340 61 

1940-41 127 4g Ly. 0 192 299 64 

1941-42 128 28 4 0 164 317 52 

a ae ie a ee a eee ee ee 

Average 112 34 10.352 0 a6: 261 56 

Scale of 100; 100 30 9 Te 0 :
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It should be noticed th oS 

average x series(112~34-10.3- pope, 

series of Table 1! Reduced . 

100 50-9 1340. : caine, ee Tabb) - -1.3=0. 2 i ap: ae ae WR 1. Ba el— 
drobh 1 buns D eet arn, Tb ~]=—O 

3) dw Figure 1, shows_graphic 2 Tabb 2: ie <3 of 
24 MOE oo 
23 corrections for-untrapped— Ries t eae 

Ria Table 2 is believed ty | : 
z © ee ter ; ay ae “ 

<3 2 than Table 1, but the corr 
As 

. 

iy total catch and the census i 

4 x 5 If the census is too low, it makes the correétion7vou Me 
+ @ SST ees ad 

ee ‘the shrinkage still too abrupt. It does not, however, dhange the total a 
ok : ‘ 

Soy 
es 3 length of the turnover period, which Table 1 shows to be five yearse 3 

SOE Ase ; 
3 3 Correction for untrapped residue may be avoided only by trapping the : 

a 8 entire population each year. Our experience indicates that this is impossible = 
eee ' 2 ean ye in 

as: . ) in pheasants. “ew (216159) por permiten efirrhvn tetrrortntenLeepentassrs, befpirl 40 preeat 
Lee of to ffrbotion mn 0§ aust ours FO percent: . 

( The initial figure of each survival series consists partly of reproduction a 

\ oo ae old tude tune eo Lffirrt Dara a 
and partly of older bigde® if the-turover..rate—chamyes materially Beige Tae 

iter he v vais? ° Vik baelR en Ohudue Ot ean 
‘age, it would-be necessary to split off this older component hagas se the 3 

ann andr eek age -Clusarn etn A Ce 
residual series represents, an-agerseries. However, the mixed, series st 

Bact Ween wil pt : 
100-30-9-1.8-0, which undoubtedly eoxvtains a preponderance of $ year, birds, é 

i g 

gives no indication of any great change with age, the shrinkages being ¥ 
percent c Of en te ee aecbaheedinl fh marge an nrncrenn bs ae 24S 

: ‘? 70-70-80, (see right-hand graph,’ Figure 1). Hence no attempt is made to : 
\ 4 

split off the older component. i ‘ Om : 

ammo py n.ee Arnruecl & oe ben ols Aurhorg j 

We have one anatomical check on the, senerel reliability _of-the-series 

100=-30=9-1. 8-0 derived from Table 2. The proportion of old birds in any 

large sample should be 30 ¢ 9 + 1.8 = 29 per cent. During the fifth 
f 100 + 30+ 9 +1.8 ; ;
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It should be noticed that,by reason of this correction, the new 

average y series(112-34~10. 3-2-0) shrinks less abruptly than the uncorrected 
f 0; re 

series of Table 15 Reduced to a scale of 100 the corrected average is 
5 Sm : 

100-30-9-1. 38-0. © Pan ts danat toe yytian= Chern : : 

Sano fe He ptiais t. wry ome of doles tenn 4 Lakinffigl atarcbiacr , wh Pe Breede B ehoud \ 

3) dw Figure 1 shows graphically the-origin- point of application of 
Tides me 
23 corrections for-untrapped-residues. madi Talker, 

= } Table 2° is believed to be a truer picture of year-to-year survival : 

BS: ? than Table 1, but the correction is based on the difference between the i 

a : 7. ae 
Misi is total catch and the census, and hence is vulnerable to census error. bg 
4 3 e 3 

Tey If the census is too low, it makes the correction too low, i.e. leaves 3 
aliwk 
3 ‘the shrinkage still too abrupt. It does not, however, dhange the total x 

s a : *& 

a. .% _ length of the turnover period, which Table 1 shows to be five yearse iS 

3 a Correction for untrapped residue may be avoided only by trapping the ; 

ei 5s entire population each year. Our experience indicates that this is impossible = 
SS: ‘ 6 = NAS ree - ; 

at in pheasants.  ~ (2) P19), pons tr marnrrtern wftrwlvar tectbrertbntenLrecpamtasuass, Vufpirl HO pereent 
chia Of bar pufutotiom mr 0§ ced ours FO percrat 

( "The initial figure of each survival series consists partly of reproduction a 

\ ° Cee Ad tude tive Go RR Nar Lampeee Wee 
and partly of older biras) rf: theabumoner. sa to-chensed materially ade re q 

Aiwa Daa i YA pa labenen ME etbcAaags: ates 7 

‘age; it would-be necessary to split off this older component — the 7 

ne rrr tol age - Chaar, Ct hat OS 

residual series represents, an-age-series. However, the mixed, series SA 

; aad eeiescn wall. 4 > 
100-30-9-1.8-0, which undoubtedly eoutains a preponderance of $ year, birds, é 

: g 
gives no indication of any great change with age, the shrinkages being Ss 

percent ‘, Dp Uw ten ge elaine Oh mga aie Larmermen an ull OR- 
: . 70-70-80, (see right—hand graph, Figure 1). Hence no attempt is made to 

4 

split off the older component. i ‘ Petra 

aamnvol Chirrverl frowe (en hineg Ansdirng « 

We have one anatomical check on tha, saligpes-weilsviiiy of sue seenae 

400~30=9-1.5=0- derived from Tablé 2. The proportion of old birds in any 

large sample should be 30+ 9 + 1.8 = 29 per cent. During the fifth 
; 100 + 30+9+1.8 : : 

|
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Ae ee 7 rs : t, to have closed bursas 
‘ pli ue Oly a 

Grew C omnenpal Llye4 oe F techn Cernelrnry tual aim, chat, 
Buttermnny Crrruag orev, Tas vat rand ies ake 
CA. oe (ae ie Be. pie per , rsas in pheasants trapped 

sail 4 h ee ies cd and heavily shot. Both 

wires , a single year, but the higher | 

po cot that artificially augmented 

ee Tae young. wrasacd D : 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rateg (70-70-80 per cent) in the 

series 100-30-9-1.8-O0 probably has special significance. The numerical * 

base for te Gdslghat telcos of course decreases to the right, hence the 

, terminal figure carries the least weight. The identity of the the first 

two figures stwomgky suggests that bebe a pheasant reaches his first winter, 

the experience which accrues from age ceases to have any further survival 

“+ value. Green and Evans J, p- 276) found this same characteristic in : 

their much abene survival series for snowshoe hare. 

The approximate age composition of the Arboretum pheasant population 

‘ may be computed directly from the corrected survival series: 

Birds, Mostly } year ola 100 71 % 

mostly 15 years old 30 21 4 ! 

‘ mostly 23 years old 5 : 6% 

mostly 3% years old 1.8 14% | 

mostly 43 years old ~ Olas is 

: 140.8 100 % 

The inclusion of about 30 per cent of older birds in each of these 

} age groups in no way changes the percentage -composition, provided there be 

no change of turnover rate with age. 

Egress and Ingress : 

; The foregoing deductions assume that the Arboretum pheasant population 

. is nele-Woptenhay 4.6, that the individual pheasants which comprise pi 

Avboretum—poputetion during one winter do not ‘spend the next winter elsewhere, 

or vice-versa. , ) cal se
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winter we probed the vursas (3) of the first 84 unbanded birds caught (up to 

January 16) and found 25 of them, or 30 per cent, to have closed bursas, 

i.e. 30 per cent were old birds. ‘4 oe. cle chs Bren clury Fusabiny ariny ches, 

Allen(2>P-172) found 11 per cent of closed bursas in 106 pheasants trapped 

in winter from a population which had been regularly and heavily shot. Both 

Allen's probed sample and ours represent only a single year, but the higher 

proportion of young in tnd shot population suggests that-artificially augmented f 

turnover augments survival of young. accent D 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rateg (70-70-80 per cent) in the 

series 100-30-9-1.%-0 probably has special significance. The numerical : 

base for these shrinkages of course decreases to the right, hence the 

; terminal figure carries the least weight. The identity of the the first 

two figures siwenghy suggests that oane @ pheasant reaches his first winter, 

the experience which accrues from age ceases to have any further survival 

“value. Green and Evans G, p. 276) found this same characteristic in ; 

their much Tasoee survival series for snowshoe hare. 

The approximate age composition of the Arboretum pheasant population 

may be computed directly from the corrected survival series: 

Birds, Mostly + year old 100 711% 

mostly 14 years old 30 21 4 

; mostly 23 years old 9 | 6 % 

mostly 33 years old 1.8 1% 

mostly 44 years old Olle De 

: 140.8 100 % 4 

The inclusion of about 30 per cent of older birds in each of these 

: age groups in no way changes the percentage -composition, provided there be 

no change of turnover rate with age. 7 

Egress and Ingress 

; The foregoing deductions sssume that the Arboretum pheasant population 

is self-bontetaels 4.0; that the individuel pheasants which comprise tie 

Arboretum-poputetion during one winter do not spend the next winter elsewhere, 

or vice-versa. ; : j
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S If pheasants shifted from the Arboretum to another winter range : 

(egress), they would escape our traps and appear as false shrinkage ine 

survival series. : 

k If pheasants shifted to the Arboretum from another winter range 

(ingress), they would falsify our assumption that each new year~class consists 

of reproduction plus survirors from previous unbanded residues. It would 

consist in part of ingress, and the effect would be a fa|se prolongation of 

the survival. sembes. i 

If both eee and egress occur (as is likely if either oceurs), ’ 

our series would contain compensating errors of unknown magnitude. 

At_the Arboretun che ohiy ee Madtwon: and also wide aay: piock ) 

INS movenent to or from the north. ) If there is important movement, it is 

oe ee | 
To the south lie open upland farms, known to be used by Arboretum 

j pheasants for feeding excursions during winter thaws, and for nesting in 

; summere This open upland is broken by two areas of marsh cover. ae 

vu The smaller and nearer of these (Dunn's Marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 

on the southwest. It was not trapped, but Arboretum pheasants doubtless 

visit ital seasons. Its winter capacity is not over a dozen pheasants. 

It leads to - neler meen 

The larger is the Fish Hatchery Marsh, lying 1é miles to the southeast. 

It has a winter capacity nearly as large as the Arboretum, and leads east- 

ward to a chain of other marshes. It is the likely route of egress from or 

ingress to the Arboretun. _Irven 0. Buss of the Conservation Department made 

a census of the Fish Hatchery pheasant population during the last two 

winters; and then trapped and banded nearly half of the pheasants: -Buss!s- 

~census.is probably more accurate than ours because his cover is lighter.
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: Census Reapped and Per Cent , 
etait, Banded. Trapped 

Winter of 1940-11 22) TO 31 : 

‘ 1g4i-e 216 113 52° 

TOTAL 183 ; 

No Arboretum band has appeared among the 183 pheasants trapped by 

Buss, nor has any Fish Hatchery band appeared among the 307 pape A 

handled on the Arboretum during the same period. 

To appraise the meaning of this, the following rough computation is 

offered: Between the fourth aa fifth winters the following ‘sieasante dis- 

one from the Arboretum, or at least eluded our traps (See coe) 

Broure-1): Foul! yse-lw127-13 = 11h 

: Thon Yeon tls 2602 = ab . 

Deewdpor- tee 9-2 = 7 

Total shrinkage 145 banded birds . 

Ifa quietes of this shrinkage were due to egress, and if half the 

“egress lodged in the Fish Hatchery Marsh, the Fish Hatchery population Banaras f,, {fil 

test winter should have included 18 pheasants bearing Arboretum bands. 

‘Buss!'s traps sampled 52 per cent of the (Figh igkebeay) population; hence 9_ 

Arboretum bands bhould have appeared in his traps. The fact that none 

! appeared indicates that egress mst account for much less than a quarter 

* of the total shrinkage. ) 

The same reasoning, applied to non-appearance of Buss's bands in 

Arboretum traps, indicates that the ingress mst be Wei] small. 

In all of the foregoing discussion,we are considering only changes in 

winter range from year to pear. Both the Arboretum and the Fish Hatchery 

F Wharsh are known to radiate pheasants during every winter thew, but these birds 

‘ € aas



“han plata vty mele pneomte n 
a + q Ato» Up treme Ku irs teat Onbf cially poping abst prhans ay oe rusty aide narels 

( hatin tlen Anand, mele hefley ny Attach bi ca, Locrtty, 

| may be seen flying back to roost at sunset. Both also radiate pheasants 

. ‘each aes nesting; Buss acca ou. in upland nests of wv 

mower-killed heng La miles from the Fish Hatchery. Apparently, however, 

the birds return in winter to their original winter range, rather than @ 

shift to obher winter ranges. If this proves true of wild pheasants 

‘elsewhere, it is a character very impartant in management. 

- Only two pheasants bearing Arboretum bands have so far been reported : 

by hunters; Pete ‘binds wore killed within a half-mile of the Arboretum 

boundary. Ronbing returns are, however, of no quantitative value for. 

measuring movement, for hunters ave-mewn=to take many bands which they do 

not report. ; : 

: There is one possible fallacy in these deductions: an outward shift, 

consisting of young unbanded pheasants only, might take place in susmer 

or fall from either area without being detected by banding operations. Buss, 

however, has found evidence of strong inward ie ome in fall toward the 

Fish Hatchery marsh, and the same inward movement probably holds for the 

Arboretum marsh. , | 

Trap Mortality 

In any banding study, trap mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture. In this study one out of 

every séven banded ae a ee of every 20 catches, Kan bt Lied : 
' 4 CD Rane, ©E PSE) piseh Parsal wo lin Loan nA Spat. 

in the traps, mostly by self=hunting dogs. FAt times we had to 

discontinue pheasant trapping until dogs with the "trap habit" could be 

caught and removed from the area. : 

Trap mortality killed every category of pheasants: new birds as yet 

: " unbanded, newly banded birds repeating, and older banded birds returning or 

repeating. In the long fun, it probably fell on each of these categories
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akewt in proportion to its mumbers. To correct the tables for trap losses 

would be impossible, for the losses# were Be acuv ret with the trappings. 

The best way to allow for trap mortality is to consider the whole population i 

«as having been subjected to a 14 per cent kill, despite its location on 

a refuge. ’ : 

About 2 per cent of the banded birds were recoverdd as "natural" or 

non-trap mortality. Known causes of death include dog, mink, barred owl, ' 

ae, peaching, and weather. Wo atiempt. was made to distribute the mortality ; 

among these or other causes. This natural mortality mst account for the 

annual turnover rate of 70 per cent in the average survival series. 

Turnover in Other Species 

Table 3 compares the survival of Arboretum pheasants with ‘sarvivel Arma 

in pheasants , and oiitee species, as reported by other authzos. ; 

' 

edt. 3
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Table 3. Survival Series in Various Species ‘ 

Species Author Year 1- : 2 A 3 oe 5 4 6 

pase ee ee ee - Be ee 

Randa (5+P302) 100 - 2g* 

Hungarian Partridge  Middleton‘©»p814) 100 - 27%? ; 

California Quail Sumer (7 +P247) LOOU" = eGre = g e rm Bee 10.5 

Emlen(®+P95) LOOP eR ore ois) 7m » 

Richardson(9+P240) 100 27.6.5 1 =). hs me ee 

Snowshoe Hare Green & Bvans (++P273) 100 - 31.6- 9.3- 3.3 - 0.6 

Song Sparrow (hte) mies (139268) PERS el HIER alg Dm Eee ey fae 

“Pevorable-habitat)— ~100* = 58" > 22% 64 et Fn 

2 (Unfavorable habitat). 1004-364 ——_-T}*- 3 

( * Computed from author's data. : d ‘ 

\ Note: Richardson includes some game farm quail. Randall and Middleton data are not based 

on banding. Me isa iter i -vaeebon Stik breidiwaic.. al aan SAeioAe dsaabiedliee 

| mortality. per.cents~to-hold-for-all-agesy-this-probably-does--not. greatly distort~the- 

e ha a 

Merbl. Us Ardimnteitabccin cctt ane wyuChogl rp Wily, le ae: 

Ya fot prin afte aut abhniph Warten | : 

x ~~ okt of Unies auth, atarbel hh terireee pomp Bok eee has as pe Bek % 

fr medatt, prot t etd fen th engeen, ler dhihant parbably deve net cial x 

* © terse mroabtte ef, Vi Adar wl aerate,
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Table 3. Survival Series in Upland Game Birds and Mammals / 
(Starting with 100 grown young-of-the-year) iy ; 

Pheasant Pheasant "Gongartan California Quail ri Snowshoe Hare 
(this paper) Randall Partridge Sumner Emlen Richardson Green & Hvans 

Qt, p.302) Middleton (8,p.247)(7.p-95) AB,p-240) (J, p.273) 
I (Z,p-814)_ 7 x 9 4 

6 
First year 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Second year 30 28* 27"? 26.8 Bi 27.8 31.6 

Third year 9 7-2 ar 7 9.3 

Fourth year 18 ie 77 3.1 3.5 

Fifth year 770 0.5 : 0.7 0.6 

Note: Asterisked figures are comouted by us from the author's data. Richardson includes 
some game~farm quail, which are not strictly comparable to wild birds. The Randall and 
Middleton birds -were-not—banded,—ané-their-areas are hunted. ; 

boty Our wet hearse ww Bewting 

Despite the divergence ‘an species and in methods ‘of study, the survival 

series are strikingly piehtan. Phis;—if—not accidental, may have significance. 

We do not know how t¢ interpret iba fe oo 

f 

J | 

ie 

/
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Average : 4g - 27% = 1G more cocks 
Pa coe in census 

The census consistently shows more cocks than the traps, and both 

show a progressive decline in cocks through the study period. 

We have no explanation of why the traps yield fewer cocks than the 

‘census, except that they are harder to trap. The average monthly cock 

yields of the traps give-no-.clue:—November-to April-yielded~21-31-29-23-15-47_per 

4 at-alt;-even~though—they-flush—many-hens, We believe that the census 

tally of about 40:60 is more nearly correct than jtrap tally, of 27+63~ ae 

i D tet on Te crareer Late hafe, 
\ The progressive decrease in cocks through the study period, warrants > 

sexes.—These, boing uncorrected, shrink too rapidly; but their-total-time- 

span-is correct. 
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‘Sex Ratio and Sex Turnover : 

The per cent of cocks tallied during census drives, and also those 

caught in the traps,—exelusivesef-repeats, is as follows: 

first winter In census: 41% In traps: 34% (Leticang refcok) 

Second 53% 35% y 

Third 45% 23% 

Fourth 31% 30% : 

Fifth 29% 12% 

Average 4g - 218 = 14% more cocks* 
: in census 

The census consistently shows more cocks than the traps, and both 

show a progressive decline in cocks through the study period. 

We have no explanation of why the traps yield fewer cocks than the 

census, except that they are harder to trap. The average monthly cock 

yields of the traps Hotere: -Reteeiee dee destibt station bates. asus asia 

cent_respectively. £6 ak east Wi tiers -ooeiter eee veonbes Mabe asap : 

hunters;—after-the first—day-of--shooting,—are_often unable..to—flush-any~ 

4 at~akt; 6vén-though—they-fiush-many-hensy We pvc that the census 

tally of about 40:60 is more nearly correct than ,trap tally, cf£27+63- is 
eth AE cannon a sds 

‘ The progressive decrease in cocks through the study period warrants “> 

Mig examination’ of the separate uncorrected banding returns. for the two 2 

sexes+—-These,-being uncorrected; shrink-too rapidly, but -their-totel time- : 

span-is correct. 

i : 

SAM indy vf rupert lreran frnodle fer Ch ny eigen, Fin Wee ferfis wt tse He Vp 

temrenrtelid Lemwelny Rikon ect chien al drm chorus i
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Year-class Cocks Hens 

of 11-30 21-7-5-0 

2 4g-6-0 cee 
v 3 35-5-0 113-21-2 

2 4 We 83-9 
S 5 14 114 ha 

wae Average = 3-5-0 305-0 Boies. (ber 5a) 
a , Average, scale of 100 100-15-0 100-17-6.§-1 fie 17 -b = | 

\ Average for both sexes from Table 1: 100-16-4, 7-1 ‘ 

‘ iowa alee. otro Lannonte acts) 
It is evident that a differential turnover heise" obtains as between the two 5 

sexes. No year-class of cocks has achieved a longer turnover Teoh oa Pe 

three years, whereas only one. year-class of hens has ater tees short—of— 

G gro tote te yearg. Pheasants surviving to their third and fourth winter are 

all hens. 

_ The reasons for this differential are of course speculative. Possibly . 

Despite the trend toward a lower proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 

ae has nearly twice as many (29 per cent last winter) as the wll ranges 

eee: 7% yy Ey, pe) : yw" _-—" Of Dane County, where Buss found a winter ratio of 15 per cent cocks 

eee among 1634 pheasants tallied. Woe ere robot 2B fierce evens at trata 

Recetas se Changes o.. A 
411 pheasants caught during the last four winters were weighed to~the 

nearest gram, but individual weights are not significant within 100 grams, for 

a full cro» weighs up to that amount. By reason of <— crop variable, weights _ 

mast be grouped in the largest possible groups to avoid accidental distortion. ; 

In Fable 3 the averaze wotghts of all newly banded pheasants (mostly young) 

are grouped by 3-monthferioas for each winter, and by l-month periods for dine tie : 

four minters,fepeats ‘are omitted because trapping itself reduces weight. 

} Retu “(older birds) are omitted to get a homogeneous age~group. The..crop. 

es makes it difficult to follow the weight-history of individual pheasants. .
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F Table 3 - ‘ 
. a tha yum, § 

Weights of Newly-banded (young) Pheasants 

Q 

Year Cocks Ee Hens 

Nov.-Jan./ Feb.-Apr. Aver. | Nov.-Jan. Aver. | 

|No. |Gms. ‘No. No.| Gms. : 

1938-39 | 19 1549 27 Pe wis. | 33) 1263| 57 |1062 | 1099 pita es 

1939-40 | 15/1400) 20 | 1451 | 1429 331 1033 | 77 {1011 1018 | 2433 90 

1go-41 | 30 | 1h82 (13) (au) aya, | 43] 1073] 38 | 98 ) 1031 

igyi-42 | ( a) (ai) (6) ua 1429 65} 1053 | 49 | 1088 1068 olpe——oae 
t ca pe he i i ed PA eer 

won = | 572) | er | | ape 221 Bi tem 
| : j j 

Average jah7s | as | i | Ot 1036 / | 

Scale | | | | | | | 
of 100 | 100 | 96-| | 100 96 | } 
SS. a ae ea Siesta nee ee 

Att 4 ov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.|Nov.. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. | 
winters 432 1526 1450 1441 1420 1386 (20) 1109 1051 1015 1036 1120 ‘ 

/ wtpeale Tey ae ene tea So ee ae eo 

Bf 200) [O8) N00, 98 95 e999) ak tee] | 
: \ Nas (3) a7 Genk AG BUD (1) ey MBO Be Wg er 

{i Oe 32.0 : 

i 2 
| ! 

| “ Me ls | Now. | Rew : 

x } Nout P (3) | zi | 

: Tanampntesa) | Wale tec | 
Stob
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TE a LL a re 
“y Spe te Aen Bete Aka ical cols owes ones Ap ht ion we faa cues 7 

Lae apetete, ~ > a me 
The most unmistakable deduction from Table ea lose weight 

progressively ffom November to April, whereas hens not/only regain their 

midwinter lossy but by Pe coriatsy exceed ee weight. This 

gain of hens in early apring was detected in re tc eiia by Wilson ane Be ‘ 

and in bobwhite by ANN OS PP- de : 
Tia Total aprencts Petra. moti nun ang Rehan uae vetighd ae ob rat 7 frrcentan $,th mets 

Does the varying weather and ey of different years produce pheasants F 

of different weight? To throw li on this, we select the first half of s 

the winter, before winter storms have affected weights, and we reduce both ; = 

cocks and hens to a scale of 100, én order to get a maximum numerical base: ~ ; : 

. 1938 52 pheasants 100° i 

1939-ho 4g " 90 : - 

; 19ho-h1 Toney 94 h 

igui-4e yk 92 f 

This/looks like either a progressive decrease in weight with increasing i ra 

density, ie a difference between years, as high as 10 per cent, which . ‘ ; | 

goens to have produced extra-heavy birds in 1938-39. ‘ : | 

oe Life Equation ~ : r | 

The ratios developed in this paper can be combined with the reproductive S| 

potential of the pheasant Psat ass authoritative papers on nesting studies, x | 

to construct the skeleton of a@ life-equation for the Arboretun pheasant popula- e 

tion. To de Un er mat nie Uo fendirgrel meting cag tbasarbinsde, : 

Starting with a unit group of 100 pheasants in winter, its sex and Fr 

age composition will be, in roan numbers: ae 

Cocks Hens Total i 

Old birds 10 : 20 30 

Birds-of-the-year 30 40 70 

Total ho 60 : 100 : s 

: at ; ;
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Among the old birds there are few or no cocks beyond their second winter, 

but there are some hens in their fourth winter. — 

a Of the 60 hens, about 78 per cent, or 47, will succeed, by nesting 

? and renesting, in bringing off a prooiiae p13) The average brood will be 

7 chicks per nesting hen, or 9 per successful nen Cle, P+ 13) a reproductive : 

f gain of 47 x 9 = haz. chicks. This gain shrinks to 70 grown young by the ie d 

_ following winter, which implies a juvenile mortality of 84 per cent during i 4 
i be ' i 

the summer and fall. Of the 70 survivors, 40 will be young hens and 30 i A 
hy (EU prncest ) | 3 

_ young cocks. The juvenile mortality rate during the first six months, is j : 

i i » fo) 
. 4 larger than the subsequent year-to-year mortality (1! (See- Graph-€;- Figure 1). | ee ‘i ‘ { 3 

j Of the original 100 grown pheasants of mixed ages, 30 will survive om j 
Be p XQ Ss 

= Z to the second winter. Of the original 40 cocks, 10 will survive, of the i 2 

So ‘ “4 ¢ 
original 60 hens, 20 will survive. Of the original 70, birds-cf-the-year, ; i 

j é paarenet to ie 
_ now 14 years old, 30 per cent, or 21, will enter the "old\birds" group of, : 

Crwaret vp bods . 3 
: } 30p The other 9 will be 23 years old or older. : ; 

i These changes, spanning a year, will reestablish the orignal winter 4 . 
[ ‘ BE f es 

\ population unit of 100 pheasants. = __ cena ° Nota 3 
eh a AEA NA I A er EL ae 

SUMMARY « * a 
prob efee! : 2 

Five consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that Vk 
4 

aly 
each annual’ increment of grown young shrinks to zero by the fifth winter, 

and—is—repleced—bylater_reproductive-gains. The turnover period is thus . ? 

’ five years. 5 f 

a 
The intervening survival is represented by the series 100-30-9-1,8-0, 

é (ilemenen ace. as eb wt? f 
The shrinkage between winters hovers-eround 70 per cent. Its 

i uniformity suggests that once a bird reaches his first winter, his chance 

of survival does not improve with age. } 

The 100-30-§-1.8-0 4aFies implies an age composition of 71-21-6-1-0 

; per cent of birds 4, 14, 2%, 3%, and 43 years old respectively. :
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prnanc it day Une: Bhs: 
The turnover period in cocks is 3 years; the 3sand lis _yeareld { 

hiwz&e are all hens. This inferior survival in cocks probably accounts for 

the 40:60 sex ratio. A 15:85 ratio prevails on the hunted ranges of the 

same county. Th prea i trehe ch tumaeale herng Ue alanily Pronk, Mobnks Ledounseg’) 
Te Male esel s cnemahih eg ee fl eee se 

tose date on survival, age composition, and sex ratio imply a mortaligy 

of af per cent among young pheasants between hatching and winter. ; 

Cocks are harder to trap than hens. One out of every 7 banded pheasants, 

and one out of every 20 catches, wae killed in the traps, mostly by 

dogs. This loss was the equivalent of light shooting. i 

Cocks lost weight from December through fori. Hens lost weight from 

December through March, but regained their loss in April. A 

on i Utah or iuedieg iy ine paless Satenae marsh diana no winter-to- 

a winter shift of banded birds to or from the study area. 

2 oe Sabet prone produces Maron nude of defferert jhe 

’ | | | 

| 
\ 

| | 
f
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/ } ay 7 eee j 
Me j July 20, 1942 : 

: a POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* ‘ 

Glade horkth, ieee veg 

4 Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, John A. Catenhusen, and=ikkto reefer 
: 4 a 

: This study measured, by five successive wineez censuses and bandings 

of a sample population, the rate at which individual pheasants disappeared 3 

and were replaced by reproduction. 

The population occupied a pastig-issiaked winter range of 600 acres 

eae on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, Mf was 3 

bealvnnt LE chasent Wl butik Prrted dae 
f unshot except along qne houndary of the aréey rs increased during’ the es pb 7 

< bbls iach eal gt, Ta koprtelin ariberueel to haf tecrtablir, meath, frum arbf- Parcels 

Beh te alt oie Cg htohentny. 

. The study area includes 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory : 

= Fhiewa toler 5 i 

timber, and 40 acres of old fields, #4 ungrazed, unmowed, and unburned : } 

pe tl offytnes hice. indir Covers : i 
since 1932, Its location and its relation to surrounding terrain is mapped 

Be in Pigure 1.



A nee eet = means the number of years required for a a : 

; year-class to shrink to zero. The turnover rate means the rate of shrinkage 5 

te aaatererein Uf woaukne. ace 
of any year-class a. Re ee : j 4 i d 

aS ein eats i : a > 

‘ Turnover (and Age gomposi vign) ee : 
is a . EO MED et Rie. SS 

_ During the first winter, the catch consisted entirely of unbanded 2 i 

pheasants, plus repeats of these. seme—newly=banded_birds. ~ : 
oo | eee) : & os 

: During subsequent winters the catch consisted of unbanded birds, plus © ? 

: _ returns from previous years, plus repeats of both. Tle Set plem wke be~ des - 
alae 

Table 1 presents the catch by winters, exlusive of repeats, and the / 

: census, epreventing the popslation-fron_which the-cat = oo = 

os > / Rabie cy F i 
Laaphna A : 
J iy 7 ~Composttion-of--the-Cateh_by-Years— 

2 ~ % ; 

/ - 4 

: : a f Xe ney PAGE, f : 
/ é / / fe e Pe! f* (: f Fy, Ze 4 5 ; a J i 7 j ue e e 

YW Pe Coyrprrrtions of Uf tekeh a ee mwlol, 1 [Moan Us ae ¢ render 5 z 
\ / Bey a, j *: cs a ie (jae ‘i 

MS 5 Sprteiot IBF vt bbw linge pho Frclinny, fre th bapabacs hen 7 te sap Sore ‘ 
oe f * f 2 , . pln. = ea 

WG 197 cle oe apart Cy Er perce 1372-25-92. 7 - : 
eo ‘ ay . J 

¥ ‘ ei
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any subsequent wintery it is a "return", but additional trappings of=tkes 

bixd—inverig—thet-subsequent=wimter are Areveatsh. Any banded bird found 

dead is a "recovery". The trapping histories of two sample birds illustrate 

these terms: ; . : 
iii es
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: ee, TPs 
The untrapped portion of the popukation averaged half the census (last C 

; : ot 

column, Table 1). To the extent that the census is dependable, the ae 

fosncle pans Fie 6 clio: 3 
survival | cen be computed by-tnereasing—each_retyrn-for—each-year—by the 

actunlrebarn: Peball, anwuels lwlat Balch!) cenouo, 4 
per-eent—of_the—pepulation untrapped that year. This is done in Table 2. ae



: ; 6 : 3 

The initial figure of, each series includes not only young-of-the-year, but 

5 also survivors from the untrapped residue of previous years. These | 

survivors are of unknown age. If we can compute and deduct them, the , 
t : } 

residual series becomes an age-class series. : 5 | 
Ue a ot Mee Seite oe 5 

The meaning, megenitude;—anddirection_of- this agecarror pay be visual- | 
4 : cre St ee 

‘ sz0a ‘2a Figare 2, which presents in graphic form the computed survivals of ' 

: Table 2, plus an additional correction for residues of unknown aze. | 

Pe sitharase; she salar Gear cings cf 22 binds Ie ld of uninown cy | 
: Fr re 
age, and hence is excluded from further consideration in azbadeduetions. | 

‘ Is 
The second year-class of 12h birds consists of reproduction (birds % year | 

old in winter), plus survivors from the unbanded residue ‘aad of the : | 
(ulbade) — nour at buat ae 

previous year., This residue is nestiy 1g years old. Pert-of-—it may 
gee as ; if ' 

~else~enter. the-eusrent~ d, untrapped- residue bE banela), nerve hee dam Tha harcore eperm choses (137 ave), 

In Figure 2, the 111 birds untrapped during the first winter are 

: : eer ; (37 bane), z 
allowed a 33 per cent survival SF) during the second weno of which j 

i eh (8b) eat FLeadla r Jet 
50 per cent se is assumed to be caught, end thus enter¥ the second ae 

year-class of 137 birds,” Dhe 137 yearmeless is accordingly split into oS . 
ppt on 

segments of 18 and 119, the first figure representing the ame 
Mack SSR oS Ss a_i 4 & 

ace se if Luis wo [continuing this splitting , : 
‘i gd | ~ ua it Us abrelecl a onne m : . 

i |e ‘ : f | correction of 5, Figure 2 : 
ee baad anne . a) > ; 

ie Tr fies ; eth a4 : lr birds of 3 14, 23, and 35 : 
a x , ol a MET Lowa a0 19 U 5 JT=u; : 
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The initial figure of each series includes not only young-of-the-year, but 

also survivors from the untrapped residue of previous years. These i 

survivors are of uninown age. If we can compute and deduct them, the 
\ 4 

residual series becomes an age-class series. : 
= $502 Sica AOR a oe ; : 

The meaning, megnitude;—and_direction_of- this age-env0r jay be visual- : : iC Eee 

: sed ds Pigare 2, which presents in graphic form the computed survivals of 

eae Table 2, plus an additional correction for residues of unknown age. 

To illustrate: the setts year-class of 22 birds is all of unknown: é 
S : ; F, oe 
age, and hence is excluded from further consideration in agbededuetions. 

: r IST 
The second year-class of 42% birds consists of reproduction (birds % year 

old in winter), plus survivors from the unbanded residue sae of the : 
Culbade) © por ot Gut a 

previous year., This residue is mestty 1s years old. Part-ofit may 

-elso-enter tho. easvemt unbrapped residuelbS bude), swerve het cam Ha Aacomcol ets have (137-Coreb ), 

In Figure 2, the 111 birds untrapped during the first winter are ; 

Aer (37 bb) 
allowed a 33 per cent survival S&P during the second eer of which j 

‘ A (18 brent F Levels ee 50 per cent te is assumed to be caught, end thus enterX the Second (\- S; Sa hake: ' palarls 
year-class of 137 birds, The-13]7-year-eless is accordingly split into ae AP Las, : en 

geet on 
segments of 18 and 119, the first fizare representing the sierassiee apg: ae 4 é ho 

the tetter the reproduction 3-year old. "By contiming this splitting , : ; 

: process (see dotted lines) down to a minimum correction of 5, Figure 2 ae 
a ey 

(shaded—gones) becomeX 8 survival series for birds of 4, 13, 23, and 35 ae 
at papuele Ce : ee 

years old. Thurs Hn cowrrtet — ae fe ds 5 aaa ee es ee 
- Lee pe ene vel fue es The-derivation—of the 33 percent survival, is by a series af anproxi- ig ee 

: : oe a Galernge cokeh - oI 4% 
mations from Figure 3 itself, 74u 50 prunt alr ad fee tebe 1 

Were this correction not made, the survivals comsuted—from Fisure G2 a oa 

‘ would be too low, because each series would start with too high an initial % 
* bis = 3 2D : : - : 4 s :
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; The full tiga ll our data will not be clear until bursal \ 

{ Pa \ 
{ disappearance has been traced tomically in large“lots of birds of known \ 

} age. Not only bursal opening, but also depth of bursa and possibly other \ 

characters need to be correlated withege and breeding history. It is 
~\ 

already clear, however, that the: en a bursal opening in pheasants 

is not an absolute critersés of a bird of the\year. A few birds retain 

the bursal conta $9 beyond the first ae season. Perhaps such / 

birds are ta imperfect individuals. Perhaps \they constitute the H 

non-breeding component of the population. ase ‘ - - 

eu 

; Life Equation 

cuuclurur dtute pec 
The turnever—ratesgiven in this paper can be combined with the ieemn 

cuntlriet ithe otrleln of O- 
reproductive potential of the pheasant to build _inte-certein_parts—ofthe— 

few o ele Gap Rist slaes - birt how autyeckcl & fur Be nroleton 
lif e-equation a _higher-percentage of fact, anda_lesser- of. 

Civiot lag dh obi m ablais 
-aecumpt ion, than-hee-heretofore beet posstbie.- : 

Starting with a unit population of 100 pheasants 2B January %, its 

; sex and age composition will be: 

Cécks Hens TOTAL 
ea 

{~ 

Ola birds we WAG DD 0 969 3) P37 

Birds of the year \, 2430 | ai 63, 

N uo | Gib | ‘ \1@ / ee 

Crmrvny Ur vtel Lanele (pie) le "Set ' a 

y cize - tés;--sex—ratios.,_and- 

4 4 ~shrinkages-, eloped in this. pertinent Perey 

y-foklow~by ‘subtraction: f : f / ; 

On April 1, at least 54 per cent of the hens of the year and/ 88 per 
j j { J ] 

heuer the old hens, or a total of 40 7 will have closed vases, and 
ff \/ bu \4 CA, i 

led may assume will breed, ak ties that a bursal opening indicates ~ 
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4 [ The cocks lost wepent uniformly from 1 sa ant through April, while the 

hens lost weight, from, December to February, then gained in April. 

| The per cent of bursal openings in birds of the year declined thalvegh. 

‘the winter, ha nearly half of the bursas were still open in spring when the 

‘birds were a year old, and a few were open in birds 14 years old. 

This measurement of turnover from year to year, when compared with 

the pdosetan ian potential, implies a mortality of 80 bl cent in juvenile 

pheasants. i
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* 

Vy Bibelintucsens 
Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney ', and Aldo Leopold 

. i i paras orrole 

power 

This study measured, by ican suecessive, bandings of a sample 

population, the rate at which individual pheasants disappeared and were 

replaced by reproduction. : 

The population occupied a partly isolated winter range of 600 acres 

~— ~ —._~_|was fed in winter, and was 

A Camel wets 0 rafhetrok au te araple ote) 

T ten Ca EES wl by Arraring, Phe eh Se (cawe ite It increased during the 5 

POA Detebin on corn ao UG fas wre be L.uel bie Pho y condition. It has been 
centr, bey owt whch Ue blast : Peta, vk ber ferclng, 

hs ee Ase Lenelee ne Leann Db, Pade epee rah, Ao @ for banding each winter 
~~ : avedds x 

=o Peetitlaot og fe ott Aprmsye, whem Cw he, wk, oy my eM tel enece 849 2, 

BRI Gott, Ba Ht es olin. arporalal, , 
ae Lot cn eee a oe a 'e-eonfined.to_the winter— 

eo ie eae, wt ie Waste de nels crwitr , ov gnats acres of oak-hickory timber, 

nt bhi ores ushers Ty apt t ssa a5 fe fbaalacl, ye-and its relation to 
ea q ss : 
Ts ramen Cntr ee fiw HO EP. zis é “ i a 

winter—range, and alsoadjacent open uplands. 

Methods and Terms Used 

( The censuses were made by dividing the winter range into eleven units, 

end flushing the pheasants from each unit into one already driven, or into 

ae A some other area where they would not again be flushed. The flushing was 

ae i done by a drive line of) 40) to 70 men, spaced % to 30 yards apart, depending 

. upon cover density and the dimensions of the unit. . Tallymen stationed 

* TE nang La a ang" Arahat NT 
around each unit did—the counting. Ph ae eer ’ vi 

- Senwela dam oo 
* Journal Paper No. 4, University /of Wisconsin Arboretum. 

The Civilian Conservation CorpsYand the National Park Service furnished 

field personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the 

Wisconsin Conservation Department coopereted by trapping and banding 

pheasants outside the Arboretum area.
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* 
Qpfan ibe tcstons 

Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney ’, and Aldo Leopold 

. \; ararre b wre 
b per 

This study measured, by successive, bandings of a sample 

population, the rate at which individual pheasants disappeared and were 

replaced by reproduction. ; 

The population occupied a partly isolated winter range of 600 acres 

on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, and was 

unshot except along one boundary of the area. It increased during the : 

study period, which indicates a Gormal thrifty condition. It has been 

censused each winter since 1935-36 and trapped for banding each winter 

since 1937-38. Ee calcio aah 
Patan i a 

The ecensusing, trapping,/and_ banding-were-confined.to—the winter— 

range.,..which includey 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory timber, 

Dee co hap 
and 40 acres of old fields! oo oe and its relation to 

ama fra 4 . 

surrounding terrain is shown in Figure 1. ~The-nesting range included—the 

winter_range, and also.adjacent-open uplands. 

Methods and Terms Used 

( The censuses were made by dividing the winter range into eleven units, 

end flushing the pheasants from each unit into one already driven, or into 

We i some other area where they would not again be flushed. The flushing was 

rag done by a drive line of) 40) to 70 men, spaced % to 30 yards apart, depending 

re upon cover density and the dimensions of the unit. _ Tallymen stationed 
+ ar ee nay Arnot ) an Chanel g “ Orrrevhense” f 

i 8 en a $ . ie , ‘ i 

around each unit did—the counting. manvAneEe Tidal 
; ; hcp Brwoney snare? 

* Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
The Civilian Conservation CorpsYand the National Park Service furnished 

field personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the 
Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding 

pheasants outside the Arboretum area.
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Fete 5 Waves for, Ub Cer.» Coke, ition. During storms, and 

ett... A tis. ? 7 reese Jae by 28 perce sets they were left open 

and were used as feeding stations. The traps were of the general design fi 

‘ii described by Hamerstrom and Troax(1) as the "Portable Funnel Trap", 
ii : : gh Ube funal yren ner ancl gualanel of fms, 

; ‘but, using pob-wire entrances, illustrated in-their-"Wineg-Fuanel.Trap"|,..and 

further-modified—in-manydetatis"for°work’with’pheasents. Field corn was 

used as bait. 

The trapped birds were transported in sacks to a field laboratory, 

where they were weighed, examined for bursal opening, and banded with 

| aluminug bands, furnished—by—the—Conservation_Department. The first winter 
a Arrvutt) Heaned, one! Gourde 
. . they were released from the field laboratory. During subsequent, winters 

) fares tw 
they were released et—the-same-place-as trapped. Birds trapped in. the 

Joie psael> 
morning were released in. the afternoon; birds trapped late in the afternoon 
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The size of the driving crew did not greatly affect the census. In 

2... damary, 1939, an experimental drive with 10 men tallied 142 pheasants 

on an area which yielded 174 pheasants when driven a week later with a 

70-man crew. 

The trapping and banding were done from November through April. 

About 16 traps were used at locations shown in Figure 1. The traps were 

visited two or three times a day when in operation. During storms, and 

Ceradt 
frequently at other times, the traps were not sets they were left open 

and were used as feeding stations. The traps were of the general design 

described by Hamerstrom and Truax(1) as the "Portable Funnel Trap", 
Pie. opi Ue Aine yen nue ware posskanet of, fumwerle, 

’ ‘but using bob-wire entrances, illustrated in-their-"Wing-Funnel.Trap!,..and 

further-modtfied-in-many~detatis for°work=withpheasents. Field corn was 

used as bait. 

i The trapped birds were transported in sacks to a field laboratory, 

where they were weighed, examined for bursal opening, and banded with 

| aluminug bands, furnished_bythe-ConservationDepartment. The first winter 

> arcemit; Usneh, owe! fount, 

Li ‘ they were released from the field laboratory. During subsequent, winters 

) wore, cae 
they were released at—the-same-plaece-as trapped. Birds trapped in the 

pee” Atrvnle 
morning were released in. the afternoon; birds trapped late in the afternoon 

mibiicn : ‘ nih se Baa 
\ were released on the following morning. , 2) every ht @ wunvosdalh, © Us of tania vane 

Nabi tad net clad th svete lebtonvghit teenie am Oe hehe. 

~~» In this paper a "new" or "newly-banded" bird means one trapped and 

banded for its first time. A "year-class" means all the new bandings for 

a given wae. Whenever a new bird is retrapped during the same season, 

it is called a "repeat". The first time this bird is retrapped in any 

pois 
_ Subsequent season, it is a "return", but additional trappings of this bird 

\ 
» ‘ 

an 
reese 

ae FH denny he Bb umd Ppeales ond eprrhect wear crs nent Be 

ye ae vsengie tions = £ ‘ Ry wianetan. or py Rasn eile, 
Oe, al te bande oe NEE Feat ty Tlie ka Bee! pine hia ei ia freteonlhe,
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elie 
during that subsequent season are "repeats". Any banded bird found dead 

is a "recovery". The trapping histories of two sample birds illustrate 

sts, these terms: 

~~ Hen 28901B Hen 373643 

1938-~Banded March 10 ("new") 1939--Banded February 23 

1939--Return April 21 Repeat March 2, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20, 23 

Repeat April 27 Repeat April 5 

1940--Return January 26 (1940--Not trapped) ‘ 

Repeat February 5 1941--Return March 13 

Recovery May 14: Found dead Repeat March 20 

(No subsequent record) 

Turnovér 
Eo < Friday igennt 

, Turnover, as used here, means the time required for a year-class to 

shrink to zero. The turnover rate means the rate of shrinkage of any 

year-class, as-determined from, returns, of banded. individuals. 9M acinar 

ees Tae mee REL CR sy Tanai feo obese — ST Td . 

f “Population hetd-up, it-is-safe-to- infer that the shrinkage was. replaced 

atfavela nn, 4665 44 baer Tey Os teaTees 

by bi Mig-of-subsequent 'year-classes. ihc RONMENT TTT 

Table 1 shows the four year-classes and their returns during _ 

subsequent years. Eaeh—horizontal—line- portrays-the-shrinkage~of-a i 

‘ ue 0 

Table 1. Shrinkege-of Year-classes tbargutut (9 hans Pebrnua ? 

Year-class, Total nw; Returns after . 

reuban’ ef banded 1 year 2 years years Vy!) | + 

a 1937-38 22 8 5 0 O % 

aS 1938-39 137 25 9 2 

_ 1939-40 148 26 yf Bu | é 

1940-1 127 12 27) | 

Total AZ4 ao Cc = anc 
1Ge) U2, ink 

Tut of y62% 74 1b 2, 80 “Bae 
u 

gee 
us eee
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The shrinkage of the Arboretum pheasant population is apéat 100 

banded birds per year. Part of this is certainly nortality; part may 

be egress. If we assume that half is egress, and twat of this egress, 

half ultimately lodges in the Fish Hatchery naréh, then 25 banded Arbor= 

etum birds would be expected to occur in the Fish Hatchery population. 

Since 31 per cent of the Fish Natohery/fopulation was trapped, 8 banded 

K Arboretum birds would be expected in the catch. Since no banded 

i Arboretum birds were caught, it ens be assumed that the number of birds 

wintering on the Arboretum one year and elsewhere the following year is 

too small to affect the warren data. 

While no bandea Arboretum pheasants were found wintering at the Fish 

Hatchery, tof kttiea by hunters,_have-been-found a short distance outside 

the Arboretun boundary. Of the 77 returns or recoveries obtained from 

unmoved Arboretum birds, not one has occurred more than one-half mile ’ 

frén the Arboretum study area. This again supports the assumption that 

_/ tee year-to-year shift outward is negligible. 

There is one possible fallacy in these deductions: an outward shift, fon 

i consisting of young unbanded pheasants only, might take place in or without 

| frerncle tenner of 
: (L | being detected by banding operations. Buss, however, has established a 

f ™ strong inward movement in fall toward the Fish Hatchery marsh, and the 

same inward movement probably holds for the Arboretum marsh. : 

sha is known about ingress except that some Arboretum peasant 

ney eas probably. returning in fall with their progeny. The only 

ingress witch would invalidate the turnover keke) 1d be ingrees by, 

pheasants of duteide origin. “That such ingress Li large is indicated 

by the non-appearance of any of th 10 birds banded a ail at the Fish
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tehery in the-1941-h2 Arboretum catch, which totalé 77 pheasants at te a 

is writing.(Jamary 28). i 
a Taump novel abel, i \ 

_, Im any bending study, trapping mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture. % this study, approximately 

1 out of every 7 "new" or "returned" birds was illea by—dog,—mihke;—or 
povabley boy Ath Larvdinny che ger f 

other-cause at the traps, Since a large part of the catches’ were repeats, 

| this 1:7 ratio fluctuated with the frequency of repeats. A mortality 

\ rate of 1 death for every 20 catches, including repeats, remained rather 

| constant. This mortality was distributed proportionately over the various 

year-classes and return totals, so that the trap mortality apparently has 

‘ little effect on the turnover rate. 
& aa om 

we \ Approximately 2 per cent of the banded birds have been recovered as 

\ /f 
non-trapping fatalities. This doubtless represents only a small fraction 

_ of the birds dying on the area from non-trapping causes. No organized 

search for predator kills or other natural losses was made. Known causes 

F of loss inelude mink, “aog, barred owl, automobile, disease, legal hunting 

f outside the area boundaries, poaching, and old hunting wounds. A few i y 

‘ birds killed by severe weather and resulting starvation were found. 

| Predation/and legal hunting are believed to be the most common causes of 

natural mortality. There is a large mink population, and both red and 

gray foxes occur on the area. 

Comparison with Other Species and Areas 

L sais compares the survival of Arboretum pheasants with survival 

in pheasants and allied species, as determined by other authors. These 
ly UT aa oud - ot” peretecect 

| f cases are comparable in at least one respect: egress;—(except—in—Column—3;
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= « Po iets tg jants disappeared and 
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OE EE etka Sad TRE \winter reage of G00 seres 
on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, and was 

unshot except along one boundary of the area. It increased during the 1 

study period, which indicates & normal thrifty condition. It has been 

woke ween 
censused each winter since 1935-36 and trapped for banding since 1937-38. | 3 

The censusing, trapping, and banding were confined to the winter | 

| range, which included appreximately 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak- 

hickory timber, and 40 acres of old fields. -The-latter :two’ types.are 

omorolling end. This winter range and its relation to surrounding terrain ; 

is shown in Figure 1. ‘The nesting range included the winter range, and 

also adjacent open uplands. 

Methods ¢+' Ter» usnele 
toler nv nee Abeta 

j The censuses were made by dividing the area into congenkent units, 

i Gioreesd vr ekare dy wal, in Ap en oehb. 

and flushing the from each unit into areax where they would not 
Ph atup 

again be tallied. The flushing was done by a drive line of 40 to 70 men, 

spaced 3 to 30 yards apart, depending upon cover density and the dimensions 

| of the unit. Tallymen strategieahly stationed around each unit did the ' 

counting. : 

© Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Park Service furnished i 

' field personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the i 
Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding, out- : 

’ side the Arboretum area. t 
Meee j 
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGH* 

Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and Aldo Leopold 

This study measured, by four successive bandings of a sample 

population, the rate at which indtvitinly phonsente disappeared and 

were replaced by reproduction. 

The population occupied a socaaly isolated winter range of 600 acres 

on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, and was 

unshot except along one boundary of the area. It increased during the : 

study period, which indicates & normal thrifty condition. It has been 

ati Bae 
censused each winter since 1935-36 and trapped for banding since 1937-36. 

4 

The censusing, trapping, and banding were confined to the winter 

| range, which included appreximately 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak- 

hickory timber, and 40 acres of old fields. -The latter :two: types.are 

onrollingdand. This winter range and its relation to surrounding terrain 

is shown in Figure 1. The nesting range included the winter range, and 

also adjacent open uplands. | 
| 

Methods pio! Ferwwe warele 
wlan now ne Aheotws 

{ The censuses were made by dividing the ‘area. into congentent units, 
i Qiarernt vrnckuedy cee, 07 ako Avra obhin 

and flushing the from each unit into areax where they would not 

Pe-rhed, 
again be takijed. The flushing was done by © drive line of 40 to 70 men, 

spaced 3 to 30 yards apart, depending upon cover density and the dimensions 

j of the unit. Tallymen strategieahly stationed around each unit did the 

counting. 

* Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Park Service furnished 

field personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the 
Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding, out- 
side the Arboretum area. t 

(Meee



The size of the driving .¥% . 

| January, 1939, an experiment i Manns ‘i at | : ” , 
on an area which yielded 17! 4 nee Tae gi a : 

& 70-men crew. ki Ag Oe ae te mates Be 
: The trapping and bendi yg) l  a 

April. About 16 traps were a Tae ee td by 

§ traps were visited two or 3 he. 1 * ut 

‘ storms, and frequently at other ss Salle eee ) 

RS statione-deing ssl a8 feeding stations. The traps were of the general 

i y design described by Hamerstrom and truax'!) as the “Portable Funnel Trap", 

; but using bob-wire entrances illustrated in their "Wing-Funnel Trap", and j 

: : further modified in many details for work with pheasants. Detetie-of | 

R48 $rap location end opere ~eateh quite se-meghas~trap 
Ni deSign. Field corn wis Sts i ls i 

i Gertatn-terms employed vy-bird-banders-genewaily are-used in this | 

3 papery A "new" or "newly-banded" bird ‘was one trapped and banded for ite | 

Ry first time. Whenever teks bird sas retrapped during the same season, | 

4 eee. The first time this bird was retrapped in any | 

subsequent season, it was a "return", but additional trappings of this 

bird during that subsequent season wore "repeats", Any banded bird found | 

dead es a "recovery". ‘The trapping histories of two sample birds 

illustrate these terms: | | 

aA; a
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The size of the driving crew did not greatly affect the census. In 

| January, 1939, an experimental drive with 10 men tallied 142 pheasants —aeoaeen 

on an area which yielded 174 pheasants when drivem a week later with , eT 

a 70-man crew. 

The trapping and banding wae done weusblyy from November through 

: April. About 16 traps were used at locations shown in Figure 1. The 

8 traps were visited two or three times a day when in operation. During 

: storms, and frequently at other times, the traps were not set, Seienkglen worn * 3 | 

& statione-deing ised as feeding stations. The traps were of the general | 

; design described by Hamerstrom and truax‘2) as the "Portable Funnel Trap", | 

; but using bob-wire entrances illustrated in their "Wing-Funnel Trap", and 

} further modified in many details for work with pheasants. Detatis~of 

2 s trap" location and operation affect e catch quite as-mehas»trap 

Ni design. Field corn was used as bet, ait ie 

d aluminum bands~provided.by~the-Wisconsin-Conservation. Department. 

i Gertatn=terms employedvy~bird” banders~generahly evormsed in this | 

e papery X "new" or "newly-banded" bird ‘wee one trapped and banded for its | 

Ng first time.» Whenever iets | bird was retrapped during the same season, | 

at Tae Nese? The first time this bird was retrapped in any | 

subsequent season, it was a "return", but additional trappings of this 

bird during that subsequent season were "repeats". Any banded bird found 

dead was a "recovery". ‘The trapping histories of two sample birds 

illustrate these terms:
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Hen 289013 Hen 373643 

1938--Banded March 10 ("new") 1939--Banded February 23 e 

“1939--Return April 21 Repeat March 2,//,!4/,6,17,20,23 ; 

Repeat April 27 / Baye eat March 1)” \ 

1940--Return Jamary 26 | ho Marek 14 | 

Repeat February 5 | Repeat March 16 

Recovery May 14+¥ound dead Repeat March Mo 

\s \, Bape Maron 20 | . 

sarnt ro 33/ 
Repeat April 5 

(1940--Not trapped) 

1941--Return March 13 

Repeat March 20 

(No subsequent record) 

Pe. Maytoal oe Yfke xe Baawe Kida bie Nicene 
» Turnover, as used here, jmeans the rate of durtainap of any year-class, 

as determined from returns of banded individuals, oat, incia poplaasonat” “——e 

co by birds of subsequent year-classes. By-a-year-class 1s meant-all-birds: net me 

banded-in-any~one-trapping-season. | ae 

Sabie-i-cheve the four year-classes and their returns during 

pn <u gubsequent years, Sach horigonta] line yertrays the shrinkage of a 

yeayelaes. ‘ 

oe
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_ @able-I, Shrinkage of Year-classes. 

Year-class T Total ' Returns after 
| banded 1 year 2 years 3 years 
TL TT LL TL LTD 

i 

1937-38 22 8. 5 0 

1938-39 | ST 25 9 
1939-40 | 14g 26 

1gho-41 | i 

Tukad aval eect cae aati oe we 
Table 2 rearranges these data for” comparison with the annual censuses, | 

sl ith th totals t apped. To trai ‘shrinkage of any year-class, read / 

Ps ea Piiprond.” rigare 2 presents vy 

yr t f of each year's population 
a = nee ; | Re | ae 52 per cent, is here 

- tel cee i 

1 ee i omens eee 

ee mee ae Years Years Trappe 

1937-38 260 22 | ff ok : | 22 

1936-39 as* sy’ | is mG | wep 7 1995 
1939-40 oa tl; 5 rh 1797 1 

i * | 
1940-41. 299 ~ ay | Oe 9 | MP int 

eae 
a” CC CULT mr ee 

a. Porrested figure. See text, last paragraph under "sex ratio". 
be Birds returning both first and second years totaled only once. 

tab! 
i. ie J
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: - @able-I. Shrinkage of Year-classes. 

Year-class. | fotal...| Returns after 
i banded 1 year 2 years 3 years 

1937-38 22 8 5 0 

1938-39 TT 25 9 
1939-40 | ae 26 
1gho-41 127 i ‘ Tre j aby oy i 

ie Wm A Fst en ae a 
Table 2 rearranges these data for comparison with the annual censuses, \ 

A the totals trapped. To-tréee shrinkage of any year-class, read Jr 

\.atagonaity donmast tron theSaonty andbat eotuns.” Fieare 2 presente / 
Table 2 in graphic form. It shows that over half of each year's population 

was trapped. This morn eee averaging 52 per cent, is here 
ie ins chy rate ane Ths 

assumed o onnphe oo apes as @ whole. 

Table 2. Yensus, Banding and Return Totals 

iB Banded | i. Year 2 Years 3 Years Trapped 

alt 1935-36 170 wee ' we 
1936-37 179 --- 7 ose 

1937-38 260 22 22 
1938-39 a1 137 8 \ | wap 7 gS 

1939-40 340 us . 5 _ 179 7 17 

1940-41 299 ry 6 | 6 9 oO 162 142 

ar rr ae 

—— a” ae Me ee ee ee 

a. Worrested Figure.” See text, inst paragraph under "sex Patio’. 
be Birds returning both first and second years totaled only once.
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a Shorr f Fayuetz 

: sah aw te q 
The returns shown in Table 1, are not all of the survivors of the : . , 

four year-classes, x additional survivors occur in the untrapped portion of 

the population. Coneineive evidence of-this-:e:shewnby..the-faet~that 

“tle Arthow if eneel ram o- " 
Tho of 14 second-year returns (see totals, oats 2), only 7 webontinmgel’ the J? 

Abdiarwe » 
first-year eftembendime: The other 7 must have been present in the 

untrapped portion of the population. 

The ratio of *h® trapped to @he untrapped pentions-ofmbthe survivors ‘ 

is presumably proportional to the trapped and untrapped portions of the 

total population. If this is true, then the survivals of the various 
* Amount rurbar +t & furot hermoln 

year-classes wat determined by the forma: ‘ 
a 

s2 8 
+ CO crrramrery | 

where S represents the survival, R the actual returns for-seastif'%, cored 

f the total birds trapped. during. that..season,-and-O-the census for that 

€ 
~~ @he survivals of the three year-classes, computed by this formula { 

t- xSede Figeart > 7 

from Table %, are portrayed in Figure 3. 

The oldest year-class (1937-38) shows a much lesser slope than the 

succeeding ones; i.e., its shrinkage rate was less, ite survival rate 

Wn 
greater. Just before the~-l9}f—38 yoar-class was banded, 127 pheasants 

had been trapped and removed from the Arboretum in the course of another 

experiment ‘2), This, of course, lightened the population pressure if yen, pereafan | 
otro Us feller ye gees (Biv Crurur Cunt, Fag uu), ape To 

tempoxarily. the superior survival of the residual population my benthe | 
ov therm g Bind taseot ALenints, 0 Pirnce fhe, 

result—of My reduced mortality) a reduced serene} ow. 43) glance ; ee | 
ce ie seca. 1987-86). 

distortion dae small number of birds banded,;. Under the carrying- 

capacity principle as defined by Errington and Hamerstrom (3s pp. 438-439) | | 

&, a 
jf welinesi population pressure should reduce both mortality and egress. 

I 

1
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during-the..first years It does-not~explain the apparently-higher 

ensuing. yest 

Based on the survivals of the 1938-39 and 1939-40 year-classes 

alone, a typical survival curve starting with 100 Gee as 33 

the second year and 12 the third. If the survivals from Se Sino 

year-class are given equal weight with-the-others, 100 dita Short . 

to 42 the second year, 26 the third, and none the fourth. On either basis, 

it appears that a turnover takes place every 3 or 4 years, and this appears 

also to be the maximum age to which individual pheasants ordinarily survived) this Ota, 

These deductions on survival and turnover rates are valid only to the 

extent that the pheasant population of the Arboretum is self-contained. 

The available evidence indicates that this is substantially true. Ptgume-d 

SRORS bet Fine city prevents movement from or to the east, north, and west. 

On the south lies open upland, mostly cultivated or grazed farmland with 

little winter cover. This open upland is broken by two areas of marsh (see 

Figure 1). The smaller’ of these (Dunn's Marsh) was not trapped to cheek 

egress, Cut Oberle DEER, ascites OE eK toh cul, a0 mot vven ee chagew elles af Pe ronal, 

The larger area (Fish Hatchery Marsh) was censused and trapped in 

1940-41 by Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin Conservation Department. The 

census showed 224 besa oe which 70, or 31 per cent, were trapped. Of . 

these 70 birds tzapped, not one bore a band from the Arboretum. 

The shrinkage of the Arboretum pheasant population is about 100 banded 

birds per year,{Pigure-#). Part of this is certainly mortality; part may 

be egress. If we assume that half is egress, and that of this egress, half 

ultimately lodges in Buna'sMersh-and hatin the Fish Hatchery wee. then 

25 banded Arboretum birds would be expected to occur in the Fish Hatchery
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vfert uber * pid cPe tern aise 
sake. Since 31 per cent of the Fish Hatchery birds-were trapped, 8 banded 

Arboretum birds would be expected in the cateh, “On this hasis, @ catch of 
nnn net " ayeremnsas ssi pvasscsomnasilisiiges f 

/ 2 vanded oC birds would indicate an egress from the Arboretum of 12%, _ 
; Pee ocean janes Ap Samet cma cements . ee POA 

ie 1 bird an Ogrees of 6%, Since no “krboretun birds were Sdechon, it may 
rer enna iaiec ‘ yon rrr cacle Bapertarse Che f bless remnt 

¢ Y (pi |, $frt-eecurs; is too small 

Thaw, devel When ie : fy 

io WT tas wow tbat dda chine pa 
; spp 7 aD Imp wr bearelecls Pinata mislste, wintering at the Fish 

1) ae a 4 chef ey teretians ound a short distance outside 
oT et Tacs tne olebtals Gi 

see ge 2 } o bivreg i recoveries obtained from ' 
gemma Se iweg 7) 

De cla ee . han pnsrachr, occurred more than} mile _ 
pH tts nctweinel 
a. = Nevewaat pootrduty belele fev Ue 4 rts the cenekester wet. ese again suppo: 

Pi 

ALE, ba Kaas) £65,g ARNO A OTRO ASLO SAN ‘ 

| ess, although there 1s no an a : M F ote > a } 
¥ \ evidence that this occurs to any considerable degree. 74» ously enh ofl bin eleneely 

‘us wi wrestles drag darn crane ihd rarniniteceatlcancalbagessrenan:smnncemen ath ners ER RCC eR RNID Ae e dice eomaeE ER teNatNmtenmee 

ee ee any banding study, trapping mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture. In this study, approximately 

1 out of every 7 "new" or "returned" birds was killed by dog, mink, or 

other cause at the traps. Since a large part of the catches were repeats 

this 7 noke G rool alel, 
records, the above—rate fluctuated with the frequency of repeats, sentize 

oberth ancbaclony arpeclr, 
rate of 1 trap-mortetity for every 20 catches, remained rather constant. 

This mortality was distributed proportionately over the various year-classes 

and return totals, so that the trap mortality apparently has little effect 
—, 

on the turnover rate, although(Gf courses} it-doee-anorease-the- turnover. totals. 

Approximately 2% of the banded birds have been recovered as non~trapping 

fatalities. This doubtless represents only a small fraction of the birds 

dying on the area from non-trapping causes. Wo organized search for predator 

kills or other natural losses was made. Known causes of loss include mink, 

\
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vfad lure bite Beolivas 
ashen Since 31 per cent of the Fish Hatchery birds-were trapped, § banded 

Arboretum birds would be expected in the catch, “Gn this basis, a catch of ‘ 
ecm en a si chiaceneadliendieis P 

4 2 banded ee a birds would indicate an egress from the Arboretum of 12%, | 
} een peng cermin ares nanip ee IE 

\ or 1 bird an es of 6h. Since no Krboretum birds were nk. it may 

ie etre wa : Srdele writin. err pone Yh career thanarbanre Che Sellers pecnd 
be assumed that the "tae toon the Arboretum, +fbt-oecurs; is too small 

to affect the turnover data. 

sw 

ii While no banded Arboretum dems were found wintering at the Fish 
i j 

Hatchery, two, killed by hunters, have been found a short distance outside 
- » 

the Arboretum boundary. Of the 77 returns 8 recoveries obtained from 

unmoved,~banded, arboretum birds, not one has occurred more than } mile ot 

crrarirrefteens 

from the Arboretum pheegemt study area. This again supports the concheuston 

We year- We years ahift oliwencl a0 
that ‘cgrece te negligible. 

Less is “concerning ingress than ogrees, although there is no oom 
, f . a o- } 

' \ evidence that this occurs to any considerable tegree. 74» naling | ofuatetin etanaely } 

In any banding study, trapping mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture. In this study, approximately 

1 out of every 7 "new" or "returned" birds was killed by dog, mink, or 

other cause at the traps. Since a large part of the catches were repeats 

this U7 noke Ge roorlabel, 
reoovds, te above—rate fluctuated with the frequency of repeats, asntize 

oben th. ancareliney arperte, 
rate of 1 trap-mortelity for every 20 catches, remained rather constant, 

This mortality was distributed proportionately over the various year-classes 

and return totals, so that the trap mortality apparently has little effect 

“y¥ 
on the turnover rate, adtnapshGh cima Ve teweinenitid- tie heangenne-ehela. 

Approximately 2% of the banded birds have been recovered as non-trapping 

fatalities. This doubtless represents only a small fraction of the birds 

dying on the area from non-trapping causes. No organized search for predator 

kills or other natural losses was made. Known causes of loss include mink,
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dog, barred owl, automobile, disease, legal hunting outside the area 

oe furv- drrtle oleh le of oe 

boundaries, poaching, and old hunting wounds. Oune-or-two-losses” 

severe weather and resulting starvation were Mie found. Gaamesgefchoss 

which seen most Likely tobe at -elleommomere Gredation and legal hunting. 
an babrored Bde Te morte vem ere Comase % Nelunok rucrtubte , Thaw 40 an) 
The-former.-is-inédicated=bystke large aink population,and the=presencerof - 

. esector Soper pl tent ™ Lnncert hac 
both red and gray fox on the area. The.latter has: been. frequent]: : 

during—the hut? seasenyaLtheugh- only -2-hemting-returns~of-banted—birds- 

ae 1. ee ee : as pede ; 
: Pa ne ee Repeats ee gear 

a The. Browdad termes neue” Bag we 
x AX tobeleof 434 pheasants 3 wae trapped 1415 times, The analysis in Figure 

( ae J 4 shows an increasing frequency \of repeaté in each year-class and in the 
Aw 

' season totale. This is based on the total number of repeats in the total 

of all catches. An analysis based ‘or-the number of birds repeating out of 
if ’ 

the total number of birds trapped gives an almost identical graph. No 

; _ explanation of this striking rate of increase is known to us. 

Sex Ratio 

nny nie the sex ratios tallied during census drives with the 

sex ratios in birds trapped. The census tally each year shows a higher 

per cent of cocks than the trap tally. This must mean either that cocks 

are easier to flush than hens, or harder to trap. 

6 
Table 3. Per cent of Cocks in Birds Censused and Trapped. 

Season In In Composition of Trap fally. Year Glasses. 
Census Trap 
Tally Tally — 1937-38 1938-39 1939-40 1940-42. 

1937-38 2 3u 3 
1938-39 9 4y* 35 30 35 

1939-4045 23 ® ak 24 
194O-h1 37 30 - 9 19 35 
nearer eee emnemmaameeemneneemeenemenmenemenennnee nee 

) Average 42 29 -- -- — = 

LC LCCC LC CC tC CN Rett enettnteT ett 

a. Corrected figure, See text, last paragraph of "Sex Ratio".
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Thet cocks are ister te trap than hens is erie i Figure 3 in 

which the per cent of cocks in the traps is presented graphically by months. 

Here January, and again April, of each year yields the same sex composition 

as the census, namely, about 40 per cent cocks. On the other hand , 

November and March yield only half of this. This monthly differential 

holds ¢ good | from year to year. ‘Henee we conclude thay for ‘aes reason 

/saeaanen to GING greeny er to trap than hens Niele Sad cake out— 

\In April they are easier;.this im man activities, =< 

Figure $ is based on newly-banded birds only. ‘The percentage of i 

cocks in the total catch (including repeats) shows a nearly identical graph. 

It should be noted in Table Tenet the percentage of cocks shrinks to 

zero in each of the two year-classes so far reaching their third winter. 

The few birds shown by Table 1 to persist through their third winter are 

all hens. This suggests either that the natural mortality in cocks is 

heavier than in hens, or that egress of cocks is heavier, or that hunting 

outside the Arboretum boundaries is heavy enough to account for this 

aifferential shrinkages { -<. ~ ve es 

An error in the census for 1938-39 is revealed by an ahalysis of the | 

sex ratios for eee year. The number of cocks banded wasabout 54% of 

the number cenihanelty aha 46 stehillig heen. Sib pee anak tenaaniediae. 

Foarss jine number of hens banded,-however, &ctually oxceeded the number 

Briirrecien pe! it 5 that oor ton hens on the area were trapped 

ee (which is about the average for succeeding years), the total pheasant population 

/ for the year would be 214, whereas the census vatiiod’ 182, tour Pestmane-tia 

| Seinedae seh ie Bele ot cene ia total population would become wk pereeact 

erie) amabenst of FU berctact, T dae cortectot Grgeune arte rare Recaps 

Ls tniean’ iss nna ii Mg nip SEA Shyam Me senate 

rath a fatto for shint of Wer acid frfulalinn, hentia enn, /
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te Phases Tag enclose een soi NA eer 
/f All pheasants trapped were went ee a field laboratory, weighed \ 

-—" recorded, then released ab the sime place as trapped. Birds trapped J 

Lineal were released ve ee afternoon; birds en in 

\. | the afternoon, were rele ed on the following morning. Woighte-were-recorded— 

Nis the eset. anens but individually’ are Wot significant within about 100 

grams, :. full crop of corn weighs up to that a | ire sion r 

the average weights of newly-banded pheasants caught in each of the winter 

months. pe pawl — : a ais oles arly ne Ta oo matey hh daarony hoverubent, 4 
Thie-shows—thet, nee eee a ete ethnic. 

eventy-distrttutea from December through April, The hens, lose about 100 
Ngati Basan wg hRdoey boralny 

grams during January and February, but regain that amount in April. se 

of the possible effect of repeated trappings on weight, this analysis is 

based on initial trapping weights only. 

The gain of hens in early spring, as contrasted with the cage i 

weighteloss by the cocks, was detected in red grouse by witson'#+ PP: 131-134) 

and in bob-white by stoaaara(D* PP- 1318), Pier otenepe Boley heer for 

OE iliais edsscaki weights of eeeeahs are also shown in Figure x 

The fluctuation from year to year in hens is nearly twice the fluctuation 

in cocks. Both cocks and hens were lighter in 1939-40 than in the preceeding 

or following year, but no such parallel fluctuation is apparent in other 

years. The average winter weight of cocks is 1448 grams, while that of 

hens is 1045 grams. 

Gonsecutive catches of the same bird often showed marked changes of 

weight. This ae was more frequently a decrease than increase, especially 

in 1940-41. The individual fluctuations seldom paralleled each other, 

henve-n0 Charactertette pattern” of-weight changes -was—detectedy— 

tral wt Gg tlca! (aie push aaa trvuuphsernntels wll. urothonr,
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by Dares) Bromi nation 

Gower used the bursa of various game birds to distinguish "birds of 

the year" from "adult" birds by dissection. Hochbaum and Hawkins (unpublished) 

have since aged both living and dead ducks by bmalin the cloaca, and noting 

the presence or absence of a bursal opening. In the present study, beginning 

in March 1940, we vonine it htiese trp Heim aay This 

was an ocular examination, based on the assumption that iw pena of a 

bursa would be disclosed by a bursal opening. In many cases a bursel opening 

was clearly presents others showed only bursel searey jb~ery-the-tavee-wae- } 

absent. gone showed only a omall opening: white a tee were doubdtful. Table 

Fain our findings, ot veda bande 4 tbtfrul abodun, 
+ 

sanie f! Bursal Openings in Btagemecked Pheasants. 

Dec. jan, be Total XW WaNaae cad Hepat ay wae RE ee ee tet 
Number examined 57 1lsiS TH 26 619 

Pau with bursal openings a Te eR 66 446 OG 

B. First year returns (known to be at least 1$ years old) 

Number examined 33 

Pret ¥ with bursal openings 15 

cor ncenececpeeirtentninmesninicianeliinoneeiitiileniniinieadiuenineaiiiminenineninnpeaniaaiitbnismnaimneinentniatietes 

C. Second year returns (kmown to be at least 2) years ola) , 

Humber examined 8 

quot with burssl openings Q : 

Te Go ME oe ee Ge Teepe Ge GY ee ne ee ere a me 
Group A shows a progressive decrease of Sle openings during the winter, 

but aso dikkieten 6 still present in the spring in nearly half of the 

birds. Groups B and 0, known by their bands to be adults, show a further 

on fear ontenet 
decrease, but bursal openings are still present in birds known to ba 1) years
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old. Except for two doubtful cases, all birds known to ME nis old had 

closed herons ’ 

ay i The full significance of our data will not be clear until bursal 

rt disappearance has been traced anatomically in large lots of birds of known 

age. Not only bursal opening, tut also aepth ‘and posstbig other characters 

timed need to be correlated with age and breeding history. It is already clear, 

| \ oe Perera rer ar opening in pheasants is not an absolute — 

"hat As whet pgp br bool enna, petain the bursal opening to and 
: P a We: : a *: birds are semually imperfect” 

eae ic. . rcs cma mnt of UG frpatedin, 

b . L pon de combined with the known 
yan os 41a inte certain parts of the 

nd @ lesser percentage of assumption, 

Starting with e un! ) pheasants oa deeene 1, we-now_ 

estimate its sex and age oampenition iy ber 

om im Oe 
Old birds 3 86 3B 

Birds of the year a _ ot ; 

Thea italiciked figures combine the turnover rates, sex ratios, and 

differential sex shrinkages developed in this paper. The remaining figures 

necessarily follow) 2L.ch—. r 
On April 1, at least 54 per cent of the hens of the year and 88 per cent 

of the old hens, or a total of 40 hens, will have closed bursas, and we may 

assume will breed. We wkbl assume that a bursal opening indicates sexually 

imperfect individuals, and that such “y either will not or cannot breed. 

Zhe NO hens will lay 11 cage cash V* PS) «I ae emeretren ee



gal x SG ih ancestor 
| Gt Tey po oieeaeabae. not 

i Vrnnicin on Aerob prbrcle arheoLrel tte tna | 
otis e Be troomiolony — wish (p a, 

OE Ws, bh aia |
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old. Except for two doubtful cases, all birds known to WEE pease old had 

closed bursas. 

ea The full significance of our data will not be clear until bursal 

disappearance has been traced anatomically in large lots of birds of known 

age, Not only bursal opening, but also aepth had poastbig other characters 

need to be correlated with age and breeding history. It is already clear, 

however, that the presence of a bursal opening in pheasants is not an absolute 

eriterion of a bird of the year. A few birds retain the tursel opening to and | 

beyond the first breeding season. Perhaps such birds are sexually imperfect 

—— individuals. Darkeps Uae Curibruds Ty none branes cone femtet of US Aopudulion, 

Life Squation 
The turnover rates given in this paper can be combined with the known 

reproductive potential of the pheasant to build into certain parts of the 

life-equation a higher percentage of fact, and a lesser percentage of assumption, 

than has heretofore been possible. 

Starting with a unit population of 100 ) pheasants on January 1, we-now 

estimate its sex and age composition ip bes 

Geoke =Hene §=SORAL 

Ola birds y 24 3 

Birds of the year B 2 a ; 

Thes italieixed figures combine the turnover rates, sex ratios, and 

differential sex shrinkages developed in this paper. fhe remaining figures 

necessarily follow... abtiechon. 

On April 1, at least 54 per cent of the hens of the year and 88 per cent 

of the old hens, or a total of 40 hens, will have closed bursas, and we may 

assume will breed. We wkbl assume that a bursal opening indicates sexually 

imperfect individuals, and that such bi either will not or cannot breed. 

The 40 hens will lay 11 egge each ¢ 5) + allne-cnt-thenn



SPAIN? 
Oeitanvenl faut funtiwt gf Laren “a tbl Aucertelsy by. 

found; however;=that-only-ebaut Yj per-sent {70 te-80-per-cent)-efethe 

nosis asa! sinakdy beta tt a vrood. represents anpetentéal 

increment of 330 wos. This peteatéel shrinks to 61, young by the succeeding 

Jamary, 4£-thte-ie-not-eguess, tt “represents a mortality rate in juvenile 

birds of 80 per cont detinn. pram ence Jrrmnsngs 

The adults are known to shrink 67 per cent from January to January. 

If we assume that hena with bursal openings are not sexually imperfect, 

and that all of them nest, the peteatial increment becomes 495; sud’ the . 

mortality of gareniies 84 per cent. 

Reality probably lies seas’te the $0 per cent figure, which seems 

not incompatible with Errington sh teakillidate Peluibies. 

SUMMARY 

Four consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that of 

each 100 pheasants surviving until their first winter, about 33 are still 

present during the second winter and 12 the third winter. Borwftte Holi 

daw Wptiline yp cours dm form penrer 
This shrinkage seems to represent mainly natural turnever (mortality) 

rather than egress, for neither hunting nor trapping yielded any distant 

returns from the 434 birds banded. 

The shrinkage in cocks was more repid than in hens. 

The censuses showed a higher ratio of cocks to hens than the traps did. 

In early winter, and again in spring, the traps showed ae high a percentage 

of cocks as the census (about 40%) mt in late winter the cateh of cocks in 

the traps was meh lower. 

The cocks lost weight uniformly from December through April, while the 

hens lost weight from December to February, then gained in April.
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pen Lovee ofy He yoy Be 

The per cent of bursal openings, declined through the winter, but mace th SB Me, 

hee oc ergot eed see Gaia were still in , and a few in birds atleast 1} years oldy »/ 
Vote ofanne 

This measurement of turnover from year to year, when compared with the 

reproduction potential, implies a mortality of 80 per cent in juvenile 

pheasants, on-a-heartiy—sicexed—renge. 
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Ms 

42h University Farm Place 
January 13, 1942 

Mr. Theodore M. Sperry 

648 Oakland Court 
Decatur, Illinois 

Dear Ted: 

All of my helpers in the office learn to laugh at me because of 

the number of "final" copies of m.s.'s I have made. I am now . 

handing Alice our m.s. for still another final copy. On really 

. careful examination, I found the following changes to be possible: 

Old Table 2 can be omitted without losing a single figure, and 

probably with a gain in clarity, by simply adding a Potal column to 

fable 1 and inserting the catch of new birds in Figure 2. 

I have changed Figure 4 (% of Repeats) from a graph to a table. 

I have added at the end of Turnover a new section on Comparison 
With Other Species and Areas. 

I have transferred the description of Field Procedure from Weight 

Behavior to Methods where it evidently belongs. 

The revision will be sent you as soon as typed, tut I will not 

again send the graphs because I assume you have them. 

| The revision will also be sent Bill Feeney for final o.k. I have 7 

not heard from him at all, but am sending him a copy of this letter 
sohe will know about where the paper stands. 

I suppose your present daily duties are a long way from pheasants. / 

With best regards, ‘ 

Aldo Leopold (oe 

ec Feeney
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ae POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE* 1 fi, 

Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and Aldo Leopold ode? Oe 

This study measured, by four successive bandings of a sample 

population, the rate at which individuals pheasants disappeared and 

were replaced by reproduction. 

The population occupied a nearly isolated winter range of 600 acres ; 

on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in winter, and was 

unshot except along one boundary of the area. It increased during the ‘ 

study period, which indicates a@ normal thrifty condition. It has been ; 

censused each winter since 1935-36 and trapped for banding since 1937-38. 

The censusing, trapping, and banding were confined to the winter 

range, which included approximately 500 acres of marsh, 60 acres of oak- 

hickory timber, and 40 acres of old fields. The latter two types are 

on rolling land, This winter range and its relation to surrounding terrain | 

is shown in Figure 1. The nesting range included the winter range, and 

also adjacent open uplands. 
| 

Methods | 
The censuses were made by dividing the area into convenient units, 

and flushing the birds from each unit into areas where they would not 

again be tallied. The flushing was done by a drive line of 40 to 70 men, 

spaced 3 to 30 yards apart, depending upon cover density ua the dimensions | 

of the unit. Tallymen strategically stationed around each unit did the ! 

counting. NG 

* Journal Paper No. yu, University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Park Service furnished : 

field personnel for this study up to June 5, 1941. Irven 0. Buss of the i 
Wisconsin Conservation Department cooperated by trapping and banding out- | 
side the Arboretum area, 

;
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The size of the driving crew did not greatly affect the census. In 

January 1939, an experimental drive with 10 men tallied 142 pheasants 

on an area which yielded 174 pheasants when driven a week later with 

a 70=-man crew. 

The trapping and banding was done usually from November through 

April. About 16 traps were used at locations shown in Figure 1. The 

traps were visited two or three times a day when in operation. During 

storms, and frequently at other times, the traps were not set, the trapping ‘ 

stations being used as feeding stations. The traps were of the general 

design described by Hamerstrom and truax'1) as the "Portable Funnel Trap", 

but using bob-wire entrances illustrated in their "Wing-Funnel Trap", and 

further modified in many details for work with pheasants. Details of 

trap location and operation affected the catch quite as mich as trap 

design. Field corn was used as bait. The trapped birds were banded with 

aluminum bands provided by the Wisconsin Conservation Department. 

Certain terms employed vy bird banders generally are used in this i 

paper. A "new" or "newly-banded" bird was one trapped and banded for its 

first time. Whenever this bird was retrapped during the same season, 

it was a "repeat". The first time this bird was retrapped in any 

subseauent season, it was a "return", but additional trappings of this 

bird during that subsequent season were "repeats", Any banded bird found 

dead was a "recovery". The trapping histories of two sample birds 

illustrate these terms:
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Hen 289013 Hen 373648 

1938--Banded March 10 ("new") 1939--Banded February 23 

1939--Return April 21 Repeat March 2 

Repeat April 27 Repeat March 11 

1940--Return January 26 Repeat March 14 

Repeat February 5 Repeat March 16 

Recovery May 14+Found dead Repeat March 17 

Repeat March 20 

Repeat March 23 : 

Repeat April 5 

, (1940--Not trapped) 

1941--Return March 13 

Repeat March 20 

(No subsequent record) 

Turnover 

Turnover, as used here, means the rate of shrinkage of any year=-class, 

as determined from returns of banded individuals, and their replacement 

by birds of subsequent year-classes. By a year-class is meant all birds 

banded in any one trapping season. 

Table 1 shows the four year~classes and their returns during 

subsecuent years. Each horizontal line portrays the shrinkage of a 

yearclass. 

,
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Table 1. Shrinkage of Year-classes 

Yearsciaee (0 Meter | a) eetaenavarter 
banded 1 year 2 years 3 years 

1937-38 22 8 5 0 

1938-39 137 25 9 

1939-HO 14g 26 

1940-41 127 » 

Table 2 rearranges these data for comparison with the annual censuses, 

and with the totals trapped. To trace shrinkageof any year-class, read 

diagonally downward from the "newly banded" column. Figure 2 presents 

Table 2 in graphic form. It shows that over half of each year's population 

was trapped. This trapped portion, averaging 52 per cent, is here 

assumed to sample the population as a whole. 

Table 2. Census, Banding and Return Totals 

Season. Census Newly || Returns after. Total 
Banded 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years Trapped 

1935-36 170 - a 

; 1936-37 179 oe be 

1937-38 260 22 22 

1938-39 aad U37 8g 147 

1939-0 340 148 25 5 179 

1940-41 299 127 26 9 0 162 

TOMAS CSE ho ee SO) ic Re, Oar eee 

wae. ae ar “wel ll Se ee ee 

@. Corrected figure. See text, last paragraph under "sex ratio". 
b. Birds returning both first and second years totaled only once.
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The returns shown in Table 1 are not all of the survivors of the 

four year-classes, as additional survivors occur in the untrapped portion of - 

the population. Conclusive evidence of this is shown by the fact that 

of 14 second year returns (see totals, Table 2), only 7 were trapped the 

first year after banding. The other 7 must have been present in the 

untrapped portion of the population. 

The ratio of the trapped to the untrapped portions of the survivors 

is presumably proportional to the trapped and untrapped portions of the ‘ 

total population. If this is true, then the survivals of the various 

year-classes can be determined by the formula: 

g 282 
T 

where S represents the survival, R the actual returns for season K, 

T the total birds trapped during that season, and C the census for that 

season. ‘ 

The survivals of the three year-classes, computed by this formula 

from Table 2, are portrayed in Figure 3. 

The oldest year-class (1937-38) shows a much lesser slope than the 

succeeding ones; i.¢., its shrinkage rate was less, its survival rate i 

greater. Just before the 1937-38 year-class was banded, 127 pheasants 

had been dine and removed from the Arboretum in the course of another 

experineat'. This, of course, lightened the population pressure 

temporarily. The superior survival of the residual population may be the 

result of (1) reduced mortality, (2) reduced egress, or (3) chance 

distortion due to the small number of birds banded. Under the carrying- 

capacity principle as defined by Errington and Hamerstrom (3, pp 438-439) | 

the reduced population pressure should reduce both mortality and egress
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during the first year. It does not explain the apparently higher 

survival during the ensuing year. 

Based on the survivals of the 1938=39 and 1939-40 year-classes 

alone, a typical survival curve starting with 100 birds shrinks to 33 

the second year and 12 the third. If the survivals from the 1937-38 

iawtlinns are given equal weight with the others, 100 birds shrink f 

to 42 the second year, 26 the third, and none the fourth. On either basis, 

it appears that a turnover takes place every 3 or 4 years, and this appears ‘ 

also to be the maximum age to which individual pheasants ordinarily survive. 

These deductions on survival and turnover rates are valid only to the 

extent that the pheasant population of the Arboretum is self-contained. 

The available evidence indicates that this is substantially true. Figure 1 

shows that the city prevents movement from or to the east, north, and west. 

On the south lies open upland, mostly cultivated or grazed farmland with 

little winter cover. This open upland is broken by two areas of marsh (see 

Figure 1). The smaller of these (Dunn's Marsh) was not trapped to check 

egress. 

The larger area (Fish Hatchery Marsh) was censused and trapped in 

1940-41 by Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin Conservation Department. The 

census showed 224 birds, of which 70, or 31 per cent, were trapped. Of 

these 70 birds trapped, not one bore a band from the Arboretum. 

The shrinkage of the Arboretum pheasant population is about 100 banded 

birds per year (Figure a). Part of this is certainly mortality; part may 

be egress. If we assume that half is egress, and that of this egress, half 

ultimately lodges in Dunn's Marsh and half in the Fish Hatchery area, then 

25 banded Arboretum birds would be expected to occur in the Fish Hatchery
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area. Since 31 per cent of the Fish Hatchery birds were trapped, & banded 

Arboretum birds would be expected in the catch, On this basis, a catch of 

2 banded Arboretum birds would indicate an egress from the Arboretum of 12%, 

or 1 bird an egress of 6%. Since no Arboretum birds were trapped, it may 

be assumed that the egress from the Arboretum, if it occurs, is too small 

to affect the turnover data. ; 

While no banded Arboretum birds were found wintering at the Fish 

Hatchery, two, killed by enkein ; have been found a short distance outside ~* 

the Arboretum boundary. Of the 77 returns on recoveries obtained from 

unmoved, banded, arboretum birds, not one has occurred more than x mile 

from the Arboretum pheasant study area. This again supports the conclusion 

that egress is negligible. 

Less is known concerning ingress than egress, although there is no 

evidence that this occurs to any considerable degree. 

In any banding study, trapping mortality is superimposed on natural 

mortality and confuses the survival picture. In this study, approximately 

1 out of every 7 "new" or "returned" birds was killed by dog, mink, or 

other cause at the traps. Since a large part of the catches were repeat 

records, the above rate fluctuated with the frequency of repeats, as the 

rate of 1 trap mortality for every 20 catches remained rather constant. 

This mortality was distributed proportionately over the various year-classes 

and return totals, so that the trap mortality apparently has little effect 

on the turnover rate, although of course, it does increase ine turnover totals. 

Approximately 2% of the banded birds have been recovered as non-trapping 

fatalities. This doubtless represents only a small fraction of the birds 

dying on the area from non=trapping causes. No organized search for predator 

kills or other natural losses was made. Known causes of loss include mink,
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dog, barred owl, automobile, disease, legal hunting outside the area 

boundaries, poaching, and old hunting wounds. One or two losses from 

severe weather and resulting starvation were also found. Causes of loss 

which seem most likely to be at all common are predation and legal hunting. 

The former is indicated by the large mink population and the presence of 

both red and gray fox on the area. The latter has been frequently observed 

during the hunting season, although only 2 hunting returns of banded birds - 

have been reported. 

Repeats 4 

A total of 434 pheasants was trapped 1415 times. The analysis in Figure 

4 shows an increasing frequency of repeats in each year-class and in the 

season totals. This is based on the total number of repeats in the total 

of all catches. An analysis based on the number of birds repeating out of 

the total number of birds trapped gives an almost identical graph. No 

dxplewsien of this striking rate of increase is known to us. 

Sex Ratio 

' Table 3 compares the sex ratios tallied during census drives with the 

sex ratios in birds trapped. The census tally each year shows a higher 

per cent of cocks than the trap tally. This mst mean either that cocks 

are easier to flush than hens, or harder to trap. 

Table 3. Per cent of Cocks in Birds Censused and Trapped. 

Season In In Composition of Trap Tally. Year Classes. 
Census Trap 
Tally Tally 1937-38 1938-39 1939-40 1940-41 

1937-38 4 34 34 : 

1938-39 44? 35 30 35 

1939-40 5 23 0 2h ok 

1940-41 37 30 - 0 19 35 

bee be ae Cee een ee ee ee
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That cocks are harder to trap than hens is suggested by Figure 5, in 

which the per cent of cocks in the traps is presented graphically by months. 

Here January, and again April, of each year yields the same sex composition 

as the census, namely, about 4o per cent cocks. On the other hand , 

November and March yield only half of this. This monthly differential 

holds good from year to year. Hence we conclude that for some reason 

unknown to us, cocks are harder to trap than hens in November and March. ; 

In April they are easier; this may be related to mating activities. 

Figure 5 is based on newly-banded birds only. The percentage of » 

cocks in the total catch (including repeats) shows a nearly identical graph. 

It should be noted in Table 3 that the percentage of cocks shrinks to 

zero in each of the two year-classes so far reaching their third winter. 

The few birds shown by Table 1 to persist through their third winter are 

all hens. This suggests either that the natural mortality in cocks is 

‘ heavier than in hens, or that egress of cocks is heavier, or that hunting 

outside the Arboretum boundaries is heavy enough to account for this 

differential shrinkage. 

An error in the census for 1938-39 is revealed by an aalysis of the 

sex ratios for this year. The number of cocks banded wasabout 54% of 

the number censused, which is slightly above the per cent for succeeding 

years. The number of hens banded, however, actually exceeded the number 

censused. If it is assumed that 90% of the hens on the area were trapped 

(which is about the average for succeeding years), the total pheasant population 

for the year would be 214, whereas the census tallied 182 (see footnote in 

Table 2), and the ratio of cocks in the total population would become 44% 

(Table 3).
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Weight Behavior 

All pheasants trapped were brought into a field laboratory, weighed 

and recorded, then released at the same place as trapped. Birds trapped 

in the morning were released on the same afternoon; birds trapped late in 

the afternoon, were released on the following morning. Weights were recorded 

to the nearest gram, but individually are not significant within about 100 

grams, as a full crop of corn weighs up to that amount. Figure 6 presents 

the average weights of newly-banded pheasants caught in each of the winter 

months. ; 

This shows that cocks lose over 100 grams in weight, more or less { 

evenly distributed from December through April. The hens lose about 100 

grams during January and February, but regain that amount in April. Because 

of the possible effect of repeated trappings on weight, this analysis is 

based on initial trapping weights only. 

The gain of hens in early larva as contrasted with the continued 

weight loss by the cocks, was detected in red grouse by Wilson’ PPe 131-134) | 

and tn bobs vy Shodtnea> BP-/TT), 

The average seasonal weights of pheasants are also shown in Figure 6. 

The fluctuation from year to year in hens is nearly twice the fluctuation 

in cocks. Both cocks and hens were lighter in 1939-40 than in the preceeding 

or following year, but no such parallel fluctuation is apparent in other 

years. The average winter weight of cocks is 1448 grams, while that of 

hens is 1045 grams. 

Consecutive catches of the same bird often showed marked changes of 

weight. This chance was more frequently a decrease than increase, especially 

in 1940-41. The individual fluctuations seldom paralleled each other, 

hence no characteristic pattern of weight changes was detected.
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Bursal Examination 

cower (©) used the bursa of various game birds to distinguish "birds of 

the year" from "adult" birds by dissection. Hochbaum and Hawkins (unpublished) _ 

have since aged both living and dead ducks by spreading the cloaca, and noting 

the presence or absence of a bursal opening. In the present study, beginning 

in March 1940, we examined the pheasants trapped by Hochbaum's method. This 

was an ocular examination, based on the assumption that the presence of a 

bursa would be disclosed by a bursal opening. In many cases a bursal opening 

was clearly present, others showed only bursal scars; i.e., the bursa was ; 

absent. Some showed only a small opening while a few were doubtful. Table 

4 gives our findings. 

Table 4. Bursal Openings in Ring-necked Pheasants. 

Dec. Jan. Feb. March April Total 
A. New bandings and repeats of new bandings. 

f Number examined 57 114 188 = 234 26 619 

% with bursal openings 82 70 61 66 46 66 
He ee eS Se ea 

B. First year returns (known to be at least 1s years old) 

Number examined 33 

% with bursal openings 15 
Hee ee ee i ae ee eal el 

C. Second year returns (imown to be at least 24 years old) 

Number examined 8 

% with bursal openings 0 
cL eae ee a I aa ak a ok 

Group A shows a progressive decrease of bursal openings during the winter, 

but these stfuctures are still present in the spring in nearly half of the 

birds. Groups B and C, known by their bands to be adults, show a further 

decrease, but bursal openings are still present in birds known to be 1s years
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old. Except for two doubtful gases, all birds known to be 2% years old had 

closed bursas. ‘ 

The full significance of our data will not be clear until wrsal 

aisepuearance ‘nik been traced anatomically in large lots of birds of known 

age. Not only bursal opening, but also depth and possibly other characters 

need to be correlated with age and breeding history. It is already clear, 

i however, that the shies tea of a bursal opening in pheasants is not an absolute 

criterion of a bird of the year. A few birds retain the bursal opening to and 

beyond the first ihpeidode season. Perhaps such birds are sexually imperfect | 

individuals. 

Life Equation 

The turnover rates given in this paper can be combined with the known 

reproductive potential of the pheasant to build into certain parts of the 

life-equation a higher percentage of fact, and a lesser percentage of assumption 

‘ than has heretofore been possible. 

Starting with a unit population of 100 pheasants on January 1, we now 

ne estimate its sex and age composition to be: 

Old birds 9 Bae 3s 

Birds r the year oe #8 me 

The: italicised figures combine the turnover rates, sex ratios, and 

differential sex shrinkages developed in this paper. The remaining figures 

necessarily follow. 

On April 1, at least 54 per cent of the hens of the year and 88 per cent 

of the old hens, or a total of 40 hens, will have closed bursas, and we may 

assume will breed. We will assume that a bursal opening indicates sexually 

imperfect individuals, and that such birds either will not or cannot breed. 

The 40 hens will lay 11 eggs each (7, P-5) Errington and tebiectees p-19)
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found, however, that only about 75 per cent (70 to 80 per cent) of the 

nesting hens finally bring off a brood. This represents a potential 

increment of 330 birds, This potential shrinks to 67 young by the succeeding 

Jamary. If this is not egress, it represents a mortality rate in juvenile 

birds of 80 per cent. 

The adults are known to shrink 67 per cent from January to January. f 

' T£ we assume that hens with bursal openings are not sexually imperfect, 

and that all of them nest, the potential increment becomes 495 and the is 

mortality of juveniles 8 per cent. 

Reality probably lies near to the 80 per cent figure, which seems 

not incompatible with Errington and Hamerstrom's findings. 

SUMMARY 

Four consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that of 

each 100 pheasants surviving until their first winter, about 33 are still 

present during the second winter and 12 the third winter. 

This shrinkage seems to represent mainly natural turnover (mortality) 

rather than egress, for neither hunting nor trapping yielded any distant 

returns from the 434 birds banded. 

The shrinkage in cocks was more rapid than in hens. 

The censuses showed a higker:ratio of cocks to hens than the traps did. 

In early winter, and again in spring, the traps showed as high a percentage 

of cocks as the census (about 40%) but in late winter the catch of cocks in 

the traps was mch lower. 

The cocks lost weight uniformly from December through April, while the 

hens lost weight from December to February, then gained in April.
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The per cent of bursal openings declined through the winter, but many 

were still found in the spring, and a few in birds at least 14 years old. 

This measurement of turnover from year to year, when compared with the 

reproduction potential, implies a mortality of 80 per cent in juvenile 

pheasants on a heavily stocked range. 
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i Questions for Professor Hisenhart on 
Weights of Pheasants 

During the last four winters, from November to April, we have trappal 

and weighed pheasants on the Arboretum. 

Winter No. Cocks No. Hens Total 

a 46 uy 90 59 136 

2 35 110 145 

3 43 81 124 

\ my uy 128 
138 395 933 : 

Bach bird is subject to 100 grams accidental variation due to 

full or empty crop. 

Each bird is subject to a progressive loss of weight through the 

winter due to severe weather. This loss in both sexes is roughly 4 per cent 

as between the first and second half of the winter. 

The spread of weights, inclusive of these two variables, is indicated 

roughly in the frequency curve: 

Saas ts 28 Ve 

Re | ; pgs = Fo ae | 

86 per cent of the hens and 1 per cent of the cocks fall within a 

200 gram spread. b ; 

Query A: Do different years produce pheasants of different weights? 

It is conceivable that variations in food, weather, and crowding, as between years, 

produce pheasants of characteristic weight. To examine this question we select 

weights for the first half of the winter, before weather loss has set in.
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| Nov.-Jan. Weights, Grams 

Winter Cocks Hens Average of both 
No. Wt. No. We. Scale of 100 

t No. Wt. 
1 1910 1549 33a) 1163 Be OT 
2 15) 1400 33 yi): 1033 4g 90 
3 30% 1481 43 uy 1073 73 oh 
4 SY why 65 VY 1053 io: 92 

Total Tev 17k v 246 : 

Average 1478 1075 

Are the differences in the last column (100-90-94-92) significant? ? 

Query B. Do hens gain weight in spring before cocks do? In the following table 

all 4 winters are lumped by months: : i 

Cocks Hens 

Nov . Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 

Wt. Aver. 1432 (1526 1450 1441 1420 1386 1110 (1109 1051 “1015 1036 1120 

No. Bu \ 27% New, e6y 210 194) 11 61ki 102y 87 .113/ Alyy 

Change, 9 100 95 95 93 91 99 99 9h (91) (92 100° 
Scale of a ye 

100 . { 

- An avparent gain by hens takes place in March and April, but cocks continue . 

to lose during these months. r 

Is this anparent difference real?
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} i Questions for Professor Bisenhart on 
| ; Weights of Pheasants 

During the last four winters, from November to April, we have trappdl 

and weighed pheasants on the Arboretum. 

Winter No. Cocks No. Hens Total 

L 46 go 136 

2 35 110 145 

3 43 81 124 

4 wy 14 128 
138 395 533 ‘ : 

Each bird is subject to 100 grams accidental variation due to 

full or empty crop. 

Each bird is subject to a progressive loss of weight through the 

winter due to severe weather. This loss in both sexes is roughly 4 per cent 

as between the first and second half of the winter. 

The spread of weights, inclusive of these two variables, is indicated 

_ Poughly in the frequency curve: 

/ (8) RANGE OF WINTER WEIGHTS OF WILD PHEASANTS BY SEXES 

; 

Hel 2 Saga | 

e | 

| poe 

80 per cent of the hens and 70 per cent of the cocks fall within a 

200 gram spread. 

Query A: Do different years produce pheasants of different weights? 

It is conceivable that variations in food, weather, and crowding, as between years, 

produce pheasants of characteristic weight. To examine this question we select 

weights for the first half of the winter, before weather loss has set in.



| oer 2 : 
Hl Nov.-Jan. Weights, Grams 

Winter Cocks Hens Average of both 
No. Wt. No. Wee Scale of 100 

j 
No. Wt. 

ii 19-1549 33 1163 Spe 208) 

3 15 1400 33 1033 4g - go 

' 3 300-1481 43 1073 73 oy 

4 8 Way 6 1053 io 92 

Total 72 Ff 174 : 246 

Average Wye % 1075 

Are the differences in the last column '(100-90-94-92) significant? i 

Query B. Do hens gain weight in spring before cocks do? In the following table 

all 4 winters are lumped by months: 

' Cocks Hens 

: Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 

Wt. Aver. 1432 1526 1450 1441 1420 1386 1110 1109 1051 1015 1036 1120 

No. 387) Ne BG ea 19 BL GL 108) Sere as Oe 

or Pe BH oe OR 99.997 MSN g2 | 106 

100 

An apparent gain by hens takes place in March and April, but cocks contime 

to lose during these months. 

Is this avparent difference real?
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November 27, 1942 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We have subjected the data on weights for the first half of the winter ° 
of hen and cock pheasants to a statistical analysis. As a result of this 
analysis, we are of the opinion that the differences between the mean weights 
of the hen pheasants in the representative winters do reflect a real differ- 
ence between these winters. The individual variations among the cock 
pheasants within the representative winters proved so great--about twice 
that of the hen pheasants--that,from an analysis of the cock pheasants‘ data 
alone, we would not feel justified in concluding that the observed differ- 
ences between the mean weights of the cock pheasants in the representative 
winters reflected real differences in these winters with regard to the 
characteristic weights of pheasants produced therein. However, since the 
vicissitudes in the mean weights of cock pheasants exactly parallel those 
of the mean weights of the hen pheasants, the joint evidence seems to 
indicate that real differences in the winters are indicated by these vicissi~ 

: tudes. 

We have had considerable difficulty in adapting a rigorous method of 
statistical analysis to the data from which you seek an answer to the question: 
"Do hens gain weight in spring before cocks do?" Our difficulty arose from 
the great inequalities in the number of birds involved. The makeshift 
analysis which we employed did not ascribe statistical significance to the 
observed difference in behavior of cock and hen pheasants from February 
through April. Therefore, we should be reluctant to attribute significance 
to the apparent differences on the basis of these data alone. If a similar 
effect is observed repeatedly in other years, I should not hesitate to ascribe 
some significance to it, but if this phenomenon is only of weshane ocetrance, 

i I should be inclined to regard it as fortuitous. 

As already indicated, we have been unable to come to any definite con- 
clusion on the basis of the four-years'data which you made available to us, 
preferring to reserve judgment until further data is available. 

Yours sincerely, 

oe Eeonhesl 
CE:hk C. Eisenhart 

Station Statistician
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UNIVERSITY CF WISCONSIN 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

OFFICE OF STATION STATISTICIAN 

November 27, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
102 Old Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: » 

We have subjected the data on weights for the first half of the winter 
of hen and cock pheasants to a statistical analysis. As a result of this 
analysis, we are of the opinion that the differences between the mean weights 
of the hen pheasants in the representative winters do reflect a real differ 
ence between these winters. The individual variations among the cock 
phegsants within the representative winters proved so great--about twice 
that of the hen pheasants--that,from an analysis of the cock pheasants'data 
alone, we would not feel justified in concluding that the observed differ- 
ences between the mean weights of the cock pheasants in the representative 
winters reflected real differences in these winters with regard to the 
characteristic weights of pheasants produced therein. However, since the 
vicissitudes in the mean weights of cock pheasants exactly parallel those 
of the mean weights of the hen pheasants, the joint evidence seems to 
indicate that real differences in the winters are indicated by these vicissi- 

: tudes. 

We have had considerable difficulty in adapting a rigorous method of 
statistical analysis to the data from which you seek an answer to the question: 
"Do hens gain weight in spring before cocks do?" Our difficulty arose from 
the great inequalities in the number of birds involved. The makeshift 
analysis which we employed did not ascribe statistical significance to the 
observed difference in behavior of cock and hen pheasants from February 
through April. Therefore, we should be reluctant to attribute significance 
to the apparent differences on the basis of these data alone. If a similar 
effect is observed repeatedly in other years, I should not hesitate to ascribe 
some significance to it, but if this phenomenon is only of gare occurance, 

; I should be inclined to regard it as fortuitous. 

As already indicated, we have been unable to come to any definite con- 
clusion on the basis of the four-vears'data which you made available to us, 
preferring to reserve judgment until further data is available. 

Yours sincerely, 

CE:hk C. Eisenhart 
Station Statistician
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j oh University Ferm Place 
7 February 4, 1942 

Mrs. T. M. Sperry 
648 Oakland Court 
Decatur, Illinois ‘ 

Dear Mrs. Sperry: 

I don't like to bother Bed since he is probably pretty 
busy, so I would like to ask you about the status of the 

prairie materials. I realize of course that he probably 

has nowhere near enough time to write his report, but 

sometime before spring we would like to get the use 

of his map and notes show#hgz what was planted and where. 

If you can give me some notion of how things stand, it 

will help in planning the Arboretum work. 

I hope you are well and that Ted likes his new assign- | 

ment. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. We have just received your letter of February 3. 

Thank you very much for letting us know about the 

paper.
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Mr. W. L. MeAtee 
Mitor, Journal of Wildlife Management 
Fish and Wildlife Service . 

Washington, D. 6. 

Dear MeAtee: 

I encloses herewith a paper, “Population Turnover on 
a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge", by Theodore M. Sperry, 
William S, Feeney, and myself. Drawings for five 
figures are attached to the back of the manuscript. 

This is for the Journal of Wildlife Management if 
accepted by you. I will want about 600 or 700 
reprints, but can attend to that when the proof 

arrives. : ’ 

Figure 1, by errer of the draftemay, includes the 
figure number and title on the drawing. If this 
is contrary to the procedure you use, can you mask 
out "Figure 1" by pasting a piece of paper over it? 

If you are piled up on papers and would rather 
publish this than the one on Wildlife in American 
Culture", I would suggest that you return the latter 
to me for placement elsewhere. I would like to give 
thie paper priority over any others submitted by ay 

: group. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR c/o THE WILDLIFE SERVICE 
JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT Washington, D. C. 

February 17, 1942, ; 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 3 
Madison, Wisconsin, 4 

Dear Leopold; 

The manuscript on pheasant populations accompanying bs 
your letter of February 10 is of course suitable for The 
Journal of Wildlife Management. There is considerable 
accumulation of papers on hand and if you do not eare to 
wait well into the next volume for the appearance of your 
essay, “Wildlife in American Culture," it can be returned; 
however, if you care to let it wait, I am sure the the 
members will be glad to see it published in the Journal. 

Sincerely yours, 

i, Lt. Pot tem 
Ser 
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424 University Parn Place 

Dr. ¥. le MoAtee 
Journal of Wildlife Management 
Fish and Wildlife Service ‘ 
Washington, 0D. C, 

Dear MeAtee: 

By now my students and I have another year's data to add 
: to the mamsecript now in your hands entitled: Population 

Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge. 1 gather 
from your recent letters that you are not ranning the 
paper immediately. This being the ease, I would appreciate 
your returning it together with the drawings in order 
that the banding data from the winter just past may be ; 

added. . 

I have also discovered that I overlooked one measurement 
of turnover rate in the literature, namely, Green and 
vans, who measured turnover in snowshoe rabbits in 
exactly the ssme manner as we have done in pheasants. ; 
I would like to add this to the table and to the 
references. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Sperry 
Catenhusen



September 14, 1942 

SUBJECT: Poynette Pen Experiment (revision of Sept. 6) 

PURPOSE: To study genital tracts and endocrine glands of hen pheasents and 
attempt to determine whether or not the collepsed condition of uteri 
following the laying period cen be used to identify (by eutopsy) 
breeding hens, and how long after laying has ceased such uteri show 
indications of having layed. 

APPLICATIONs If non-breeding hens can be recognized by autopsy, samples of 
shot hens (likely from a shooting preserve) can be examined to 
determine the proportion of “drones” in the population. Comparisons 
of nonebreeding birds can then be made between heavily and sparsely | 
populated areas, and between areas oceupied by numerous gallinaceous 
birds (especially pinneted grouse and pheasants). Birds can be 
collected during spring and summer on a study area where spring 
releases have been made todetcrmine whether these spring releases 

attempt to nest following such release. ‘ 

MATERIALS: & MAN©POWERs; The state will furnish 100 pheasants (40 cocks and 60 
hens), 41 pens at the Poynette State Game Farm for conducting the exper= 
iments, use of laboratory for autopsying the birds, end will feed the 
birds while in their pens. The Pheasant Research Project will furnish 
one men to train a second person to properly autopsy the birds. The 

second person will either be furnished jointly by Zoology and Wildlife 
Menagement or by either department. Both Zoology (magert end Wildlife 
Management (Leopold) will assist in supervising the work on this project. 

If the university is unable to furnish a second person, it is 

understood that the Pheasant kesearch Project will carry out all plens 

for completion of this experiment. 
If the second person is furnished by the university, he must make a 

definite allowance in his school program for doing this work if he is 

to be accepted for the job. Doing this work in addition to a full 

sty schedule will not be accepted. 

PROCEDURE: (March 15, 1943) Move 40 pairs of pheasants from their main pen,where 

' 100 birds are now held, to 40 separste pens containing no other birds. 

Allow the hens to build nests. Leave all eggs in the nests. 

Hold 20 hens in the main pen and allow no cocks to get into this pen. 

(April 1 ~ August 18) Autopsy five birds weekly (2 pairs from the 

seperate pens containing a cock and hen each and one hen from the mein 

pen.) 
1. Weigh, measure bursal depth of dead bird before burse is 

removed, measure tail length, record primary moult 

i 2. xemove the following and preserve in A.F.Ass 
a, bursa b. pituitary 
s. adrenals a. thyroids 
@. gonads (remove entire tract, measure before putting 

in preservative, meke notations on condition of 

ovary end oviduct 

aT - cocks epee Oe 8S ee } paired in pens | 

July 3 - 10 oeeten 
July 8 ~ 10 hens paired in peus 

- Ne duty $2 % socks) patred in pom 
June 4 = 10 hens ) 
July 3 - 10 hens | in male pee
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102 O1d Entomology Building 
December 2, 1942 

Mr. 0. Eisenhart 
Station Statistician 
Tower Room, Moore Hall 

Dear Mr. Bisenhart: 

Thank you very much for your analysis of the 
pheasant weights. Your findings are entirely 
understandable and convincing. I will later 
bring over a condensed wording for your approval. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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AGE COMPOSITION OF 142 UNBANDED PHEASANTS 
CAUGHT AT ARBORETUM - THROUGH DECHVBER 24, 1942 

Hens with Hens with Cocks with Cocks wit: 

bursas open bursas closed bursas open bursas 

54 = 54% 46 = 46% 22 = 52.4% 20 = 47.6% 

Both Hens and Cocks 

Barsas_ open Burses closed 

76 = 53.5% 66 = 46.5%
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1626 Jefferson St. \ woh 
December 28, 1942 e 

FILE REFERENCE: 

; : Pittmen-Robertson 9-R 

i > 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Mr. Leopold: ; 

After writing you today, 1 received a letter from Mattison 

in Dunn county giving me his trapping returns to date. As shown 

in the enclosed copy of letter to Scott, Mattison ceught 29 
birds the first week hetrapped. 

You will be interested to know that of the wild birds he has 

| trapped, 62% are juveniles or of the year, while 38% are over a 
yeer old. It looks like our findings on all three areas (Arboretum, 
Fish Hatchery, end bunn county) as going to be quite similar. 

a 

As for the reasons for this somewhat higher adult portion in the ; 

populetion, i can only speculate. it seems to me that of the two 
most obvious reasons for this higher old age class the better survival 

of grown birds over last winter is more significant than the relatively 
high per cent of mortality in this year's broods. Our brood counts at 

Jefferson and other areas for 1942 did show a definite reduction in 

average size, but that would seem to me to not effect the “increased” 
numher of old birds which to me seem present in “addition” to the 
birds of the year end hence account in part for the greater number of 
pheasents counted on some of our areas. ; 

What do you think of trapping at vefferson? 

Bestypegards, 

og 

rv.
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1626 Jefferson Street 
December 28, 1942 " 

Pittman-Robertson 9-R 

Mr. W. Be Scott, Supervisor 
Cooperative Game Mgt. ‘ 

Wie. Conservation Dept, 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Walters 

I heve just received a letter from Helmer Mattison at Menomonie in 

which he sent me his previous week's trapping results. I think you will be 

plessed to know that he has made 29 catches ne this first week's work. 

Some of the birds are wild unbanded pheasents while others are from the 

1941 wild treppings and artificial releases. This is a higher catch than 

wee mede eat Jefferson all of last season. 

This efternoon I helped Elton with his treps at the hatchery and was 

also pleased to leern of his trapping results. We caught 2] birds this 

afternoon which brings his totel catch for the season to about 150 birds. 

Last year at this time we had no birds trapped et the hatchery. 

I am not certain as to the number of pheasants caught to date at the 

arboretum, but it is in the neighborhood of 200 birds. This is over a very 

short veriod of trapping and is nesrly es many pheasants as was taken during 

lest winter's trapping season. 

In the light of the above trapping results I am now wondering whether or 

not we should attempt to trap a sample of birds at Jefferson. 1 have just 

learned thet there are quite a few more birds on the area than were there last 

winter. Since this is the third year that we have banded pheassnts on this 

important area, and since the weather thus fer this fall and winter is most 

suitable for trapping, I am of the opinion that we are missing a bet by not 

trapping there. 

Arnold RH, Buss of Menomonie is evailable after January 1, in case you 

think it edviseble to trap at Jefferson. I believe we have enough traps at 

the Madison Fish Hatchery to distribute to Jefferson in case we decide to try 

trapping out there. 

I would greetly eppreciate your suggestions on this matter, as the time 

ds now here for immediate action should we decide to trap at Jefferson. 

Very sincerely, 

Irven 0. Buss 
Game Biologist 

cos A. He. Buss 
Leopold -—



42h University Farm Place 
December 23, 1942 

Dr. Tracy I. Storer 
Division of Zoology 
College of Agriculture 
Davis, California 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

I submit herewith for publication in the Journal, if you want it, . 
@ paper entitled "Population Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant 
Refuge". 

T was unable to devise a way to avoid the quadruple authorship. The 
three coauthors contributed about equally to the job during consecutive 
periods, and they contributed so mich that I was hesitant to sign the 
paper alone. 

I am aware that the paner exceeds your standard lencth. I have been 
boiling it down for two years and am unable to boil further without 
omitting material relevant to accuracy of interpretation. If the 
length met be evt, I would say to out the preliminary section on 
Study Area, Methods, Terms. This might save about two pages, but even 
part of this section 4s relevant to interpretation of the remainder. 

I would have no objection to splitting the paper into two consecutive 
papers, and should you wish me to do this, I will be glad to attend 
to the necessary alterations. The most logical point of splitting 
would be on page &. If the paper issplit, I would want the reprints 
combined. 

One drawing for linecut will be mailed you if you indicate your desire 
to publish the paper. Meanwhile a print of this linecut is attached 
for temporary inspection. 

Should you for any reason prefer not to use the paper, do not hesitate 
to say so. I could doubtless place it in Zeology or Midland Naturalist. 

I will want 1,000 reprints when the time comes. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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424 University Farm Plece 
December 23, 1942 

Dr. Theodore M. Sperry 
648 Oakland Court 
Decatur, Illinois 

Dear Ted: ‘ . 

You have not given me any expression of opinion on 
the revised pheasant paper. I am reluctant to send 
it in without your approval, especially since I 
ageumed senior anthorship since you last wrote me. 

I felt impelled to de this because: 

1. I added another yeer's data. 

2. I changed mmny of your tables and grephs 
after realicing that they were statistically 

work, 

It did not seem practicsble to get you to pass on 
these alterations at long distance; hence, the only 
way I covld assure responsibility for them rae to 
ageume the senior enthership myself. : : 

If for any reason this is not acceptable to you, 
please let me know right away. 

I hope things are going well with you ané that you 
are enjoying your meteorology work. My son Lena 
has recently entered aviation meteorology, and is 
in training at the University of Southern Oslifornia. 

With Christmas wishes to yourself and Mrs. Sperry, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Signed in Wr. Leopold's absence. ; 

ve ig
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42h University Farm Place 
January 18, 1943 

Editor Tracy I. Storer f 
Division of Zoology 
University of California 
Davis, California 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

Attached is the enlarged tracing of Figure 1 for 
"Pepulation Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge" 
by Leopold, Sperry, Feeney, and Catenhuson. 

In regard to the reprints, we would like to have 
a zine etching of a woodcock imprinted on the 
covers if your printer thinks it feasible. An 
example is enclosed. 

We will include the zine plate with the order for 
reprints unless you write us to the contrary. 

Yours sincerely, \ 

: Alice Harper 
: Secretary to Aldo Leopold



Figure 1. Graph A (left): Survival history of five year-classes as 

indicated by trapping returns. Graph B (centre): Survival history corrected 

for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the population. 

Graph C (right): Survival history of average year-class with average 

turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two yeare-classes is 

shown by dotted lines in Graph A; destination of corrections in Graph B.) 
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“a 1. Graph A (left): Survival history of five year-classes as 

indicated by trapping returns. Graph B (centre): Survival history corrected 

for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the population. 

Graph C (right): Survival history of average year-class with average 

turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two yeare-classes is 

shown by dotted lines in Graph A; destination of corrections in Graph B.)
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' b, 

Figure 1, Graph A (left): Survival histery of five year-classes as 

indicated by trapping returns, Graph B (centre): Survival history 

corrected for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the 

population. Graph ¢ (right): Survival history of average year-class 

with average turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two 

year-classes is shown by dotted lines in Graph A; destination of 

corrections in Graph 8.)
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Figure 1. Graph A (left): Survival history of five year-classes as | 

indicated by trapping returns. Graph B (centre): Survival history 

corrected for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the 

population. Graph © (right): Survival history of average year-class 

with average turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two 

year-classes is shown by dotted lines in Graph A; destination of 

corrections in Graph B.)
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42h University Farn Place 
January 12, 1943 

Editor Tracy I. Storer 
Division of Zoology 
University of California 
Davis, California 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

dust to make sure that the lineout is satisfactory, I am having it 
retraced with larger lettering. 

As regards the "scale of 100", this 1s really per cent, but I did 
not usd the term per cent because 1t could be construed two ways, 
either as referring throughout to the initial figure, 
or as réferring to the next preceding figure. The dimension series 
throughout refers to the first figure, namely 100, and the phrase 
"scale of 100" would seem to make this clearer than to use the 
term per cent. 

If, after reading tho manuseript, you still find this e stumbling 
block, let me know. I may need to amplify the text which may have 
been boiled down too moh. 

dust to save you a puzzle, let me say that the stippling is omitted 
from part of Graph B, Figure 1. The section showing the 1940 year-class 
of 127 which shrank te 28 in 1941 should be stippled. The stippling 
is being inserted in the original. 

When I think of how mech editorial work I have to do for half a 
dozen students, I can imagine the enormity of your editorial job. 

; I don't see how you can do it at all. 

IT am not sure that I can get to Denver. If I do, I shall count on 
the oppartunity to talk things over. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

January 5, 1943 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
42 University Farm Place 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: . 

This will acknowledge receipt of your article with Sperry, Feeney and 

Catenhusen on POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT REFUGE. The first 

glimpse indicates that it will be satisfactory; the length is not too great 

as it will be shorter than several papers in hand or being printed. 

The lettering on the figure is a little small to reproduce at any ordinary 

size, since the maximum area for a line cut is 5 x 7 inches. It would be 

better to enlarge all lettering until a minimum of 3/16" height and to make 

your major "A", "B", "C" heads fully 1/4" high. Some of the figures and 

letters and a few lines are rather weak in the blue print; it will be well to 

make certain that these are thoroughly black and of sufficient width to stand 

up well in reduction. I am having some chores in reworking figures for men 

who have entered the services where copies earlier accepted are unsatisfactory. 

Without reading the paper fully I am a little puzzled by the term "the 

scale of 100" in Tables 3 and 4. Maybe I am dumb but if you have a better 

phrase that will go well in the space available I can make a correction in 

the copy. 

The order for reprints will of course go to the printer when you receive 

proof. I am putting in an enormous amount of time in an effort: to condense 

papers and catch up with our back log of manuscripts in hand. With so many 

members of the Society now in the services we may reach a stage where the 

Editor will need copy. Then St articles can be solicited and perhaps we 

can achieve a little more balancd' diet in the Journal. 

I presume you will expect to attend the Conference in Denver in Feb- 

ruary. I am scheduled to be there and will hope to see you. 

Sincerely yours, + 

Tracy I. Storer, Editor 

TIS:bsl
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

January 26, 1943 

Mr. Aldo Leopold » 

424 University Farm Place 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

This will acknowledge safe receipt of the copy for 

; Figure 1 for your paper on POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN 

nb PHEASANT REFUGE. The arrangements for a special imprint on 

Ze° the cover of separates should be made with the printer on 

( re receipt of the white form pertaining to reprints. 

Very truly yours, 

Sra }. Shree 

Tracy I. Storer, Editor 

TIS:bs1



Peacoat pep 

Division of Zoology 

University of Californi 
Journal of Wildlife Management maigurind Calif. 7 

May 6, 1943 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
42, University Farm Place 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin . 

; Dear Leopold: 

I think we may well leave the sequence of authors for 

your joint paper on POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT 

REFUGE as on the typescript. I subscribe to giving seniority in 
proportion to the amount of brain sweat! 

It now seems likely that we can publish the article in the 

October 1943 issue as I have caught up with the supply of manu- 
scripts on hand, Unless unforseen difficulties arise we can 

henceforth hope to publish more promptly. Indeed, just now, I 
have only about enough to finish out Vol. 7. Whether a number of 
papers will arrive in early summer, as occurred earlier, remains 

to be seen, I want a few more fish papers to balance the contents, 

The Michigan Departmeht has asked permission to reprint your 

obituary of Lovejoy and I was glad to assent. 

We have no students at Davis since it became a Signal Corps 

School in February, so we are really getting some work done. 

I got off my textbook in a declining market, but it is finished, 

and now I am at work on some of the backlog of materials in my files. 

Sincerely yours, 

Tracy I, Storer, Editor 
TIS: vb
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June 19, 1943 

Dr. Tracy I. Storer, Bditor 
Division of Zoology i 
University of California 
Davis, California » 

Dear Dr. Storer: 

If it is not too late, may I ask you to make 
two minor corrections in the manuscript, 
"Population turnover on a Wisconsin pheasant refuge"? 
The corrections are as follows: 

p. 5, table 2, under "probable per cent banded", 
the first figure should be 17, not 16. 

pe 7, para. 3, “Allen ...found 11 per cent of 
closed bursas" should read “Allen... found 
i2 per cent of closed bursas", 

If you would prefer, I will make these corrections 
on the proof. 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Proféssor of Wildlife Management 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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August 19, 19h3 

George Banta Publishing Company 
Menasha, Wisconsin 

Bear Sirs: 

We would like to have the attached zinc plate 
imprinted on the 500 reprints with covers 
(see attached reprint order) of "Population 
of a Wisconsin pheasant refuge" by Leopold, 
Sperry, Feeney & Catenhusen, which will appear 
in the October issue of the Journal of 
Wildlife Management. 

' We are also attaching a sample reprint which may 
be used as & pattern. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 

P.S. On the outside of the reprint we would also 
like to have printed: 

Journal Paper No. 4 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

xe . 
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Octoder 15, 1943 

George Banta Publishing Company 
Menasha, Wisconsin - 

Dear Sirs: ; 

’ A printer's error occurs on page 393 of the October 
Journal of Wildlife Management. I am calling this to your 
attention on the chance that it might be corrected 
vefore the reprints are made. ; 

fhe orror consists of the misplacement of the following 
paragraph: 

"I should be noted that the 84 per cent 
shrinkage in the young birds betwoen hatching 
and winter is greater than the 70 per cent shrinkage 
which will thereafter take place each year. 
This comparison appears in Graph G, Figure 1." 

This paragraph should come just before the center 
caption "SUMMARY" instead of just before the center 
caption "LIFE EQUATION". 

If you ean shift this material before making the 
reprints, I would appreciate it greatly since otherwise 
I would have to make the correction by hand. 

I am sending a copy of this to Professer Tracy Storer 
for inforgation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Storer
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FiVEOAKS FARM : ; 

GROTON, 

MASSACHUSETTS. ‘ 

January 22, 1942. ; 

‘ 
3 

Professor Aldo Leopold, ‘ 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: q 

Many thanks for letting me study the MS of your paper 
"Population Turnover on a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge." I shall , 
be looking forward to a reprint when they are available. j 

I am greatly impressed by this paper, especially by 
the method of presentation. The comparatively brief age span yy 

: of the pheasant compared to many species of small song birds ‘ 
is surprising, especially in view of the fact that there ex- 
ists much data indicating longer age spans for La reegt birds - 
the Osprey and Herring Gull around 20 years, (Song Sparrow, 
Junco, Chipping Sparrow and Barn Swallow, - 8 years.) 

You have given me some new thoughts to work with in 
relation to the relative abundance material I wrote you about. 
It should be related to the survival data from the return 
records, and the material from South Carolina could be compared f 
with data from our Groton station. 

You will note that I have inserted next your ‘fable 3, 
some figures from lir. Wharton's paper, giving survival of three 
migrant species. They are markedly lower for year 2, but seem 
to keep in line fairly well for years 3 and 4. This would seem 
to be additional evidenge supporting Mr. Whartog'ts theory that 
there is a dispersal to wintering grounds of part of the adult 
population. 

There are a few pencilled comments in the margins which 
{ stuck in as I went along. I have left them in just in case 
something useful may be in them. 

Again thanks, and with kindest regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Gi A. Masons ©
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BODY WEIGHT AND SEX RATIO 

OF COTTONTAIL RABBITS! 

William H. Elder and Lyle K. Sowls 

There is little published information a real (statistically significant) differ- 
on the body weights of cottontail rab- ence, we autopsied 398 rabbits collected 

bits. Standard texts give a few individ- by shooting and trapping from the re- 
: ual weights or averages lumping both gion about Madison, Wisconsin. We 

sexes together. Seton (1), Bailey (2), caught eleven animals over 1,500 grams 
Green (3), Hickie (4), Leopold (5), and and they were all females. Our heaviest 
Dalke (6) give average figures, but they male weighed 1,470 grams. Figure 1 
either lump the two sexes or do not shows the distribution of the weights of 
separate the data by months, so that no the rabbits that we studied. The largest 
analysis of their data is possible. Al- number of both sexes weighed between 
len’s (7) thorough study failed to reveal 1,100 and 1,200 grams (about 23 Ibs.), 
any significant difference between the but there was a preponderance of fe- 
weights of males and females trapped males in the heavier weight classes. 
during December and January. Trip- Thus both Allen’s and our own data 

pensee (8) states, “Aside from the strengthen ‘Trippensee’s assumption 
slightly smaller body weights of males, that females are heavier than males. 

and the differences already described, It was necessary to exclude all preg- 

there are no distinguishable differences nant females and juveniles in the statis- 

between the sexes.” This suggests that tical treatment of our data because the 
there is a constant difference between differences we wished to determine were 
the weights of the two sexes. Allen those between adult animals without 
pointed out that the heaviest rabbit he the weights of embryos and placentas. 

examined was a female of 1,899 grams, Only 228 of the 398 rabbits examined 
and that of the four rabbits he caught are therefore included in the analysis of 
which weighed more than 1,800 grams. body weights; pregnant females were 

three were females. excluded at autopsy. We learned that 

To determine whether or not the ap- juveniles could not be distinguished 

parent difference between the weights from adults by body weights alone, 

of male and female cottontail rabbits is since some juvenile rabbits already 
weigh more than 1,000 grams (2% lbs.) 

1 Acknowledgement is made to the Civilian by August, and many adults, even dur- 

Conservation Corps and to W. 8. Feeney and; a : is ; 

T. Sperry of the National Park Service staff ns the active breeding season in spring, 

at SP-14, Madison, Wisconsin, for help in weigh less than 1,000 grams. In the 

capturing the rabbits; to Professor Aldo early fall, the much larger testes of 

Leopold of the Department of Wildlife adult males easily distinguish them 

Hope ets Mog R. K. eee of from males of the year. As the fall pro- 
lepartmen' or general super- . 

Ta aee es tou hens B. hasan gresses, the size of the testes of the 

of the Genetics Department for advice and adults decreases rapidly, but the testes 

aid in the statistical treatment of the data. of immature rabbits gradually increase 

203
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Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of weights of 228 adult cottontails. 

until neither their size nor their weight animals were distinguished, and ex- 
can longer be used to separate the two cluded from the following statistical 
age groups. The flaccid appearance of analysis. 
the shrinking testes in adults, however, ; 
is a criterion to distinguish them from Variation IN Bopy Wrrcuts 
those of the immature males with tur- We employed the analysis of variance 
gid testes. The presence of placental procedure to determine slates or ay 
sites in the uteri of females was found th ignificance in the ap: t 
to be a distinguishing criterion of adult Weuie dies 0) ees Hes tag 
rabbits. Beule (9), has shown that ani- females; (2) from month to month when 
mals of the year do not breed, and both sexes were lumped together; and 
our evidence confirms his finding. In (8) resulting from the interaction of the 
early fall the placental sites appear as two factors of sex and month. The re- 
thickened, whitish areas one centimeter sults of these analyses were as follows. 
in length. As the fall progresses, these - 
are gradually resorbed and become less Caleu- Crotie 
apparent; by December they appear as lated F bility of 
translucent areas only three millimeters : 0.0r 

in length, best seen by transmitted light. Differences between sexes 10.11 9.73 
By use of these criteria all immature [nteraction, Months: Sexes 3.74 2.73
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The greater calculated F values as monthly weights of either sex in the 
compared with the F values? fora prob- fall. The figures in Table 1 show no 

ability of 0.01 (that the difference could _ significant difference between average 
be due to chance alone once in 100 monthly weights of females; for males 

times) indicate real differences in weight there was a significant difference be- 
(1) between male and female rabbits, tween January specimens as compared 

and (2) between the months, but (3) with those of March or April. 

the difference between the sexes is not There is a progressive loss in average 

constant from month to month. The weights of male rabbits in late winter 

, last conclusion is indicated by the dif- and early spring; females show a 

ferences between the F values for the monthly decrement paralleling that of 

month and sex interaction. This was the males, but it is not statistically sig- 

due to a differential weight change in nificant. This difference between the 

the two sexes. sexes might be expected, because Traut- 

TaBLe 1 

ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MONTHS BY THE T TEST 

Males Females 

M Renee Rice penal | ) SeUReN EE ert pneee pee 

Jan.—Feb. 1.90 2.69 1.70 2.75 
Jan.—March 3.23 2.60 1.09 2.67 
Jan.—April 5.27 2.72 1.32 2.81 
March-April 2.76 2.69 0.13 2.72 

To find out when this occurred, we man in Trippensee (8), Gerstell (11), 

used the “t’’ test? and compared the and Allen (7) all agree that females 
weights for each sex separately of one show a much greater tendency to hole 

month with those of a later month. The up in winter than do males. Since Leo- 
results of this are given in Table 1. pold (5) has classified Madison in the 

The larger size of the calculated “t” “holing up zone,” it seems probable 

value as compared to the 0.01 probabil- that the greater weight loss in the males 

ity “t”’ value indicates a significant dif- is a result of the increased activity or 
ference between two averages. There exposure of the more mobile males to in- 

was no difference between the average clement weather through the winter 

2 The probability of a difference of the size MRED, br, pre probably, 20.4: samp 
observed (or larger) occurring by chance nation of the two factors. 
alone can be estimate: calculating the 

statistic “F”’ eo pte ie Sex Ratio 

are given in Snedecor (10). The sex ratio was 52 males to 48 fe- 
* The Ret of a chance ee males among the 398 rabbits examined 

occurrin; re een two gro! S C; e esti- : 

mated ey Paleatilin ins Hae “7 for by us. Table 2 compares our findings 

which known probabilities are given in With those of other authors. 
Snedecor (10). Statistical analysis shows that there
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TABLE 2 

SEX RATIO IN COTTONTAIL RABBITS 

Reported by N Uinber of smaitbe fon ales How obtained 

Trippensee (8) 216 57:48 Trapped 
Pirnie in Trippensee (8) 56 60:40 Shot 
Trautman in Trippensee (8) 391 42:58 Ferret 
Gerstell (11) 6,394 49:51 Trapped in west 
Gerstell (11) 878 79:21 Shot 
Allen (7) 476 51:49 All methods 
Present authors 398 52:48 Trapped and shot 

is no significant difference between the perhaps be attributed to the “holing- 
ratio found by us and those found by up” tendency of the females which may 

Allen and Trippensee and by Gerstellin retard weight loss. 

the rabbits he obtained from the west. Juvenile animals cannot be distin- 
There is, however, a significant differ- guished from adults by weight alone. 

ence between our ratio and that of Juvenile males can be distinguished 

Trautman based on the use of ferrets, from adult males by the turgid appear- 
or that of Pirnie and Gerstell in rabbits ance of their testes compared to the 

procured by shooting alone. It seems flaccid state of those of the adults. 

likely that when a large sample is avail- Adult females have placental sites in 
able, such as the 6,394 sexed by Ger- their uteri, but juvenile females do not. 

stell, or when several methods of ob- The age of both sexes can be deter- 

taining the animals are used, the sex mined at autopsy in the fall and early 

ratio is nearly even. When the sample winter. 

is small or only one method of capture The sex ratio of wild cottontail rab- 

is used, the sex ratio is biased. Thus bits is probably nearly even. Disparity 

when the animals are taken either by in published results seems traceable to 
shooting or trapping alone in the win- the methods of capture. 
ter, there is a preponderance of males, 

while in animals ferreted from holes a LiveraTureE CrTep 
preponderance of females is found. 1. Suton, E. T. 

SumMARY 1929. Lives of game animals. 

Doubleday, Doran & Co., N. Y. 
Female cottontail rabbits average Vol. IV: pp. 705-714. 

significantly heavier than males. All of 2. Barnny, Bunnanp. 
our rabbits which weighed over 1,500 1929. Mammals of Sherburne 
grams were females. The heaviest male County, Minnesota. Jour. Mam- 
weighed 1,470 grams. The most typical malogy, 10: 153-164. 
weight class for rabbits we secured was 3. ee fae a i ae 

1 6. Executive Reports o! e 
naa Sates dec Gate Minnesota Wildlife Easing In- 
3 : 4 y vestigation 1, July, 1983 to De- 
in the late winter and early spring cember, 1934; 1935-1936 <bid. 
months, but females do not. This can 2, January, 1935 to June, 1936.
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4, Hicxiz, Pauw. 8. Trippenses, R. E. 

1939. Rabbits—and some of the 1936. Reproductive function in the 

costly myths about restocking cottontail rabbit, Sylvilagus flori- 
them. Michigan Conservation 8: danus mearnsi in southern Michi- 

4, 8, 10-11. gan. Proc. N. Amer. Wildlife 

5. Leorotp, ALDo. a o eas 

1931. Game survey of the north PEON, TORN ¥ i F 
central states. Sporting Arms and po i aaa a oe a 

Ammunition Institute, Madison, spn) ee ne ‘i 
: 2 Amer. Wildlife Conf. 320-328. 

Wisconsin, pp. 89-99. 
; 10. SnepEcor, G. W. 

| Coa 1988. Statistical methods applied to 
* 1987. A preliminary Teport of the experiments in agriculture and 

| New England cottontail studies. biology. Collegiate Press Inc., 

Trans. Second N. Amer. Wildlife ee Ames, Iowa, pp. 1-388. 
Conf. 542-548. 11. Gurste.t, Ricwarp. 

7. Auten, Durwoop L. 1937. Management of the cotton- 

1939. Michigan cottontails in winter tail rabbit in Pennsylvania. Penn- 
Journ. Winpuirer MANAGEMENT sylvania Game News 7 (12): 6-7, 

3: 307-322. 27, 30. 

William H. Elder 
Dept. of Zoology 
Lyle K. Sowls 
Department of Wildlife Management | 
University of Wisconsin | 
Madison, Wisconsin | 
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all the individuals penning bands of that year-class, whereas the remaining figures 

include only those survivors returning to the traps. Additional banded survivors 

exist in the untrapped portion of the population. We know this to be true, for 

individuals often "skipped a year" in returning to our traps. : ; 

The untrapped portion of the population averaged half the census (last column, 

Table 1). To the extent that the census is dépendable, the probable survival for 

each year can be computed from the ratio: i 

actual return: probable survival = total catch: census 

‘ This is done in Table 2.
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Figure 2 presents, in graphic form, the/composition of the catch each 

year, and the shrinkage of the year-classes. It also compares the total 
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Figure 2 presents, in graphic form, the/composition of the catch each 

year, and the shrinkage of the year-classesi It also compares the total 

cakobe the pasar 
trapped. for each year with census. The censuses, showef an average 

2%e tat UG ‘ 
population of 24 pheasants, of which an average of 127, or 52 per cent, ae 

2 ¢ wh 
was trapped.each-year. Of this number, 106, or sf per cent, were newly a 

banded birds. y i 

The returns shown in Table 1, and in the vertical bars of Figure 2, Ry? rf ? 
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are—not all of the survivors of the four year-classes, for additional ser ¥ 
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survivors occur in the untrapped portion of the population, ‘tas of the \ 

| wy second-year returns (see totals, bottom of Table 1), only 7 appeared \ 

| among the 59 first-year returns. The other 7 must have been present in the 

| untrapped portion of the population. . 

The ratio of trapped to untrapped survivors is here assumed to be 

proportional to the trapped and untrapped portions of the total population. 

Thane Patrons ung 
If_this—is true, then the survivalf of the various year-classég for any 

: i Cai adiat few ths A mkiot “ Y ah we rind 
season subsequent to the first banding can be determined bythe forma: 
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| T the total birds trapped. ,#/The survivals of the ye ined yoo atlant, 

, ad 

computed by this formula from Table 1 and Figure 2, are portrayed in 

, Ate 
\ Figure 3. per a 

or array 
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succeeding ones; i.e., its shri e rate was less, its survival rate ' 

D < greater. Just before this year-clas was banded, 127 pheasants had been 
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| trapped and removed from gua Gonsialecis the course of another experiment. (2) 

\ This, of course, aod population pressure that year, and perhaps
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also the following year (See Census curve, Figure 2). The superior ( 

survival of the sesbheks panicles may reflect reduced mortality of 

reduced egress following lightened pressure, or it may reflect, ‘cakes 

distortion (only, ena somber “of bivas were banded in- 1937-38). Under 

the carrying-capacity principle as defined by Errington and Makavown?” pp. 438-439) ; 

lightened population pressure should reduce (both) nortality, -and.egresse 

Based on the survivals of the 1938-39 and 1939-H0 year-classes 

alone, e-typical survival-curve-starting with 100 p! Cauabe shrinks to 33 ‘ 

the second year and 12 the third. If the a from all three 

year-classes be given equal weight, 100 pheasants shrink to 42 the second 

year, 26 the third, and none the fourth. bn either basis, it appears 

that a turnover takes place every3 or 4years, and this appears also to be 

the maximum age to which individual Kiknsonss ordinarily survive.on this area. 

Y) These deductions on survival ae turnover rates are valid only to the 

extent that she pheasant population % honed" is Od aa 1 

The available evidence indicates that vhte}js substantially true. The 

city prevents movement from or to the east, north, and west. On the 

south lies open upland, Aostly cultivated or grazed farmland with little 

winter cover. This offen upland is broken by two areas of marsh (see 

Figure 1). The smaller and nearer of these (Dunn's Marsh) was not trapped 

gg os but Arboretum pheasants doubtless visit it. Its winter 

Capacity is not over a dozen or two pheasants. 

The eeeer area (Fish Hatchery Marsh) was censused and trapped in. 

1940-41 by Irven 0. Buss of the Wisconsin Conservation Department. “Fe. 

census showed 224 pheasants, of which 70, or 31 per cent, were trapped. 

Of these 70 birds, not one bore a band from the Arboretum. 
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Figure 3. Computed survivals of pheasant 
|. year-classes.
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sexually imperfect individuals, and that such birds either will not or 

cannot breed. 

The 40 hens will lay 11 eggs ome Pe 5), or 440 eggs. About 

75 per cent of then? p 19) will succeed, by renesting, in bringing 

off a brood. This represents an increment of 330 chicks. This shrinks 

to 67 grown young by the succeeding January, and represents 2 mortality 

rate in juvenile birds of 80 per cent between June and January. 

The adults are known to shrink 67 per cent from January to Jamary. 

If we assume that hens with bursal openings are not sexually imperfect, ; 

and that all of them nest, the increment becomes 495 chicks, and the mortality 

of juveniles 84 per cent. 

Reality probably lies hid as the 80 per cent figure, which seems 

; not incompatible with Errington and Papbesirentss findings. 

SUMMARY 

Four consecutive bandings of a pheasant population indicate that of 

each 100 pheasants surviving until their first winter, about 33 are still 

present Bovey the second winter and 12 the third winter. A complete 

turnover in population occurs in four years. 

This shrinkage seems to represent mainly natural turnover (mortality) 

rather than egress, for neither hunting nor trapping yielded any distant 

returns from the 434 birds banded. , 

The shrinkage in cocks was more rapid than in hens. 

The censuses showed a higher ratio of cocks to hens than the traps 

did. In early winter, and ag&in in spring, the traps showed as high a 

percentage of cocks as the census (sbout 40 per cent) but in late winter 

_ the catch of cocks in the traps was much lower. 

i J
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Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Please consider this a substitution for a friendly chat concerning 

your very interesting graphic analysis of class shrinkages as indicated by * 

trapping at the arboretum. I have thought of it a great deal lately, and 

have satisfied (in part) my mind about at least one point. Lack of actual 

trapping returns makes it impossible to apply your figures to my idea, but 

I have set up a hypothetical case (black lines on chart) which will serve 

to illustrate this idea. 

As—ltold—yeu, I thought there was "something” about the mechanics of 

the chart as you had it set up which tended to give the wrong picture. I 

am still inclined to that impression. To put the same figures which I have 

used in the hypothetical case into a different chart follow the red lines. 

The pencil lines (hypothetical), I believe, give a picture similar to the one 

you had. The ommission of the 1939 trappings is purely an oversight. BUT 

transposing these same pencil lines into a different form gives a different 

picture, and I believe a more accurate one. 

Falacies in your chart: The longer the trapper operates at the arboretum, 

the longer becomes the history line for each year's bandings. This extended 

line points toward the date on which the data are analyzed IF all classes are 

included. If one is treating of only shrinkages in the first-year classes, why 

not graph only those classes? In other words, the "spokes" of your whe@l originate 

at the rim as they should, but all spokes differ in length which develops an 

improperly-shaped wheel. The second falacy seems to be (maybe I'm wrong) in 

the inclusion of the last line of your chart. How did you get first-year returns 

from the 1942 trappings? Examination of the slant of the red lines shows a
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| striking similarity even though the ie teatinyode returhs for the 1937 bandings | 

is 63% and those for the 1941 bandings is 29%, I doubt whether or not you 

have as great a disparity between your first-year rethvhs, yet the slope of 

the two lines for these two classes is not indicative of the varying preimiun 

placed on old and young birds as your chart suggested. 

I have likely told you nothing new in my problem dreams, and you have 

likely developed a new chart or perfected the one you have to get the knots 

out. 

If we disagree on any point behind the chart, I would greatly appreciate 

any opportunity to chat the matter over with you personally. I am of the ; 

' opinion we do not disagree, and the eepantause is another problem which has 

developed mechanically with no change of ideas. 

Best wishes, 

Aa
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Correction for Unknown Age. The initial figure of each series includes A 

not only young-of-the-year, which are unbanded because only 3 year old, ‘ 

ta 
but also survivors from the unbanded residue of previous yeary. Thus : o 

the 137 new bandings of the second tare includes not only young, but \ ; 3 
y 

probably part of the 111 birds which escaped banding during the first K be 

winter. If we can apt Ue psceeup-ot 267 nee Sal cs tg ely sae % 

Us. obhew : 
; y 

c component age group} » and then continue the split down the remainder of ‘ : 

Us reatobuad arrer wll cunetlilt fs 
the series, we—-will_have-arrived—at an age-€ibes survival series. S 

a ef iz 

As a means of splitting a typical yeare-class into its two, componente % 

we examined all new bandings during the fourth and fifth winters for : . 

bursal openings. During the fourth winter this was by ocular examination \ ; 
‘ ie 

without probing; the® data are rejected as unreliable, although they check . 33 

Sy tadenrclecl, trela Cebit my 
closely with the later probing data. During the fifth winter 98 new < ae 

Prcenacchemcatorel fp. bef) eymerny Il Verky Dart inty toelen Omtebarnarele am orden b owrcel mange 
vandings were probed for bursal opening, in-December-and-Jamuary. This-“/ 

! OP CL rnhendaels Mansons 70 fierce A? 
G74. sample showed of per cent with open bursas, i.e. abext—three_quarters of 

Bo puncewt : 
the new catch were young-of-the-pear. The other coe having closed - 

Bae wey, Daw, Bape Er Per cnmiprnentasoatel 
bursas, weré presumably older. Et-is safe te-assume;—from-the unpublished 

kegs To tank cack mur youre Rue Ao Corarting Wrlibin eelen aan) cenels GO a 
oseirehes of Charles Kirkpatriel,—that—ne-. bo i 
oR her Gara. - 

their-bursas—befere—January. : 

‘ Cow i 

Another method of splitting off the older component of eaeh initial 

banding is to assume that the unbanded residue of the previous year te unbd Raeee |) 

sph idol! we tl Le pro a 
subjeet=se a 33 per cent survival (to be derived later) and a-50-—per—eent 

beers Aalvbutiel bebo. Oe ee ieee vf Hs Wikmrrelisl p rpletion 
‘Pable-1). Thus of the 111 unbanded of the first winter, : 

i Te Ta areoucls wnalin, ot thy bigrneng $ vet Uy ones 189465 = 202 rrberudects Lines, 
: 37 would survive The-second-yeareclass : 
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sh 
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The assumed 33 per cent survival used in this correction is derived by a-vertes 

of approximations from Figure 3 itself, and will be discussed presently. The 50 

per cent catch is the average‘catch from Table 1. i 

Were this correction not made, the survivals would be too low, becaube each 

series would start with too high an initial number. i 

If, in any.year, the census is 25% lower than the population, the correction 

I for the subsequent year becomes 33% x 50% x 254 = 4 % too small. The correction - 

0 is only’a fraction of the wei Ainss, hence the distortion due to census error is 

negiigivie. fo 
4 If the whole population were banded, the*need for age-class corre@tion would 

disappear. : : 

If viraéof-the-year were physieally distinguishable, corrections for age woul 

be a simile matter of classifying each year-class by physical examination. As will 

annect later, we tried to use the burasal opening as an age criterion, but we do 

fot regard our claseitvfation as reliable. ; 

Deductions from Corrected Data. In Figure 3 the three asia of survisal 

series from Table 1, Table 2, and Figure 2 are presented in Graphs A, B, and C. i i 

: ackel san Crcke qrinface ae eS aoe a 
The heayy line gives the average of-cach=wertesAewel, safteC oul The fact dees 

C22-12-10- 0) Ae toner Te reendhts uf bela to lip @uinlh bo be plugeBber Por the fencl drceckins, 

In Graph D the three averages are reduced to a seale of 100 for ready comparison. 

It is clear from the foregoing discussions that the abrupt slope of the first 

leg of Graph A, as compared with B and its derivative C, is false due toe lack of 

correction for untrapped residue. Gragh Ais therefore discarded, i.e., is given 

no weight in the sunnaz/>. : 

Graph B, which is vulnerable to census error, but is otherwise superior to A, ig 

does not show the dispersion of data-points which a large fluctuating census 

error would be expected to introduce. It is coneluded, therefore, that either the 

census is always and quite uniformly lower than the population, or that the 

dots
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; census error is small. ; The initial leg of B is still too abrupt in slope, 

because the initial figure of each series is not yet corrected for birds of 

unknown age. 

Graph C contains this correction, which further reduces the slope of the 

survival curves. The average of the C series, expressed on a scale of 100 in 

Graph D, yi bias the series 100-35-9-3. This is the fully corrected survival 

at 3, 13, 23, and 33 years respectively,and may be considered the true survival. ; 

provided no census error has entered the computations. If one has entered, it 

was concluded from the absence of dispersion in Graph B that it must either be + 

small, or else quite uniform. Curve C-1, Graph D, would be the true survival if 

the census of each year were 25% short of the actual population. It yields the 

series: 100-44-11-, : 

Our net conclusion is that the true survival probably lies within or above 

@ zone represented by the two series: 

2 yr layr a yr * Bhyr 

No census error: 100 35 Dive 3 

Census 25% low: 100 yy ay y 

This zone is stippled in Graph D, Figure 3. : 

In either case, a turnover in any year-class is completed in" Five years, and 

i this is also the maximum age ordinarily attained by individual Arboretum pheasants. 

The per cent shrinkage of the two survival series is as follows: 

$-14 yrs 14-23 yrs 2h-33 yrs Average per year 

Curve C, no census error: 65% 74% 664 684 

Curve C-1, Gensus 25% low: 66% 15% 64g 68% 

The sufficiency of the numerical base for these shrinkages of course dcerenslk to 

the right; i.e., the 4-13 colum is more reliable than in the 24-3 column. The 

uniformity apparent in all the shrinkages probably has special aienificanee: It 

suggests that once a pheasant reaches his first winter, the experience which 

acerues from age Gear to have any further survival value. Green and Hans (2? p-276)
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found this same characteristic in their mech larger survival series for snowshoe 

hare. ; A 

Age Composition 

The average age composition of the Arboretum pheasant population may be 

_ vead directly from the stippled zone in graph D, Figure 3. The age composition 

probably lies between the two curves: ; 

Curve C, no census error Curve C-1, census 25% shot 

Birds of the year, } year old 100 68 % 100 63 % 

Birds 14 years old 35 ah 4 uy 27 & 

Birds 23 ee ola ; 9 6% Ti 74 

Birds 33 years ola A _2¢ 4 3% 

147 100 % 160 100 % 

Mortality and Reproductive Gain ; 

During the study period, pheasant density on the Arboretum rose steadily. 

This spring serious deme-pelting occurred on nearby farms. Last winter some 

experimental acorn-plantings, made for a study of oak reproduction, were all dug 

up, preseumeably by pheasants. The present density may be regarded as above the safe 

maximum, and will have to be reduced. i 

Errington and Hamerstrom found in bobwhite (3) that high fall density brought 

heavy winter mortality. Leopold and Errington (unpublished) find high bobwhite ( 

breeding populations achieve low reproductive gains. Do shese relationships hold . 

for pheasants? 

The Arboretum census was made only once a year, hence comparison of fall | 

and spring populations is not possible, but year-to-year comparisons during a : 

period of rising density ought to yield some valid evidences ... here bin 
®
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>So far, in order to trace turnover, we have averaged survivals by ages, but not 

by years; the groups entering any one age-class hived during different years. 

In Table 3 (left half) the survival groups from Table 2 are arranged by winters; 

in the right half the mortality between winters is computed and compared with 

the per cent of oune birds in the total catch (from Figure 2), and the density. 

Table 3: Mortality and Reproductive Gain by Years. 

Year- |Computed Survivals, Table 2 during | Mortality Between Winters 
class | winter no. : 

: Cae Ne 
First 22 12 10 0 22-12-10 : 

Second | Ist) 48) 747 4 -149-58-97 

Thira | sg 4 | 206-65 141 

Fourth _ 127 126 
| 192=36=156 

Fifth | 128 f 

So ee 
Per cent of young of year in total catch atc. . SCS 

end of period (Figure 2) 80 % y2é 55% 67 & 

Density (geen © cansus! at end of period, 
. acres per bird i 2.8 1.8 2.0 1.9 

The first mortality figure, 45 per cent, may be discarded because of its 

slender mmerical base. ‘ 

The remaining series suggest that year-to-year mortality has risen with 

rising density, while the young-of-the-year component is the banded catch has 

fallen. The total spread of values is, however, only 16 per cent in the first 

; case and 13 per cent in the second. A census error localized at either end of 

the study period would wipe out the spread in mortality rates. We believe that 

the data are inconclusive, but that they suggest that pheasant: populations have 

internal responses to crowding which resemble in direction those already 

established for bobwhite. : .
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Sex Ratio 

The per cent of cocks tallied during the census drives is consistently 

greater than the per cent of cocks among newly-trapped pheasants. Table }l/- 

compares the two. 

Table %. Per cent of Cocks in Census and in Trap 

2 Ay cok pa ale tS 

fice deaes trap 9 - S io . Thad 40 faut 
pb . fal. ye Tally _ i a pa a : 

Average hey 268. be Lan~ Latent A. bea, ' 
: I i et ne a a kk ib 

This mst mean either that cocks are easier to flush than hens, or harder 

to trap. y 

In Table ¢ the per cent of cocks shrinks to zero, in each of the three \ 

year-classes so far reaching their third ase ee shown by 

Table 1 to persist through their third winter are all hens. This suggests 

either that the natural mortality in cocks is heavier than in hens, or that there 

is undetected differential egress of cocks, or that the hunting kill outside the §_ 
of erwccle Cohan Loy Rrrulina weed 

Arboretum boundaries is much heavier than the scanty banding returns indicate. 

Whatever the reason, we may conclude that the composite turnover rate of 

100-W-11-4, if split by sexes, would be roughly y MO>UO for cocks and (Go-zeeTI-h : i 

for hens. The only precision in thts split 1s the total plcnoune wank dh for 

- each sex, Tha ee, 4 ig con nae ech pak. 

Both the census tally and the trap tally in Table § show a progressive 

decrease in per cent of cocks throughout the study period. We suspect that ‘ 

increasing population pressure may in itself augment cock mortality, possibly 

through fighting. .
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Despite this trend toward a lower proportion of cocks, the Arboretum still 

has tide as many pee! ia ees of Dane County, where Buss (10.p-5) vas 

a winter sails of 15 per cent cocks among 1634 pheasants tallied. ; j 

In Figure 4 the per cent of new cocks in the traps is presented graphically 

by months. January, and again April, are seen to yield the same sex composition 

as the census, namely, about 40 per cent. On the other hand November and 

i Pebruaey-Karch yield only half this per cent of cocks. The November data are | 

numerically weak and may be Masaaeal: The February-March data are ample, and 

hold good not only for the average year (heavy line) but during most single 

years. i i 2 

The per cent of cocks in the total catch (including repeats) is not 

y here presented, but shows the same characters. : 

The low catch of cocks in late winter is evidently the reason for the 

disparity between the census ‘and tfaps in Table ¥ It may represent a 

reluctance to enter traps ee ieee ea or (more—Likely) it may represent 

daytime absence ieee a Arboretum on excursions to manured upland fields outside 

the Arboretum boundaries. 

Weicht Fluctuations 

All pheasants caught, including repeats, were weighted to the nearest ; 

gram, but individually these weights are not significant within about 100 grams, 

for a full crop of corn weighs up to that amount. — 

Figure 5 presents the average weight of newly-banded pheasants caught 

in each of the winter months. These new birds are mostly young-of=the-year, : 

; and being of a single age-class, are more suitable for tracing month-to-month 

changes than groups of mixed ages. m 

The average weight of new cocks is seen to increase through December, but 

to decline steadily from January to April, the total loss averaging over 100 grams. 

The average weight of new hens, instead of increasing through December, as 

in cocks, stays level. It falls, like that of cocks, through January and February, 

stays level in March, and in April the loss is regained.



ea 

This gain of hens in early spring, as contrasted with the continued weight-loss 

by the cocks, was detected in red grouse by Wilson (its BP ae and in 

" Pob-white by Stoddara (12+ pp. 75-76), 

Bursal Examination 

Beginning in March 1940, we examined the cloaca of each pheasant trapped 

to see if we could classify the bird as young-of-the-year or adult by noting 

the presence or absence of a bursal opening. Gower (13) had pointed out this ‘ 

Ne method for aging dead birds, and Hochbaum (14) and Hawkins (unpiblished) had 

used it on live ducks. 4 : 

We did not probe to verify the opening because we feared ponsibie injury, 

and hence disruption of our data on turnover. | 

fable 6 gives our findings, but omits a few i ividuals which we could : 

not classify. eo a“ : i 

fable 6. Bursal Classification without Probing 
i Dec. dan. Feb. Mar. Apr. Total 

New bandings and repeats (mostly % year old) “ ’ 

Number examined 85 igh 22230 30>. Seen 

Per cent classed as open 80 °lo T1l7o «= 61% «= 6370 (NTTo «= 66 Jo 

Number examined : ‘i . 33 ; 

Per cent classed as open : 16 “/o 

; Second-year returns (at least 2 years old) kG a eae 

Number examined 10 

Per cént classed as open 0 */o 
I eae ee 

1 bb of rr Boercls ga so hot earbilll 
The 10280, per cent, classed as open bursas tn-new midwinber bombings chesks ] 

tpl oe ricure De Wibbs Bib ee 255 new bandings of the last two



. Ta ble an Percent or cocks in birds censuséd and crapped, 

: in Tn Composition of trap tally. 

census thaP yest- e/asses.. 

Season | tally | tally | (937-38 |(938% -37| (9739-0 |9¢0 -W 

1937-3 4 ( 34 34 

17 3S a4 yy * S55, 30 85 

1939-49 | AS: 23 O 24 24 

(7 yo-Al V3 30 x b 19 

meenre pee [art | 
a, Corrected figure, See tere, lase paragraph. bf Se Weta! 

Sheucy’s m5 fey
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Extract from speiiyte mao 

- 7 Bursal Examination 

Gower (used the bursa of various game birds to distinguish "birds of 
the year" from "adult" birds by dissection. Hochbaum and Hawiins (unpublished) 

have since aged both living and dead ducks by spreading the cloaca, and noting 

the presence or absence of a bursal opening. In the present study, beginning 

in March 1940, we examined the pheasants trapped by Hochbaum's method. ‘This 

was an ocular examination, based on the assumption that the presence of a bursa 

would be disclosed by a bursal Opening. In many cases a bursal opening was * 

clearly present, others showed only bursal sears; i.e., the bursa was absent. 

Some showed only a small opening while a few were doubtful. Table ¥ gives our | 

findings. 
a 

Table 4. Bursal Openings in Ring-necked Pheasants. | 
Dec. dan. Heb. March April TOTAL | 

A. Mew bandings and repeats of new bandings. 

Number examined 57 wh ies 234 260 B19 

% with bursal openings 82 yo 61 66 46 66 

3. First year returns (known to be at least 13 years old) 

Number examined 
33 

@ with bursal openings 15 | 

G. Second year returns (Imown to be at least 2 years old) | 

Number examined & | 

@ with bursal openings 0 
a SEInRnnnmiennreeee eee eee ee 

Group A shows a progressive decrease of bursal openings during the winter, 

but these structures are still present in the Spring in nearly half of the 

|



12 

birds. Groups B and ©, known by their bands to be adults, show a further 

decrease, but bursal openings are still present in birds known to be 14 years 

old. Except for two doubtful cases, all birds known to be 2% years old had 

i closed bursas. 

The full significance of our data will not be clear until bursal 

disappearance has been traced anatomically in large lots of birds of known 

age. Mot only bursal opening, but also depth and possibly other characters 

need to be correlated with age and breeding history. It is already clear, * 

however, that the presence of a bursal opening in pheasants is not an absolute 

eriterion of a bird of the year. A few birds retain the bursal opening to and 

beyond the first breeding season. Perhaps such birds sre sexvally imperfect 

individuals. 

|
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Wild pheasant populations are now established in most Wisconsin “un |" 

which seem capable of supporting them. This means that the job of stocking 

the state is about done. 

The main job of the future will be to build up the wild populations which 

already exist. How is this to be done? By annual restocking? By food and : 

cover improvement? By improved methods of regulating hunters? The studies 

reported in this bulletin are an attempt to get our bearings on some of these 

questions, especially the effectiveness of restocking operations. 

The history of the pheasant in Wisconsin should also throw some Light 

on the problems of the future. This chapter aims to supply this historical 

background, and to set forth some preliminary suggestions for future pheasant 

policy. 

History : 

The firet Wisconsin pheasant plantings known te have been successful 

were made by the late Colonel Gustav Pabst at Pretty Lake near Oconomowoc, 

Waukesha County, in 1916, ‘his date has been erroneously published as 

1910 (51101), tut this was due to confusion as betwoen Colonel Pabst's first ; | 

pheasant plantings and his first Hungarian partridge plantings. It now 

appears that he first planted Hungarians in 1908 (6). “Not until 1916 did (he) 

begin to propagate pheasants, but that year and for many years thereafter 

he released about 300 pair anmually" (9:27). 

The Pabst plantings must have "teken root" almost at once, for by 1920 

pheasants had spread ten miles in every direction, and by 1925 they had colonized 

most of Waukesha and parts of four adjoining counties. By 1927 an open season 

was allowed in parts of Waukesha and Jefferson Counties.
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The Pabst plantings of 1916 were not by any means the earliest plantings 

made in the state, but none of the earlier ones is positively known to have 

survived and spread. As early as 1893 Felitas Sawyer planted pheasants at 

Lake Butte des Morts, Winnebago County, but there is no record of any survivals, | 

{information by Wallace Grange, Babcock). 

In 1915 Thomas Higgins released 18 pheasants of hie own raieing at 

Higgins Park, Town of Two Rivers, Manitowoc County. Survivors were seen, ‘ 

and two hens and a cock were killed in 1917, two years later. (Information 

by Anton Movy, Manitowoc), If the Higgins plant survived two years, it is » 

not improbable that it survived longer, but was masked by later wholesale releases. 

There is nothing improbable about these dates, for pheasants were planted 

in Iowa by 1900, in Missouri by 1904, and in Indiana by 1907. 

There is frequent mention of "pheasants" in early Wisconsin game laws, 

but these laws probably refer to the ruffed grouse, which is sometimes called 

‘native pheasant". 

During the 1920's a wave of interest in pheasant plantings swept over 

Wisconsin and many other states. Many small plantings were made, mostly by 

private persons and sportsmen's organizatione, Ahout 50 Wisconsin plantings 

"aye recorded in a survey made in 1929 (4rmap J). By 1929 at least eight 

. commercial game farms were in operation, each of which of course "leaked" 

pheasants as well as selling them (4:102), A fow wild=trapped pheasants 

were also obtained by exchange from South Dakota; thus 23 wild=trapped 

South Dakota birds were planted at Madison in 1923 on what is now the University 

Arboretum. 

fhe success of these miscellancous “velunteer" plantings cannot be 

separately appraised, for most of them were overridden by wholesale plantings 

begun by the State Conservation Department in 1928. The Department produced 

Ost of its own birds on state game farms located as follows: 

1928 to 1934 Fish Creek, Door County 
1932 to 1936 Moon Lake, Fond du Iac County 
1934 to present Poynette, Columbia County
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An approximate history of the Conservation Department's 

output of pheasants appears in Table 1. Up to 1936 the output 

took the form both of eggs distrituted to cooperators in spring, 

and of nearly grown young, usually planted in July and August. 

In 1937 day-old chicks began to supplant eggs; these wore 

hatched at Poynette and raised by cooperating groups for Loeal : 

release. 

The over-all result was the release of some 1} million 

pheaganta by the State Conservation Department during the years 

1929 to 1943. 

The euceess of this stocking program is evident from Table 2. 

Bver since the first open season was allowed in 1927, there have 

been progressive increases in the mamber of counties open, the 

number of days open, and the total kill of pheasants. Wisconsin 

hunters in 19¥2 brought to bag nearly @ wd tigen enste phonnante, 

The wild stock increased steadily until 1943, when a setback 

occurred, The reasons for this setback: are not yet clear. It 

is probably temporary.
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: Table le Fheasants Released by Wisconsin Conservation Department 

won Rees Distribated Dayeold Chicks Stocked from Total Phensants 

1929 4,000 1,700 3,100 \ 

1930 18,900 : 8,800 ~ 13,200 

1931 26,900 T»H00 14,100 

1932 18,600 7.400 12,000 

1933 TH, 300 4,100 22,700 

1934 4g ,000 12,100 24, 300 

1935 107,900 2,800 29,700 

1936 77 »800 5,700 11,100 34,900 

1937 63_500 42,100 26, 300 774500 

1938 42 4100 792900 69,700 155200 

1939 48,900 108,600 97. 4Oo 201,800 

1940 46,800 134,600 96,500 226,100 

1942, 42,100 239,300 36,500 246,200 

igh 33,200 184,600 39-900 192,900 

13 A. 4 eu e700 168,000 
Total 679,100 959,500 453,000 1,421,700 

. This includes grown young stocked in midsummer, plus mature birds stocked in 

. fall and early spring. 

* This includes the reported survival from eggs and chicks plus grown young 

| api, senate Sree ine sepals sunvamnie of sae ob Gabe ton ah 
complete. 

Note: All figures in Table 1 are the official reports rounded off to the 

nearest 100.
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Table 2. Open Seasons, Bag Limits, and Kill of Pheasants in Wisconsin 3 

Year No. Counties No. Days Bag Limit Possession Kill 

—-  ~mmme cnmmemen SOAR, Mali itee {Seer 
1927 2 5 2 2 Unknown 

1928 2 § 2 2 Unknown 

1929 All closed x x x * 

1930 All closed x x x x ; 

1931 All closed x x x x 

1932 9 3 2 4 40,500 

1933 10 3 2 4 154,900 

1934 au 4 2 B 103,600 

1935 wh 6-8 2 4 135,700 
1936 45 6 2 4 14, 700 

1937 57 an 2 hs 17, 600 
1938 59 oi 2 4 276,500 

1939 61 WyH-21 2 4 iy 000 

1gko sy 16 2 4 482,500 

1941 62 22 2 8 647,000 

1gke 62 30 2 4 802 ,000 

1943 53 28 2 4 wy 

Total reported kill of cocks since 1932 - - - + + + + + = = = Jy'06,000 

* These figures are the sum of the reports actually received plus « proportionate 
ae ae “gg hunters not reporting. The totals have been rounded off to the
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What ia the Pedigree of the Wisconsin Pheasant? 

The true pheasants of Asia include two species, one of which has 

23 subspecies. All of these forms are capable of interbreeding. Two 

of the subspecies, the Caucasian pheasant and the Eastern Chinese 

Ringnest:, are the principal ancestors of the Muropean(fybrid) race now 

universally known as "Ringnecked Pheasant". . 

The origin of the Pabst birds is wnknowa, but in al) probability : 

they consisted of this Maropean (hybrids pint 

The sane (hybrid)was planted by the Conservation Department from 
1928 to 1938, during which time our wild stocks became established. 

In 1938 the Poynette Game Parn begaa releasiag a limited mmber of 

the black “melanistic mtant", These promptly disappeared, or else 

betame diluted. 

From 1935 to 1943, some Fornosane and Blacknecks were liberated. 

From 1934 to 1943, a considerable mumber of pare Mongo!tans was« planted. 

From 1938 to 1940, the Poynette Gane Farm mated a majority of 

its sybrta hens to Mongolien cocks. c 

Pure Chinese blood has been introduced into the Poynette breeding 

stocks since 1941, | 

There is no visible evidence that these shifts in the genetical 

composition of the State Game Farm breeding stocks hag altered the size 

or charaster of the wild birds. 

Wheat i Pheasant Range? 

By pheasant range is meant a terrain in which a wild population is 

able, when not overshot, to mintein itself without the help of artificial 

restocking.
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In the 1920's, when the first wave of enthusiasm for pheasants 

swept over the state, the habitat requirements of the pheasant were 

still unknown. Plantings wore made in terrain now known to be hopeless, 

such ag jaekpine barrens and pine cutovers devoid of farms, The prompt 

aieappearance of such plantings gradually pounded home the lesson that 

gome parte of Wisconsin are unsuitable for pheasants. : 

Because of the continuous stocking and restocking which has so far 

prevailed in most counties, it ie not yet possible accurately to delimit , 

the range on which pheagante oan maintain themselves without artificial 

replenishment. Figure 1, depicting the kill for 1942 by counties, gives 

some ides of the true range. Counties killing 5000 or more cocke in 

: 1942 undoubtedly contain self-sustaining populations. Counties killing 

less than 5000 probably contain few or no self-sustaining poolations. 

It ig @lear that the most favorable range is in the southeastern 

quarter of the state, and that the stand of pheasants fades out westward 

and northward. A double tier of counties along the north boundary is 

clearly not pheasant range. 

Yhe counties along the Miseisaipp! River are weak producers. A 

corresponding belt of weak countics occurs west of the river in northeastern 

towa and southeastern Minnesota (53106). Still further west one again | 

encounters strong pheasant range, which gets better and better as one 

appreaches South Dakota, The reasons for wesk production along the 

upper Mississhopl are not understood. “Upland marshes are of course 

/sbaent ‘from this "ariftiess area", vat river bottons offering exellent 

marsh cover and also corn nevertheless fail to develop the dense pheasant / 

ar | populations characteristic of good cover in southeastern Wisconsin, | 

\ meveinin Syeee at southvestern Minnesota: Pa 
ee
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The central Wisconsin sand counties, despite extensive marsh cover, 

are likewise weak producers. Probably the reason attaches to the scarcity 

of rich soils capable of growing heavy crops of corn and weed seeds. 

The northern boundary of pheagantsiin Wisconsin is a fluctuating 

one, and will advance with mild winters and retre:t with hard ones. 

Thus in 1935, after @ succession of mild winters, pheasants had advanced 

far northward, but the killing winter of 1935-36 pushed the boundary far 

to the south. This unstable northern boundary likewise holds for bobwhi te 

quail (4:70), cardinal (10), and opossum (2:60), and once held for 

wild turkey (8:179). Apparently it is a character common to many species 

whose northern limit is determined by winter weather and available food. 

When and Where is Restocking Advisable? 

The measurements of survival of released pheasants reported in this 

bulletin are surprisingly low. To be sure,only a few sample areas 

yielded complete data, and the measurements cover only a few recent 

years, but at least two of the sample areas lie in our best pheasant 

region, and the measurements were made during a period when the kill, 

and henee probably the wild population, were increasing rapidly. One 

cannot eseapé the suspicion that these recent survivals mst be lower 

than when the original plantings were made. If this were not true, the 

original plantings would probably have been a failure. 

The reason for this difference is unknown, but it mst be connected 

in some way with the wild birds now present, but formerly tient No 

other visible condition is known to have changed during the interin. 

over all of the pheasant range. The most plausible theory is that 

pheasants are intolerant of each other, and that when » range is already 

populated, some kind of "social pressure" interferes with the welfare of 

additional stock.
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This theory gaine credence from the recently proven fact that in 

certain bobwhite quail, ruffed grouse, and pheasant populations, which 
. were counted each spring and fall through « peried of years, the por cmt 

of increase during the summer months was found to be greatest for the 

lowest spring populetions, and least for the highest epring populations (1). : 

That is to say the nearer vacant the habitat, the greater the reproductive — 

success of the breeding tock. 9 7 rng he La of plvenrnarls ohne 

Whatever the reason, it may safely be accepted as a fact thet given ~ 

@ good pheasant range, the advisability of seatocking depends wmisiy on 

the wild birds already present. there a good stock of wild birds ' 

already existe ond has not been overshot, further restocking 1s needless _ 

and perhaps useless. 

These now findings do not meam, of course, that all further restocking 

is unwise. ‘There will always be aréas which have been overshot, or which 

have been depleted by a hard winter, or on which the sex retioc needs 

adjustment. Certein of the public hunting grounds will probably need 

to be heavily restocked; others, Sittle or none. It is clear, however, 

that by and large: 

1. The era of profitable stocking has largely passed. 

2. A large part of the energy which up to now has been devoted to 

stocking should henceforward be invested in food and cover™ 

improvements. 4 Our present winter food and cover, even in the 

best pheasant counties, is very “spotty”. By creating new tinter food 

and cover whore it is now weak or absent, we can get more uniforn 

x distribution of population and hence higher total ysdlian..
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Pheasant Damage 

The anmal kill of pheasants reached the half-million mark about 

ighO. At this same time there was a sudden inerease in damage done 

by pheasants to sprouting corn, truck gardens, and other farn erops. 

It seems clear that Wisconsin has reached the point at which pheasants 

are becoming a muisance on concentration areas. 

These areas of concentration include some refuges, and they 

invariably coincide with areas of extra good winter cover. ’ 

The remedy, in our opinion, is toe shoot these concentfation areas 

harder, and to scatter the population by creating new areas of cover on 

which few or no pheasants now winter, but on which moderate pepulations 

could winter if food and cover were igproved. It may also be necessary 

to trap and move surplus birds from over-populated to under-populeted 

districts, as Ohio hes done with notable success (3). 

it is obvious that no more restocking should be done on or near 

concentration areas suffering from crop damage. é 

Poonsant Goapotition) —! Lor nl 
The extent to which pheasants interfere with native game birds is 

still an unanswered question. The recent discovery that social pressure 

is the main limitation on population density within Er iersins species 

makes it likely that pressure of one species on another also exists, and 

that such pressure. Limit the collective total of all species which can 

survive on any given area, 

This raises the practical question; if a given range, such as a 

sand and peat area in central Wisconsin, is good for grouse, should 

pheasants be planted at all? The equivalent question applies to bobwhite 

quail in parts of the southwestern counties.
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Until more is known sbout interference, we advocate caution in 

planting pheasants on areas of doubtful value for pheasants, bt of 

known value for native upland game birds. 

Future Needs ia Pheasant Management 

In the 1930's, when the big job was to stock the state with pheasants, 

there was need for a large centralized state game farm operated by : 

specialists. it was easier and cheaper for the state to produce and 

distribute birds and eggs than to distribute the skille and materials : 

; requisite for their production, Por these reasons the Conservation 

Department properly played a Venting role in the actual performnce of 

the stecking job. 

In the 1940's the big Job is to manage or crop the stand of birds 

which has now bean established. The operations of the State Game Fara 

ean be considerably diminished, for it 1s evident from this study that 

State-wide restocking is no longer needed, and is no longer profitable. 

K The improvements in food and cover now needed are moh easier made by 

the farmer than by the Conservation Department; the Department can and 

should encourage such improvements, but it can hardly initiate or maintain 

them exeept on ite own lends. In the agricultural counties the state 

cannot owa @ very large proportion of the tetal land area. - 

The adjustment of the pheasant population level to affor sport, but 

‘ still to avoid undue demage to orops, is also a job in which the farmer 

should play a leading part. The Conservation Department most write the : 

overall rules, but the actual work of feeding and restoring cover must 

rest in large part with the farmer who owns the land, grows the food, and 

controls the hunting privilege. 

tai
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It 1s clear, then, that in the years to come the Conservation 

Department's old job of stocking the state will shrink, but that it 

now has two new jobs of expanding importance. 

The first is to encourage private landowners to mansge and crop 

their birds, particularly on “marginal” areas about to pass out of 

production for lack of winter cover. 

The second is to protect the public interest by régulating tho 

nethods used by private landowners, and by establishing public hunting at 

olf Those two jobs will at times conflict with each othor, just as in \ 

/[ agriculture il industry the state's two jobs of fostering production, 

yr” | and of reguleting it in the public interest, sometimes conflict. 

\ Nevertheless, it is generally recognised that both jobs met be | 

Ag @ means to better management, both on public hunting grounds and 

: on private farms, we need continuous fa¢t-finding of the sort reported 

in this bulletin. 

The Food and Cover Problem 

There is probably plenty of summer food and cover, even in the most ~ 

intensively farmed counties, but for game birds to breed in summer they 

mist first survive the winter. 

In the ease of pheasants, breeding stock is known to move a mile or 

more from winter to summer range. For a whole county te produces, it is 

therefore necessary to have apote of cover, heavy onough and large enough 

for winter use, not more than two or three miles appt. Winter food is 

no great problem, for if food is lacking it ean be supplied. :
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The present trouble with the pheasant range is that winter cover 

spots in many localities are foo far spart to keep the summer range working. 
Drainage, mareh~burning, creek-straightening, and pasturing of marshes 

and woodlots are steadily reducing the number of winter cover spots, and 

henee inereasing the distance between them. Meanwhile, the clearing of 

fencerowa and the widening and debrushing of roads is reducing the lanes 

of travel by which birds move to and from winter cover spots. ‘The recent 

death of most tamrack stands in the southeastern counties has further 

aggravated the dearth of cover. All recent trende and developments are 

hostile to the birds save one: the manure spreader. Spread mamire supplies 

winter food or mech range otherwise foodless, but food without cover is 

of no avail. ; 

The gist of the pheasant problem is therefore to restore winter cover 

and 
thus becoming untenable in winter, : 

The public hunting ground program, now definitely organized and under 

way, will hardly accomplish this, because public bunting grounds for 

pheasants must be located in areas where heavy sover is stil) abundant, 

else they will be shot out a0 quickly as to fail of thelr purpose. Public 

hunting grounds should have first ¢all on heavy cover areas, but they will 

not "salvage" the marginal areas which have little winter cover left, 

ana which are passing out of production. 

It is cloar that farmers in such marginal areas mat be offered 

some inducement strong enough to counteract, in part, the powerful forces 

behind “clean farming*.
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The Jod of restoring cover 1s not a complicated one. Ordinarily — 

it will suffices to fence the least valuable part of a marsh, to protect if 

from graving and fire, and to leave some feed nearby. Only occasionally 

will sueh foneed areas have to be planted, for the requisite cover usually 

springs up automatically ss soon as grasing and fire cease. : 

It is probably impracticable for any public agency to lease, fence, 

and manage any large system of cover areas, for fencing requires maintenance, * 

while feeding and protection require daily attention and vigilance. 

These things ¢annet be supplied by absenteos. It is only fair, however, 

for the public, through public agencies, to recognize the public value of 

fenced cover areas, and to ald and onceurage farmers to establish thom, 

The pheagant problem, then, boils down to a problem of incentive 

for famners to restore cover where it 1s now being lost. The Conservation 

: Department is studying the problem, and it invites suggestions from its 

field officers, and from farmors, sportemen, and conservationista 

generally.
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“f December 30, 1943 

Preface 

The pheasant studies reported in this bulletin are an attempt to 

answer the following questions: 

(1) How do game farm birds survive in the wild? 

(2) How 4s survivel affected by age, by method of release, and : 
by prior "hardening" of the stock? 

(3) To what extent do planted birds augment the kill end the ' 
surviving population? 

(4) Do released birds nest during the following breeding season? 

(5) Whet are the movements of released birds? How do they compare 
with the movements of wild stock? 

(6) Whet 4s the mortality rate, sex ratio, and age composition of 
wild pheasant populations? 

The answers given in this bulletin are not yet complete, but they 

are based on careful measurements, made for the most part on banded birds. 

As far as they go, they give » reliable picture of the "inside" workings 

of @ geome bird population. This “ineide' view is the only solid founda- 

tion for management policy. 

Trven Buss started these studies in 1936 as 9 graduate student in 

the University of Wisconsin. In 1939 the study was taken over by the 
Conservation Department as a Pittman-Robertson project. The project was 

discontinued temporarily in 1943 when Buss entered the U. 8, Navy. 

he field work on which this bulletin is based was done in many parts 

of the pheasant range, but the tlk of 1t centered on four study areas 

in Dane, Jefferson, and Dunn Counties. These study areas appear in Figure 1. 

The banding werk on three of the four areas is being continued in Buss! ab- f 

sence with the help of the University. 

Director, Conservation Department
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i December 29, 1943 

Mr. William Grimmer 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin » 

Dear Bill: 

Fred Zimmerman gave me the preliminary notes for the 
introductory chapter to the pheasant bulletin. 

On thinking this over, it seems to me that we have to 
revise our plan. 

I propose that you and I jointly write an introductory 
chapter on “he History and Future of the Pheagant in 
Wisconsin". A rough draft for such 4 chapter is attached. 

Instead of dis philosophical preface which I wrote, I suggest 
that Hd Vanderwall write a very brief factual preface, 
rough draft for which is attached. 

As you will see, the introductory chapter is an attempt to 
broach the main points for the new pheasant policy which you 
and I have discussed. I, of course, do not mean this rough 

: draft to be anything but a basis for discussion. Gall me 
down when you are ready to talk about it. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Irv Buss 

Hein lie it thie, iets Al Kanerrch 0 jphonel # soe. 

if i h, 
Hen Par as pos ) T athe



PREFACE Bassas! a phessithnt pubs, 
Die earthed 12-30-43 

During the 1920's when many business and professional groups had 

reached an all-time peak in cock-sureness, the profession of wildlife 

management had the good fortune to be humbled. We had spoken for the 

job of conserving the nation's wildlife only to discover that we knew 

nothing or next to nothing about the survival mechanism of wildlife 

populations. We knew that enough young must survive to replace losses © 

in adults, for that much is axiomatic. But how big are these losses? 

How do they differ among different species, habitats, years, and degrees 

of pressure from guns or enemies? Is there some automatic adjustment 

between loss rate and replacement rate which keeps populations "on an 

even keel"? Do artificially-propagated replacements have the same 

survival value as wild ones? In 1925 we could not answer one of these 

questions for even one species. Today, thanks to painstaking studies of 

the sort reported here, we have at least partial answers to a few. 

The "firepower" of human brains directed at wildlife population 

studies has mounted in crescendo. In the 20's, three or four universities 

had one or two men each in the field. In 1936 the Fish and Wildlife Service 

with the help of the Wildlife Institute set up ten study units in as many 

states. In 1938 the Pittman-Robertson Act set up federal aid for wildlife 

researches in 48 states. This particular study began in 1936 with only 

meager university facilities, and ended in 1943 as an amply-financed 

Pittman-Robertson project. 

Not all projects, however, have been able to keep one man at one 

problem for seven years, as has here been done, nor have all the men 

exhibited the experimental ingenuity of the present author. This 

bulletin is, I think, a sample of the best contemporary work on
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wildlife population mechanisms. Such work has characteristics 

which may puzzle or perhaps even disappoint the lay reader. 

First of all the investigator does not spend all of his time digging 

for answers to problems; he must spend half of it devising tools with 

which to dig. Thus pheasant populations could not be analyzed without 

knowing which birds were old and which were young; Buss verified the 

f bursa as @ criterion of age in pheasants, and found out during what 

months it remained reliable. . ' 

Secondly, good work always raises two new questions for every old 

one answered. Thus Buss shows that game farm pheasants do not survive 

as well as wild ones, but why? They face the same external environment; 

the difference must be inside the bird. Where inside, above or below 

the neck? We face here the basic meaning of "fitness," a learned word 

which cloaks a mystery. 

Thirdly, good research seldom yields a plain yes or no answer. 

Do nesting hens prefer alfalfa in which so many nests meet their doom? 

Buss says yes, provided it be an old seeding streaked with the shadows , 

of last year's stubble and provided the new growth be seven inches 

high. Thus do our simple man-made concepts of food and cover split up 

into complex bird-made realities. 

The pheasant is a foreigner in both America and Europe, and as 

such, of inferior esthetic value, but he is one of the most successful 

of the world's 19,000 species of birds; his realpolitik is circumpolar, 

and bids fair to stick. There are a dozen authoritative works on the 

pheasant, each tells the truth, and each differs utterly from all the 

others. We need not doubt, therefore, that this additional contribution 

has something new to say, nor that others yet to come will lack for it.
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This study, unlike most others reported to date, bases most of 

its conclusions on the survival of banded birds, whose sex and age is 

known to begin with, and whose weight is taken at each recapture. A 

: precision heretofore unknown is obtainable from such data. Banding, 

once thought of only as a means for tracing migrations, is here used ~ 

to bridge, at least in part, the big gap in old-style "natural history": 

the inner workings of a self-sustaining population. i 

Such work as this must not be thought of as yielding mere 

foundation-stones for intelligent game management. It does that, 

to be sure, but it does more--it yields new insight into the nature 

of living communities. It yields us an inkling of how and why one 

species becomes a memory imbedded in rock, while for unnumbered ; 

generations another holds its place in the sun. Of such inklings 

and insights, and not of conerete and steel, is a culture built. 

Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Commissioner 

Madison, Wisconsin 
September 15, 1943
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During the 1920's, when many business and professional groups had 

reached an all-time peak in cock-sureness, the profession of wildlife 

management had the good fortune. to be humbled. We had spoken for the job 

of conserving the nation's wildlife, only to discover that we knew 

nothing, or next to nothing, about the survival mechaniam of wildlife 

populations. We knew that enough young must survive to replace losses ; 

in adults, for that mch 1s axiomatic. 2ut how big are these losses? 

How do they differ among different species, habitats, years, and degrees 

of pressure from guns or enemies? Is there some automatic adjustment 

between lose rate and replacement rate which keeps populations “on an 

even keel"? Do artificially-propagated replacements have the same 

survival value as wild ones? In 1925 we could not answer one of these 

questions for even one species. Today, thanks to painstaking studies of 

the sort here reported, we have at least partial answers to a few. 

The "firepower" of human brains directed at wildlife population 

studies has mounted in crescendo. In the 20's three or four universities 

had one oF two men each in the field. In 1936 the Fish and Wildlife Service, 

with the help of the Wildlife Institute, set up ten study units in as many 

states. In 1938 the Pittman-Robertson Act set up federal aid for wildlife 

researches in 48 states. This study began in 1936, with only meager University | 

facilities, and ended in 1943 as an amply financed Pittman-Robertson project. 
Not all ef-the-rascittes “projects®, however, have been able to keep 

one man at one problem for seven years, “nor wart ae men exhibited the 

experimental ingemity of the present author. This bulletin is, I think, 

® sample of the best contemporary work on wildlife population mechanisms. 

Such work has characteristics which may puzzle, or perhaps even disappoint,
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the lay reader. 

First of all, the investigator does not spend all his time digging 

for answers to problems; he mst spend half of it devising tools to dig 

with, ‘Thus pheasant populations could not be analyzed without imowing 

which birde were 014 and which young; Bass verified the bursa as a 

criterion of age in pheasants, and found out during what months it 

remained reliable. 

Secondly, good work always raises two new questions for every old 

one answered. ‘Thus Buss shows that gamefarm pheasants do not survive 

ae well as wild ones, but why? ‘They face the same external environment; 

the difference must be inside the bird. Where inside, above or below 

the neck? We face here the basic meaning of “fitness”, a learned word 

which cloaks a mystery. 

Thirdly, good research seldom yields a plain yes or no answer. Do 

nesting hens prefer alfalfa, in which so meny neste meet their doom? Burp anya 

Yes, provided it be an old seeding, streaked with the shadows of last 

year's stubble, and provided the new growth be seven inches high. Thus 

do our simple manemade concepts of food and cover split up tmto complex 

bird-made realities. ; 

The pheasant is a foreigner in both America and Burope, and ss such 

of inferior esthetic value, but he is one of the most successful of the 

world's 19,000 species of birds; his realpolitik is circumpolar, and bids 

fair to stick. There are a dozen authoritative works on the pheasant; 

each tells the truth, and each differs utterly from all the others. We 

need not doubt therefore, that this additional contribution has something
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new to say, nor that others yet to come will lack for it. 

\ This study, unlike most others reported to date, bases most of 

| its conclusions on the survival of banded birds, whose sex and age is 

| known to begin with, and whose weight is taken at each recapture. A 

| precision heretofore unknown is obtainable from such data, Banding, 

soni once thought of only as a means for tracing migrations, is here used » 

to bridge, at least in part, the big gap in old-style "natural history": 

the inner workings of a self-sustaining population. 

Such work as this must not be thought of as yielding mere foundation-stones 

for intelligent game management. It does that, to be sure, but it does 

more: 4t yields new insight into the nature of living communities, 

It ylelds us an inkling of how, and why, one species becomes a memory 

imbedded in rock, while another, for unnumbered generations holds its 

place in the sun. Of such inklings and insights, and not of concrete 

and steel, is a culture built, 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

September 15, 1943



March 21, 1944 
Dear Aldo, 

I received the copy of "The History and Future of the Pheasant in 
Wisconsin" today. You sent it to me on February 15. I suppose my follow- 
ing comments are too late to be of any use to you, as the paper will 
likely be in press before now. 

However, if your paper is delayed as much as mine seems to be there 
is a chance that my comments may if accepted be of some help. 

Very briefly here are my opinions: (1) On page 6, the first para. 
under "What is the Pedigree of the Wisconsin Pheasant?" you say, "The true 
pheasants of Asia include two species, one of which has 23 subspecies. 
All of these forms are capable of interbreeding. Two of the subspecies, 
the Caucasian pheasant and the Eastern Chinese Ringneck, are the principal 
ancestors of the European hybrid race now universally known as "Ring- 

necked Pheasant'". I don't like your use of the word hybrid!! A true 
; hybrid is the result of two species breeding, not two subspecies. You 

can cross all 23 subspecies, and you will still not have a hybrid, but 
if you cross either with one of the subspecies of the other-subspectes, 
vi=the second species you mention then you will get a true hybrid, This 
may sound complicated to you, and I have to admit that technically your 
statement does not leave you wide open because you qualify by saying that 
"All of these forms are capabhe of interbreeding," However, you also 
say that the "principal ancestors" are two of the subspecies. This 
may or not result in a true hybrid depending on the ancestors that are 
NOT PRINCIPAL! Am I making mpself clear? Better use the word form, race,’ 

pheasant, or intergrade. 
(2) On page 7, under “What is Pheasant Range?", the fifth para. you 

say "The counties along the Mississippi River are weak producers, etc." 
I agree generally that this is correct. However, I found that one county 
(Pierce) "produced" higher than any other nearby county, and to make 
matters more baffling I could not decide why. In one of my P-R reports 
which I am sure you have, I worked out the kill-return per county, vs 
the corn production vs the number of birds stocked per county, and showed 
them all on a single map. If my memory surves me correctly I compared 
the kill with the corn production and sbbckings for the first ten (?) 
counties and showed a closer correlation between kill and corn production 
than between kill and stocking. I think this idea could be worked into 
your report and could simplify your explantions. In that report Pierce 
county showed a high kill-return, yet it is not a high corn producfing 
county. What IS responsible for its high kill? 

(8) On page 10, your first paragraph under "Pheasant Competition 
states, "The recent discovery that social pressure is the main limitation 
on population density within the separate species...."' Let me hasten 
to admit that considerable work likely has been presented on this subject 
with which I am not familiar; so correct any laggardness on my part. I 
now feel that your statement of "social pressure is the main limitation " 
is pretty strong. Sounds like Errignton has expanded or is reddy to 
come out (maybe he has) on his study of the gallinaceous group in regard 
to reproductive rate vs population numbers. I think one of the biggest 
leasons I have finally learned from my introduction to research work 
is that a "Die-hard"attitude is safer than“sticking out the neck”(as our 
fripad from S.A. would say). I am not convinced that this entire 
phenonenon of population behavior that we now have our nails scratching



at is solved. I think the word social pressure amounts to much more 

than appears on the surface, and actually it will more than likely | 
turn out to be a term substituted for lack of a better explanation 
of what actually underlies this greatly involved problem. Has Paul 
ever speculated to you on the possiblities of endocrine influence | 
on what you both term "social pressure" and what he calls "inter- 
specific strife"? I mean they are two separate terms, but that either i 
may have far greater reaching implications than is dates) by the use Renacied 
of these terms? To boil it down, just what am I getting at? I 
am reluctant to pin the word COMPETITION on to ANY species until I 
can have just a little more and better evidence to back it than I | 
now know exists. I think ¥ou will remember that I mentioned my views 
to both you and Hammy on this subject before. Frankly I think the 
tremendous subject of population reproductivity will finally not | 
boil down but blow up to greatly involved basic and underlying causes 
that can be explained physiologically. 

Well so much for comments. I get a kind of an ache when I | 
begin to realize how much I am falling behind in my ow work say 
nothing of other people's work of similar nature, Your papfler isa | 
timely and well-written one, and I like it very much, especially | 
since it finally comes out frankly and points out that game-farm 
productivity should now be curtailed. 

Ineidentally when I left the department told me that they would 
have my bulletin ready for distribution by October, 1943. I laughed 
to myself at the time, but didn't say anything. By now they realize 
that such a job isn't done over night, but I'm beginning to worry 
more than just a little. Has the report been dropped back of some 
one's desk and forgotten? I had it in shape to hand a good editor 
who, with minor work, could get it out in relatively short time, 
So far I have heard absolutely nothing about it, and already I have 
heard of one paper that covers the work on the Bursa of Fabricii quite 
completely. It doesn't take long for some of the work in that bulletin 
to be old stuff. 

I was very pleased to learn about your new pup. I can bet he's | 
of the long-legged type and has some good-sized brown spots. Here's | 
hoping he is Gus! shadow, and that he gives you as much satisfaction. 

Dr. Noland is out here, and I have had some nice chats with 
Dr. Hiatt (formerly of Montanna and worked with Phil Wright), and 
also Dr. Hamre an old Wisconsin zoologist now at the university down 
here. Also, I have chatted with a Michigan man who has done a 
beautiful piece of work on the me reproductive rate of snails (one 
species) vs population numbers, It substantiates my ideas perfectly, 

P and some day I will show you his work which unfortunately is not yet 
in print (thesis job but really well done). 

Seems I have knocked off a lot of type and I had better quit 
lest you think I am getting to be of the Grange type. Not that I 
mean that in a derrogatory sense. 

Always yours, Lee 

Le liep Soe PO ee oa
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Manitowoc, Wis. °*? ete 
July 5, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leapold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wis. : 

Dear Mr. Leapold: 

i I have made contact with Mr. Thomas 
Higgins in regard to his release of pheasants » 

in Manitowoc County. ; 

4 Wr. Higgins said that he bought some 
pirds from a man named Gust Stolze in 1912 and .. 
reared them in pens. They increased to such 
number that in the spring of 1915 he released 

about 18 birds in the Town of Two Rivers (Sec. 

; 11 T2ZON R24) at &,plece known as Higgins Park. 
C formerly Lone yne Fark } 

They seemed to adapt themselves and 
were doing very well. In fact some were seen 

north of Two Rivers along the East Twin River 

marsh Sec. 36 T20N R25E and some drifted west 
and were seen in the marsh of the Little Man- 
itowoc River Sec. 17 TI9N Re4k. I know it to 
be a fact that two hens and one cock were killed 
on that marsh in the fall of 1917. 

Mr. Higgins then moved south and lived 
there for a number of years. Upon his return 
to Manitowoc there were some pheasants in his 

park. Whether they were from his release or 

some that were released later by the clubs is a 

question, but there is a possible chance that é 

: . gome of the birds that we now have in the county 

are from the original plant of Mr. Thomas Higgins. 

: This may be of some interest to you. 

Yours very truly, 

3



THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF THE PHEASANT IN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold and W, Ff. Grimmer 

The job of stocking (not to be confused with restocking) 

Wisconsin with pheasants is about done, The job of managing 

pheasants lies ahead, ‘The studies reported in this bulletin 

are an attempt to get our bearings on the new job. ' 

History 

The first successful pheasant plantings were made by the late 

Colonel Gustav Pabst at his farms in Waukesha County, beginning 

about 1910 and continuing until about 1927 (3:98). It is probable 

that earlier plantings were made elsewhere, but if so, they died 

out, for there is no record of any established populations before 

f 1910. Many early game laws mention "pheasants," but they refer 

to the raffed grouse, to which the name was frequently epplied. 

The Pabst plantings must have "taken root" almost a3 onee, 

for by 1920 pheasante had spread ten miles in every direction, 

and by 1925 they had colonized most of Waukesha and parts of i 

four adjoining counties. By 1927 an open season was allowed in 

parts of Yaukesha and Jefferson Counties. 

Daring the 1920's a wave of interest in pheasant plantings 

swept over the state, A great number of small plantings was made, 

mostly by private persons and sportsmen's organizations. About 

50 plantings are recorded in a survey made in 1929 (3: map J). 

By 1929 at least eight commercial game farms were in operation, 

each of which of course "Leaked" pheasants as well as selling 

them (3:102),. A few wild-trapped pheasants were also obtained
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by trade from South Dakota; 23 wild-trapped South Dakota birds 

were planted at Madison in 1923. 

The suecess of these miscellaneous “volunteer” plantings 

cannot be separately appraised, for most of them were overridden 

by wholesale plantings begun by the State Conservation Department 

in 1928. ‘fhe Department produced most of its own birds on state 

game farms located as follows: 

1928 ~« 1934 Fish Creek, Door County 

1932 ~ 1936 Moon Lake, Fond du Lac County 

1954 + present Poynette, Columbia County : 

An approximate history of the Conservation Department's 

output of pheasante appears in Table. 1. Up to 1936 the output 

took the form both of nearly grown young, usually planted in 

July end August, and eggs distributed to sceperators in spring. 

Beginning in 19357 day-old chicks began to supplant eggs; these 

were raised by cooperating groups for local release. The 

over~all result was the release of some 1,422,075 pheasante by 

the state during the years 1929 to 1943. 

The suecess of this program is evident from Table 2. Ever 

since the first open season was allowed in 1927, there have been 

progressive \nereages in the nuaber of sounties open, the number 

of days open, and the total kill of pheasants. Wisconsin now 

it i kills nearly a million cocks each year, and the wild stock is 

still increasing. :
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Table 1. Pheasants Released by Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Pheasant Chicks Pheasant bgee Pheasants Stocked ‘Total Birds 
Year -dubri puted Distributed from ‘een Stocked 

1929 4,006. 1,717 3,053 
1930 18,888 8,799 13,209 
19351 26,884 7,444 144122 
1932 18,550 7,560 12,040 
1933 F45 274 4,181 225745 
1934 49,048 12,126 24,289 
1935 107,919 2,791 29,701 
1936 5,710 77,843 11,050 54,950 
1957 42,088 63,534 28,250 77,512 
1938 79,905 42,146 69,671 165,194 
1939 108,568 48,872 97,426 201,847 
1940 134,639 46,751 96,486 226,125 
1941 259 274 42,081 36,525 246,168 
1942 184,562 83,231 39,865 192,939 
1945 164,743 25,079 29,283 *1L68, 201 

Column 3 includes all four and five weela, eight weeks old, mature 
pheasants distributed by farm 

' Column 4 ineludes total pheasants stocked from chicks, eggs, and farm. 

*Purely an estimate as 211 reports on day-old chicks and pheasant 
eggs are not completed.
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Table 2. Open Seasons, Bag Limite, and Kill of Pheasants in Wisconsin 

Year No. Gounties No. Days Bag Limit Possession Kill 
ee (cooks) Limit (cooks) (cocks) 

1927 2 6 2 2 Unknown 

1928 a 8 2 2 Unknown. | 

1929 Glosed x z x x 

1950 Clased x x x x . 

1931 Closed x x x x 

1932 9 3 2 4 40,450 

1938 10 3 2 4 154,915 

1934 24 4& 2 4 105,640 

1935 44 GmB 2 4 135,717 

1936 48 6 2 4 144,670 

1937 67 14 z 4 174,616 

1938 69 14 e 4 276,535 

1939 61 14~21 2 4 443,986 

1940 61 16 2 4 462,516 

1941 62 22 2 4 646,959 

1942 62 30 2 4 801,999 

1943 63 28 2 4 7
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What is the Pedigree of the Wisconsin Pheasant? 

The true pheasants of Asia include two species, one of which 

has 23 subspecies. All of these forms are canable of inter- 

breeding. Two of the subspecies, the Caucasian pheasant and the 

Wastern Chinese Ringneck, are the principal aneestors of the 

European hybrid race now universally known as “Ringneeked Pheasant." 

The origin of the Pabst birds is unknown but in all probability 

they conalsted of this hybrid race. 

The same hybrid was planted by the Conservation Department 

from 1928 te 1938, during which time our wild stocks became 

established, 

In 1958 the Poynette Game Farm began releasing a limited 

number of the black "melanistic mutant." These promptly dis- 

appeared, or else becane diluted, 

Tn 1935 to 1943, some Formosans and Blacknecks were liberated. 

From 1934 to 1945, a considerable number of pure Mongolians 

were planted. 

From 1938 to 1940, the Poynette Game Farm mated a majority of 

ite hybrid hens to Mongolian cocks. Pure Chinese blood has been 

introduced into the Poynette strain since 1941. 

What is Pheasant Range? 

By pheasant range is meant a terrain in which, when not 

overshot, a wild population is able to maintain iteelf without 

the help of artificial restocking. 

In the 1920's, when the first wave of enthusiasm for pheasants 

swept over the state, thé habitat requirements of the bird were
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still unknown. Plantings were made on jackpine barrens and in 

pine eutovers entirely devoid of farms. The prompt dis- 

appearance of such plantings gradually pounded home the lesson 

that some parts of Wisconsin are unsuitable as pheasant country. 

It is not yet possible ascurately to delimit the Wisconsin 

range because of continuous restocking. Figure 1, depicting 

the kill for 1942 by counties, gives a good index to present 

abundanes, 

It is clear that the most favorable range is in the #outh- 

eastern quarter of the state, and that the stand of pheasants 

fades owt westward and northward. A double tier of counties 

along the north boundary is clearly unsuitable for vheasants. 

The counties along the Mississippi River are weak producers, 

despite the fact that excellent food and cover exists in most 

river bottome, The central sand counties, despite extensive 

marsh cover, are likewlse weak producers. 

The reasons for these differences are unknown. Pheasants 

do best on fertile soils offering cornfields and marsh cover, 

but along the Mississippi we have all three, but still there 

are few pheasants. 

The northern boundary of pheasants in Wisconsin 1s a 

fluctuating one, and will advance and retreat with hard winters. 

Thus in 1935, after a succession of mild winters, pheasants had 

advanced far northward, but the killing winter of 1955-56 

pushed the boundary far to the @offth. This unstable northern
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boundary likewise holds for bobwhite quail (5:70), cardinal 

(7), and opossum (1:60) and was once true of wild turkey (6:179). 

Apparently it is a character of many speoies whose northern limit 

is determined by winter weather and available food. 

when and where 1s Restocking Advisable? 

The measurements of survival reported in this bulletin show 

that in the restricted areas studied in southeastern Wisconsin, 

where the original plantings hed their greatest success, the 

indications are that survivel of artificially propagated birds 

was low. It muet be lower than when the original plantings were 

made on these areas. If this were not true, the original 

plantings would probably have been @ failure. 

The reason for this difference is unknown, but it must be 

connected in some way with the wild birds now present, but 

formerly absent, No other visible condition has changed 

everywhere during the interim. The most plausible theory is 

thet pheasants are intolerant of each other, and that when a 

range is already populated, some kind of “social pressure” 

interferes with the welfare of additional stock, 

This theory gains credence from the recently proven fact 

that in certain bobwhite quail, ruffed grouse, and pheasant 

populations, which were counted each spring end fall through a 

period of years, the per cent of increase during the summer 

months was found to be greatest for the lowest spring 

populations, and leas$ for the highest spring populations (4). 

Whatever the reason, it may safely be accepted as a fact 

that given a good pheasant range, the advisability of restocking
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depends mainly on the wild birds already present. where a good 

stock of wild birds already exists and has not been overshot, 

further restocking is useless, 

These new findings do not mean, of course, that ail further 

restocking 1s unwise. There will always be areas which have been 

overshot, or depleted by a hard winter, or where the sex ratio 

needs adjustment. ‘Gertain of the public hunting grounds will 

probably need to be heavily restocked; others, little or none. 

It is clear, however, that by and large: 

1. ‘he era of profitable stocking has largely passed. 

2, & large part of the energy which up to now has been 

' @evoted to stocking should henceforward be invested 

in food and cover lmprovements aimed to relieve 

social pressure by more uniform distribution of 

population. Our present food and cover is very 

"spotty. " ‘ 

Pheasant Damage 

The annual kill of pheasants reached the half-million mark 

about 1940. At this same time there was a sudden increase in 

damage done by pheasants to sprouting corn, truck gardens, and 

F other farm crops. It seema clear that Wisconsin has reached the 

point at whieh pheasants are becoming & nuisance on concentration 

areas. 

These areas of concentration include some refuges, and they 

invariably coincide with areas of extra good winter cover. 

The remedy is to shoot these concentration areas harder, and 

to seatter the population by creating new areas of cover on which
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pheasants can be wintered. It may aleo be necessary to trap 

and move surplus birds from over-populated to under-populated 

aietricts, as Ohio has done with notable success (2). 

i It is obvious that no more restocking should be done on 

concentration areas suffering from crop damage. : 

Pheasant Competition 

whether pheasants interfere with native game birds is still - 

an unanswered question. ‘The recent discovery that social pressure 

4s the mein limitetion on population density within the separate 

species sakes it likely that pressure of one species on another 

also exists, and that such pressure limits the collective total 

which can survive. 

This ralees the practical question: if a given range, such 

as a gand and peat area in central Wisconsin, is good for grouse, 

should pheasants be planted at 011? The equivalent question 

applies to bobwhite quail in parte of the southwestern counties. 

Until more is known about interference, we advocate caution 

in planting pheasante on areas of probable value for netive game 

birds. ; 

Incentives for Pheasant Management 

In the 1930's, when the big, job wae to stock the state with 

pheasants, there was need for a large centralized game farm 

operated by specialists, It was easier and cheaper for the 

state to distribute birds and eggs than to distribute the 

skills and materials requisite for their production. for these 

reasons the Conservation Department properly played a leading 

: role in the actual performance of the stocking Job.
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Tn the 1940's the big job is to manage or crop the stend 

of birds which has now been esteblished. Thies demands a 

smaller centralized plant, for it is evident from thie study 

that state-wide restocking 18 no longer needed, and is no 

longer vrofitable. ‘The improvements in food and cover now i 

needed are much easter made by the farmer than by the 

GConeervetion Department; the Department oan encourage such : 

improvements, but it can hardly initiate or maintain them 

except on its own lands. In the agricultural counties the 

stete ceanot own much land. 

The adjustment of the pheasant population level to afford 

sport but stii1 te avoid undue damage to crops is also a job 

4n which the fermer should play @ leading part, ‘The Conservation 

| Department must write the over-all rules, but wise local 

decisions must rest with the farmer who feeda the birds and 

controls the hunting privilege. 

It 19 clear, then, that in the years to come the Conservation 

Department's old job of restocking the state will shrink, but that 

1t now has two new jobs of expanding importance. | 

“The first ia to encourage landowners to manage and crop 

their birds. a 

The second is to protect the public interest by regulating 

the methods used, and by establishing public hunting grounds for 

those uneble to hunt elsewhere. 

These two Jobs will at times conflict with each other, just 

as in agriculture and industry the state's two Jobs of fostering 

produotion, and of regulating it in the public interest, sometimes
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conflict. Nevertheless, 1t is generally recognized that both 

jobs must be done, and must be kept in balance with each other, 

Game administrators, managers and propagationists are in 

complete agreement that the one great need, above all others, 

in the betterment of & Wisconsin pheasant management program 

is the need for continued fact finding. 

We have made 2 beginning, but the major job lies ahead. 

Only by continued research and experiment, by a competent , 

well trained eteff, can we learn and apply those things that we 

must al’. know in order to manage the pheasant in this state on 

a sound and eclentific basis. 

| |
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THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF THE PHEASANT IN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold and W. F. Grimmer 

The job of stocking (not to be confused with restocking) 

Wisconsin with pheasants is about done, The job of managing : 

: pheasants lies ahead, The studies reported in this bulletin 

are an attempt to get our bearings on the new job. i 

History 

The first successful pheasant plantings were made by the late 

Colonel Gustav Pabst at hie farms in Waukesha County, beginning 

about 1910 and continuing until about 1927 (5:98). It is probable 

that earlier plantings were made elsewhere, but if so, they died 

out, for there is no record of any established populations before 

1910. Many early game laws mention "pheasants," but they refer 

to the ruffed grouse, to which the name was frequently applied. 

The Pabst plantings must have "taken root" almost at once, 

for by 1920 pheasants had spread ten miles in every direction, 

and by 1925 they had colonized most of Waukesha and parts of 

four adjoining counties. By 1927 an open season was allowed in 

parts of Yaukesha and Jefferson Counties. 

During the 1920's a wave of interest in pheasant plantings 

swept over the state. A great number of small plantings was made, 

mostly by private persons and sportsmen's organizations. About 

50 plantings are recorded in a survey made in 1929 (3: map J). 

By 1929 at least eight commercial game farms were in operation, 

each of which of course "leaked" pheasants as well as selling 

them (3:102). A few wild-trapped pheasants were also obtained
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by trade from South Dakota; 25 wild-trapped South Dakota birds 

were planted at Madison in 1923, 

The success of these miscellaneous "volunteer" plantings 

cannot be separately appraised, for most of them were overridden 

by wholesale plantings begun by the State Conservation Department 

in 1928. The Department produced most of its own birds on state 

game farms located as follows: 

1928 - 1954 Fish Creek, Door County ; 

1932 - 1936 Moon Lake, Fond du Lac County 

1954 ~ present Poynette, Columbia County 

An approximate history of the Conservation Department's 

output of pheasants appears in Table.1. Up to 1956 the output 

took the form both of nearly grown young, usually planted in 

July and August, and eggs distributed to cooperators in spring. 

Beginning in 1937 day-o01d chicks began to supplant eggs; these 

were raised by @ooperating groups for local release. The 

over~all result was the release of some 1,422,073 pheasants by 

the state during the years 1929 to 1943. 

The suecess of this program is evident from Table 2. Ever 

since the first open season was allowed in 1927, there have been 

progressive increases in the number of counties open, the number 

of days open, and the totel kill of pheasants. Wisconsin now 

kills nearly a million cocks each year, and the wild stock is 

still increasing. i
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Table 1. Pheasants Released by Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Pheasant Chicks Pheasant Eggs Pheasants Stocked. Total Birds 
Year Distributed Distributed from Farm Stocked 

rare ct Co emer rr era ermnnmr T 

1929 4,006 Ly Vi? 3,053 
1950 18,888 8,799 13,209 
1931 26,884 7,444 14,122 
1932 18,550 7,360 12,040 
1933 74,274 4,131 22,743 
1934 49,048 12,126 24, 289 
1935 107,919 2,791 29,701 
1936 6,710 77 5845 11,050 54,930 
1957 42,088 63,534 28,250 77,812 
1938 79,905 42,146 69,671 155,194 
1939 108, 568 48,872 O7,423 201,847 
1940 134,639 46,751 96,486 226,125 
1941 239,274 42,081 36,525 246,168 
1942 184,562 83,231 39,35 192,939 
1943 164,743 25,079 29,283 #168, 201 

Column 3 includes all four and five weeky eight weeks old, mature 
pheasants distributed by farm 

Celumn 4 includes totel pheasants stocked from chicks, eggs, and farm. 

*Purely an estimate as all reports on day-old chicks and pheasant 
eggs are not completed.
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Table 2. Open Seasons, Bag Limits, and Kill of Pheasants in Wisconsin 

Year No. Gounties No. Days Bag Limit Possession Kill 

cin eamtiimnemssiniin samnichininan ARSED... Linki (oooks) Losexe) 
1927 2 5 2 2g Unknown 

1928 z 5 2 2 Unknown 

1929 Closed. x x x x 

19306 Closed x x x ee 

1931 Closed x x x : x 

1932 9 3 2 4 ' 40,450 

1933 10 3 g 4 154,915 

1934 , 24 4 2 4 105,640 

19385 44 6-8 2 4 135,717 

1936 45 6 2 4 » 144,670 

1937 5 14 2 4 174,616 

1938 59 14 2 4 276,535 

1939 , 61 14-21 2 4 443,986 

1940 61 16 2 4 482,516 

1941 62 22 2 4 646,959 

1942 62 30 2 4 -801,999 

1943 63 28 2 4 ‘ .)
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What is the Pedigree of the Wisconsin Pheasant? 

The true pheasants of Asia include two species, one of which 

has 23 subspecies, All of these forms are cavable of inter- 

breeding. Two of the subspecies, the Caucasian pheasant and the 

Eastern Chinese Ringneck, are the principal ancestors of the . 

European hybrid race now universally known as "Ringnecked Pheasant. 

The origin of the Pabst birds is unknown but in all probability 

they consisted of this hybrid race. 

The same hybrid was planted by the Conservation Department 

from 1928 to 1938, during which time our wild stocks became 

: established, 

In 1958 the Poynette Game Farm began releasing a limited 

number of the black “melanistic mutant." These promptly dis- 

appeared, or else became diluted, 

In 1935 to 1943, some Formosans and Blacknecks were liberated. 

From 1954 to 1943, a considerable number of pure Mongolians 

were planted. 

Prom 1938 to 1940, the Poynette Game Farm mated a majority of 

its hybrid hens to Mongolian cocks. Pure Chinese blood has been 

intro@uced into the Poynette strain since 1941. 

What is Pheasant Range? 

By pheasant range is meant a terrain in which, when not 

overshot, a wild population is able to maintain itself without 

the help of artificial restocking. 

In the 1920's, when the first wave of enthusiasm for pheasants 

swept over the state, thé habitat requirements of the bird were
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still unknown, Plantings were made on jackpine barrens and in 

pine cutovers entirely devoid of farme. The prompt dis- 

appearance of such plantings gradually pounded home the lesson 

that some parts of Wisconsin are unsuitable as pheasant eountry. 

It is not yet possible accurately to delimit the Wisconsin 

range because of continuous restocking. Figure 1, depicting . 

the kill for 1942 by counties, gives a good index to present 

abundance, 

It is clear that the most favorable range is in the gouth~- 

eastern cuarter of the state, and that the stand of pheasants 

_ fades out westward and northward, A double tier of counties 

along the north boundary 1s clearly unsuitable for pheasants. 

The counties along the Mississippi River are weak producers, 

despite the fact that excellent food and cover exists in most 

river bottoms, The central sand counties, despite extensive 

marsh cover, are likewise weak producers. 

The reasons for these differences are unknown. Pheasants 

do best on fertile soils offering cornfields and marsh cover, 

but along the Mississippi we have all three, but still there 

are few pheasants. 

The northern boundary of pheasants in Wisconsin is a 

fluctuating one, and will advance and retreat with hard winters. 

Thus in 1935, after a succession of mild winters, pheasants had 

advenced far northward, but the killing winter of 1935-36 

pushed the boundary far to the South. This unstable northern
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boundary likewise holds for bobwhite quail (3:70), cardinal 

(7), and opossum (1:60) and was once true of wild turkey (6:179). 

Apparently it is a character of many species whose northern linit 

is determined by winter weather and available food. 

: When and Where is Restocking Advisable? 

The measurements of survival reported in this bulletin show 

that in the restricted areas studied in southeastern Wisconsin, * 

where the original plantings had their greatest success, the 

indications are that survivel of artificially propagated birds 

was low, It must be lower than when the original plantings were 

made on these areas, If this were not true, the original 

plantings would probably have been a failure. 

The reason for this difference ie unknown, but it must be 

connected in some way with the wild birds now present, but 

formerly absent. No other visible condition has changed 

everywhere during the interim. The most plausible theory is 

that pheasants are intolerant of each other, and that when a 

range is already populated, some kind of “social pressure® 

interferes with the welfare of additional stock. 

This theory gains credence from the recently vroven fact 

that in certain bobwhite quail, ruffed grouse, and pheasant 

populations, which were counted each spring and fall through a 

period of years, the per cent of increase during the summer 

months was found to-be greatest for the lowest spring 

populations, and least for the highest spring populations (4). 

Whatever the reason, it may safely be accepted as a fact 

that given a good pheasant range, the advisability of restocking
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depends mainly on the wild birds already present. Where a good 

stock of wild birds already exists and has not been overshot, 

further restocking is useless. 

These new findings do not mean, of course, that all further 

* restocking ig unwige. There will always be aresa which have been 

overshot, or depleted by a hard winter, or where the sex ratio 

needs adjustment. Certain of the public hunting grounds will 

| probably need to be heavily restocked; others, little or none. ~* 

It is clear, however, that by and large: 

1. The era of profitable stocking has largely passed. 

2, A large part of the energy which up to now has been 

devoted to stocking should henceforward be invested 

in food and cover improvements aimed to relieve 

social vressure by more uniform distribution of 

population. Our present food and cover is very 3 

"snotty. * ; 

Pheasant Damage 

The annual kill of pheasants reached the half-million mark 

about 1940. At this same time there was a sudden increase in 

damage done by pheasante to sprouting corn, truck gardens, and 

other farm crops. It seems clear that Wisconsin has reached the 

point at which pheasants are becoming & nuisance on concentration 

areas. 

These areas of concentration include some refuges, and they 

invariably coincide with areas of extra good winter cover. 

The remedy 1s to shoot these concentration areas harder, and 

to scatter the population by creating new areas of cover on which
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pheasants can be wintered. It may also be necessary to trap 

and move surplus birds from over-populated to under-populated 

districts, as Ohio has done with notable success (2). 

It is obvious that no more restocking should be done on 

concentration areas suffering from crop damage. : 

‘ Pheasant Competition 

whether pheasants interfere with native game birds is still 

an unanswered question, The recent discovery that social pressure 

is the méin limitation on population density within the separate 

species sakes it likely thet pressure of one species on another 

also exists, and that such pressure limits the collective total 

which ean survive. | 

This raises the practical question: if a given range, such 

as a sand and peat area in central Wisconsin, is good for grouse, 

should pheasants be planted at e11? ‘The equivalent question 

applies to bobwhite quail in parte of the southwestern counties. 

Until more is known about interference, we advocate caution 

in planting pheasants on areas of probable value for native game 

birds. 

f Incentives for Pheasant Management 

In the 1930's, when the big, job was to stock the state with 

pheasants, there was need for a large centralized game farm 

operated by specialists. It was easier and cheaper for the 

state to distribute birds and eggs than to distribute the 

skills and materials requisite for their production. For these 

reasons the Conservation Department properly played 4 leading 

role in the actual performance of the stocking job.
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In the 1940's the blg job 1s to manage or crop the stand 

of birds which has now been established. This demands a 

smaller centralized plant, for it 1s evident from this study 

that etate-wide restocking is no longer needed, and is no 

longer orofitable. The imprevements in food and cover now 

needed are much easier made by the farmer than by the 

Conservation Department; the Department c&n encourage such i 

improvements, but it can hardly initiate or maintain them 

exoept on ites own lands. In the agriculturel counties the 

state cainet own much Land, 

The adjustment of the pheasant population level to afford 

sport but etill to avoid undue damage to crops is also a job 

in which the farmer should play @ leading part. ‘The Conservation 

Department must write the over-all rules, but wise local 

decisions must rest with the farmer who feeds the birds and 

controls the hunting privilege. 

It is clear, then, that in the years to come the Conservation 

Department's old job of restocking the state will shrink, but that 

it now has two new jobs of expanding importance, 

The first is to encourage landowners to manage and crop 

their birds. 

The second is to protect the public interest by reguleting 

the methods used, and by esteblishing public hunting grounds for 

those unable to hunt elsewhere. 

These two jobs will at times conflict with each other, just 

as in agriculture and industry the state's two Jobs of fostering 

production, and of regulating it in the public interest, sometimes



conflict. Nevertheless, it is generally recognized that both 

jobs must be done, and must be kept in balance with each other. 

Game administrators, manégers and propagationists are in 

complete agreement that the one great need, above all others, 

in the betterment of @ Wiseonsin pheasant management program 

is the need for continued fact finding. 

We have made @ beginning, but the major job lies ahead. 

Only by continued research and experiment, by a competent ' 

well trained staff, can we learn and apply those things that we 

must all knew in order to manage the pheasant in this state on 

a sound and sclentifiec basis,
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U. S. S. NASSAU ee 

17 August 1944 Ky 

Today I received your letter written five days 
ago, 12 August, in regard to the paper on the development . 

i of eriteria for determining ovulation in pheasants, Thank : 
you very kindly for detailed explanations and comments. 
I appreciate your interest and thoughtfulness. 

: | a I thought it was cleaniy understood that when we . 
: examined the ovaries of the 1943 spring collections from 

? the Arboretum that ruptured follicles were the basis for 
ovulation. Dr, Meyer and I had already examined a number 

| of specimens from the Poynette experiments, and it was on 
B the, basis of these examinations that I banked y statement. — 
: It Should, therefore, be — that our studies, not 

& my study was behind my writing, 

, nm Page 36 of my MS refers to a hen shot during 1942 
; which wag examined physiologically, and "Her ovary showed 

follicular scarss..." This statement was also based on 
the Poynette examinations, 

e I heartily concur with Mr, Leopold in suggesting a 
he revision of my two references. Please do not hold up the 

paper!!! That is the only thing that matters to me. Go 
ahead and make what ever changes (deletions, corrections, . 
or additions) you care to make, Actually it would be more 
fitting for me to refer to our studies in the pheasant 

. bulletin, E 

4 You say, "One bird collected on or about June 15, had 
SA... ovulated follicles on her ovary." I am not creatly 
surprised, In fact I believe such behavior is more common ; 
than we have heretofor believed. How about the manydump- . 
nests”reported by nearly every writer who has studied 
nesting of pheasants? I have found such nests with over 
thirty eggs in thes - no incubation was apparent upon 
examination of the sezis8.s 

Good luck to you #e Cyril in all ag future ventures, 
Please extend my kindest regards to Helen, and tell Brian 
I think he is a chip off the old block, 

Your friend, ; 

Copies: Leopold 
Meyer 

A Fea Go
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cory, (1 for Irv) 

; August 31, 1944 

Note to Ralph Conway 

Dear Ralph, * : 

This is mech improved, and after ordinary editorial serutiny, 

mag be published. The rough spots needing clarification are 

mostly in the first ten pages. 

There are still many spots which need ecological interpretation, 

but George evidently lacks the data. Thus there is no mention of 

manure spreaders, trap bait, shocked vs. standing corn, fall plowing, 

low vs. high water levels, springy vs. nom-springy marshes, grazing of 

woods and marshes, geographical distritution of plants as related to 

representation in crops, plant succession as affecting presence of 

plants, etc. This I think is partly George's fault, but also partly 

ours in allowing him to isolate himself from other workers in 

wildlife management. 

I specifically admit, however, that George has successfully introduced 

other ecological elements which were absent in the first paper. In 

general, the paper shows more improvement than I expected. 

I would like for Bill Grimmer to see this note as it bears heavily on 

: the future organization of research work. 

I assume that list of references is to be added in regular form. 

Alde Leopold
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September 13,19!) 

sees Aree 
Mr. Ralph ¢ omay 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Ralphs: 

On Sept. 5, 1944 Alfee Harper sent you a revision of a part of Irv: 
Bags's Pheasant Movoments" paper. I am sorry to inconvience you with 
a second revision of this part of Irv's paper but a consultation with 
Aldo Leopold or with recent developments have hecessitated this 
second revision. The details of where it belongs im Irv's paper were’ 
included in Miss Harper's letter of Sept 5. 

Due to the illness of Migs Harper we have no one at the department to 
make satisfactory copies of this second revision. “ill you be kind 
enough to mke two copies for us/ 

Sincerely, 

Cyril Kabat 
Res. Agst.
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Revision of Irvenp 0, Buss's ® Pheasant Movements" from the bottom of page 5 
to the end,. 

sen oer par : 

ge i 
Breoding va. Non-breeding ny 

, Errington (unpublished MS, 1947) has found that the percent of ‘ 

reproductive gaim im bobwhite quail decreases when population increases, and | 

vice versa. The gain is the difference between the fall and the spring popula* 9 - t 

tion of sample areas, measured through a period of years. : y 

We wished to determine whether a similar inverse relation betweem 

gain an population dessity exists in pheasant, ‘but we dowld not use this q 

seme measurement, because reliable fall pheasant censuses were unavailable, 

Hence sobs other approach te the question had be devised, 

In theory an inverse relation between gain and breeding population 

level might arise from differential swmer predation, movement, parasitism, 

disease, fighting, or ome density controlled variable in breeding efficiency 

(such as clutch-size, fertility, persistence im menesting, distortion of sex 

ratio or maternal negligence). Some of these might weaken survival of young, 

others might weaken attempts to breed, Some (such as cluteh-size end fertility) 

have benn pretty well eliminated as probabilities by past studies in both 

bobwhite and pheasants. 

Our attemt to probe this questiom consisted of kil ing 70 wild 

pheasant hens om the Arboretum betweon April 27 and June 18, 193 and examining 

their ovaries to determine whether or not they had ovulated. the taking of 

’ these hens was possible because the arboretum pheasant census of the preceed- 

ing) winter showed the highest population since pheasants were first planted 

there ic 1923, and heavy damage to corn and gardens had occured around the 

Arboretum during the previous sumer. If non~bresding exists and increases 

| with density, this dense population should have contained non~breeding hens. 

What we actually found was that all of the 70 hens had ovelated or
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were about te, but that many of them had been laying continuously and the 

totel oges ovelated for ezeecded the mmber found in neats. Apparently moat 

early egea were not aid in nests at the Arboretum in 1943, bab were"spilled” 

at random over the landseape. ‘the details of this rhenomwencn have been 

further explored by Meyer, Kabat and Base (194). ‘Ite bearing’was 

Ia brief, this studyfgound thatsé a dense rhoavant poufation did not, 

in this instanee produce hens that were non~brecders beamse they had failed 

to lay eges, wut it did contain may hens which had not incubated tho ees 

they had Iiad. “his tendency to lay eggs without ineubatin them might vary 

with population density, and might be one of the variables which lie behind 

an inverse relation between breeding gain and breedi ag popalation,. 

(fo be aed to the biblicgrasty)t — 

Errington, Paul hy 

194), Some contrilutions of a fifteen-year local study of the northern 

eae oe Fane atheaiveral & ayerinant Watton Journal Teper. 
Moyer, 3B, Ky g0.Kabat, and 1.0,Duss, 

194s, (Unpublished data).
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Revision of Irven 0. Buss's "Pheasant Movements" from the bottom of page 5 

to the ond. : 
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Breeding vs. Non-breeding 

Errington (1944) /7111+17@Qvhas found that the rate of reproductive 
minagstarea ) 

gain in bobwhite quail (Colinus virginiams) decreases as population numbers 

increase. Although there is no conclusive evidence that such a changing : 

rate of reproduction exists among pheasant populations, there are many 

‘factors that might be conducive to making its incidence possible. ) 

oun of these which have been studied are: differential predation, movement, 

food, parasitism, disease, various phases involved in breeding (such as 

smaller clutches, less fertility, weakened impulse to renest, abnormal 

sex ratios, maternal negligence), and nsiitinasins, (A non-breeding hen, 

as used in this text, refers to any hen that doesn't produce ycung because 

of either of two reasons: (1) The hen failed to lay eggs, (2) She laid a 

eggs but made no effort to incubate them) At least two possibilities have : 

been exhausted (smaller clutches, less fertility), some have been partially 

exhausted (movement, weakened impulse to re-nest, differential predation, 

abnormal sex ratios), and others remain largely or wholly unexplored. 

If non-breeding of some hens occurs when population numbers are high, 

such hens should have existed in the Arboretum population of 1942-43 at which 

time the population was higher than 4t has been in any preceding year 

since pheasants were planted there (about 1923). Although there are no 

anatomical methods that can be used to determine whether birds that had 

laid eggs incubated them, it 1s possible with the technique developed by 

‘ Meyer, Kabat, and Buse (1944) to distinguish between layers and non-layers.
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The ovaries of birds that have laid eggs contain owlated follicles. 

The collection of 105 pheasants on the Arboretum between April 27 and 

June 18, 1943, offered an opportunity to examine ovaries and determine 

whether or not these hens had ovulated. 

Sixty-six hens were collected between April 27 and June 18", 

All bat. three hens had ovulated at the time they were collected. The 

large size of follicles in the ovary of one hen thot had not ovulated 

when collected on May 5, indicated ovulation would have occurred in a 

few days. An emaciated hen that weighed 676 grams when collected on 

May 21 showed follicular stimlation tut had not ovulated, and a hen that 

weighed 798 grams when collected on June 13 also had not ovulated. Apparently 

both hens would have ovulated within a month. 

Three hens that were suspected of being non=layers because of their 

small sise showed well-developed follicles and had ovulated. Two of these 

had been sealped by trapping operations, and the third showed medium infesta- 

tion of tapeworms (Rhabdometra mlicollis). 
fhese data indicate that large populations did not influence the number 

of pheasants laying eggs. Meyer et al (1944) have found some evidence to 

indicate that not all of the 1943 Arboretum hen pheasants that had laid eggs 

had incubated a clutch. Studies are being conducted at the present time to 

AA OLE ON LO LL LLL AQ A A ALAA LALA LLL AAD ALL ALAA AA ALD, 

*Forty-seven of 48 hens collected between April 27 and May 24 had ovulated 

at least one egg by the time they were collected. The large size of ‘ 

follicles in the ovary of the hen that had not ovulated when collected on 

May 5 indicated that ovulgtion would have occurred in a few days. All but 

6 of the 48 hens were collected before May 15. Basing observations on the 
mumber of ovulated follicles present and their stage of involution, the 

six hens collected between May 15 and May 24 had ovulated prior to May 15. 

It appears from these date that there would be practically no hens in the 

Arboretum population after May 15 that had not laid. Errington and 

Hamerstrom (1937, p. 9) concluded in Iowa, “that in the wild there would 

be virtually no hens nesting for the first time as late as June".
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investigate these findings as well as any possibility that large populations 

might influence hen pheasants to lay eggs but not incubate them. 

(fo be added to the bibliography): 

Errington, Paul L. 

194%. Some contributions of a fifteen-year local study of the northern 
bebwhite to a knowledge of population phenomena. Publication 
pending as an Iowa Agricultural wxperiment Station Journal Paper. 

Meyer, R. K., G. Kabat, and I. 0. Buse. 

1944, (Unpublished data) 

copies for Irv 
Irv's paper (Conservation Department)
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MADISON 2 
Sept ember 25, 1944 FILE REFERENCE: 

Game 

Mr. Cyril Kabat, Research Assistant Management 
c/o Aldo Leopold Federal Aid 
424 University Farm Place research projects 
Madison 5, Wisconsin pheasant - 9R - final report 

Dear Mr, Kabat: 

Reference is made to your letter of September 13 and the 
partial revision of Irv Buss! paper on pheasant movements, 

We are enclosing two copies of said revision as you requested. 
Due to the changes in copy, the numbering of pages is changing from 

time to time; however, it is our understanding that the above- 

mentioned material is to be substituted for that part of the paper 

covering breeding vs, non-breeding. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F, Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By ( € ae Co os , i 

Ralph C, Sonway 
Supervisor of Refuges and 
Public Hunting Grounds 

RCC: LB 
Enc, 2 i
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Revision of Irven 0. Buss! "Pheasant Movements" from the bottom of page 5 to the end. 
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Breeding vs. Non-breeding 

Errington (unpublished MS. 1944 ?) has found that the per cent of reproductive 

gain in bobwhite quail decreases when population increases, and vice versa, The 

gain is the difference between the fall and the spring population of sample areas 

measured through a period of years. ) 

We wished to determine whether a similar inverse relation between gain and 

population density exists in pheasant, but we could not use this same measurement 

because reliable fall pheasant censuses were unavailable. Hence, some other ap- 

proach to the question had to be devised, 

In theory, an inverse relation between gain and breedingpopulation level might 

arise from differential summer predation, movement, parasitism, disegse, fighting, 

or some density controlled variable in breeding efficiency (such as clutch-size, 

fertility, persistence in re-nesting, distortion of sex ratio, or maternal negli- 

gence). Some of these might weaken survival of young, others might weaken attempts 

to breed, Some (such as clutch-size and fertility) have been fairly well eliminated 

as probabilities by past studies in both bobwhite and pheasants. 

Our attempt to probe this question consisted of killing 70 wild pheasant hens 

on the Arboretum between April 27 and June 18, 1943, and examining their ovaries 

to determine whether or not they had ovulated., The taking of these hens was pos- 

sible because the Arboretum pheasant census of the preceding winter showed the 

highest population since pheasants were first planted there in 1923, and heavy dam- 

age to corn and gardens had occurred around the Arboretum during the previous summer, 

If non-breeding exists and increases with density, this dense population should 

have contained non-breeding hens, What we actually found was that all of the 70 

hens had ovulated or were about to ovulate, but many of them had been laying contin- 

uously, and the total eggs ovulated far exceeded the number found in nests. Appar- 

ently, most early eggs were not laid in nests at the Arboretum in 1943, but were 

i "spilled" at random over the landscape. The details of this phenomenon have been
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explored further by Meyer, Kabat, and Buss (1944). 

In brief, this study found that a dense pheasant population did not, in 

this instance, produce hens that were non-breeders because they had failed to 

lay eggs, but it did contain many hens which had not incubated the eggs they had 

laid, This tendency to lay eggs without incubating them might vary with popula- 

tion density, and might be one of the variables which lie behind an inverse re- : 

lation between breeding gain and breeding population. 

(To be added to the bibliography): 

Errington, Paul L. 

1944, Some contributions of a fifteen-year local study of the northern 

bobwhite to a knowledge of population phenomena, Publication 
pending as an Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station Journal Paper. 

Meyer, R, K., C. Kabat, and I. 0. Buss. 

1944, (Unpublished data). 
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Breeding vs. Non-breeding 

Errington (unpublished MS. 1944 7) has found that the per cent of reproductive 

gain in bobwhite quail decreases when population increases, and vice versa, The 

gain is the difference between the fall and the spring population of sample areas 

measured through a period of years. 

We wished to determine whether a similar inverse relation between gain and 

population density exists in pheasant, but we could not use this same measurement , 

; because reliable fall pheasant censuses were unavailable. Hence, some other ap- 

proach to the question had to be devised, 

In theory, an inverse relation between gain and breedingyopulation level might 

arise from differential sumer predation, movement, parasitiem, disease, fighting, 

or some density controlled variable in breeding efficiency (such as cluteh-size, 

fertility, persistence in re-nesting, distortion of sex ratio, or maternal negli- 

gence), Some of these might weaken survival of young, others might weeken attempts 

to breed. Some (such as clutch-size and fertility) have been fairly well eliminated 

as probabilities by past studies in both bobwhite and pheasants, \ 

Our attempt to probe this question consisted of kiiling 70 wild pheasant hens 

on the Arboretum between April 27.and June 18, 1943, and examining their ovaries 

to determine whether or not they had ovulated. The taking cf these hens was pos- 

sible because the Arboretum pheasant census of the preceding winter showed the 

highest population since pheasants were first planted there in 1923, and heavy dam- 

age to corn and gardens had occurred around the Arboretum during the previous summer, 

If non-breeding exists and increases with density, this dense population should 

have contained non-breeding hens, ‘What we actually found wae that all of the 70 

hens had ovulated or were about to ovulate, but many of them had been laying contin- 

uously, and the total eggs ovulated far exceeded the number found in nests. Appar- 

ently, most early eggs were not laid in nests at the Arboretum in 1943, but were 

“epilled” at random over the landscape, The details of this phenomenon have been
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explored further by Meyer, Kabat, and Buss (1944), 

In brief, this study found that a dense pheasant population did not, in 

this instance, produce hens that vere non-breeders because they had failed to 

lay eggs, but it did contain many hens which had not incubated the eggs they had 

laid, This tendency to lay eggs without incubating then might vary with popula- 

tion density, and might be one of the variables which lie behind an inverse re= 

lation between breeding gain and breeding population. 

(Zo be added to the bibliography): 

Errington, Paul 1. 

1944, Some contributions of a fifteen-year local study of the northern 
bobwhite to a knowledge of population phenomena, Publication 
pending as an lowa Agricultural Experiment Station Journal Paper. 

Meyer, R. K., C, Kabat, and I, 0. Buss, 

1944, (Unpublished data), 
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Errington(unyublished MS. 19447) has found that the percent of c ; 

reproductive gaim im bobwhite quail decreases when populatiom increases, . poe : 

i i ( ie ‘ 

and vice versa.e. The gaim is the difference between the fall md the ote F 

spring populatiom of sample areas, measured through a period of yearse. on Ay 
( 

We wished to determine whether a similar imverse relatiom between jos 

gam and population deusity exists in pheasant, but we could mt use this t a 

same measurement, because reliable fall pheasant censuses were unabailable.. 

Hence some other approach to the questiom had to be devised. 

Im theory an inverse relation bel ween gaim and breeding population 

level might arise foom differential sumer predatiom, movement,, parasitism, , 

disease, fighting, or mme density controlled var iable im breeding efficiency 

G such as ege production, clutch-size, fertikity, persistence in renesting, , 

distortiom of sex ratio, or méaternal negligence). Some of these might 

weaktm survival of young, others might weakem attempts to breede Some ; 

(such as cluthh size and fertility have beem pretty well e“liminated as 

' probablities by past studies in both bobwhite and pheasants, . 

pe % 

hn attempt to probe this question,consisted-ofkiiding 70) wild 
f ; wane elagls 27 

pheasant hens om the University of Wisconsim arboretum between April. and = 
partrle Brf Onasrratiols, ‘ ia 

. Sune 7 1943 and examining their ovaries, using the criterion suggested = 
oe They. 

by Meyer, Kabat, and Buss (1944) to determine whether these—pheasants— 
LétA/ i 

had pfpdhéed/éeeh ovulated eges. The taking of these hens was possible 

because the arboretum pheasant eensus of the prefleeding winter showed the 

highest populatiom since pheasants were first planted there im 1923, and ‘ 

heavy damage to cormand gardens had occured around the Arboretum during the 

1 
previous simier.// If density AbAbtA/ #hd/Abbbét/Ot/AbAs/LADAbE/ BELA im some 

way prevents hens from ovulating eges, this dense populatiom should have 
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contained some hens that had not ovulated any eges.. ' 

i Ss GR Actually it was found that all of the 70 hens had or were about 

to ovulate. A study of these ovaries has been made by Moyer, Kabat, , and 

Base(19hi) and preliminary data show that many of these hens had been laying 0 

‘ contimously and the total eggs ovulated by them far exceeded the mmber Ebbhd. th/ 

found in nee Tae condition of the cy mube' ovaiated, AAf at the 

Be time the bodies were collected indicated that many of the them had mt i : 

paused long enough im their ege laying to incubate a clutch. Apparently 

in the University 4 rboretum ea the 1943 breeding season, most early eges 

were laid at random and not in nests.. 

F urther study is being given to these ovaries by Meyer, et al, , At 

# the present time the” data indicate that the dense pheasant populatiom in the 

5 the University arboretum did not affect the Sbidity-<e the hem to produce eges. — 

fhd tt se, oaeceated that a dense pheasant population might directly or indirectly 

interfere with the normal incubating behavior. T héf tendency to lay eggs 

without incubating them might vary with population density, and might i one of 

the variables which lie hehind an inverse relatiom between breeding Gh a0 ; 

breeding population,. 

To be added to the bibliography. i 

Errington, Paul 1, ; 
1944, (unpublished ME, 1944) 

j Meyer, .R, K., C. Kapat, and I.0. Buss. ‘ 

1944 (Unpublished data). 
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Fig. B Known Cover Changes, 1937-1943, and Effects on Population 

Unit Gains Losses 
Coveys Quail Coveys Qnail 

#5 & 13 x 20 Z 17 

$6,125, etc. 1 16 

#4,17,18, etc. 1 25 % 53 
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Ey EASANT MOVEMENTS 
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Qt” Irven 0, Buss i 
“ 

nsin Pheasant Management Survey" - 1944 

Egress and Ingress at the University of Wisconsin Arboretum 
and the Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge 

} If the individual pheasants which comprise the populations 
of these two areas during a specific winter spent subsequent 
winters elsewhere, the findings for both areas would be invali- 
dated. : 

Egress (pheasants leaving the areas to winter on other 
ranean). would result in false shrinkage in the survival series 
since pheasants off the areas would escape the traps. 

Ingress (pheasants entering the areas from other winter 
t ranges) would result in false prolongation of survival as 

pheasants coming te the areas would increase each new year-class. 

If both egress and ingress occurred, the survival series 
would contain compensating errors of unknown magnitude. 

The two areas are separated by 1 miles of upland cultivated 
farm land. Since the Arboretum is hemmed in on the north by the 
city of Madison and on each side by wide lakes, egress from it 
or ingress to it are restricted largely to the south. The 
Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge is the first good winter range lying 
south of the Arboretum, and as Leopold, Sperry, Feeney, and 
Catenhusen (1945) state, “It is the likely route of egress from 
or ingress to the Arboretum," 

The following summary shows the number of pheasants trapped 
‘ and banded during the last three winters on each area: 

Trapped and 
Area (1940-41 - 1942-43) banded 
Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge 4. 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum 527 

otal 

Not a single return has occurred from the 876 pheasants trapped 
on both areas that indicated a movement between the areas during 
winter. 

The foregoing studies of this chapter have dealt only with 
egress and ingress during winter. Do the summer ranges of pheasants
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

PHEASANT MOVEMENTS 
By 

Irven 0. Buss y 

taken from "Wisconsin Pheasant Management Survey" - 1944 

Egress and Ingress at the Wea of Wisconsin Arboretum 
and the Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge _ 

If the individual pheasants which comprise the populations 
of these two areas during a specific winter spent subsequent 
winters elsewhere, the findings for both areas would be invali- 
dated. : é 

Egress (pheasants leaving the areas to winter on other 
vhnese) would result in false shrinkage in the survival series 
since pheasants off the areas would escape the traps. 

Ingress (pheasants entering the areas from other winter 
h ranges) would result in false prolongation of survival as 

pheasants coming to the areas would increase each new year-class. 

If both egress and ingress occurred, the survival series 
would contain compensating errors of unknown magnitude. 

The two areas are separated by 1} miles of upland cultivated 
farm land. Since the Arboretum is hemmed in on the north by the 
city of Madison and on each side by wide lakes, egress from it 
or ingress to it are restricted largely to the south. The 
Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge is the first good winter range lying 
south of the Arboretum, and as Leopold, Sperry, Feeney, and 
Catenhusen (1943) state, "It is the likely route of egress from 
or ingress to the Arboretum." 

The following summary shows the number of pheasants trapped 
and banded during the last three winters on each area: 

Trapped and 
Area (1940-41 - 1942-43) banded 
Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge 4 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum 527 

otal 87 

Not a single return has occurred from the 876 pheasants trapped 
on both areas that indicated a movement between the areas during 
winter. 

The foregoing studies of this chapter have dealt only with 
egress and ingress during winter. Do the summer ranges of pheasants
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from these two areas overlap? 

Between April 27 and June 18, 1943, 105 pheasants were 
collected and 182 observations were recorded of banded and 
unbanded pheasants on the Arboretum. The banding stations 
were known for 32 of the 4S banded pheasants collected: hence, 
their movements since the time of banding could be analyzed: 

Distance moved No Per cent 
Less than 1/4 mile 14 44, 
Less than 1/2 mile 6 19 
Less than 3/4 mile 4 13 
Less than 1 mile 3 9 
One to 2 miles 3 9 
From Madison Fish 

Hatchery Refuge 2 6 

32 100 

The_two pheasants (both hens) that were banded on the 
Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge during winter were recovered about 
two miles from the banding stations. 

Of the 182 pheasants observed a cock bearing a band was 
seen 3/4 of a mile from the edge of the Arboretum, and a hen 
bearing a band was seen 1/2 mile from the edge of the Arboretum. 
No other banded birds were seen off the area, 

A hen trapped and banded during winter at the Madison Fish 
Hatchery Refuge was killed the following summer on her nest 
(Field lo, Figure 1) by a hay mower 13 miles from the banding 
station {near drainage ditch crossing field 2A, Figure 1). 

A few birds may go farther than these observations indicate, 
or they may never return to the same winter range occupied pre- 
viously, but these data indicate that pheasants use their original 
winter range from year to year. 

Dispersion of Artificially-Propagated Pheasants (Jefferson County) 

The studies on "Survival as Indicated by Shooting and Trapping 
Returns, 1940-45" would show a lower survival for the released 
pheasants than actually occurred if some of the banded releases 
dispersed beyond the Jefferson Study Area boundary. Several 
hunters and a few landowners and operators on the area believed 
that high hunting pressure drove many pheasants to distant cover. 
They based their beliefs on the fact that cocks were very difficult 
to flush during the last part of the season, and that practically 
no pheasants were seen on the area after the season closed. 

The following summary from daily hunting records kept at 
Jefferson analyzes the first week-end hunting pressure for the 
past three years:
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Total No. of Hunters checked No, of No. of cocks 
Year hunters the lst week-end cocks shot er hunter 
1940 4355 240 194 0.8 
1941 335 245 253 1.0 
1942 327 210 125 0.6 

1095 695 572 0.8 

The summary shows that the number of hunters dropped from 
435 in 1940 to 327 in 1942, The number of hunters checked during 
the first week-end and the number of cocks shot per hunter dropped 
during the third season (1942), Hunting pressure went up some- 
what during the first week-end of 1941, but in 1942 it fell below 
that for either of the preceding two seasons. 

If increased hunting pressure drove the living birds out of the 
area, then one would expect to find more resident birds on the area 
following the 1942 season ( when hunting pressure was lightest) 
than after either of the other two seasons. The winter census*® 
following each season is shown below: ‘ 

No. of No. of Total No. 
Year cocks hens of birds . 
1940 2 80 02 
19421 TT 51 62 

: 1942 10 67 77. 

These census counts show that there were more birds resident 
on the area following the 1940 season when the hunting pressure 
was highest than in any of the other years, The census counts 
also show that there was a relatively low resident population on 
the area following the 1942 season when hunting pressure was 
lowest. It appears then that some other mechanism besides hunt- 
ing pressure was responsible for the variation in residual popu- 
lation following the hunting seasons at Jefferson. 

The "drift" of released pheasants was studied further during 
the winter of 1941-42 by attempting to locate the birds on their 
winter range. The nearest habitable winter cover is a mile from 
the edge of the Jefferson area, and it contained a wintering 
population of 78 hens and 5 cocks. On January 13, 1942, these 
pheasants were in two groups on nearly opposite sides of the 

; swamp. Every bird was observed carefully with a spotting scope 
as it single-filed over the frozen snow to an exposed field, 
Three of the hens and none of the cocks were banded. Other 
pheasants were observed on practically all sides of the area, but 
no other banded birds were seen. If there were other banded birds 
off the area their number was small, for all nearby coverts were 
kept under careful scrutiny throughout the winter. Although 
little dispersion was observed from this area during the 1941-42 

*Small populations are much easier to count than large populations. 
The accuracy of these censuses is believed to be over 95 per cent 
(See oe of released pheasants as indicated by trapping 
return").
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season, it should not be assumed that it will be the same another 
year or on another range. The mosaic of various range components 
is as different as there are numbers of ranges, and their 
interrelations are very apt to cause as many types of animal 
behavior, 

Dispersion of Artificially-Propagated Pheasants (Dunn County) 

In addition to the banded releases made at Menomonie for 
intensive study of survival during the past three years, all 
juvenile pheasants raised by sportsmen's clubs in the county 
during the summers of 1941 and 1942 were banded and released 
throughout the county when 8 weeks old. These birds yielded 
incidental information on movements, The following summary 
shows the number of pheasants released each year: 

Year Cocks Hens Total 
1941 3,509 2,693 6,202 
1942 2,091 2,155 4,246 

5,600 4,848 10,448 

About 1,000 additional hens were released in 1941 that 
were not banded. Only hens released within 5 miles of Menomonie 
were banded during 1941 so they could be identified if they 
drifted to the study area and were trapped during the winter. 

Hunters were requested to report band numbers from cocks 
shot during the hunting seasons on simple self-addressed, stamped 

' cards that were distributed with resident hunting licenses, Each 
hunter was asked to give the number of unbanded and banded cocks 
shot, the number of cocks crippled, and the band numbers of hens 
found dead and of cocks shot, In 1941, 2,550 cards were distri- 
buted, and in 1942, 2,400 cards were distributed. 

Four hundred twelve hunters sent in their reports, but not 
a single band from the 305 birds released on the Menomonie area 
in 1941 and 1942 was reported outside the area. Winter trapping 
on a 2-mile strip about the periphery of the area in 1941 pro- 
duced no banded birds that were released on the area, Winter 
trapping on the area during 1941-42 and 1942-43 produced three 
banded pheasants that had been released at least two miles from 
its boundary. e 

Miscellaneous Band Returns from Artificially-Propagated Pheasants 

Every year hunters report a certain number of bands directly 
to the Wisconsin Conservation Department when reporting their 

: annual game kills, The actual per cent of recovered bands that 
are reported in this manner cannot be determined, but some of 
the reports disclose information on movements, 

Of 1,090, eight to 12-weeks-old pheasants (664 cocks) 
released on the Jefferson Study Area in 1941, 3 hens and 10 
cocks (1 per cent of the release) were reported shot or found 

Ne
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dead 2 to 7 miles from the release point. An 8-weeks—old cock 
released July 17 was shot on October 18, 7 miles from the point 
of release, and an. 8-weeks-old hen released July 17 was found 
dead on February 18, 6 miles from the point of release. All 
other bands were reported within 4 miles of the release point, 

The Jefferson Sportsmen's Club banded and released 241 
10-weeks-old pheasants (122 cocks) in a marsh two miles from 
the edge of the Jefferson Study Area on August 1, 1941. Nine 
of these releases (4 per cent) were shot or trapped on the 
Jefferson tract (3 to 4 miles from the release point) by the 
end of the 1941 hunting season. If the pheasants from this 
release dispersed equally in all directions, the total egress 
must have been extremely high. 

Conclusions from Pheasant Movement Studies ' 

Egress and ingress of adult wild pheasants at the University 
of Wisconsin Arboretum and the Madison Fish Hatchery Refuge Areas 
were negligible during the past ares years. Two eee sag « that were 
banded during winter on the Madison “ish Hatchery Refuge were 
collected the following spring on the Arboretum. Forty-four per 
cent of the banded pheasants collected during spring on the 
Arboretum moved less than a quarter mile from their wintering areas. 

No evidence was found supporting the belief that high shooting 
pressure drove artificially-propagated pheasants from the Jefferson 
Study Area during the past three years. 

Extensive study of county-wide releases made in northwestern 
Wisconsin showed that some releases "drifted" at least two miles 
to winter range. 

Band reports submitted by sportsmen in southeastern Wisconsin 
accounted for 1 per cent of 1,090 pheasants released near Jefferson 
and recovered up to 7 miles from the release point. Four per cent 
of 241 10-weeks-old pheasants released during summer two miles from 
pe. Fatt enngn Study Area were shot or trapped on the area by late 
fair, 

Collectively, these studies indicate that wild pheasants show 
little or no movement beyond a quarter-mile, but artificially- 
propagat&d pheasants may disperse up to seven miles, and in some 
cases it may be in large numbers. 

e*eeee he & 

Breeding vs. Non-breeding ee 

Leopold (1943, in press) points out—that research always 
fick p raises new questions, One of his-questions is: "Would the 

Arboretum—population decline if removals were made yearly, or 
do the birds have-a-‘sliding scale' which automatically adjusts 
breeding or survival to population level?" The-ecologic inference 
of his quéstion is that the rate of reproductive gain decreases 
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8 population numbers increase, / though ev: 6° for such 

a hhanwiak wate of reprdduction ) not; ‘been published, many 
possible reasons for its oceurrence-may be listed some of which 
have/béen_ studied: | Movement, | Ler Clutches, les fertility, 
weakened in e to re est,’ non- urvival of young (pathological 

: Pr: and /psychological};: ferential predation,/ abno sex ratios, 
ait maternal negligerice, flood;~parasitism, /diséase, non+breeding. 

p No /ev, ce ‘causes for a changing-rate-of reproductive, gain . 
on has bee through ‘studies-t ve been made of Ahese~ 

08 es. At least two possibilities Have von Saat 
Comciien clutches, /less\fertility), some have been partia a 
exhaust (movement, weakened Ampulse, to e-nest,\ differential... 
predation, abhormal sex r tios), and others remain Jargely or 
wholly unexplored, ri ; 

If rion-breeding of some hens occurs when population numbers ° 
are high, such hens showld have existed in the Arboretum population 
of 1942-43 at which time the population was higher than it has 

vt ® » been in any preceding year since pheasants were planted there 
pl “(about 1923)sy: The collection of 105 pheasants on the Arboretum 

between April 27 and June 18, 19435, offered an opportunity to examine 
ovaries and determine whether or not these hens had ovulated. 

} Sixty-six hens were collected between April 27 and June 18*, 
All but three hens had ovulated at the time they were collected. . 
The large size of follicles in the ovary of one hen’ that had not 
ovulated when collected on May 5, indicated ovulation would have 
occurred in a few days... An emaciated hen that weighed 676 grams 
when collected on May 21 showed follicular stimulation but had not 
ovulated, and a hen that weighed 798 grams when collected on June 
15 also had not ovulated. Apparently both hens would have ovulated 
within a month. 

*Forty-seven of 48 hens collected between April 27 and May 24 had 
ovulated at least one egg by the time they were collected, The 
large size of follicles in the ovary of the hen that had not 
ovulated when collected on May 5, indicated that ovulation would 
have occurred in a few days. All but 6 of the 48 hens were - 

, collected before May 15, Basing observations on the number of © 
oy Lot 4. gellapsed follicles present and their stage of involution, the 

six hens collected between May 15 and May, 24 had ovulated prior 
to May 15, It appears from these data that there would be 
practically no hens in the Arboretum population after May 15 that 
had not laid, Errington and Hamerstrom (1937, p.9) concluded in 
Iowa, "that in the wild there would be virtually no hens nesting 
for the first time as late as June," sae 
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October 2, 1944 

Horace Petry Tie » Sie ~n (pe ‘y,' 

“Miia ‘ PRame av 5 a CMa atearmneud Se rretrQey " 

| v y 2 
( Cameo, ) 

Mr. Ralph Comray 

Conservation Department » 

State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Ralph: 

I am embarrassed that it is again necessary to revise 
the revision of the section "Breeding Versus Non-Breeding" 
in Irv Bussts mamegeript. Cyril Kabat and I had agreed 
on the previous revision, but Dr. Meyer wanted some further 
changes. I hate to bother you about this so often, 

We now wish to drop the caption “Breeding Versus Non-Breeding" 
and substitute the caption "Reg Production Status in 1943". 
The revised text is attached, 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Buss



October 3, 1944 

Third revision of the "Breeding vs, Non~Breeding" discussion in Irv Buss's 
Wisconsin Pheasant Management Survey. 

Begg Produstion Status in 1943. 

Berrington (unpublished MS. 19447) has fouml that the per cent of 

reproductive gain in bdobwhite quail decreases when population inerbases, 

and vice versa. ‘The gain is the difference between the fa11 and the 

spring population of sample areas, measured through @ period of years. 

We wished to determine whether a similar inverse relation between 

gain and population density exists in pheasant, but we could not use this 

game measurement, because reliable fall pheasant censuses were unavailable. 

Hence some other approach to the question had to be devised. 

In theory an inverse relation between gain and breeding popuistion 

Level might arise from differential summer predation, movement, parasitiem, 

disease, fighting, or some densityecontrolled variable in breeding efficiency 

(such as egg production, cluteh-size, fertility, persistence in renestings 

aistortion of sex ratio, or maternal negligence). Some of these night 

weaken gurvival of young, others might weaken attempts to breed, Some 

(such as cluteh-size and fertility) have been pretty well eliminated as 

probabilities by past etudies in both bobwhite and pheasants. 

In an attempt to probe this question, 70 wild pheasant hens on the 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum were killed between April 27 and 

| June 30, 1943, and their ovarics were examined, using the criterion sugsested 

- by Meyer, Kabat, and Buss (1944) to determine whether they had omlated eggs. 

The taking of these hens was possible because the Arboretum pheasant census 

of the preceding winter showed the highest population since pheasants were 

first planted there in 1923, and heavy damage to corn and gardens had occurred 

around the Arboretum during the previous summer,
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If density in some way prevents hens from ovulating eggs, this dense 

population should have contained some hens that had not ovnlated any eggs. 

Actually it was found that all of the 70 hens had or were about to ovulate. 

A study of these ovaries has been made by Meyer, Kabat, and Buss (19), 

and preliminary data show that many of these hens had been laying contimously 

and that the total eggs ovulated by them far exceeded the number found in 

nests. The condition of the ovary and the mumber of egcs ovwlated at the | 

time the hens were collected indicated that many of them had not paused 

long enough in their egg laying to incubate a clutch. Apparently in the 

University Arboretum during the 1943 breeding season, most carly eges 

were laid at random and not in nests. 

Further study is being given to these ovaries by Meyer, et al. 

At the present time the data indicate that the dense pheasant population in 

the University Arboretum did not affect the capeity of the hen to preduce 

eges. It is also suggested that a dense pheasant population might directly 

or indirectly interfere with the normal incubating behavior, ‘The tendency 

to lay eggs without incubating them might vary with populstion density, and 

might be one of the variables which lie behind an inverse relation between 

breeding gain and breeding population. 

fo be added to the bibliography: 

Errington, Paul L. 

1944. (Unpublished ms.) 29hee~ 

Meyer, BR. K., G. Kabat, and I. 0. Buss. 

1944, (Unpublished data).
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN HARES 

ALDO LEOPOLD: 

Both of the hares of Wisconsin have changed their original range : 

boundaries. The jackrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward; the snowshoe 

hare has been, at least untib recently, shrinking slowly northward. This , 

paper aims to record their distribution as of 1944, and to discuss briefly 

the probable reasons for boundary changes. 

The present ranges are mapped in Figures 1 and 2. About half of the 

"stations" on Mnobelvere accumulated since 1928 by questioning students, 

farmers, game wardens, sportsmen and technical field men. The other half 

were obtained by questionnaires and correspondence in 1944,* 

Jackrabbit (Lepus townsendii campanius. Hollister) 

Former status Cory, in his "Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin" (1912), 

lists the Jackrabbit as "not yet recorded from Wisconsin (although it) has 

been taken in the eastern border of Iowaeee.. and in extreme southeastern 

Minnesota". (43265) 

Cory was mistaken, for the following captions will show that at least 

four. colonies existed in Wisconsin prior to the publication of his book in 

1912. 

1. Department of Wildlife Management, College of Agriculture, University of 
Wisconsin. 

* I wish in particular to acknowledge the help of Arnold S. Buss, Donald 

Huers, John T. Curtis, W.S. Feeney, William H. Field, H.M. Fuley, Fred 
Gardner, Albert Gastrow, Wallace Grange, Arthur S. Hawkins, S.W. Hayner, 

Karl W. Kahmann, Helmer Mattison, John O'Donnell, A.J.Peterson, Lloyd Rundell 

Raymond Schenk, A.W. Schorger, Clarence A. Searles, Herbert L. Stoddard, 
and C.A. Weitz.
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Grant County Colony Assemblyman Lloyd Rundell, who grew up on a farm 

12 miles north of Platteville in Grant County, remembers the killing of a 

jackrabbit on about February 21, 1888. The animal was shot by Albert Warne 

and William Gubbel of Livingston. I have a letter, from Albert Warne dated 

February 12, 1945, reciting all the details. This letter leaves no doubt 

as to the identity of the animal.. The year is certain because the event 

followed the historic blizzard of January 12, 1888. The letter indicates 

that jackrabbits were previously unknown in that locality. 

Sand Prairie Colony, Sauk Coiinty Herbert L. Stoddard, whose boyhood ; 

home was in Sauk County, writes me under date of Jamuary 7, 1945: "To the 

best of my recollection there were a few jackrabbits on what is known as 

the Sand Prairie, some & or 10 iii bie west of Prairie du Sac, when I first 

came to Wisconsin about 1906-7. Later they increased and by 1915-1920 they 

were quite numerous... Ed Ochsner (now deceased) told me that they were 

brought in from elsewhere, and liberated on the Prairie". 

Through the courtesy of Dr. A. W. Schorger, I am able to quote the 

following note made by him on February 16, 1935 after a conversation with 

Ba Ochsner: “Regarding jackrabbits he (Ochsner) stated that about 40 years 

ago a saloon keeper moved to Prairie du Sac from Nebraska. The children 

brought with them some young rabbits which escaped. After that a pair or 

so were shot every winter, but they have become fairly common only within 

the past ten years." (about 1925). 

Ea Ochsner, in 1921, told Paul Jones, a competent naturalist, that 

jackrabbits had been planted on the Sand Prairie "about 25 years ago", 

Albert Gastrow, a life-lo ~ resident of Prairie du Sac and field 

companion of Herbert Stoddard, tells me that he can remember jackrabbits on
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the Sand Prairie as far back as 189%, but that he has no recollection of 

a planting. 

I have entered the Sauk colony on Figure 1 as a probable planting 

dating back to about 1906, but it is evident from the forgoing evidence 

that the colony may be older, and that it may be indigenous. Whatever its 

origin, an increase in numbers began about 1925. When I came to Wisconsin 

in 1924, jackrabbits were present on the Sauk Prairie, but absent from Dane 

County, which lies east of Sauk. : 

Dunn County Colony Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a reliable trapper 

and a field companion of Irven 0. Buss, wrote me in July 1944: "The first 

jack I imow of was on the Fall City Prairie about 1905 in the town of Spring 

Brook..e My father's farm was in the town of Spring Brook 2s miles west of 

Fall City. My folks bought this farm in 1898 as wild land." 

Jackrabbits were apparently absent here prior to about 1905, but moved 

in as the region was cleared for farming. Mattison knows of no local 

plantings, nor have I found any reports of plantings in that region. 

Waushara County Planting As will be described later, a well authenticated 

planting of jackrabbits was made in Waushara County in 1900, and is locally 

believed to account for the present local stock. (12) 

While Cory overlooked these four colonies, it is clear that the species 

must have been scarce when his book was published in 1912, and for a long 

time prior to 1912, else some report of its presence in the state would have 

come to Cory's notice. Cory's omission of the jack has been perpetuated in 

subsequent books on the mammals of this region. (2,5) 

Cory mst have had some inkling that the jackrabbit might be about to 

spread eastward, for he reports the species as "not yet recorded from Illinois 

or Wisconsin. "
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Origin of Spock That the present jackrabbit population stems in part 

from plantings will be shown in the next caption. But was there also an 

indigenous stock? In my opinion there was, or else Iowa and Minnesota jacks 

crossed the Mississippi. The reasons for this opinion will be given later. 

early 
There are a good many/ reports of large rabbits in southern Wisconsin, 

d but these are usually inconclusive because it is uncertain whether they refer 

; to jackrabbits or to snowshoe hares. I have already published one report i 

of “large white rabbits" in Trempealeau County about 1876 which may refer 

to either species. (8395-96) 

At this late date there is only one sure proof of indigenous jackrabbits: 

the identification of bones from Indian middens. 

Plantings I have gathered reports of ten plantings of jackrabbits 

imported into Wisconsin from western states: 

Noe County Year Number Planted Remarks 

4 Weushare 1900 12 4 males, & females, from Nebraska, in 
i March, by Guy Mumbrue and W.A. Baugh, 

Ne of Wautoma. Success: stock spread 
N. and W. (12) 

before 
BN) Sauk 1906? ? A colony existed here perhaps as early 

i as 1898, but its origin is uncertain. 

5 Vernon 1910? ? At Viroqua. Said to have survived. 

4 Barron 1918? ? Near Cumberland. Success unknown. (12) 

5 Towa 1923 10 6 miles E. of Mineral Point. 

6 = Towa 1928 12 6 miles E. of Mineral Point. 

i Kewaunee 1930 ey In April, by Dr. V.?.leurent, between 
Luxemburg and Ellisville. Now spread 

. E.to Algoma, W. to Sugarbush in Brown 
Co. where one was killed Jan. 1945.
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- Noe County Year Number Planted . Remarks 

& Door 1932 ? Near Whitefish Bay, by Mr. Machek. 

h Survived a few years, now gone. 

9 Door 1938 40-50 Near Sawyer, by Arden Robertson. Stock 

from Rago, Kansas. One killed Dec. 20, 
: 1944 by Ervin Serville. 

10 Door 1939 . ? In Brussels and Claybank townships, by 
; Justin Shutawar of Forestville. Now 

f established across the base of the 
: Door Peninsula. 

: As is evident from the specifications, not all of these reports are 

: equally dependable. Numbers 1, 7, 8,9, and 10 are fully supported by 

corroborative detail. Numbers 1, 7, and 10 resulted in the establishment 

of a population on range mown to have been previously vacant. 

Could all of the present stock have originated from plantings? Not unless 

additional successful plantings, unknown to me, were made in northwestern 

Wisconsin prior to 1905, for in that year, as already stated, jackrabbits 

are known to have arrived in Dunn County. The Dunn County stock could not 

plantings 
have originated from any of the recorded plantings, for the two/ which 

preceded 1905 (No. 1 and 2) lie too far south and east. 

The general progression of arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly from 

westward to eastward, and this supports the theory that the bulk of the 

present stock originated by natural spread from the Mississippi River counties, 

or even from points west. The upper Mississippi is frozen in winter, and 

presents no barrier to winter movement. 

Reasons for Spreads Present Habitat The present jackrabbit range, 

as depicted in Figure 1, consists of two zones: a peripheral northeastern 

fringe of cutover pine lands, and an interior block of rich dairy farms in 

the southwestern counties originally consisting largely of prairie. The
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jackrabbit had to cross this prairie farm zone in order to reach the peri- 

pheral cutover zone. Unless the spread eastward represents response to some 

long climatic cycle, we must look to land-use changes in the prairie farm 

zone to explain the inception of the eastward movement in this mammal. 

It is now well imown, both from vegetative evidence (11) and recorded 

history (13:13¢ 14:13) that prior to 1840, Indian fires tended to keep what — 

is sere. farm zone in prairie vegetation, whereas after 1840 there was 

widespread encroachment of oak-hickory forest on the unplowed portions. This. 

trend toward reforestation perhaps explains the scarcity of jackrabbits up 

to Cory's time. 

By 1900 intensive dairy farming began to reverse this trend toward more 

woodlots in the farming zone, while the fires which followed lumbering created 

large grassland areas in the former pineries. These changes presumably set 

the stage for the recent eastward extension of the jackrebbit range. The 

occupation of the prairie farm zone by jackrabbits was largely completed in 

the 1930's, and this brought the frontier to the edge of the cutovers, the 

invasion of which is now proceeding at a rapid rate. (See arrival dates in 

Figure 1). 

While the two zones were both being deforested from 1900 to about 1930, 

the inauguration of statewide forest fire protection in about 1930 has now 

reversed the trend of plant succession in the cutovers, and this will 

ultimately constrict and localize the jackrabbit in the peripheral fringe. 

In the farm zone, on the other hand, the tendency toward deforestation is 

being accelerated by the pasturing of woodlots, drouth, oak wilt disease 

(7) and (since the war started) by boom prices for oak logs and railroad 

ties. Brushy fence rows are being cleared up, partly to combat the corn=
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borer, whibe roadside growths are disappearing due to the widening of roads 

and the mechanical mowing of road-shoulders. All those changes doubtless 

tend either to encourage the jackrabbit, or to discourage his cover~demanding 

competitors and predators. 

While the jackrabbit now occupies most of the state, his population 

density, unlike that in the western states, is very light. Jacks are most 

abundant on the flat wide prairie ridges of the southwestern counties, but 

even there the density probably seldom exceeds three or four individuals per 

farm. In the peripheral fringe, some of the counties showing three or four 

stations in Figure 1 may support only a few dozen individuals,.and these are ‘ 

for the most part confined to sandy "barrens", or to large areas of abandoned 

fields not yet reclaimed by woody vegetation. 

The eastward spread of the jackrabbit frontier is known to occur not 

only by the slow advance of a solid front, but by outliers thrust suddenly 

far ahead of the main front, and later incorporated in it. Thus in 1930 

Professor John T. Curtis found a jackrabbit skeleton in Waukesha County 

near ase, at which time the species had not yet entered Dane County, 

and the nearest known "front" lay 75 miles to the west. Jackrabbits have not 

reappeared in Waukesha County until very recently. 

These two types of spread by an expanding population are similar to 

those already described for Hungarian Partridge. (9) 

Snowshoe Hare (Lepus americanus phaeonotus) 

This paper follows the taxonomy of Hamilton (532376), and takes no account 

of the possible existence of two subspecies in Wisconsin. 

The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the pre~settlement 

period undoubtedly lay far south of the present boundary (Figure 2), and 

may have extended as far south as Chicago. Kennicott, in 1855, makes this
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qualified assertion, quoted by Cory (43264): "It has been stated that a 

number were shot on the present site of the city of Chicago in the winter 

of 1824." This is possible, for the tamarack bogs constituting the southerly 

habitat of the snowshoe extended as far south as Chicago. 

see If the original range did extend into Illinois, then one would expect 

to find reports of early colonies in the numerous tamarack bogs of south=- 

eastern Wisconsin. I have found no such reports, although I have been 

looking for them for a decade. At this late date, Indian middens are ; 

probably the best remaining source of reliable evidence. Bones from one 

such a midden at Aztalan, in Jefferson County, have been partially reported 

(32386). Three "rabbits" are listed ds found among the Aglatan bones, but 

the southern swamp rabbit is one of the three. The improbability of this 

canebreak species in Wisconsin casts doubt on the dependability of all three 

identifications. : 

The present south boundary of the snowshoe, as depicted in Figure 2, 

refines somewhat the boundaries published by Cory and Hamilton, but it is 

nevertheless a crude affair, for it perforce ignores the fact that most 

marginal colonies are isolated islands, whereas in Figure 2 only four 

extreme cases are so mapped. Wallace Grange tells me that parts of the | 

range in Wood, Brown and Kewaunee Counties, as well as in southern Door | 

County, consists of islands. I know that some of the marginal colonies | 

in Outagamie, Portage, Juneau, Monroe, Jackson and Polk Counties are | 

islands, but I lack precise information necessary to map them as such. | 

| 

Recent Trends Wallace Grange, who undoubtedly understands the snowshoe 

hare better than any other present Wisconsin naturalist, thinks that the
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northward recession of the boundary ceased about 1930, and that since 1930 

snowshoes in the peripheral counties have trended upward in numbers and i 

perhaps southward in distribution. The five extinguished colonies, recorded 

in Figure 2,all disappeared before 1931. A regression of agricultural 

settlement and drainage, together with an improvement in forest fire control, 

both followed by an upward trend in pbhant succession, also occurred during 

the early 1930's. Hence the southern boundary may, in general, be regarded 

as stabilized since 1930. i 

The following instances illustrate the extinguishment of peripheral 

colonies prior to 1930. 

Polk County: Snowshoes were seen at Balsam Lake, in the centre of the 

county, in 1931, but not since. C. A. Weitz, the conservation warden, has 

sent me convincing evidence of three relic colonies existing to the east 

and north of Balsam Lake in 1943 and 1945, but in each case the colony is 

very small. In this county the pre-1930 recession perhaps still continues. 

Dunn County: Helmer Mattison of Menominee, a thoroughly competent 

woodsman, writes me: "The last snowshoe hare that was in Dunn County that 

I know of was shot on my father's farm in the town of Spring Brook, 2s 

miles west of Fall City, December 25, 1903. My folks bought this farm as 

wild land in 1898. I don't know of any snowshoe rabbits now further south 

than the northern half of Barron County." 

Waushara Countys Dr. A. W. Schorger saw a snowshoe hare near Pine 

lake, Hancock township, on August 21, 1927. One of my students, F. N. 

Hamerstrom, Jr., lived near Pine Lake during 1939 and 1940, but cannot 

remember evidence of snowshoes at this point. Jack Worden, the conservation 

warden, says there are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the last
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one he saw was near Pine Lake "about 15 years ago." I conclude that the 

hare recorded by Schorger was about the last survivor of a relic colony. 

The process of shrinkage is evidently not yet everywhere arrested. 

Clarence Searles of Wisconsin Rapids, who operates a cranberry marsh near 

the most easterly of the two remaining colonies in Wood County, writes me: 

"Snowshoe hares were quite plentiful in the swamps of central Wood County 

until about 15 years ago. In a swamp on our property they were common, but 

now they are rare, although still present." 

; Jefferson County Planting The human itch to plant strange rabbits has 5 

found expression not only in jackrabbits, but also in this species. Hawkins 

(°360) records a planting of two snowshoes in 1932 by Peter Dietrich in a 

tamarack swamp on his farm near Faville Grove in Jefferson County. There is 

no evidence of establishment, and the tameracks fell victim to some insect 

or disease about 1942. This same disorder swept most of the tamarack bogs in 

the southeastern counties, and will profoundly affect their flora and fauna. 

Status in Northern Wisconsin While shrinking at their periphery up 

to 1930, snowshoe hares in northern Wisconsin reach high levels at each peak 

of their cycle. These high populations are usually spotty, but where they 

occur they often inflict heavy damage on forest reproduction and forest 

plantations. (1). This damage, however, is in my opinion more localized 

in both time and space than that now done by deer. (10). It occurs largely 

in brushy cover, in winter, and at intervals of 10 years. Deer damage, on 

the other hand, is not confined either to cover or to winter, and there is 

no population cycle to create periods of respite. Both species browse as 

high as they can reach from a standing position, but the leader of a forest 

tree does not become deer-proof until eight feet above the snow, whereas it 

becomes hare~proof much earlier.
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Wallace Grange has pointed out that the same browsing which makes the 

snowshoe a nuisance in forest plantations results in valuable thinnings in 

over-dense thickets of jackpine reproduction. The snowshoe seems to be the 

only native mammal capable of maintaining a dense population in the monotype 

of young jackpines which now covers large areas of outwash sand in northern 

Wisconsin. : 

Summary L 

The development of agriculture has had opposite effects on the two hares 

of Wisconsin. It has drawn the jackrabbit frontier wee from the prairies, 

while pushing back the snowshoe frontier northward toward the Canadian zone. 

The spread of the jackrabbit did not begin until about 1900, when 

intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of southern Wisconsin. This 

trend promises to continue. ; 

Having crossed the southern dairy belt, the jackrabbit was free to invade 

the burned cutovers to the north, and is now doing so. This extension of the 

range, however, will hardly persist, for fire protection now permits the advance 

of the forest succession in the former cutovers. 

The present jackrabbit population originated in part from plantings, but the 

bulk of it probably represents natural spread from the West. 

The snowshoe hare once inhabited swamps in southern Wisconsin and perhaps 

in northeastern Illinois, but the exact location of the original southern 

frontier is unknown. The species has receded slowly northward, but the south 

boundary has become stabilized since 1930. 

The gross ranges of two hares now overlap in a large block of central 

Wisconsin counties, but they seldom occupy identical lise. In the zone
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of overlap the jackrabbit inhabits barrens and abandoned farms; the 

snowshoe, on the other hand, is largely confined to swamps, jackpine 

thickets, and brushy lands.
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: THE DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN HARES 

ALDO Luoporp!, 

| 

Both of the hares of Wisconsin have changed their original range 

poundaries, The jackrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward; the snowshoe — 

hare has been, at least until recently, shrinking slowly northward. This 

paper aims to record their distribution as of 1944, and to discuss briefly 

the probable reasons for boundary changes. | 

The present ranges are mapped in Figures 1 and 2. A portion of the 

"stations" on these maps were accumulated since 1928 by questioning students, 

farmers, game wardens, sportsmen and technical field men. Another partion | 

was obtained by questionnaires and correspondence in 1944," A final and | 

very valuable series of historical records was contrilmted by Dr. A. | 

Schorger. | 

Jackrabbit (Leys townsendii qpipanius. Hollister) 

Former status.Cory, in his "Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin" (1912), | 

lists the jackrabbit as "not yet recorded from Wisconsin (although it) has 

been taken in the eastern border of Iowa.....and in extreme southeastern 

Minnesota" (63265) 

Cory was mistaken, for the following captions will show that at least 

five oecugenwg of jackrabbit in Wisconsin prior to the publication of 

Cory's book in 1912. 

ciensonniieitlabennastinbisahesnienmtmdmtnet tennaimmtttatnimratitaetititftatnntatnseninnininins 

1, Department of Wildlife Management, College of Agriculture, Universi ty of | 
Wisconsin, ; | 

* I wish in particular to acknowledge the help of Arnold $, Byss, Donald | 
Buers, John T, Curtis, %.S, Feeney, Williem H. Meld, H.M. Fuley, Fred 

Gardner, Albert Gestrow, Wallace Gpange, Aypthur S. Hawkins, $.W, Hayner, | 
Karl W, Kahmann, Helmer Mattison, John O'Donnell, 4,J. Peterson, Lloyd Rundell, 
Raymond Schenk, A,W, Schorger, Clarence A, Searles, Herbert L, Stoddard, 
and G.A, Weitz.
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Grant County, 1888 Assemblyman Lloyd Rundell, who grew up on a farm 

12miles north of Platteville in Grant County, remembers the killing of a 

Jackrabbit on about Pebruary 21, 1688. The animal was shot by Albert Warne 

and Williem Gubbel of Livingston. I have sletter from Albert Warne dated 

February 12, 1945, reeiting all the details. This letter leaves no doubt as 6 

the identity of the animal, The year is certain becense the event followed 

the historic blizzard of Jamuery 12, 1885. The letter indicates that jeck- 

rabbits were previously unknown in that locality. 

Towa County, 1897 Dr. A, ¥. Sehorger has discovered the following in ; 

the Madison State Journal for Jamary 5, 1898 (p.1): "A genuine jackrabbit, 

weighing over & pounds, was killed in the town of Arena (Iowa County) a few 

days ago by Walter A, Cook, Harry Smith, of this city, has just returned from 

a hunting trip in A,ena and brought it home with him." This record is 

unmistakable, but it contains no inference as to whether jackrabbits in Iowa 

County were something new. It does imply that they were scarce. 

Sauk County, 19067 Herbert L. Stoddard, whose boyhood home was in Sauk 

County, writes me under date of Jamary 7, 1945: "To the best of my recollection 

: there were a few jackrabbits on what is mown as the Sand Prairie, same 8 or 

10 miles west of Prairie du Sac, when I first came to Wisconsin about 1906-7. 

Later they increased, and by 1915-1920 they were quite numerous,.,=d Ochsner 

(now deceased) told me that they were brought in from elsewhere, and liberated 

on the Prairie", 

Through the courtesy of Dr, A. ¥. Schorger, I am able to quote the 

following note mde by him on February 16, 1935 after a conversation with 

Ba Ochener: “Regarding jackrabbits he (Ochsner) stated that about 40 years 

ago 3éaloon keeper moved to Prairie du See from Nebraska, The children 

brought with them some young jackrabbits which escaped, After that a pair or 

so were shot every winter, but they have become fairly common only within
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the past ten years." (about 1925). 

Ba Ochaner, in 1921, told Paul Jones, a competent naturalist, that 

jackrebbits had been planted on the Sand Prairie “about 25 years ago", 

Albert Gastrow, a life-long resident of Prairie du Sac and field 

_ Companion of Herbert Sgoddard, tells me that he can remember Jackrabbits on 

the Sand Prairie as far back as 1898, but that he has no recollection of 

a planting. X 

I have entered the S,uk colony on Figure 1 as aprobable planting 

dating back to about 1906, but it is evident from the forgoing evidence : 

that the colony may be older, and that it may be indigenous, Whatever its 

origin, an increase in numbers began ebout 1925. When I came to Wieconsin 

in 1924, jackrabbits were present on the Sguk Prairie, but absent from Dane 

County, which lies east of Sauk. , 

Dunn County, 1905 Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a reliable trapper 

and sfield companion of Irven 0, Buss, wrote me in July 19h "The first 

jack I know of vas on the FallCity Prairie about 1905 in the town of Spring 

Brook... My father's farm was in the town of Spring Brook 2 1/2 miles west 

of Fall City. My folks bought this farm in 1898 as wild land." 

Jackrabbits were apparently absent here prior to about 1905, but moved 

in as the region was cleared for farming, Mattison knows ofho local 

plantings, nor have I found any reports of plantings in that region. 

As will be described later, 2 well 

authenticated planting of jackrabbits was made in Waushara County in 1900, 

ana is locally believed to account for the present locak stock. (17) 

As against these five positive records, Dr, A. W. Scherger has 

contributed seven others which are either negative or doubtful as to jack- 

rabbits. These, however, ave in part positive as to snowshoe hare, and
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hence are quoted later under the discussion of snowshoe hare. 

While Cory overlooked the jackrabbit, it is clear that the species 

mast have been searee when his book was published in 1912, and for a long 

time prier to 1912, else some report of its presence in the state would have 

come to Cory's notice, Cory's omission of the jack has been perpetuated in 

the subsequent books on the mamaals of thie region, (2,8) 

Cory met have had some inkling that the jockrabbit might be about to 

apread eastward, for he reports the species as “not yet recorded from Illinois i 

or Wisconsin.” 

There are a good many early reports of large rabbits in southern Wisconsin, 

but these are usually inconclusive because it 1s uncertain whether they refer 

to jackrabbits or to snowshoe hares, I have already published one report of 

‘levee white rabbits" in Trempealeau County about 1676 which may refer to 

either species, (12:95~96) 

Plantings At least part of the present jackrabbit population stems 

from plantings. I have gathered reporta of ten plentings of jackrabbits 

imported into Fisconsin from western states: 

Ho. Qounty § Year Mumber Planted Remorks 

i Weushara 1900 12 4 miles, 8 femsles, from Nebraska, in 
, Mareh, by Guy Mumbrue and ¥.A. Baugh, 

N. of Wautoma, Success: Stock spread 
R, ond ¥, (ad 

before 

2 Sauk 19067 ? A @olony existed here perhaps as early 
as 1898, but ite origin is wicertain. 

3 Vernon 1910? ? At Viroqua, Said to have survived, 

4 = Barron 1918? ? Near Cumberland, Success wimown, (17) | 

5 Towa 1923 10 6 miles ®, of Mineral Points 

6 Towa 1928 12 6 miles %. of Mineral Point. 

7 Kewaunee 1930 au In April, by Dr. ¥. T, Laurent, between 
Iuxembure and Bllieville, Now spread 
B, to Algoma, ¥, to Sugarbrea ia Brown 
Co, where one vas killed Jan, 1945.
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No, County Year Mumber Planted Romarics 

8 Deor 1932 ? Near Wyitefish Bay, by Mr, Machek, 
Survived afew years, now gone. 

9 Door 1938 4-50 Near Sevyer, by Arden Robertson. Stock 
from Rago, Kansas, One killed Dec, 20, 
1944 by Epvin Serville, 

10 = Door 1939 ? In Brussels and Claybank townships, by 
dustin Shutawar of Forestville, How 
established across the base of the Door 
Peninsula. 

Not all of these reports fe equally dependable, Numbers 1, 7, 8, % 

and 10 are supported by satisfactory corroborative detail. Numbers 1, 7, 

and 10 resulted in the establishment of a pormlation on range previously 

vacant, 

Could all of the present stock have originated from plantings? Not 

unless additional successful plantings, unknown to me, were made in south- 

western V4sconsin before 1868 (Grant County record), and in northwestern 

Wisconsin before 1905, (Qann County arrival), ‘wo plantings (He, 142) 

preceeded the arrival in Donn County, but they lie too far south and east 

to account for the Dumn County stocks, 

At this late date there is only one final proof of indigenous jack~ 

rabbits: the identification of bones from Indian middens, 

The general progression of arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly from 

westward to eastward, and this supports the theory that the bulk of the 

present stock originated by natural spread from the Massissippi River 

counties, or even from points west, The upper Mississippi is frozen in 

winter, and presents no barrier to winter movement. 

The present jackrabbit range, 

as depicted in Fygure 1, consists of two zones? a peripheral northeastern
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fringe of cutover pine lands, and an interior block of rich dairy farms in 

the southwestern counties originally consisting largely of prairie. ‘The 

jackrabbit hed to cross this prairie farm zone in order to reach the peri~ 

F pheral eutover zone, Unless the spread eastward represents response to 

some long climatic eyele, we must look to land-use changes in the prairie 

farm zone to explain the inception of the eastward movement in this mammal. 

It is now well known, both from vegatative evidence (15) and recorded 

history (18113; 19:13) that prier to 1840, Indian fires tended to keep what 

ig now the praifie farm zone in prairie vegetation, whereas after 1840 there was 

widespread encroachment of oak~hickory forest on the umplowed portions, This 

trend toward reforestation perhaps expleins the scarcity of jackrabbits up 

to Cory's time. 

By 1900 intensive deiry farming began to reverse this trend toward more 

woodlots in the ferming zone, while the fires which followed Tumbering created 

large grassland areas in the former pineries. Tyese changes presumably set 

the stage for the recent eastward extension of the jackrabbit range, ‘The 

oecupation of the prairie farm zone by jackrabbits was largely completed in 

the 1930's, and this brought the frontier to the edze of the eutovers, the 

invasion of which 49 now proceeding at a rapid rate, (See arrival dates in 

Figure 1). 

While the two zones were both being deforested from 1900 to about 1930, 

the inauguration of statevide forest fire protection in about 1930 has now 

reversed the trend of plant succession in the eutovers, and this will 

ultimately constrict and localize the jackrebbit in the peripheral fringe. In 

the farm zone, on the other hand, the tendency toward deforestation is 

being accelerated by the pasturing of wodlots, drouth, oak wilt disease 

(10) and (since the war started) by boom prices for oak logs and railroad 

ties. Brushy fence rows are being cleared up, partly to sombat whe corn~
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borer, while roadside growths are disappearing due to the widening of roads 

and the mechanical mowing of road=shoulders, All those changes doubtless 

tend either to encourage the jackrabbit, or to discourage his cover-demanding 

competitors and predators, | 

Wnile the jackrabbit now occupies most of the state, his pormlation | 

density, unlike that in the western states, is very light. Jacke are most 

abundent on the flat wide prairie ridges of the southwestern counties, but | 

even there the density probably seldom exceeds three or four individuels per / 

farm. In the peripheral fringe, some of the counties showing three or four | 

stations in Fagure 1 may support only a fer dozen individuals, and these are | 

for the most part confined to sandy "barreaa", or to large areas of abandoned 

fields not yet reclaimed by woody vegetution. 

The eastward spread of the jackrabbit frontier is known to oecur not 

only by the slow advance of « solid front, but by outliers thrust suddenly 

far ahead of the main fromt, and later tabnponatios in it, Thus in 1930 

Professor Jghn T, Curtis found a jackrabbit skeleton in Waukesha County 

near Mukwanago, at which time the species was not yet known to have entered 

Dane County, and the nearest kmown “front” lay 75 miles to the west. Jack- 

rabbits have not oceused regularly in Waukesha County until very recently. | 

These two types of spread by on expanding population are similar to those | 

already described for Hungarian Partridge. (13) 

Snowshoe Hare (Lenus americanus vhaennotus) 

This paper follows the taxonomy of Hemilton (81376), and takes no account 

of the possible existence of two subspecies in Viseonsin. 

The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the pre-settlement 

period undoubtedly lay far south of the present boundary (Figure 2), and 

may have extended as far south as Chicago. Kennicott, in 1855, mckes this. 

|
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qualified assertion, quoted by Cory (61264): “It has been stated that a 

number were shot on the present site of the city of Chicago in the winter 

of 1824." This is possible, for the tamarack bogs constituting the southerly 

habitat of the snowshoe extended as far south as Chicago. 

If the original range did exten’ into Illinois, then one would expect 

to find reporte of early coloniss in the numerous tamarack bogs of south- 

eastern Wisconsin, I have found no such reports; my records of former occurrences 

are confined to recent years, and to the counties immediately adjoining the i 

present boundary, Dr. A. ¥, Schorger, however, has contributed seven 

records, all preceeding 1900, and seattered widely over the southern counties / 

almost to the Illinois boundary. I present Schorger's records in chrono~ 

logical order: i 

Qrankee County, 164s C. T. Picker settled in the town of Mequon in the 

winter of 184s-49, His journal, yeomity published (7:349) says "There / 

are no German rabbits here, though there are wild hares whieh in summer have 

a@ gray appearance, in winter white," Ozaukee County is still rich in bogs, 

but there wes no prairie. Ficler's description certainly refers to snow- 

shoe hare, 

Green Jake County, 1849 John ihir's perents settled on a farm near Kingston 

in 1849, Im his "Boyhood and Youth" Muir says (162181) “Hares and rabbits 

were seldom seen when we first settled in the Wisconsin woods, but they 

maltiplied rapidly after the animals that preyed upon them had been thinned 

out, and food and shelter supplied in grain fields and log fences and the 

thickets of young oaks that grev up in pastures after the annual grass fires 

were kept out,” 

Green Lake was partly prairie, but it also had many tamerack swamps, and
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Milyoukee County, 1852 Increase H, Iapham, a versatile naturalist, mentions 

a specimen of Lgius Americans from Milweukee preserved in the collection of 

the Naturs1 History Society at Madison (111340), 

Sauk County, 1879 W. H, Canfield come to Sauk County in 1840, In 1870 he 

published the third of a series of recollections, in which is this item "North- 

ern Hare, S2ldom seen, Gray rabbit, Scarce when the country was new, but now 

very plenty. Water rabbitt. That resorts to water when pursued, sinking . 

below the surface except the nose and eyes," (5:39) 

Canfield waspriginally attuched to a government surveying party, Schorger 

considers him observant and generally reliable, His “water rabbit", however, 

was gertainly 2 swimming cottentail, Cottontails swim freely when pressed by 

hunters or dogs, — 

There is a large temarade swam on Leech Greek northeast of Baraboo. 

While the tamarades ere now but a remnant, the locality 1s logi¢cel as an 

early location for a colony of snowshoes, 

: Richland County, 1882 The Richland Centre Republican and Observer for Nov, 23, 

1882 (p.8) contains notice of a "side hunt" in which o hare rated 75 points and 

a pabbit 25, There is a large tamradt bog just south of Richland Centre. It is 

@ logical location for former snowshoe hares, 

Buffalo County, 1888. 1, Kessinger, in his county history, gives a list of 

animals, in which this item occurs: "Northern dare, Changeable fur; rare", 

The jackrabbit 1s of course also changeable, but Kessinger's correct nomen- 

cClature leaves little doubt that he is reporting snowshoes, The tributaries 

of the Mississippi in Buffalo County include swamps suitable aa habitat, 

Einona, Minn,, 1897 1, H, Bunnell came to the la Crosse region of Wisconsin 

in June 1842, He was fomiliar with the Mississippi Valley from Prairie du 

Chien northward, The following note, pablished at Winona, Minn. in 1897, does
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not refer to any exact locality, but to the velley in general, He says 

(4, .333) "Rabbits are also quite common in the néighborhood, and the northern 

hare oceasionally appears, but as far as I know, the real jackrabbit of 

the plains has not been seen in the Myssissippi bottoms; though his fur becomes, 

in winter, almost as white as that of the hare, and one is sometimes mistaken 

for the other, A full-grown jockrabbit le constdevably larger than either the 

4 northern hare or the English hare," 

I have mapped Bunnell's report as Winona for lack of any specific locatién, 

Additional records of snowshoe may, in time, be discovered in Indian 

middene, Bones from one such a midden at Artalan, in Jefferson County, have 

been partially reported (3:386), Three "rabbits" are listed as found emong 

the Azlatan bones, but the southern swemp rabbit is one of the three, The 

‘i . improbability of this canebreak species in Wisconsin easts doubt on the 

dependability of all three identifications, 

The present south boundary of the snowshoe, as depicted in Figure 2, re- 

fines somewhat the boundaries publiched by Cory and Hamilton, but if is 

nevertheless a erude affair, for it perforce ignores the fact that most. 

marginal colonies are isolated islands, whereas in Figure 2 only four 

extremecaases are so mapped, Wallace Grange tells me that parts of the 

range in food, Brown, Kewaunee Counties, and southern Door County consists 

of islands, I imow that some of the colontes in Outagamie, Portage, ; 

Juneau, Monroe, Jackson and Polk Counties are islands, but I lack precise 

information necessary to map them as such. 

Recent Trends Wallace Grange, who undoubtedly understands the snowshoe 

hare better than any other present Wisconsin naturalist, thinks that the 

northward recession of the boundary ceased about 1930, and that since 1930
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snowshoes in the peripheral counties have trended upward in mumbers and 

perhaps southward in distribution. ‘he eleven extinguished colonies, recorded 

in Figure 2, all disappeared before 1931, A regression of agricultural 

settlement and drainage, together with an improvement in forest fire control, 

both followed by an upward trend in plant succession, also occurred during 

the early 1930's, Hence the southern boundary mey, in general, be regarded © 

as etebilized sinte 1930. 

The following instances illustrate the extinguishment of perivheral i 

colonies prior to 1930. 

eolontes prior’ to-19I0e" 

Poll County: Snowshoes were seen at Balsam Leake, in the centre of the 

county, in 1931, but not since, ¢, A, Weitz, the conservation warden, has 

sent me convineing evidence of three relic colonies existing to the east 

and north of Baleam Lake in 1943 and 1945, bet in each ease the colony is 

very dQaml1, In this county the pre-1930 recession perhaps still continues, 

Donn County? Helmer Mattison of Menominee, a thoroughly competent woods~ 

man, writes me: “The last snowahoe hare that was in Dunn County thet I 

know of was shot on my father's farm in the town of Spring Brook, 2 1/2 

miles west of Pall City, December 25, 1903. My folie bought this farm as 

wild land in 1895, I don't know of any snowshoe rabbits now further south 

than the northern half of Darron County," 

Waushara Gountyt Dr, A. W, Schorger saw a snowshoe hare near Pine 

lake, Hancock township, on August 21, 1927, One of my students, F.N, Hamer- 

strom, Jr,, lived near Pine Lake during 1939 and 190, but cannot 

remember evidence of snowshoes at this point. Jack Worden, the conservation 

warden, says there are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the lest
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one he sew was near Pine Lake “about 15 years ago." I conclude that the 

hive veuenint by Sehorger was about the last survivor of a relic colony, 

The process of shrinkage is evidently not yet everywhere arrested. 

Clarence Searles of Wisconsin Rapids, who operates a cranberry marsh near 

the most easterly of the two remaining colonies in Wood County, writes met 

"Snowshoe hares were quite plentiful 4n the swamps of central Yood County 

until about 15 years ago, In o avamp on our pronerty they were common, but 

now they are rare, althouvh still present," > 

Jefferson County Planting The human itch to plant strange rabbits has 

found expression not only in jackrabbita, but also in thie species, Hawkins 

(9:60) records a planting of two snowshoes in 1932 by Peter Districh in a 

temarack swamp on his farm near Faville Grove in Jefferson County. ‘There is 

no evidence of establishment, and the tamaracks fell victim to some insect 

or digease about 1942, ‘This same disorder swept most of the tamarack bogs in 

the southeastern counties, and will profoundly affect their flora and founa, 

Status in Northern Wisconsin While shrinking at their periphery up to 1930, 

snowshos hares in northern Wisconsin reach high levels at each peak of their cycle. 

These high pomlations sre usually spotty, but where they occur they often 

inflict heavy damge on forest reproduction and forest plentations, (1), ‘his 

damage, however, is in my opinion more localized in both time and space than 

that now done by deer, (te). It occurs largely in brushy cover, in 

winter, and at intervals of 10 years, Deer demage, on the other hand, is 

not confined either to cover or to winter, and there is no population 

eycle to create periods of reanite, Both species browse as high as they 

can reach from a standing position, mt the lesder of a forest tree does not 

become deer-proof until eight feet above the snow, whereas it becomes hare~ 

proof much ezrlier, 

|
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Wallace Grange has pointed out that the same browsing which makes the 

snowshoe a nuisance in forest plantations results in valuable thinnings in 

over-denee thickets of jackpine reproduction, ‘Tye snowshoe seems to be the 

only native mommal capable of maintaining a dense yopulation in the monotype 

of young jackpines which now covers large areas of outwash sand in northern 

Wisconsin 

Summary 

The development of agriculture has had opposite effects on the two hares 

of Wysconsin, It has drawn the jackrabbit frontier eastward from the prairies, 

while pushing back the snowshoe frontier northward toward the Canedian zone. 

The spread of the jackrabbit did not begin until about 1900, when 

intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of southern Wtsconsin, ‘This 

trend promises to contime. 

Heving crossed the southern dairy belt, the jackrabbit was free to invade 

the burned cutovers to the north, and is now doing so, This extension of the 

range, however, will hardly persist, for fire protection now permits the advance 
of the forest euecession in the former cutovers, 

The present Jackrabbit population originated in part from plantings, but the 

bulk of 1% probably represents natural spread from the West, 

The snowshoe hare once inhabited swamps in southern Wisconsin and verhaps 

in northeastern Iylinois, but the exact location of the original southern 

frontier is unknown, The species has receded slowly northward, but the south 

boundary has beqome stabilized since 1930. 

The gross ranges of two hares now overlap in a large block of central 

Wisconsin counties, but they seldom oceupy identical niches. In the zone
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of overlap the jackrabbit inhabite barrens and abandoned farms; the snowshoe, 

on the other hand, is largely confined to swamps, jackpine thickets, and 

brushy lands.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN HARES 

ALDO Hoporn!, 

Both of the haree of Wisconsin have changed their original range 

boundaries, ‘The jacikrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward; the snowshoe | 

: hare has been, at least until recently, shrinking slowly northward. This 

paper aims to record their diotritution as of 194%, and to discuss briefly 

the probable reasons for boundary changes. 

fhe present ranges are mapped in Figures 1 and 2. A portion of the 

"stations" on these maps were acouminted since 1928 by questioning students, 

farmers, geme wardens, sportamen and technical field wen, Another portion 

was obtained by questionnaires and correspondence in 1944," A final and 

very valuable series of historical records was contributed by Dr, A. We 

Schorger. 

Jackrabbit (Lema townsendii @ uanius. Hollister) 

Fowmer statua, Cory, in hie "Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin® (1912), 

liats the jeckrabbit as "not yet recorded from “isconsin (although 4t) has 

been taken in the eastern border of Iowae....and in extreme southeastern 

Minnesota" (94265) 

Cory was mistaken, for the following captions will show that at least 

five occupenmg of Joclkrabbit in Wisconsin prior to the publication of 

Cory" book in 19126 

sineemenmenianannaitenntaneitanintallintitiatliatitsiuiiNibthuenemnammtetintiiemnmmta
tie 

1, Department of “ildlife Menagement, College of Agriculture, Univeral ty of 
Wisconsins 

*“ I wish in partiqular to acknowledge the help of Arnold 5. Buse, Donald 
Suers, John T, Gurtis, 7.5, Feeney, William H, Meld, A.M. Fuley, Fred 
Gardner, Albert Gastrow, Yaliace Gpenge, Apthur &, Hawkins, 5.%, Haynor, 

Hefaoils wre dimceliea ns iemiaati linia Dah hliadactandndiaille
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Grant County, 1888 Assemblyman lloyd Rundell, who grew up on o farm 

12mi les north of Platteville in Grant County, remembers the killing of a 

jackrabbi
t 

on about February 21, 1888, The animal was shot by Albert Warne 

ond Willicm Gybbel of Livingston, 1 have sletter from Albert Warne dated 

February 12, 195, reeiting all the details. ‘This letter leaves no doubt as 6 

the identity of the animal, The year ie certain becmse the event followed 

the historic blizzard of Jamary 12, 188%. The letter indicates that Jeck- 

rabbits were previousl
y 

unlmown in that locality.
 

Towa County, 1897 Dr. A, . Schorger has discovered the following in — 

the Madison State Journal for Jamary 5, 1895 (p.1): °A genuine Jackrabbit
, 

woighing over $ pounds, wis killed in the town of Arena (Iowa County) o few 

days ago by Walter A. Cook, Harry Smith, of this city, has just returned from 

a hunting trip in A,ena and brought it home th him." ‘This record is 

unmistaka
ble, 

but it contains no. inference
 

as to whether jacicrabbi
ts 

in Iowa 

County were somethin
g 

nev, It does imply that they were scarce. 

Sauk: County, 1906? Herbert 1, Stoddard, whose boyhood home was in Saul 

County, writes me under date of Jamary 7, 1945: "To the best of my recollecti
on 

there were a fer jackrabbi
ts 

on what is Imown as the Sand Prairie, sane 8 or 

10 miles west of Prairie du Sae, when I first came to Wisconsin about 1906-7. 

Later they inereaged
, 

and by 1915-1920
 

they were quite mumerous,.
,..ld 

Ochsner 

(now deceased) told me that they were brought in from elsewhere, and liberated 

on the Prairie", 

Through the courtesy of Dr, A. ¥, Schorger, I am able to quote the 

following note mde by him on February 16, 1935 after a conversati
on 

with 

Bd Ochsner: “Regarding
 

jackrabbit
e 

he (Ochsner) stated that about 40 years 

ago 94aloon keeper moved to Prairie du Sec from Nebraska, The children 

brought with them some young jackrabbi
ta 

which escaped, After that a pair or 

so were shot every winter, but they have become fairly common only within
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the past ten years." (about 1925), 

Ba Oohdiner, in 1921, told Paul Jones, a competent naturalist, that 

jeckrebbits had been planted on the Sand Prairie “about 25 years ago", 

Albert Gastrow, = ife-long resident of Prairie du Sac and field 

companion of Herbert Syoddard, tells me that he can remember jackrabbits on 

the Sand Prairie as far back as 1896, but that he has no recollection of 

.@ planting. 

tan I have entered the S,ulk colony on Paeure 1 as aprobable planting 

dating back to about 1906, but it is evident from the forgoing evidence 

that the colony may be older, and that it may be indigenous. Whatever its 

origin, an increase in numbers began shout 1925. When I came to Wisconsin 

in 192%, jackrabbite wore present on the S,uk Prairie, but absent from Dane 

County, whieh lies east of Sauk. 

Dunn County, 1905 Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, 4 reliable trapper 

and afield companion of Irven 0, Bust, wrote mo in July 19% "the fret 

jack: I know of was on the FalyOity Prairie about 1905 im the town of Spring 

Brook... My father's farm wes in the town of Spring Brook 2 1/2 miles west 

of Fall City, My folks bought this fare in 1898 as wild lend." 

Jackrabbits were apparently absent here prior to about 1905, wat moved 

in as the region was cleared for farming, Mattison Imows offo local 

plantings, nor have I found any reports of plantings in that regione 

Youshara County Planting, 1900 As will be deseribed later, © well 

authenticated planting of jackrabbits was made in Waushara County in 1900, 

and is locally believed to account for the present locab stock. (17) 

As against these five positive recoris, Dr. A. W. Sehorger has 

gontributed seven others which are either negative or doubtful as to Jjack- 

‘ rabbite, These, however, ave in part positive as to snowshoe hare, and
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hence are quoted later under the discussion of snowshoe hare. 

While Cory overlooked the jackrabbit, it is clear that the species 

mast have been scarce when his book was published in 1912, and for a long 

time prior to 1912, else some report of its presence in the state would have 

come to Gory's notice. Cory's omission of the jack has been perpetuated in 

the subsequent books on the mammals of this region, (2,8) 

Cory must have had some inkling that the jackrabbit might be about to 

spread eastward, for he reports the species as “not yet recorded from Illinois 

or Wisconsin,” 

There are a good many early reports of large rabbits in southern Wisconsin, 

put these are usually inconclusive because it is uncertain whether they refer 

to jackrabbits or to snowshoe hares, I have already wublished one report of 

“large white rabbits" in Trempealeau County‘about 1876 which may refer to 

either species( 12195-96) 

Plantings At least part of the present jackrabbit popalation stems 

from plantings. I have gathered reports of ten plentings of jackrabbits 

imported into Wisconsin from western states: 

Ho. Gounty  § Year Number Planted Remarks 

i Waushara 1900 12 4 males, 8 females, from Nebraska, in 

Mareh, by Guy Mumbrue and ¥.A, Baugh, 

N. of Wautoma, Suecesst Stock spread 
N, and W. (2 

before 
2 Sauk 1906? ? A colony existed here perhaps as eerly 

as 1898, but its origin is uncertain. 

3 Yernon 1910? - ? At Viroqua, Said to have survived, 

4 =: Barron 1918? ? Near Cumberland, Success unknown, (117) 

5 Towa — 1923 10 6 miles B, of Mineral Point. 

6 Towa 1928 12 6 miles B. of Mineral Point. 

7 Kewaunee 1930 au In April, by Dr. V. T, Laurent, between 
Juxemburg and Bllisville. ov spread 
B, to Algoma, W, to Sugaroxeh in Brown 

Co, where one was killed Jan, 1945.
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Mos Sounty Year limber Planted Remarks 

8 Boor = =:1932 ? Near Wyitefish Bay, by Mr, Machek, 
Survived afew years, now gone. 

9 Door 1936 bo-50 Near Sawyer, by Arden Robertwon. Stock 
from Rago, Zansas, One killed Dec, 20, 
19U4 by Epvin Serville. 

10 foor 861939 t In Brussels and Claybant: townships, by 
Justin Shutewar of Forestville, Now 
established across the base of the Door . 
Pexsttusula. 

Not all of these reporte ae equally dependable, Numbers 1, 7, 8, % 

and 10 are supported by satisfactory corroborative detail, Numbers 1, 7, : 

and 10 resulted in the establishment of a povelation on range previously 

vacant. 

Could all of the present stock have originated from plantings? Wot 

unless additional guccessful plantings, unimown to m, were made in south~ 

western T4sconsin before 1868 (Grant County record), amd in northwestern 

Wiseonsin before 1905, (dunn County arrival), ‘wo plantings (oe. 1.2): 

preceeded the arrival in Dunn County, but they lie too far south and east 

to account for the Dunn County stocks, 

At this late date there is only one final proof of indigenous jack- 

rabbits: the identification of bones from Indian middens, 

The general progression of arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly from 

westward to eastward, and this supporte the theory that the bulk of the . 

present stock originated by netural spread from the M¢ssissipoi River 

counties, or sven from points weet, The upper “Mississippi is frozen in 

winter, end presents no barrier to winter movement. 

The present jackrabbit range, 
as depleted in Pygure 1, consists of tro zones: a peripheral northeastern
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fringe of eutever pine lands, and an interior blook of rich dairy farms in 

the southwesterm counties originally consisting largely of prairie. ‘The 

jackrabbit hed to cross this prairie farm sone in order to reach the peri- 

pheral eutover zone, Unless the opread eastward represents response to 

some long climatic cycle, we must look to land-use changes in the prairie 

farm zone to oxplein the inception of the gestward movement in this mammal. 

It is nor well kmown, both from vegatative evidence (15) ani recorded 

history (18:13; 19:13) that prior to 1840, Indian fires tended to keep what 

ia now the praitie farm zone in prairie vegetation, whereas after 1610 there was 

widespread encroachment of oak-hickory forest on the uaplowed portions. this 

trend toward ref grestation perhaps expleins the scareity of jackrabbite up 

to Cory's time. 

By 1900 intensive dairy forming began to reverse this trend toward more 

woodlote in the ferming zone, while the fires which followed lumbering created 

large grassland arezs in the former pineries. Tyese changes presumably set 

the stage for the recent eastward extension of the jadkrabbit range, The 

eceupation of the prairie farm zone by jackrabbits was largely completed in 

the 1930's, and this brought the frontier to the edce of the eutovers, the 

invasion of which is now proceeding at a repid rate, (See arrival dates in 

Figure 1). 

hile the two zones were both being deforested from 1900 to about 1930, 

the inouguration of statewide forest fire protection in about 1930 has now 

reversed the trend of plant succession in the cutevers, and this will 

ultimately constrict and localize the jackrabbit in the peripheral fringe. In 

the farm zone, on the other hand, the tendency toward deforestation is 

being accelerated by the pesturing of wodlots, drouth, oak wilt éheeaee 

(10) and (einee the war started) by boom prices for oak logs and railroad 

ties, Srashy fence rows are being cleared wp, portly to contbat the corn-
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borer, while roadside growths are disappearing due to the widening of roads 

and the mechanical mowing of read~shoulders, A111 those changes doubtless 

tend either to encourages the jackrabbit, or te discourage his cover-demanding 

competitors and predators, 

While the jackrabbit now oceupies most of the state, his porwlation 

density, unlike thot in the western states, is very light, Jacks are most : 

abundant on the flat wide preirie ridges of the southwestern coumties, but 

even there the density probably seldom exceeds three or four individuals per s 

farm, In the peripheral fringe, some of the counties showing three of four 

; stations in Figure 1 may support only a fer dozen individuals, and these are 

for the most part confined to sendy “barres", or to large areas of abandoned 

fields not yet reclaimed by woody vegetation. 

The eastward spread of the jackrabbit frontier is known to oecur not 

only by the slow advance of « solid front, but by outliers thrust suddenly 

fay ahead of the main from, and later incorporated in it, Thus in 1930 : 

Professor Jghn T, Curtis found a Jackrabbit skeleton in Waukesha County 

near Mukwanago, at which time the species was not yet known to have entered 

Dane County, and the nearest known “front” lay 75 miles to the west. Jack- 

Pabbits hove not occured regularly in Waukesha County until very recently, 

These tro types of spread by on expending population are similer to those 

already described for Hungarian Partridge, (13) j 

Snowshoe Hare (Leuus nmericumse phaennotus) 

This paper follows the taxonomy of Hamilton (51376), ond takes no secount 

of the possible existence of two subspecies in Tisconsin. 

The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the pre-settlement 

period undoubtedly Isy fer south of the present boundary (Mgure 2), and 

may have extended as far south as Chicago. KXennicott, in 1855, mikes this 

| 
} |
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qalified assertion, quoted by Cory (6:264%): “It has been stated that a 

number were shot on the present site of the city of Cyiesgo in the winter 

of 1624." This is possible, for the tamarack bogs constituting the southerly | 

habitet of the snowshoe extended as far south os Oniesago. | 

If the original range did extend into Illinois, then one would expect | 

to find reports of early colonies tn the mmerous tamarack bogs of south- | 

eastern Wisconsin, I have foun? no such reports; ay seserte of Seimee conarvensee 

are confined to recent years, and to the counties immediately adjoining the - 

present boundary, Dr, A, ¥, Sehorger, however, has contributed seven 

records, all preceeding 1900, and senttered widely over the southern counties 

almost to the T1linots boundary, I present Schorger's records in ehrono- 

logical ordert j | 

Qusukee County, 1648 C. 7. Meker settled in the town of Mequon in the 

winter of 1846-49, His journal, recently published (7:39) says "There 

are no German rabbits here, though there are wild hares which in sumer have 

| a gray appearance, in winter white," Ozaukee County ts still rich in bogs, 

pat there wae no prairie, Picker's deserivtion certainly refers to snow~ 

shoe hare, | 

Groon Joke County, 1849 John thir's parents settled on a farm near Kingston 

in 184. In his "Boyhood ond Youth" Moir aays (16:181) "Hares and rabbits 

were seldom seen when we first settled in the Wisconsin wods, but they 

miltiplied rapidly after the animals that preyed upon them had been thinned 

out, and food and shelter supplied in grain fields snd log fences and the 

4 thickets of young oaks thet sre up in pastures after the annual erases fires 

were kept out,” 

Green Lake was partly prairie, but it aleo had many tamerack STANDS» and
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Mair's heres were clearly snowshoes. 

Milwaukee County, 1852 Increase H, Lapham, a versatile naturalist, mentions 

a specimen of Lepus_Ameriocuns from Milweukee preserved in the ¢olleation of 

the Natural Ristory Soctety at Madison (11:34), 

Sauk County, 1570 %. 4, Canfield came to Sank: County in 1fh0, In 1670 he 

published the third of « series of recollections, in which 19 tris item "Sorth~ 

; | ern Bares Sidom seen, [ray rabbit, tharce when the country was new, but now 

very plenty, Weter rabbitt. Thet resorts to water when pursued, sinking i 

below the surface exsept the nose and eyes," (5139) 

Canfield wospriginally attoched to a government surveying party, Schorser 

considers him observant and generally reliable, His “water rabbit", however, 

was ¢erteinly o swimning cettontall, Cottontaile owim freely when pressed by 

hunters or dogs, 

There io 2 large tomaraclké swamp on Leoch Greek northeast of Baraboo. 

While the tamaracks are nov but « remment, the locality is logical aa an 

early location for « colony of snowshoes, 

Richland County, 1882 The Richland Centre Republican ani Observer for Sov, 23, 

1882 (p.8) contains notice of a “side hunt" in whieh a here rated 75 points and 

a rabbit 25, Mere iso lange tamnvedh bog Just south of Mohlend Centre, Tt te 

& logical location for former snowshoe hares, 

Bugfalo County, 1898. 1, Yessinger, in hie eounty history, gives a list of 

animele, in which this item occurs: "Nerthern Hare, Changeable fax; rere", 

The jackrabbit 1s of course aleo changesblo, Wut Yessinger's correct nomen- 

elature leaves little doubt that he is reverting snowshoes, ‘The tributaries 

of the Miestesippt in Baffalo County ineluie swamps auitable as habitat, 

Minones Minne: 1897 1. H, Bunnell esme to the Ia Crosse region of Wisconsin 

in June 1842, He wos fomiliar with the Misstesippi Valley from Prairie du 

Chien northward, ‘The following note, poblished at Winona, Minn, in 1897, does
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not refer to any exact locality, but to the valley in general, He says 

(4, 7.333) "Rabbite are also quite common in the néighborhood, and the northern 

hare oceasionally appears, but as far as I know, the real Jackrabbit of 

the plains has not been seen in the Myssissippi bottoms; though hie fur becomes, 

in winter, almost as white as that of the hure, «m4 one is sometimes mistelen 

for the other, A full-grown Jackrabbit fe considersbly larger than either the . 

northem hare or the English hare," 

T have mapped Bunnell's report as Winone for lnek of any spect fie location, » 

Additional records of snowshoe may, in time, be discovered in Indian 

middens, Bones from one such o midden at Aztalan, in Jefferson County, have | 

peon partially reported (31386), Three "rabbits® are listed ag found among 

the Azlatan bones, mt the southern swemp rabbit is one of the three, The 

improbability of this eanebreak species in Wisconsin easts doubt on the 

dependability of all three identifications, 

The present south boundary of the snowshoe, as depicted in Mgure 2, re~ 

€tnes somewhat the boundaries published by Cory and Hamilton, but it is 

pevertheless 2 crude affair, for it perforee ignores the fact that most 

warginal solonies are isolated islands, whereas in Figure 2 only four ‘ 

extreme cases are 2 mapped, Wallace Grange tells me that parts of the 

range in Yood, Brom, Kewaunee Counties, and southern Door County consists 

of islands, I kmow thet some of the colonies in Outagamie, Portage, 

Juneau, Monroe, Jackson end Polk Gounties are islands; but I lack precise 

: Suformation necessary to map them as such. 

Regent Trends Wallace Grange, who undoubtedly understands the snowshoe 

hare better then eny other present Wisconsin naturalist, thinke that the 

northward recession of the bownlary ceased about 1930, and that since 1930
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snowshoes in the peripheral counties heve trended upward in mumbers and 

perhaps southward in distribution, The eleven extinguished colonies, recorded 

in Figure 2, all diseppeared before 1931, A regression of agricultural 

settlement and drainage, together with an improvement in Zerest fire control, 

both followed ty an upserd trond in plant succession, also coowrred during 

the early 1930's, Honse the southern boundary may, in general, be #ogarded 

as stabilized since 1930. : 

fhe following instances illustrate the extinguishment of peripheral ‘ 

eolonies prior to 1936. 

Adlonios-prter to1g3O, 

Polk Gountyt Snowshoes were seon at Balaem Take, in the centre of the 

county, in 1931, but not since, C, A. Weits, the conservation wanien, has 

sent me convincing evidence of three relic colonies existing to the east 

and north of Baleom Leke in 1943 and 1905, bet in each ease the colony 4s 

very S911, In this county the pre-1930 recession perhaps 54412 continues, 

Damn County: Helmer Mattison of Menominee, a thoroughly competent wooda~ 

man, writes met “The last snowshoe hare that was in Dunn County that I 

know of was shot on my father's farm in the town of Spring Brook, 2 1/2 

miles wost of Hall City, December 25, 1903. My folie bought this fans as 

wild land in 169%, I don't mow of any snowshoe rabbits now further south 

than the northern half of Darren County,“ 

"— Waushere Gountyt Dr, A, W, Schorger sew a snowshoe hare near Pine 

Lake, Hancook township, on August 21, 1927, One of my students, FV, Hamer- 

strom, Jr., lived near Pine Tele during 1939 and 1940, vat cannot 

remembor evidence of snowshoes at this point, Jack Yorden, the conservation 

warden, says there are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the last
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one he sev was near Pine Teke “about 15 yours ago.” I conciude that the ; 

love Tanented by Sehorger wae about the last survivor of a relic colony, 

he process of shrinkage is evidently not yet everywhere arrested. 

Clarence Searies of Visconsin Rapide, who overates a crunberry marsh near 

thy most easterly of the two remaining colonies in food County, writes we: 

"Snownhoe hares were quite plentiful in the swamps of central Yood County. 

until about 15 years ago, In a sramp on ocr property they were common, but 

now they are rare, aithou-h atili present,“ ! 

Jefferson Gounty Planting The human itech to plant strange rabbite hes 

found expression not only in jeckrabbits, but also in thie spesies, Navkins 

(9:60) records « planting of two snowshoes in 1932 by Peter Dietrich in a 

tomaradk awemp on his form near Foville Grove in Jefferson County, ‘hero is 

ne evidence of entablishaent, and the temaracks fell victim to some insect 

or @isease shout 1942, This same disorder swept most of the tamarack bogs in 

the southeastern counties, and will profoundly affect their flora and feuna. 

Status in Northern Wisconsin While shrinking at their periphery up to 1930, 

saowshoe hares in northern Meconsin rench high levels ab exch peak of their cycle. 

Those high vomlations are usually apetty, but where they ocour they often 

infliet heavy deme on forest reproduction and forest plantations, (1), This 

demage, however, is in my opinion more logaldzed in both tine ani apace than 

that now done by deer, (ia). It ocours lergely in brushy cover, in 

winter, and at intervals of 10 years, Yaer damage, on the other hand, is 

not confined either te cover or to winter, and there is no population 

cycle to orodte periods of reapite, Both anecies browse sa high aa they 

ean reach from a standing position, but the leader of a forest tree does not 

becoma deer~proof until eight fest above the snow, vhepeas it becomes hare- 

proof mach earlier. :
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Wallace Grenge has pointed out that the same browsing which makes the 

snowshoe « nuisance in foreat plantations results 4n velusble thinnings in 

over-donee thickets of Jeckpine reproduction, ‘The anowshoe seems to be the 

only native menmal capable of maintaining a dense population in the monotype 

of young jackpines which now covers large areas of outwaoh aand in norshern 

Wisconsin 

Sumany 

The development of agriculture has had opposite effects on the two hares 

of Yasconsin, It hae drawn the Jackrabbit frontier eastward from the prairies, 

while pushing back the snowshoe frontier northward toward the Canedien zone, 

The spread of the jackrabbit ata not begin until sbeut 1900, when 

intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of southern Wisconsin, ‘This 

tread yromieas to contime, 

Having crossed the southern dairy belt, the Jackrabbit was free to invade — 

the burned eutovers to the north, and 4s now doing so, ‘This extension of the 

range, however, will hardly persiet, for fire protection new permits the advanee 

of the forest euecension in the former outovers. 

he present Jackrabbit popwlation originsted in part from plentings, but the 

walk of 44 probably represents antural spread from the West. 

fhe anowshos hare onde inhebited awemme in southern Wisconsin and nerhepe 

in northeastern Iylinois, but the exact lecation of the origins] southern 

frontier ia wuukmown, The species hac receded slowly northward, but the south 

boundary has beoome stabilized since 1930. 

The eresa ranges ef two hares now overlap in a large block of central 

Wisconsin counties, but they seldom oecupy identies1 niches, In the sone.
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of overlan the jackrabbit inhabits barrens and abandoned forms; the snowshoe, 

on the other hand, fe largely confined to swamps, jackpine thickets, and 

brashy lants.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN HARES i t 

Geo Me wie 

ALDO nuororpl. \ 

: Both of the hares of Wisconsin have ghanged their original range ; 

boundaries. The jackrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward; the snowshoe 

‘ hare has been, at least until recently, shrinking slowly northward, This, 

| paper aims to record their distribution ae of 194, and to discuss briefly 

the probable reasons for boundary chances. 

rau t The present ranges are mapped in Figures 1 and 2, of the | 
naps 

"stations" on these/wore accumilated since 1928 by questioning students, ) 
Comethan eds 

é farmers, gane wardens, sportenen and technigal field men, She-other aid” 

were obtained by questionnaires and correspondence in 19k, furl and mew | 
wituubl acute 3 deaheaent atperilacs wos Cor lk of by Ba aw Selrereg ends T 

Jackrabbit (Lepus tomsendii campanius, Hollister) t 
Fomer status Cory, in his “Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin" (1912), ; 

liste the jackrabbit as "not yet reconied from Wisconsin (although it) has 

been taken in the eastern border of Iowa..... and in extreme southeastern 

Minnesota”. (1265) , 

Gory was mistaken,. for the following captions will show that at least 
euvheee ee ic 

baabpeceeteatartcll ( mpecnie prtor to the publication of kid book in | 
‘ 

’ igi2. ; | 

ty ncnieaaencneiinlintcincinninmemtneiinntieniiminiaaatinsittanimataiiiaininiamnniniphineaitinte ° 7 

i. Department of Wildlife Management, College of Agriculture, University of : 
Wisconsin. | 

* I wish in particular to acknowledge the help of Arnold S, Buss, Donald | 
Baers, John T. Cartis, W.5. Feoney'y William #, Field, HM. Paley, Fred 

Gardner, Albert Gastrow, Wallace Grange, Arthur 8, Hawkins, S.¥. Hayner,y i 
Karl W. Kahmann, Helmer Mattison, John O'Donnell, A.Jd.Peterson, Lloyd Rundell a 
Baynond Schenk, A.W. Schorger, Clearance A. Searles, Herbert L. Stoddard, ] 
and G.A. Weitz. 

‘ 

\ i ay |
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Grent County Goldny) Assemblyman Lloyd Rundell, who grew up on a farm hans “ 

12 miles north of Plattefille in Grant County, remembers the killing of a a 

Jackrabbit on about February 21, 1898. ‘the animal was shot by Albert Warne i t 

and William Gabbel of Livingston. I have a letter from Albert Warne dated es i 

February 12, 1945, reoiting all the details. This letter leaves no doubt : s4 

i as to the identity of the animal., The year is certain because the event i 

followed the historic bligsard of Jamary 12, 1888, he letter indicates i ‘ . 
that jackrabbits were previously totem §p that loealitys 5 ‘ 

taut rhatt6 Sanqat, sme Gotaty , Herbert ly Stoddard, whose boyhood OS 2 

home was in Sauk County, writes mo under date of Jamary 7, 1945: "fo the Fe, 

best of my recollection there were a few Jackrabbits on what is known as f rn 

the Sand Prairie, some $ or 10 miles west of Prairie du Sac, when I first Gua 

@ame to Wisconsin abut 1906-7. Later they increased and by 1915-1920 they : ; 

were quite mmerous... 4 Ochsner (now deceased} told me that they were ‘ + 

‘ brought in from elsewhere, and liberated on the Prairie". : 

Through the courtesy of Dr. A. W. Schorger, I am able to quote the at 

following note made by him on February 16, 1935 after a conversation with £ 

MA Ochsner? "Regarding Jackrabbits he (Ochsner) stated that about 40 years a 

ago a saloon keeper moved to Prairie du Sac from Nebraska, The children hi 

brought with them some youll raibite which escaped, After that a pair or = 

i $0 were shot every winter, but they have become fairly common only within } 

/ the past ten years." (about 1925). & 

pi Ba Ochsner, in 1921, told Poul Jones, a competent naturalist, that I 

fi jackrabbite had been planted on the Sand Prairie “about 25 years ago". er 

4 Albert Gastrow, a life-low resident of Prairie am Sac and field hk 

/ companion of Herbert Stoddarly tells me that he Gan remenber Jackrabbits on 

¥
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the Sand Prairie as far back as 1898, tut that he has no recollection of 

@ planting. 

I have entered the Sauk colony on Figure 1 as a probable planting 

dating back to about 1906, but it is evident from the forgoing evidenes 

that the colony may be older, and that it may be indigenous, Whatever its 

origin, an increase in numbers began about 1925. When I came to Wisconsin 

in 1924, jackrabbits were present on the Sauk Prairie, but absent from Dane 

County, which lies east of Sauk. 

Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a reliable trapper 

and a field companion of Irven 01 Buss, wrote me in July 19s "The first 

: jack: I know of was on the Pall City Prairie about 1905 in the tom of Snvine 

| _ ii GA tah sain At eid he eee ear 
ee ee ee. | es ee 

eo regen leaab i aah pe aiid — | 

ee ee ott | 
poe 2 Se i i mepaionicinee wooney In 1900, and is Locally 

(hilewed to account for the present logal stock. (12) 
Amaya Wg While Cory overlooked nya al it is clear that the spesies 

. mush have been scarce when his book was published in 1912, and for a long 

time prior to 1912, else some report of ite presence in the state would have 

come to Cory's notice. Gory's omission of the jack has been perpetuated in (Tu 

subsequent books on the mammals of this region. (2,%F % ) 

Cory mst have had some inkling that the jackrabbit might be about to 

spread. eastward, for he reports the species as "net yet recorded from Illinois 

or Wisconsin." ;
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the Sand Prairie as far back as 1696, but that he has mo recollection of 

@ planting. 

I have entered the Sauk colony om Figure 1 ae a probable planting 

dating back to about 1906, but it is evident from the forgoing evidence 

that the colony may be older, and that it may be indigenous. Whatever ite 

origin, an increase in mubers began about 1925. When I came to Wisconsin 

in 1924, jackrabbits were present on the Sauk Prairie, but absent from Dane 

County, which lies east of Saul. ; 

Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a reliable trapper 

and a field companion of Irven 01 Buss, wrote me in July 193 "The first 

i jack I know of was on the Pall City Prairie about 1905 in the tow of Spring 

Brook... My father's farm was in the town of Spring Brook 25 miles west of 

Fall City. uy folks bought this form in 1898 as wild land." 

Jackrabbits were apparently absent here prior. to about 1905, but moved 

V4 in as the region was cleared for farming. Mattison knows of no local 

i plantings, nor have I found any reports of plantings in that resion. 
/, Yaushara County Planting "hs will be desoribed loter, » well authenticated 

planting of Javkrabbite was made in Wemshara County in 1900, and is locally 

: believed to account for the present logs stock, (12) 

Aasagait Wg Rahn Meny enwtennetl, teen Ne talathnty Ah he eLeny tnd the’ apeiten 

# mush have been scarce when his book was published in 1912, and for a long 

tine prior to 1912, else gome report of ite presence in the state would have 

come to Gory's notice. Gory's omission of the jack has been perpetuated in Ta 

subsequent books on the mammals of this region. (2yaF 9) 

Gory mst have had some inkling that the jackrabbit might be about to 

spread eastward, for he reports the species as "not yet recorded from Illinois. 

or Wisconsin." . :
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Qrigin-of-Syocks Mews , eRe present Jackrabbit population stems inpems 

from plantings ,wili-dve~showa.in-the-next-captiem Tut_wos—there-algo.an. 

oe aa eis ete a 

There are a’ good many/ reports of large rabbits in southern Wisconsin, \ 

but these are ushs inconclusive because it is uncertain whether they refer 

| to jackrebbits gr to snowshoe hares. Tf have already published one report 

of “large white rabbite" in Trempesleau County about 1876 which may refer 
jai ; 

| to either species. 95-96) Bacon ee 

pubis I have gathered reperts of ten plantings of Jackrabbits 

imported into Wisconsin from western states; 

3 Hos, Gownty Tear Rusher Planted Beasts 
‘a 1 Weushars 1900 12 4 males, 6 femles, from Nebraska, in 

t March, by Guy Mambrue and W.A. Baugh, 
RH. of Wautoma, Success? Stock spread 
M. and W. (12) ; 

before 
2 Sauk 1906? ? A colony existed here perhaps as early 

: ; as 1898, bat its origin is un¢ertain. 

3 Vernon U9LO? t At Viroqua. Said to have survived. 

% = Barron 1918? ? Near Cumberland, Success unknown. (12) 

5 ows 1923 10 6 niles B. of Mineral Point, 

6 Towa 1928 12 6 miles B, of Mineral Point, 

7 Kewaunee 1930 ah Im April, by Dr. V.2.Leurent, between 
Iuxenburg and Ellisville. Now spread 
B.to Algoma, W. to Sugarbush in Brown 
Go. where one was killed Jan, 1945.
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Bo. Sounty Xear Mumber Flonted Beaarics 

8 Door 1932 ? Near Whitefish Bay, by Mr. Machok, 
Survived a few yoars, now gone. 

9 Door 1938 hom50 Hear Sawyer, by Arden Robertson. stock — § 
from Rago, Kansas. One killed Dec. 20, 
1944 by Ervin Serville. } 

10 Door 1939 ? Iu Brussele and Claybank towmships, by ~N 
a dustin Shutawar of Forestville. Now } 

established across the base of the 3 
Door < g 

ha—ha-evident—feen—the-specificetions, Act all of those reports are, ; " 
el - co 

equally dependable, Muibere 1, Ts 8149s amd 10 axe fekiy mpported ty 2ahofacley ; 

corroborative detail. umbers 1, 7, and 10 resulted in the establishment Le 

of a population on range leummstoshawe-bean previously vacant. é 

Gould all of the present stock have originated from plantings? Not unless | 3x 
Rositiealec WA Comdaae 

additional successful plantings, unknom —— were made in northwestern 
Baio + 

tensa pete 1905, Cee ee a re 
Tee platen Cho Zé z) Daitoal le 

are_tknown-+<-hove.arvived in _Duna-Geuniy. coi lacie ies aed ot 
Re i ace t vee plentings.. 

; proccied-2905-(llort-end-B) Iie too far south and oastdy acc mt fer Hs Dimer Corl 
¢ The general progression of arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly from 

; westward to eastward, ani this supports the theory that the bulls of the 

: present stock originated by natural spread from the Mississippi River counties, 

ip or even from points west. The upper Mississippi is frozen in winter, end 

ff presents no barrier to winter movement. 

The present Jackrabbit range, 
i as depicted in Pigure 1, consists of two gonest a peripheral northeastern 

fringe of cutover pine lands, and an interior block of rich dairy farms in 

the southwestern counties originally consisting largely of prairie. the 

Wh ts all Le a ells do front frorf, of ecligtn ou gnohrablele 
wh sdetufiec ndewn h fous few akinw vvniallaibdda
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Jackrabbit had to cross this prairie farm gone in order to reach the peri~ 

pheral. cutover gone. Unless tho spread eastward represents response to sone 

long climatic ayale, we mst look to landeuse changes in the prairie farm 
ae ee ee ee 

18s mor wel inomy doth fron vgatatie ertdanoe fH) and roontot 

history apes: $113) that prior to 1840, Indien fires tended to keep what 

is ia pais fam zone in prairie vegetation, wheress after 1840 there was 

widespread excroachment of oak-hickory forest on the umplowed portions. This 

trend toward refprestgtion perhaps explains the scarcity of jackrabbite up 

to Cory's time. 

By 1900 intensive dairy farming began to reverse this trend toward more 

woodlots in the farming zone, while the fires which followed lumbering created 

large grassland areas in the former pineries. These changes presumably set 

the stage for the recent eastward extension of the jackrabbit range. The. 

cccupation of the prairie farm sone by jackrabbits was largely completed in 
the 1930's, and this brought the frontier to the edge of the cutovers, the 

invasion of which ig now proceeding at a raplil rate. (Seo arrival dates in 

Figure 1). 

} Maile the two sones wore both being deforested from 1900 to about 1930, 

the inauguration of statewide forest fire protection in about 1930 has now 

reversed the trend of plant succession in the cutovers, and this will 

, ultimately constrict and localize the jackrebbit in tho peripheral fringe. j 

| In the faym zone, on the other hand, the tendeney toward deforestation 1s 

being accelerated by the pasturing of woodlots, droudh, oak wilt disease 

<a sh Lede: ton ene ateteall: Yr Sebnetnen: Se wiht ben end ioe 

ties. Brushy fence rows are being cleared upy partly to combat the corn
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borer, whihe roadside growths are disappearing due to the widening of roads 
and the mechanical mowing of roadeshoulders. All those changes doubtless 

tend either to encourage the jackrabbit, or to discourage his cover-demanding 

competitérs and predators, 

While the jackrabbit now ocaupies most of the state, his population 

density, unlike that in the western states, is very light. Jacke are most 

abundant on the flat wide prairie ridges of the southwestern counties, tut 
even there the density probably seldom exceeds threo or four individuals por 

farm. In the periphoral fringe, some of the counties showing three or four 

stations in Figure 1 may support only a few dozen individuala, and these are 

for the most part confined to sandy "barrens", or to large areas of abandoned 

fields not yet racleimed by woody vegetation. 

The eastward spread of the jackrabbit frontier is known to occur not 

only by the slow advance of a solid front, but by outliers thrust suddenly 

far ahead of the wain front, and later incorporated in it. Thus in 1930 

Professor John I, Gurtis found a jackrabbit skeleton in Vaukesha County 

near Makwanago, at which timo the species ia at ta Gok ence, 

and the nearest known "front" ley 75 miles to the west, Jackrabbits have nov 

4 reuppeaed in Techoehia County until very recently. 
; These two types of spread by an expanding population are similar to 

those already deseribed for Hungarien nN, \S 

Snowshoe Hare (EE Ena taemiehs) 
This paper follows tho taxonomy of Hamilton (94376), and talzos no secount 

of the possible existence of two subspecies in Wisconsin. 

The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the pre-settlement 

period undoubtedly lay far gonth of the present boundary (Figure 2), and 

may have extended as far south as Chicago. Kennicott, in 1855, makes this
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qualified assertion, quoted by Cory (GAH: Mt has Deon stated that 
etctin talks tue an teen all ae den dh tiie 

of 1824." This 1s possible, for the tamarsck bogs constituting tho southerly 

habitat of the snowshoe extended as far south as Chicago. — 

If the original range did extend into Tllinois, then one would expect 

to find reports of early colonies in the mmerous tamarack bogs of southe 
eastern Wisconsin. I have found no such. ; 

oe ee et ee eae 
iit tlt gen, ceil LIE gatas naansihinllly calpains  . ‘ 

ee - HE Baten AD Ale Selmgen, hirutuer, Lar cowlrwbetil Qtyor 

Abend ODL prcerrcling 1900, cmels poodlinsel widely ctr ie 4 

i aha ce en OR Besanlnog. pana Sit ens a 

tn Onwards reel ender: TH Sc ie ns aa ae 

ie Meyparhine Donal, LEU 0.7 Faction atid aut Uinern of basen sue HE 
eet re vovalin of IEW R= U9, ther germans, arcruty pubbahl (HE, 204) seine tind 

he ananee anil hanes, thigh, Uae cone vanbele h mbar rbarchs sas Ainge ants 

inset Ce yey opptan traces, rrr rence si . gadis Call ences 

Bega, Cat Uhr tenets prcuris Frohers eroupdion Conferanely athens as . 

A ewehvtebas. ey ya. eee ee : 

Danese Lass Crcmaly, 1849) ore vanstiae bl lil [xaaagabenn nn 185, 

PL Byline ancle Yd" eure coger (NO 181)” Mesa snigh rrmbbade 

——tharaatel oat cuitl Rout emule ohatlin aufipbitel au grove = falda cord bog 
fener nek The Cache vf gorny cotras Mat rau upp am perchance ofl Te. 
Canna gree finer unt Meptout a eee
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tan co ahr cmnee of) afer Conrtmecunie fr rina tbrrrtehee prrtarretols 

a adn ” he a lena tht, Pe sn AIM 9 tat 

A nd pill gee te 
oP ea ae Bhat Arete tugemally cllnetedl te gevinn rut aenetyueg 

A clin nbd, Leeming areas trbicnly oo Arras rollrnbealr 

2 Seed taconite Midian Debsca ; spa bts : hse ahi “se 4 ded ena teeiclin : mi sae ae 

tele Te Cnnache om none butter rtrunath, ts breably wo 

—— Rertbernd Cormuby » 1682 The Retinal Cra Tan Rafah onel Obrarrentas 

fev how 23,1852 Cp 8) tuntomie nebo hor ck oon Bak Cee 

—<fiia-fronaaita Aasenteabrtsbe ce satng 

te ett ef omental, ane rlincle an slim orcernes "Vivebllene Mantes
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Conley sarckuder Mtvlabufe estab os hinbeVat, ae es 

tence, Mae BET itl ances ct the Cac. pecs = 

= i Gaoad Cinta ane erines 18y2, Newnes formbran seth Ma henasarerffr Eas 

blladd oA Unere oace Mdaaee an toI9, Weta net atdiin fe diy tant is 

Saas focetly yet te Te elley ion pine, ages estes 

"Rubble om obo gut cor tuonsan la hunghborbweds, cnet Us 

ee — —nindharn hone occa all, afdurano tetas fav aod bnew, te wal 

gach abbet of Wa poms Rae nct Leeuw atin ane ila hrassorfepe' bellies — 
heigl tow fs becrrate, tom ureclin, obrrccat ov wtule a4 thet vf Ts drowns, — 

Aa cosnatobin nly Lergert Ubsaon ethes Ze pth tad oe Bs Bugbale bares 

ee a ee eos ae 
ie Odionel axedibe rh auveieloes, meg, nar bie, Ce elimentathie 

_-Lecking-for-them-for-a-docader —At-this—late-detey—Indtam miadens are” 

prohably-the-best-renaining-souree-of-reliable-evidence. Bones from one 

guch a midden at Aztalan, in Jefferson County, have been partially reported 

(31386). Three "rabbits" are listed as found among the Aslatan bones, but 

the southern swamp rabbit is one of the three, The improbability of this 

canebreak species in Wisconsin casts doubt on the dependability of all three 

identifications. ‘ ; : : 

The present south boundary of the snowshoe, as depicted in Figure 2, 

refines somevhat the boundaries published by Cory and Hamilton, but it is 

marginal colonies are isolated islands, whereas in Figure 2 only four 

extreme cases are so mapped, Wallace Grange tells me tnattho bedeates tn 

Wood, Brow <i Keuaunce Gountios, ceweli-as~these-of southern Door County 

So‘islands’ 1 imow that Saab of the colonies in Outagamie, Portage, Juneau, 

Monroe, Jackson and Polk Counties are islands, wet I lack precise information 

necessary to map them as such. 

Recent Troms Wallace Grange, who undoubtedly understands the snowshoe 

hare better than any other present Wisconsin naturalist, thinks that the
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northward recession of the boundary cersed about 1930, and that since 1930 

snowshoes in the peripheral counties have trended upward in numbers and 

gerhngh seatitlimh sn. Mhabatiehinns ‘teetllk matendiaie eliatins veneteh 

in Figure 2,011 disappeared before 1931. A regression of agricultural 

settlement and drainage, together with an improvement in forest fire control, 

beth followed by an upward trond in phan& succession, also occurred during 

the early 1930's. Hence the southern boundary may, in general, be regarded 

as stabilized since 1930. : , 

The following instances illustrate the extinguishment of peripheral 

colonies prior to 1930. 

Pols Rounty:. Snowshoes were seen at Balsam Lake, in the centre of the 

county, in 1931, but not since. GC. A. Weltz, the conservation warden, has 

sent me convincing evidence of three relic colonies existing to the east 

and north of Balsam Lake in 1943 and 1945, but in each ease the colony is 

very small. In this county the pre=1930 recession perhaps still contimos. 

Dunn County: Helmer Mattison or Menominee, a thoroughly competent 

woodsman, writes met "fhe last snowshoe hare that was in Dunn County that 

I know of was shot on my father's farm in the tom of Spring Brook, 23 

miles west of Fall City, December 25, 1903. My folks bought this farm as 

wild land in 1898 I don't know of any snowshoe rabbits now further south 

than the northern half of Barron County." ; 

Veushara County: Dr. A. W. Schorger saw a snowshoe hare near Pine 

lake, Hancock township, on August 21, 1927, One of my students, F. N. 

Hamorstrom, Jr., lived near Pine Lake during 1939 and 1940, but cannot 

renenber evidence of snowshoes at this point. Jack Worden, the conservation 

waxion, says there are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the last
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one he sew was near Pine lake "about 15 years ago." I conclude that the 

hare recorded by Schorger was about the last survivor of a relic colony. 

The process of shrinkage is evidently not yet everywhere arrested. 

Clarence Searles of Wisconsin Rapids, who operates a cranberry marsh near 

the most easterly of the two remaining colonies in Wood County, writes ites 

: "Snowshoe hares were quite plentiful in the swamps of central Wood County - 

until about 15 years ago. Im a swamp on our property they were common, but 

now they ave raréy although still present. * ’ 

The human itch to plant strange rabbite has 

found expression not only in Jacieraddite, but also in this species. Havwicins 

(7:60) records a planting of two snowshoes in 1932 by Peter Dictrich in a 

tamarach swemp on his farm near Faville Grove in Jefferson County, ‘There is 

no evidence of establishment, and the temaracks fell victim to some insect 

or disease about 1942. This same disorder swept most of the tamarack bogs in 

the southeastern counties, and will profoundly affect their flora and fauna, 

While shrinking at their periphery up 

to 1930, snowshoe hares in northern Wisconsin reach high levels at each peak 

of their cycle. These high populations are usually spotty, tut where they 

occur they often inflict heavy damage on forest reproduction and forest 

plantations. (1). This damage, however, is in my opinion move localized 

in both time end space than that now done by deer, (10). I% occurs largely 

in brushy cover, in winter, and at intervals of 10 years. Deer damage, on 

the other hand, is not confined cither to cover or to winter, and there is 

no population cycle to create periods of frspite. Both species browse as 

high as they can reach from a standing position, but the leader of a forest 

tree does not become deer-proéf until eight feet above the snow, whereas it 

becomes hare»proof meh earlier. 

‘
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Wallace Grange has pointed out that the same browsing which makes the 

snowshoe a misance in forest plantations results in valuable thinnings in 

over-densse thickets of jackpine reproduction. The snowshoe seems to be the 

only native mammal capable of maintaining a dense population in the monotype 

of young jackpines which now covers large areas of outwash sand in northern _ 

Wisconsin. 

The development of agriculture has had opposite offects on the two hares 

of Wisconsin. It has drawn the jeckrabblt frontior eastward from the prairies, 

while pushing back the snowshoe frontier northward toward the Oansadian zone. 

The spread of the jackrabbit did not begin until about 1900, when 

intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of southern Wisconsin. This 

trond promises to contimo. 

f Having crossed the southern dairy belt, the jackrabbit was free to invade 

the burned cutovers to the north, and is now doing 30. This extension of the 

range, however, will hardly persist, for fire protection now permits the advance 

of the forest succession in the former cutovers. 

The present jackrabbit population originated in part from plantings, but the 

tulk of it probably represents natural spread from the West. ; 

The snowshoe hare once inhabited swamps in southern Wisconsin and perhaps 

in northeastern Illinois, but the exact location of the original southern 

frontier is unknown. The species has receded slowly northward, but the south 

boundary has become stabilized since 1930. 

The gross ranges of two hares now overlap in a large block of central 

Wisconsin counties, but they seldom occupy identical niches. In the zone



of overlap the jackrabbit inhabits barrens and abandoned forme, the 

; snowshoe, on the other hand, is largely confined to swamps, jackpine 

thickets, and brushy lands,
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« THE DISRIBUTION OF WISCONSIN HARES 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Both of the hares of Wisconsin are changing their range boundaries at : 

the present time. The jackralbit is spreading rapidly eastward; the’ 

snowstice hare is shrinking slowly northward. This paper aims to record 

their distribution as of 1944, and to discuss briefly the probable reasons 

for boundary changes. ; 

About half of the "stations" on the accompanying maps (Figures 1 and 2) 

were accumlated since 1928 by questioning students, farmers, game smilie, 

sportsmen and technical field mon. There is little chance that these stations 

: are based om erroneous identification. The other half were obtained by 

questionnaires and gedyenpentenes 12 19W4, These are less dependable, but ae 

were checked against the dependable stations. 

Jackrabbit (Lepus townsendit campanius. Hollister) 

Former status Cory, in his "Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin" (1912) 

lists the jackrabbit as "not yet recorded from Wisconsin (although it) 

has been taken in the eastern border of Iowa —— and in extreme south- 

/ western Minnesota? (43265) The word "yet" implies that Cory suspected . 

a tendency to spread eastward. f 

Cory was mistaken, for at least a few colonies of jackrabhits existed 

in Wisconsin prior to the publication of his book, 4 
Grant County Colony. Assemblyman Lloyd Randell, who grew up ono farm 12 miles 

north of Platteville has a fantly "scrapbook" which records the Iilling of the 

first jackrabbit in February, 1886. Tho aninel was shot by \1bert Varne and 

William Gubbel of Livingston, ; 

Sauk Prairie Colony, Sauk County. Horbort L, Stoddard, whose boyhood home 

was in Sauk County, writes me under date of Jamary 7, 1945: To the best’ : 

of my recolleotion there were a fow Jackrabbits on what is Imown
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ioe | 
b . es the “ganda Prairie”, some 8 or 10 miles west of Prairie du Sac, when 

Ne] Sie = As zh . 

eK I first came to Wisconsin about 1906-7. Later they increased and by 1915- 

no 3 1920 they were quite mmerous ... Id Ochsknor (now deceased) told me 

4 i S that they were brought in frou elsewhere, and liberated on the Prairie." 

ae Albert Gastrow, a life-long resident of Prairie du Sac and field companion 

Cy of Herbert Stoddara's, tells me he can remember Jackrabbits on the "Sand 

SAR o Prairie” as far back as 1898, but has no recollection of a planting. 
avtiD Ba “> : 

qs ae [ ae 
e \-. 5 | & have entered the Sauk colony on Figure ome as e probable planting dating 

wee back to 1906, but the colony my be older und may be indigenous. 

i) 45" Dann County Colony Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a reliable trapper and 

He ce field companion of Irvin 0.Buss, wrote me in July 1944; 

“The first jack I know of was on the Fall Oity Prairie about 

e 1905 in the town of Spring Brock... My father's farm was in 

the town of Spring Brook 2} miles west of Fall “ity. My folks 

bought this farm in 1696 ae wildland." 

' There is o clear inference that jackrabbits were absent here prior to 

about 1905, and that they moved in as the region was Cleared for farming. 

Mattison knows of no local plantings, nor do I. 

Weushara County Planting As will be described later, a well authenticated 

planting of jackrabbiés was made in Waushara County in 1900, and is locally 

believed to account for the present local stock. (9) 

_ While Cory overlooked these three colonies, it is clear that the species : 

% mist have been searce in 1912, and for a long time prior to 1912, else
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some report ef its existence would have come to Cory's notice. Cory? omission i 

ef the jack has been perpetuated in subsequent books on the mammals of this 

region. (2,5) i 

Origin of Stock The present population stems partly from plantings, but whether 

there was also an indigenous stock is still uncertain. Early reports of large 

"rabbits" are sometimes inconclusive because it is uncertain wheter they refer 

to jackrabbits er to snowshoe hares. 

I have already published one report of large white rabbits in Trembeleau 

County about 1876 which may refer to either species. (7:95-96) At thbslate 

date there is only one sure proof of indigenous jackrabbits: the identification 1s 

of bones from Indian middens. ; 

I have gathered reports of eight plantings of jackrabbit stock from western 

states: 

No. County Year Number 4 Remarks 

: 1 Waushara 1900 12 4 males, 8 females, from Nebraska 
in March, by Guy Mumbrue and W.A. 

: Baugh, N. of Wautoma. Success: stock 

; : spread N. and W. (7) 
2 Sauk Before 19067 ? A colony existed here perhaps as early 

i as 1898, but whether a planting was 
made is uncertain. 

f 3 Vernon 1910? ee At Viroqua. Said to have survived. 

h, Barron 1918 ? ? Near Cumberland. Success unknown (7) 

eg Iowa 1923 10 6 miles EH. of Mineral Point 

6 Iowa 1928 12  6miles &. of Mineral Point : 

7 Kewaunee 1930 a4 In April, by Dr. V.J.Lawient, — 
between Iuxemburg and Ellisville. 

: Now spread E. to Algoma, Wf.to 
Sugarbush in Brown Co. where one 
was killed Jan. 1945. 

g Door 1932 ? Wear Whitefish Bay, by Mr. Machek. 
Survived a few years, now gone. 

9. Door 1938 4o-50 Near Sawyer, by Arden Roberton. 
: . Stock from Rago, Kansas. One killed . 

Dec. 20, 1944 by Ervin Serville.
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Not all of these reports are equally dependable. Nos. 1, 7, and 8 are j, ; 

fully supported by corroborative detail, and nos. 1 and 7 were successful. 

; Could #11 of the present stock have originated from plantings? Not i 

: oo additional successful plantings, tnknown to me, were made in northwestern 

Wisconsin prior to 1905, for in that year, as already stated, Jackrabbits 

are known to have arrived in Dunn County. The Dunn County stock could not 

have originated from any of the recorded plantings, for the two which preceded 

1905 (lf. 1 and 2) lie too far south and east. ‘The general trend of 

arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly from westward to eastward, and this 

supports the theory that the bulk of the present stock originated from the 

Mississippi River counties or beyond. 

Reasons for Spread; Present Habitat. The present range consists of 

two zones: a northern fringe of sears pine lands, and wider block of 

rich dairy farms, originally consisting largely of prairie. The jackrabbit 

had to cross the farm zone in order to reach the cutover zone. Unless 

‘ the spread eastward represents response to some long climatic cycle, we 

mst look to lani~ase changes in the prairie farm zone to explain the 

inception of eastward movement. 

It is now well known, both from vegetative evidence (9) and recorded 

history (12) that prior to 1840 Indian fires tended to keep this zone in 

prairie, whereas after 1$40 there was widespread encroachment of oakehickory 

forest. This trend perhaps explains the searcity of jadkrabbits up to 

Cory's time. 

4 By 1900 intensive dairy farming began to reverse this trend of plant 

succession in the farhing eens; while lumbering followed by fire’! created 

large grassland ideas in the former pineries. These changes presumably set 

the stage for the recent eastward spread of the jackrabbit. The occupation
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_of the prairie farm zone was largely completed in the 1930's, and this brought 

the frontier to the edge of the cutovers, the invasion of which is now 

proceeding at a rapid rate (See arrival iaias in Figure 1). : 

i While the two zones were both being deforested from 1900 to about 

1930, the inauguration of statewide forest fire preiesios in about 1930 

has now reversed the trend of plant succession in the cutovers, and this i . 

will ultimately constrict and localise the jackrabbit. In the farm gone, on 

the other hand, the tendency toward deforestation is being accelerated by , 

pasturing of woodlots, drouth, oak wilt disease (6) and, since tho war 

: started, by boom prices for logs and railroad ties. Brushy fence rows : 

are being cleardd up, partly to combat the corn-borer, while roadside 

growths are disappearing due to widening of roads and mowing of road=- 

shovlders. All these changes doubtless tend either to encourage the jackrabbit 

1 /OR to discourage his cover-demanding competitors and predators. 

While the jackrabbit now occupies most of the state, his Sassou 

density, unlike that of the western states, is very light. Jacks are most 

abandant on the flat vide prairie ridges of the southwestern counties, but 

even there the density probably seldom exceeds three or four individuals 

ql per farm. On the northern frontier, some of the counties showing three 

or four stations in Figure 1 may support only a few dozen individuals. 

The spread occurs not only by slow advance of a solid front, but by 

outliers thrust suddenly far ahead of the main front, and later incorporated 

in it. These two types of spread are similar to those already described 

for game birds (8).
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j ‘ Snowshoe Hare ‘ ' 

a The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the pre=settlement : 

; period undoubtedly lay south of the prescnt boundary ‘(Figure 2), and may 

have extended as far south as Chicago. Kennicott, in 1855, makes this somewhat 

qualificd assertion, quoted by Cory (4:264): "It has been stated that a : 

é number were shot on the present site of the city of Chicago in the winter 

of 124", This is possible, for the tamarack bogs constituting the southerly 

habitat of the snowshoe extended as far south as Chicago. | f 

If the original range did extant into I,linois; than one would expect 

to find reports of early colonies in the numerous tamarack bogs of southeastern 

‘ Gicae. I have found no such reports, although I have been looking for 

them. At this late date, Indian middens are probably tho best remaining 

source of reliable evidence. Bones from one such midden at Aztalan, in 

Jefferson County, have been partially reported (3:386). thoes “rabbits" are 

listed, but the southern swanip rabbit is one of the three. The improbability 

of this canebreak rabbit in Wisconsin casts doubt on the éGependability of 

: all of the identifications. : 

The present south boundary, as depicted in Ficure 2, is similar to. 

that mapped by Cory (43265). : q 

: That oueent shrinkages have occurred is supported by five stations “4 : 

which the date of disappearance has been traced: é 

‘ 1 Polk County. Snowshoes were seen at Balsam Lake, in the center of 

‘ the county, in 1931, but not since. C. A. Weitg, the local game warden, saw 

one in the northeast corner of the county in November 1943. 2 

2. Pierce County, Snowshoes vers seen at one point “twenty five years 

ago" (about 1910) by R. L. Hurd, @ sportsman of River Falls. ‘he county contains | 

| Jackrabbits, hence misidentification is possible.
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36 DunyCounty. Helmer Mattison of Menominee, a thoroughly competent 

woodsman, write me: "the last snowshoe hare that was in Dunn County that, 

I kmow of was shot on my father's farm in the town of Spring Brook, 2% intles 

: west of Fall City, December 25, 1903. My folks sae this farm as wild 

land in 1898. I don't know of any snowshoe rabbits (now, further south than 

the northern half of Barron County". 

4, Corner, of Waushara, Adams, and Portaze Counties. A Mr. Patterson _ 

_ of Hancock told me verbally about 1940 that he had seen snowshoes in a 

tamarack swamp at this point in about 1898. The colony may have persisted 

later than 1898. 

5. Waushara County. Dr. A. W. Sehorger saw a snowshoe hare near 

Pine Lake, Hancock township, on August 21, 1927. One of my students, 

F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., Lived near here during 1939 and 1940 without 

encountering evidence of derwricua. Jack Worden, the County Game Warden, 

says there are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the last one he 

saw was near Pine Lake Mabout 15 years ago". I conclude that the hare i 

recorded by Schorger was about the last one. 

: Reasons for Shrinkage. The cause of the recent shrinkage northward 

is undoubtedly hie wile prevalence of swamp drainage, and the destruction 

of swamp timber by axe and by fire. This is supported ae that many : 

persisting colonies within the present south boundary are located on remnants 

of undrained, uncleared, or reflooded swamps. 

The process of shrinkage is evidently not yet ar ested. Clarence 

Searles of Wisconsin Rapids, who operates a Granberry marsh near the most | 

easterly of the two remaining colonies in Wood County, writes me: "Bnowshoe ; 

hares were quite plentiful in the swamps of central Wood County until about
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15 years ago. In a swamp on our property they were common, but now they 

are rare, although still present". 

In the delineation of a niaabaey in Figure 2, I have left two southerly 

colonies (in Adams and Sheboygan Counties), as detached remnants. This 

was done because terrain known to be facant and believed to be unsuitable 

separates these colonies from occupied range. I cannot claim, however, — 

that this may not likewbse be true of certain colonies within the boundary 

as depicted in Figure 2. , 

While shrinking at their periphery, snowshoe hares at each high of 

their cycle have reached pest levels at many points in northern Wisconsin, 

where they constitute a serious threat to forest reproduction and plantations (1). 

This indicates that it is local alferation of habitat, rather than any 

; weakness in the state population of hares, which accounts for the peripheral 

\ shrinkage. 

Summary : 

The development of agriculture has had ‘opposite effects on the two 

hares of Wisconsin. It has drawn the eicealet é frontier eastward from 

the prairies, while pushing back the snowshoe hare frontier northward | 

toward the Canadian zone. - ; | 

The spread of the jackrabbit did not begin until about 1900, when 

intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of southern Wisconsin. nd 

This shrinksge promises to contime. — . : 

; Having crossed the southern dairy belt, the jackrabbit was free to 

invade the burned eutoversto the north, and is now doing so. This extension F 

of the range, however, will hardly persist, for fire protection now permits
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the advance of the for*st succession in the northern countios. : 

; The snowshoe hare once inhabited swamps in southern Wisconsin and 

é perhaps in northeastern Illinois, but the southern frontier is receding 

slowly northward. The two hares overlep in a large bdloek of contral 

i Wisconsin counties. — 

‘ :
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THE WHITE-TAILED JACK RABBIT, LEPUS TOWNSENDII CAMPANIUS, INTRODUCED 
INTO WISCONSIN 

The occurrence of Lepus townsendii campanius Hollister as a native mammal 

in Wisconsin has always seemed to me more or less of a possibility. It was, 

therefore, not entirely a surprise when on August 13, 1918, I saw numerous 

tracks, which appeared to belong to this species, on the sand barrens north of 

% the Chippewa River at Meridean, Dunn County, Wisconsin. Although careful 

search was made for the animals in the limited time at my disposal, none was 
seen. Returning to the village I made inquiry of several residents and learned 

that these jack rabbits were not native, but had been introduced from Minne- 

sota about the year 1908 and that they had thrived very well. The next day, 

August 14, a mounted specimen in winter pelage, which had been collected on i 

these sand barrens about 1912, was examined in the collection of Mr. John N. 

Clark, of Meridean, Wisconsin. 
. —Hartley H. T. Jackson. 
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a Reprinted from Tae JourRNAL or MAMMALOGY 

Ee Vol. 1, No. 4, August, 1920 ; 

; 

THE WHITE-TAILED JACK RABBIT, LEPUS TOWNSENDII CAMPANIUS, INTRODUCED 
INTO WISCONSIN 

The occurrence of Lepus townsendii campanius Hollister as a native mammal 

in Wisconsin has always seemed to me more or less of a possibility. It was, 

therefore, not entirely a surprise when on August 13, 1918, I saw numerous 
tracks, which appeared to belong to this species, on the sand barrens north of 

? the Chippewa River at Meridean, Dunn County, Wisconsin. Although careful 

search was made for the animals in the limited time at my disposal, none was 

seen. Returning to the village I made inquiry of several residents and learned 
that these jack rabbits were not native, but had been introduced from Minne- 

sota about the year 1908 and that they had thrived very well. The next day, 

August 14, a mounted specimen in winter pelage, which had been collected on i 

these sand barrens about 1912, was examined in the collection of Mr. John N. 
Clark, of Meridean, Wisconsin. 

. —Hartley H. T. Jackson. 
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ERNEST SWIFT--ASSISTANT DIRI OR ROBT. A. GRAY--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
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SOR Se oe eat a® EIGN” Ds, Ce eed ee comin 

Ion ous eonaenones oy, | S MO , 2 RARtCERO Aeon CE uk 
TM. He ALEXANDER (Ek a CLERICAL--WIss LYDIA STUMPF v 

CONSERVATION (zo DEPARTMENT Vor" 
Me 0 Je v 
MADISON 2 V ye 

Ladysmith, Wisconsin ane 
Box 132 \ 

May 29, 1946 i 

wk 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
| Dept. of Wildlife Management 

yo. U. Farm Place i 

Madison 5, Wisconsin an 

Dear Mr. Leopold: % 

Just a note which you might like to have for your records 

At 11:45 PM, on May 27, 1946, about one mile west of Glen Flora 

or 3 3/4 miles east of Tony, in the Town of True, Sec. 30- —RUW, 

I personally saw and identified one Jackrabbit running along the 

highway. Ralph B. Hovind can verify this report. 

I expect to be in Madison for the Conservation Congress. Perhaps 

we could get in a little visit at that time. " 

Very truly yours, 
GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

cS 

W. S. Feeney 
at Deer Research Project 
Ue 

WSP:1cn a 
“yz 0 f 
ue 
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Or gud” oe 
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A. W. SCHORGER 
168 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE \ : 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN We a 

Nov. 2, 1945. wr 
ye 

Dear Aldo: } 

I think that the following hote is proof positive d 

that the Jackrabbit was in this region in 1897, hence 

considerably earlier than the date that you have assumed: i 

Madison State Journal Jan. 5, 1898, p. 1. "A gen- 

uine jackrabbit, weighing over 8 pounds, was killed in 

the town of Arena [Towa co;ja few days ago by Walter A. 

Cork. Harry Smith, of this city, has just returned from 

a hunting trip in Arena and brought it home with him." 

Sincerely, 

GLl



Wisconsin Academy of Sriences, Arts, and Letters 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold wt Vs re 
424 University Farm Place on Zl yw ye 

Madison 6, Wis. ce Oe re 

A Pal “3 
Dear Aldo: . oa 2 ry 

RY WP ad 
I have read with great interest your rabbit paper. I do not believe ji 

that the Jackrabbit was indigenous to Wisconsin as I have never found ge : 

an early reference to it..The best evidence to the contrary is: : he 

x Vv L. H. Bunnell, {Winona and its environs) Winona (1897), p. 333. 

6 "Rabbits are also quite common in thé-feighborhood; and the northern 

hare occasionally appears, but as far as I know, the real jackrabbit 

of the plains has not been seen in the Mississippi bottoms; though his 

fur becomes, in winter, almost as white as that of the hare, and one is 

sometimes mistaken for the other. A full-grown jack-rabbit is consider- 

ably larger than either the northern hare or the English hare. ™ 

Bunnell came to the LaCrosse region in June, 1842. He lived in this 

state many years during which he did considerable hunting. He was 

familiar with the Missi gfippi Valley from Prairie du Chien northward. 

we C.. 2, \h exer. Wis), Meg. History 25(1942)349." There are no German 

x v rabbits herebhough there, are wild hares which in summer have a gray 

| appearance, in winter white." 
Ficker came to the town of Mequon, Ozaukee Co., the winter of 

1848-49, «ie | 
Da Vas I. A. Lapham.’ Trans. Wis. Agr. Soc. 2(1853)340. He mentions a 

aw specimen of Lepus ‘hmericanus from Milwaukee preserved in the collection | 

| of the Nat. Hist. Ass, at Madison. | | 
Vg John Muir. The story of my boyhood and youth, Boston (1913) p. 16él. | 

Hares and rabbits were seldom seen when we first settled in the Wisconsin | 

ph woods, but they multiplied rapidly after the animals that preyed upon 
them had been thinned out ..." thf beohen 

. Muir came to Kingston, Green Lake Co., in 1849, Trad, 
~” x W..H. Canfield. Outline sketches of Sauk County! third sketch. Baraboo 1 

fis7d], p. 39."Northern Hare. Seldom seen. Gray rabbit. Scarcdwhen the 
country was new, but now very plenty. Water Rabbit, That resorts to water 

when pursued, sinking below the surface except the nose and eyes." 

- Canfield came to Sauk Co. in 1842 and was attached to a government 

surveying party. He was observant and is generally reliable. The cotton- 

tail takes to water when near it and hard pressed by a dog. Seemingly, 

this unusual behaviour was the basis for a new species. 

6K wv Richland Center Republican and Observer Nov. 25, 1882, p.8. For a 
side hunt a Hare rated 75 points and a Rabbit 25. 

K Vv L. Kessinger. History of Buffalo County, Wisconsin. Alma (1888) p.43. 

6 'tNorthern Hare. Changeable fur; rare." 
Sincerely yours, 

BLL 
A. W. Schorger.
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Babcock, Wisconsin 
August 21, 1945 

; Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place ‘ 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

Thank you for lettimg me see the final copy of the hare 
paper. Also, thank you for your generous reference to me, 

which pleases me much. 

Only one remaining point, namely, that in what I said 
regarding Wood County snowshoes being an island may not have 
been too clearly stated. I think Clarence Searle's colony 
certainly must be an island. The hare status in the south- 

- western part of the county (Bahcock and west) is less obvious 
and may (probably does) join with Jackson, perhaps Juneau. 
I mention this for the seke of clarity, and without claiming 

to know accurately. 

I am particularly pleased over the changes you made with 
respect to hare damage. The contrast with deer is excellent. 

Hazel is feeling better at the present time. As wual, 
she is working too hard. We are harvesting 7 acres of 
green beans at the moment. Our fishing operations are nearly 
over for the season. We are hopeful of having a little 
spare time in September and may get down to Madison. Hazel 

joins in sending regards. 

eee pete
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spl GAME FARMWINC. 
Babcock, Wisconsin fe 
ee Babcock, Wisconsin Pua 

duly 30, 1945 Vy 

Dear Aldo, Ww V 

Despite good intentions I am tardy in forwarding comments 
on your snowshoe rabbit paper. ‘There were rather more points 

for comment than i thought. Please accept them as offered 
and not as unduly technical, or trivial. 

Boown, Kewaunee and Door County range is detached, not 
connected, and the range for. these three alone is also ; 
disconnected within each. South of the canal, certainly, 
there is little or no suitable habitat of size. ‘The Door line 
is likely somewhere in the neighborhood of Valmy-—Jacksonport 
on the Lake side, am likely near Ugg Harbdbr on the Bay side. ~ 

I believe the range in LaCrosse, Monroe and Juneau 
counties is probably, also, in fragments. 

Your comment that we have two hares in Wisconsin is 
probably adequate, tt Jackson (H.H.T.) says the Yoor snowshoe 
is americanus rather than phaenotus, making three. Iam sure 
he is carrect, but cannot give you his reference, His dope is 
based on skins and field study. : 

I do not share any doubt whatever on the Chicago occurrence 
of the snowshoe in early days. Om the contrary I should feel 
that it's failure to occur there would involve habitat explanations 
that cannot be overcome. 

i think your references to snowshoes and swamps are a lit tle 
too strong inassuch as the swamp habitat is not essential we re ' 
other suitable habitat occurs. ‘“wamps are one of the last 
habitats to survive, after other snowshoe habitat has gone. 

i do not agree that snowshoe range is “slowly shrinking 
northward", unless you qualify your statement, plecing the 
time of shrinkage more definitely. Up to perhaps 193 yow 
statemat might be correct: Since 1950 I believe there has 
been expansion of range, and in some cases probably southwardly. 
My remarks may be open to question as to actual distribution 

of the species, but certainly not as to numerical abundame, 
I believe your paper would be improved by defining more clearly 
what you mean by "recent". 

iI disagree emphatically as to fire as a cause of permanent 
snowshoe range shrinkage. ll thet I have learned about snowshoe 
rebbits challenges your statement except as to exception@l local 
instances. i do not see how you ean possibly reach the 
conelusion stated. However, having stated my position, i will 
defer further comment. if and when I get my own snowshoe dope | 
out 1 hope to deal with fire in relation to range, and at sch , | 
time can prove my point. 

| 

|
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Babcock, Wisconsin rs. 
duly 30, 1945 Vie 

Dear Aldo, Wor V 

Despite good intentions I am terdy in forwarding comments 
on your snowshoe rabbit paper. There were rather more points 

for comment than i thought. Please accept them as offered 
and not as unduly technical, or trivial. 

Boown, Kewaunee end Door County renge is detached, not 
connected, and the range for these three alone is also ; 

disconnected within each. South of the canal, certainly, 
there is little or no suitable habitat of size. The Door line 

is likely somewhere in the neighborhood of Valmy-Jacksonport 

on the Lake side, am likely near ugg Harbddr on the Bay side. ‘ 

I believe the range in LaCrosse, Monroe and Juneau 
counties is probably, also, in fragments. 

Your comment thet we have two hares in Wisconsin is ; 

probably adequate, tut Jackson (H-H.T.) says the Door snowshoe 

is americanus rather then phaenotus, making three. IJ am sue 

he is currect, but cannot give you his reference. His dope is 

pased on skins and field study. ; 

I do not share any doubt whatever on the Chicago occurrence 

of the snowshoe in early days. On the contrary 1 should feel 

that it's failure to oectr there would involve habitat explenations 

that cannot be overcome. 

{ think your references to snowshoes and swamps are & 1it tle 

too strong inassuc: as the swamp habitat is not essentiel we re 

other suitable habitet occurs. wamps are one of the last 

habitets to survive, after other snowshoe habitat has gonee 

i do not agree that snowshoe range is “slowly shrinking 

northward", unless you qualify your statement, placing the 

time of shrinkage more definitely. Up to perhaps 195’ yow 

statement might be correct: Since 1950 I believe there has 

peen expansion of range, and in some cases probably southwardly. 

My remarks may be open to question as to actual distribution 

of the species, but certainly not as to numerical abundame,. 
I believe your paper would be improved by defining more clearly 

what you mean by "recent". 

I disagree emphatically as to fire as a cause of permanent 

snowshoe range shrinkage. All thet I have learned about snowshoe 

rebbits challenges your statement except as to exceptional local 

instances.e i do not see how you can possibly reach the 

conclusion stated. However, having stated my position, 1 will 

defer further comment. if and when i get my own snowshoe dope 

out £ hope to deal with fire in relation to range, and at seh , 

time can prove my point.
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Searle's property may not be typical of “ood County conditions. 
Snowshoes have become many times more numerous in Mood County 

then they were in 1930. 

While I dm't expect it to do much good, I register my 
objection to your use of the term "pest levels" as applicable to 
snowshoes in “iscmsin. if you similarly ig ds ay levels” 
have been reeehed by deer, then my objection would be invalid. 
4s a commissioner of conservation, however, I doubt that you 
would apply the "pest" terminology to deer .. in public. Why 
not let it go by saying it "damage level”. I object to terming 
snowshoes "pests" in the same way that you object to calling : 
timber wolves “vermin”, ed am sorry to see you adopt such 
terminology. (Please note my restraint in making no remarks 
whatever about foresters). i 

If you have accumulated enough data to support the 
statement thet snowshoes “constitute a serious threat to fa est 
reproduction am plantations" in “4 sconsin, why not cite your 
data? If you are not reper tag, on something you know personally, 
why not omit the reference, oF attribute it definitely to som@ rm 
who so alleges? I disagree with your statement insofar as you 
suggest that snowshe s are a threat to natural repfoduction 
in Wisconsin, If you have a definite site to suggest where 
I can go to view this "threat", I will promise a personal 
inspection of the area at my earliest opportunity. i have 
inspected many alleged areas in Wisconsin and “innesota sime 
1932. It is on the basis of this study that I challenge your 
allegation. 

I do not deny that snowshoes are a slight threat to 

artificial forests (glory bei), but often only ina most 
inadequate mamer, lHEven in artificial forests the dem ge suet X 
is generally exaggerated and is seldom corrected after 

pertial recovery has been made. Snowshoes have never been 

the threat to artificial forests in Wisconsin that deer are 

in this year of our Lo#d (Commission?) 1945. 

(incidentally, I am not agin artificial forests as 

such) ° 

It might be helpful if you clarify your statement thet 

snowshoes and jacks overlap by indicating the overlap is 

one primarily of county lines rather than habitat. Actual 

overlap in habitat occurs in some states, I have seen it in 

Wyoming, Minnesota and in Wisconsin, but in our state only 

ONCE o Were I to read your paper without knowledge of Wisconsin 

I might wonder whether you referred to county lines or to 

hebitat itself.
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You have a good paper and a good map, I believe you intended 

me to keep the maps for my fits. 

You may feel that our differences as to conciusions 

(ecological ami economic stetus) are too emphatically stated. ) 

You certainly are under no obligation to change your conclus ionse | 

T have tried to point out the areas of disagreement, at any 

rate, for whatever value it may have to you. 

Sorry I've delayed so long. Seems hard to get enough 

connected time to devote to wmrrespondence. 

With regards, 

Sincerely, 
( 

> | 

Watbece— 

| 

| 

, |
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Babcock, Wisconsin 
duly 5, 1945 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for sending me the map on snowshoe range. It : 
is an excellent job. I have no additions. You did well to 
get the Manitowoe Islands, of which I knew of one. 

The Wood County distribution you indicate is as correct : 
as I could show it. Snowshoes are more or less generally 
distributed within this area, not limited to two sites. 
(I think you meant that, but mention it to be sure). 

I should like to see your paper, either after publication 
or before as you prefer. If you have time to send it in 
advance of publication, I'll make whatever comment I may have. 

Snowshoe range shows striking parallels to sharptail 
range except for the islands and southern periphery. I 
mentioned this parallel in my grouse report. 

Incidentally, there is some other snowshoe dope in 
the grouse report, primarily as to abundance and cycles 
rather than distribution. You are more than welcome to 
use anything in it if you have time to look it up. [I have 
a lot of snowshoe dope which 1 look longingly eat but see no 
possibility of getting at it for some time yet. 

Thanks for sending on various reprints and papers from 
time to time. Was particularly interested in the rabbit 
papers by Sevraid (spelling?) and by Anderson. Think I 
showed you the snowshoe trapping graph some years ago. 
Barometric pressure correspondence is close, but I am 
of the opinion at this time that is not the essential 
factor. 

With regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

| 

| 

|
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June 11, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin : 

Dear Commissioner: 

In a recent conversation with one of our forest pro- 

tection men I had the opportunity of obtaining a new record 

on jackrabbits which I feel you will be interested in as an 

addition to your jackrabbit records for Wisconsin. This 

man has been a hunter and trapper for a great many years 

and I feel that his information is reliable. 

Both records are from Washburn county, the first being 

located in the town of Beaver Brook, T38R12, sec. 6, one pair 

yy of jackrabbits, observed in 1943, The second location is 

on T39R12, sec. 14 (44 miles east of Spooner), 5 Jackrabbits, 
ye observed in 1944, ; 

Nee 

ore You will note that the second record places the jack-~ 

rabbit almost to the Sawyer county line and quite a bit 

further east than the single Washburn county record which 

you show on your map. I wish to repeat again that this man 

is entirely reliable and definitely knows the difference 

between jackrabbits and snowshoe hares. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
Edw. Schneberger 
Supt. of Fisheries 

os ) 
mn 

By Ap BD | 
D. John O'Donnell 
Chief Biologist 

DJO:cjy
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AFTER FIVE ons RETURN TO { . \e 

ia f or 
_—_Bay', Chas. Schenk  / UNITED STATES KX bof 

__ #20 No. Court st. RTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 14 wt 
= - Sparta, Wisconsin SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

May 22, 1945 

wf Cecs vt. Leopold, 

I wish to thank you for your recent thougts of me in 

sending the bulletins pertaining to wildlife, amd the present 

status of many students in that department of whom I have known 

in my college years. It was very kind of you and eertanly well 

appreciated too. I was delighted to hear of the whereabouts of 

several students, whom, since + have left Wisconsin lost track of. r 

Enclosed too is the Wisconsin mep you gave to me last 
August, pertaining to the Snowshoe “are as I have been able to 
observe it in this county. TI should say that the few locations 

in Juneau and Jackson county were seen while I was temporaily 
located there. It seems to me as I have observed this species 
that more generslly they are seen in the sand, or Jack pine country. 
You will notice too that I have severgl checks south of U.S. high- 
way 16 which immediatedly graduates into a limestone type of 
hardwood forest and stegnee tills. T have . only luckily seen the 
species twice a ge, ot tit” Several farmers whom I have worked with 
have told me that they saw it also on there farms in that area. 

I do hope that this information will be of some use to 
you Dr. Leopold, I am only sorry that I couiid not present you with 
more informetion, I feel this is so little in return for all you 
have already done for me within the last two years. Thank you again. 

I should like to inform you that my appointment to the 
USDA, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantines has finally come 
through. I shall begin work in Chicago June I, pheyinghuets two 
weeks, then off to San Frenciseco for,from 4-6 weeks awditing a pri- 

: ority to Leave the mainland for Honolulu, Hawaii. 

IT am eagerly anticipating this adventure on a new phase of 
work and extra leisure time you can be sure will be spent out in 
nature -- the mountains, enjoying the wildlife and especially my 
botanical-collection excursions. I am wondering if im any way 
there might be something of special interest to you there, that I 
might be on the "lookout" for and send back later. If there is 
anything et all ple*se drop me a note about same and I s@hall see 
what I can do for you. I have already told Dr. Fassett that I would 
coblect for him boo and should be glad to add you to my list. 

Well until later then and when I again become more settled 
z shall write to you and inform you of my address in the event you 
would like it . Thanks again for everything. 

Very sincerely yours.
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AFTER us ois RETURN TO 
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Ray. Chas. Schenk 

420 No. Court St. / 

; Sparta, Wisconsin
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May 22, 1945 

My dear Dr. Leopold, 

I wish to thank you for your recent thougts of me in 
sending the bulletins pertaining to wildlife, amd the present | 
status of meny students in that department of whom I have known 
in my college years. It was very kind of you and eertanly well / 
appreciated too. I was delighted to hear of the whereabouts of 
several students, whom since + have left Wisconsin lost track of. 

Enclosed too is the Wisconsin map you gave to me last ee. 
August, pertaining to the Snowshoe “are as I have been able to 
observe it in this county. JI should say that the few locations | 

in Juneau and Jackson county were seen while I was temporsily 
located there. It seems to me as I have observed this species 
that more generzlly they are seen in the sand, or Jack pine country. | 
You will notice too that I have severgl checks south of U.S. high- : 
way 16 which immediatedly praduates into = limestone type of | 
hardwood forest and Stesnee bilis. T have . only luckily seen the 
species twice a ut Several farmers whom I have worked with 
have told me that they saw it also on there ferms in that area. 

I do hope that this information will be of some use to 
you Dr. Leopold, I am only sorry that I couffd not present you with 
more information, I feel this is so little in return for all you | 
have already done for me within the last two years. Thank you again. 

I should like to inform you that my appointment to the 
USDA, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantines has finally come 
through. I shall begin work in Chicago June 1, waging ees two 
weeks, then off to San Frencisco for,from 4-6 weeks awaiting a pri- 

é ority to Leave the mainland for Honolulu, Hawaii. | 
| 

I am eagerly anticipating this adventure on a new phase of 
work and extra leisure time you can be sure will be spent out in 
nature -- the mountains, enjoying the wildlife and especially my 
botanical-collection excursions. I am wondering if im any way 
there might be something of special interest to you there, that I 
might be on the "lookout" for and send back later. If there is 
anything et all ple*se drop me a note about same and I sChall see 
what I can do for you. TI have already told Dr. Fassett that I would 
coblect for him boo and should be glad to add you to my list. 

Well until later then and when I again become more settled 
I shall write to you and inform you of my address in the event you 
would like it . Thanks again for everything. 

Very wo
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May 22, 1945 

Raymond ¢, Schenk 
420 8, Court Street 
Sparta, Vieconsin 

Dear Rays 

I am delighted te have your snowshoe notes since it 
makes considerable addition to my map. It comes just 
in time to be incorporated in the last revision, Your 
cooperation is greatly appreciated, 

I am pleased to hear of the new job and hope you will 
like it, 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Teopold 

| 

|



424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

y March 1! 

IT want to thank you for your help in compiling the attached map, and I 
greatly appreciate your interest. When the map is printed, I will send 
you a copy of the article in which it is used. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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LLOYD RUNDELL | : St. Croix County ~ 

ROBERTS, AVECONG Ai Member: 
j if Ain Committee on Conservation 

7 Hy a uu Committee on Education 

i premmieene k_. j 
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WISCONSIN LEGISLATURE 
ASSEMBLY CHAMBER 

MADISON 

Mareh 2, 1945. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, University of isconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your map of ifisconsin,-I had better say your Jack Rabbit map 

of Jisconsin-, received. I am marking with a red pencil just 

where this (I wonder if it was the first Jack Rabbit shot in 

Wisconsin) Rabbit was killed. 

I am enclosing letter from Albert Warne, Livingston; also en-. 

elosing letter from the reference library giving exact date of 

the '88 blizzard. As I remember it, this Jack Rabbit was shot 

February 21, 1888. 

: I am going to Chicago this evening, but I am going to try to 

get out to see you some afternoon next week. I will bring my 

serep book along. In this book I have an account of the last 
bear shot in Southwestern Wisconsins; as I remember it, September 

1859. 

Yours very truly, 

LR/MP Jays Rundell.
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fcc, | The State of Wisconsin 
cea ps CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

me 1744-IIth Ave 
Green Bay Wisconsin 

Pebe28,1945 FILE REFERENCE; 

Prof. Aldo Leopold f 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, “iscongin 
Dear Sir: 2 

I gathered from your correspondence some time ago that you 

were informed there are no Jack rabbits in Door county. I at that time 

had no definite Imowledge of the present population however I made 

mental note of need for further investigation. - 

& couple weeks ago I learned that Jacks are quite common 

- In the tow of Brussels, Door County. They were beleived to have been 

Ms relyeased by Justin Shutawar of Forestville. When I received your notice 

to day of intention to print Wisconsin Jack Rabbit area I drove to d 

Forestville. I failed to contact Mr. Shutawar but learned that he ren hense 

Jacks in the Towns of Brussels and Clay Banks in 1959. 

I believe you may safely push the line along lake Michigan 

ve a couple miles into Door County and thence in a Westerly directiog 

to Green Bay Waters including the Town of Brussels. 

I do not wish this imformation to be a reflection on 

Warden Hures of Sturgeon Bay inasmuch as he has been resident warden 

there less than one year. i 

I trust thig imformsation reaches you before your Map goes to 
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Bs The State of Wisconsin 
fest 
Heer EGISLATIVE REFERENCE LIBRARY 
oe! . ee HOWARD F. OHM, cHIEF 

MADISON 

February 28; 1945 

Honorable Lloyd Rundeil : 
Assembly Chamber 

Dear Mr, Rundell: 

I am enclosing a letter from the 
South Dakota State Historical Society giving information 
on the blizzard of 1888, 

If you want additional information 
we shall be glad to get it for you. 

Yours very truly, 

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE LIBRARY 

Mrs. Hazel Kuehn, Ass't Librarian 

HK: 
enel



IES SOUTH DAKOTA 
hee STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY Uy sie ae 
Lee) TRUSTEE OF THE STATE secant oF Genoa? 

Ne eigeF PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA 

LAWRENCE K. FOX, SECRETARY Feb.26,1945,. 

Mrs.Hazel Kuehm,Asst.Librarian, 
Legislative Reference Library, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Madam: 

The blizzard of January 12,1868. was our most-talked-about ; 
storm until the one of November llth of a ‘ew years ago came along to 

show us what nature on the loose can do in modern times, 

If you have have a copy of Doane Robinson's Encyclopedia 
of South Dakota,you will find mention of the early storm under "Weather", 
Other material on it will be found in Vol.10,South Dakota Historical 
Collections. Both these volumes should be available in the Wisconsin 

State Historical Society Library. 

I have a manuscript or two on the subject by survivors that 
I'd loan if your legislator would care to read the accounts. 

‘ It was a severe storm. In addition to the tragic toll taken 
at the tim,it has given this state a "black eye" for many years despite 
the record of the Weather Bureau to the contrary. This has been a very 
mild winter-no snow blocked highways-no storms— still people chill us with 

stories of the bad old days of 188, 

= ae 5



February 15, 1945 

Digest of 

the Distribution of Wisconsin Hares 

by Aldo Leopold 

fhe Jackrabbit ie spreading rapidly eastwart and northward 

in Wisconsin, while the snowshoe hare is shrinking slowly northward. ; 

There are mumerous records of artificial plantings of 

jackrabbits, tat there are records of wild stock pre-dating the ; 

earliest known planting; hence the present population probably 

arises mainly from original wild stock. 

The reason for the sastward spread is presumed to be the 

prevalent deforestation of the southern counties. 

The snowshoe hare originally cceupied tamarack bogs in 

the southern counties, ani possibly as far south ag Chicago, wut 

is now Confined to the northern third of the state. The species 

is shrinking at its periphery, but is still periodically abundant 

within ite main northern range.



February 15, 1945 

Digest of 

the Distribution of Wisconsin Hares 

by Aldo Leopold 

The Jackrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward and aorthward 

in Wisconsin, while the snowshoe hare is shrinking slowly northward. 

there are mumerous records of artificial plantings of 

Jackrabbits, mt there are records of wild steck predating the f 

earliest known planting; hence the present population probably 

arises mainly from original wild stock. 

The reason for the eastward apread is presumed to be the 

prevalent deforestation of the southern countias. 

The snowshoe hare originally cccupied tamarack bogs in 

the southern counties, oni possibly as far south as Chicago, mut 

ia now gonfined to the northern third of the state. ‘the species 

ie shrinking at its periphery, tut io still periodically abundant 

within ite main northern range.



February 15, 1945 | 

Digest of 

The Distribution of Wisconsin Hares 

by Aldo Leopold 

The jackrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward and northward 

in Wisconsin, while the snowshoe hare is shrinking slowly northward. 

There are mumerous records of artificial plantings of 

Jackrabbits, tut there are records of wild stock pre=dating the 

earliest known planting; hence the present population probably | 

arises mainly from original wild stock. 

The reason for the eastward spread is presumed to be the 

prevalent deforestation of the southern counties. 

The snowshoe hare originally occupied temarack bogs in 

the southern counties, and possibly as far south as Chicago, wut 

is now confined to the northern third of the state. The species 

is shrinking at ite periphery, but is s$i11 periodically abundant 

within its main northern range.
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A. W. SCHORGER peel et fi 4 

“MADISON 5, WISCONSIN papes . 
: Feb. 11, 1945, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wis. : 

Dear Aldo: 

I finally located the following Jackrabbit note in my ; 

journal. 

"Feb. 16, 1935, Regarding Jackrabbits he (Ochsner) stated 

that about 40 years ago a saloon keeper moved to Prairie 

7 du Sac from Nebraska. The children brought with them some 

young rabbits that escaped. After that a pair or so were 

shot every winter, but that it has been within the past 

ten years only that they have become fairly comnon," 

I obtained a similar statement from him on the: same 

subject a number of years earlier than the above date but 

I cannot locate it. 

Very truly yours, 

BLE
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February 8, 1945 

Assemblyman Lloyd Rundell 
Stete Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Randell: ( 

I have entered in my records the following note covering 

what you told me about jackrabbits in Grant County: 

"Grant County Goleny. Assemblyman Lloyd Bundell, who 
grew up on & miles north of Plattevblle has 

a family "serapbook" which records the killing of 

the first jackrabbit in February, 1888, The animal 

was shot by Albert Warne and William Gubbel of 

Livingston. " 

I will appreciate it greatly if you will verify the date 

and the names, and, of course, I would like to have any 

additional detail which you can supply. 

a oe When it gets into print, I will send you a copy of the 

Sonk Pw" | article im which this material is being used. 

; Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold. 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Febroary 6, 1945 

Mr, Banner Bill Morgan 
Wisconsin Academy of Selences, 

Arts, and Letters » 
Genetics Building 

Dear Bills 

You ask in the recent circular from the Academy what 
papers will be available. I am willing to have you 
take the following manmuseript which happens to be 
ready: “he Distribution of Wisconsin Hares", 
A brief digest is attached. It will be illustrated 

with lantern slides. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Profeesor of Wildlife Management



AD ‘ * ‘ fctet Che State of Wisconsin 
ee 

Ueay) CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
CY Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

Feb. 1, 1945 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: f 

In answer to your letter of Jan 10th in regard 
to where jackrabbits were obtained for release in Door Go. 

I have contacted Mr. Arden Robertson, Sawyer Wis. 
who was Sect. of the local Sportsman Club in 1938. At that 
time the club purchased 40-50 jackrabbits for RAGO, KANSAS. 
These were reté@ased in the vicinity of Brussels and Sawyer 

vThis release of jackrbbbits is a different 
planting than that which was mentioned in a previouse letter. 
Of thet planting I have hot been able to gather any inform- 
ation. : | 

Mr. Ervin Serville, Sawyer reported to have shot 
a jeckrabbit in the vicinity of Sawyer about Dec. 20, 1944. 
This is the only one knowno to have been taken this year. 

Yours truly, | 

4 onald C2 

Donald Evers. | 
Conservation Warden 
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: Jamary 24, 1945 

Mr. Karl W. Kahmann 
Hayward, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kahmann: 

The hare of which you sent me ears and feet is surely a white-tailed 

jackrabbit (In Anthony's Mammals: Lepus townsendii cumpanius, p. 4g). ‘ 

The measurements check out as follows: 

Anthony Your specimen Snowshoe 

Ear 3.5" 3.6" 2.5" 

Hind foot 6.0" 5.7" 5.38 

The ear color is exactly as described by Anthony. The buff color 

on the front foot also fits Anthony's description. 

I am not surprised that the colony south of Hayward is entirely 

detached from other jackrabbit range. My recent correspondence with 

observers all along the present frontier of the species shows these 

detached colonies to be the normal type of spread. I described 

this "outlier" type of spread in my paper on the Hungarian partridge 

in Wisconsin. 

I will of course send you my final map as soon as it is blueprinted. 

Meanwhile I enclose a tough copy. Here is a carbon of this letter 

for Mr. Fuley. I thank you both for your help. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I could use a good roughleg hawk skin if you encounter one. 

ce Dr. Schorger
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY 

Jane 20-1645 ‘ 

Prof.Aldo Leopold — 
424 University Farm Place 
Madigon Wisconsin 

Dear Prof, Leopold: 

I am sending you underseparate cover,by parcels post, 

the ears and fest of a Jack=¥abbit,---at least I feel 
certajn that they came from one. : 

This animal was killed just south of Hayward and very 

near the S@Wyer-Washburn County line. Mr.Harry Fuley of 
Hayward gaye them, to me for identification,and I believe 
has Written or spoken to you about then. ; 

It seems that these Rabbits are in a very local area here, 
and do net occur for a good many miles in elther direction 

from this area ; 

I am not enough of @ mamalogist to be sure of the species-—~— 
perhaps you can tel] from the parts being mailed to you. 
Pleage advisg,if you will,whether it is the, Dakota type or 

the more southWesterly,black-tailed variety. It would no 

doubt be best to have meagurmants and Weight and perhaps 
these could be secured,if another specimen is taken. : 

oe 5 

Kari W.Kaonmann 

Hayward Wisconsin 

;
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

| THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

January 7,195 

Dear Aldo; 

Your letter of Dec. Blst regarding Jack Rabbits on 
Sauk prairie has een received. To the best of my recollection 
there were a few Jack Rabbits on what is known as the "Sand ‘ 
frairie" some eight or ten miles west of Prairie du Sac,when I 
first came to Wisconsin about 1906-07. Later they increased and by 
1915-1920 they were quite numerous over a few square miles of 
this prairie. | i 

If my memory serves me rightly, Ed. Ychsner told me thet 
they were brought jin from elsewhere and liber&&ed on the 
prairie, but with |his passing + do not know who to refer 
you to for reliable information on this. The Milwaujee 
Museum may have sdme information on this, though i doubt it. 
Or some of the "old timers of Prairie du Sac or Sauk city 
may know. I am badly out of touch with folks there. You might ask 
Gastrow, for he mayrecall what 5d. had to say about the matter. 
I am sorry to say|I have forgotten what little I knew about it, 
as in my earlier days I had little interest in intreduced 

a animahs.. I skinned and mounted one or two of thoge’ Jacks and a. 
they were huge fellows.I expect you would get lots of opinions and 

i little reliable Information from "old timers of Bauk or farmers 
on the "Sand Prairie", though you-micht find-somgone who knew 
all about it. Wish [could scout around and interview them for 
you and see that beloved country again. 

We heard from Sonny yesterday;a letter written on Dec. 20 
f well after the German breakthrough the Am. First Army. All seems 

well with him and he seemed in excellent spiritse|We read in a 
local paper that he had been awarded the Silver Star for 
getting amunition to a cut off body of the Am. Army under 
intense fire, and setting his men and trucks back without loss. 
YF course the rascal never mentioned ahythig about this 
in his lettersshe would'nt. And one would gather from his 
letters that he lived a-life of perfect safety. His outfit 
(the Third Armored or "Spearhead" Division) have made qhite y 
a name since lahding in Normandy. I hope alls well with you and 
yours, and that 191.5 will treat you right. 

I am afraid that there is no chance of my getting to the 
Conference. Seem to be getting more involved in work all the 
time, but am as fit as a fiddle and have no kicks./A little eye 
strain now and then is the only fly in my ointment) and that seems 
to be clearing up. 

As ever, 

Chb-
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ae 4 The State of Wisconsin 
fea r CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

ae ey Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
A Box 132 
Janyary 5, 1945 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Jackrabbits 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
nots of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Regarding the occurence of jackrabbits in Rusk County, I 
do not recall of having seen any myself although it was my in- 
pression that there have been a few ago hap in Rusk county. 
Allen Hanson, at the Ranger Station here, says that he saw a 
ser ee between Bruce and Weyerhauser this past fall and 
hat he thinks that there has been Pe in Rusk County 

for about six years that he knows of, although, he says, they 
are hk bec or rare. Tony Schmail, Ranger, also at the 
Ladysmith Ranger Station, says that he had seen jackrabbits 
on a few occasions ae east of Tony in Rusk County this past 
fall. Undoubtedly there are other records which might be dug 
upe We will be particularly on the watch for this, and as 
soon as we i ee ce information, we will send it dow. 
These two observations by Hanson and S§chmall I am putting on 
the enclosed = tentatively. Felix Hartmeister, who is 
bie Ne the deer project, says he also saw a jackrabbit 
on Big ay 27 somewhere near the Rusk=Chippewa County line 
this fall, but he doesn't know for sure which county it was in. 

Best regards, ean 

We S- Feeney 
és Game Biologist 

WSF: BJH 

Enclosure 

®
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LR % - gee The State of Wisconsin 
~ Diag se 

eran CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

ae Merrill, Wisconsin 
danuary 2, 1945 

FILE REFERENCE: < 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Widlife Mgmt. ; 
424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

? The jackrabbits have invaded Lincoln county,and in the last 
few years have become quite numerous in the southern part of the 
county,although I have not observed or heard of any being north 

of Township 31N. 

, The snowshoe hare is generally found all over Lincoln 
county. 

If at any time I may be of assistance to you,do not 

hesitate to let me know. 

Very truly yours * 

Wee ee 
Wayne Giese 
Conservation Warden 

P. S. Have observded a few ruffed grouse 
budding this winter and find them 
in very good condition, but the 
number of them is few and far 

between. 
W.G.
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x Live Jackrabbit seen on Highway 53, three miles south of. Washburn-Barron County line 
on september 24, 1944, by W. g. Feeney.



“ae Che State of Wisconsin 
ra CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

LSS d 
ee Beaver Dam, Wicconsin 

is August 31, 1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
MTniversity of Wiseonsin 
Madison, Wisconsin yan » 

‘ fi : nh fu 
Dear Sirs / sag 

er 

The following is the information I have received to date relative 
to the occurance of Jackrabbit in Dodge/county. In the course of my 
work I have contacted a considerable number of people in the eastern’ 
half of the county. The only areas where I obtained reliable information 
are as listed: / 

I. Mre H. E. Bilgrien of Tron Ridge reported that his nephew shot 
one Jackrabbit last fall near Iron/RidgeVand that they are oceationally 
Seen in the vicinity. 

2. Mr. Matt Zimmerman of Lomira reported that one Jackrabbit was 
Seen three miles east of Lomira/on the Wilmer Zahn farm. He also 
reported that Walter Otto of Byron (Fond du lae county) shot four in 
the last two years in that area. One was seen on the Buerger Bros. 
farm one and one half miler west of Lomira. 

3- Mr. Lawerence Weber of Theresa, foreman on the Soo railroad 
reported that one Jackrabbit was killed last year east of Lomira and 
me was seen wect of Theresa.\/ 

I did not find one instance where Jackrabbit had been seen or 
reported killed in the south eartern portion of the county. Should I obtain further information on Jackrabbit migration in Dodge county I will inform you. 

4 7 yours, 

a 4: btere LR 
Conservation Warden 
Dodge county, Wise



ge The State of Wisconsin 
fon GONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

et Beaver Dam, Wisconsin 
3 July 22, 1944 

Profe Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Mgmt. 
424 tmiversity Farm Pl. i 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs 

Returning from vacation, I find your inquiry relative to 
the eeererees of the Jackrabbit. I was pleased to receive the 
map indicating the last known eastward boundary of their 
migration especially in Dodge County. 

The Jackrabbit 1S not common in this eounty and is seldom 
hunted. In oe years of experience as Warden of this county 
IT do not reeall any instance of Jackrabbit being found on the 
east side of Horicon Marsh. I have personally found them in most towmships in the western half of the eounty. 

I have quite a number of hunters and traopers I should like 
to contact for a more accurate report and will submit this 
information as soon as possible. 

ry trul Te 

ane i 5 ath 

Conservation Warden 
Dodge County
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Hayward, Wis., Aug. 12, 1944 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The day after I wrote you of the unsatisfactory » 
report I had to make on the jack-rabbit,Karl Hahmann hailed me 
and said he was inclined to change his mind regarding the absence 
of any in this county. Mr. Kahmann, as you may already know, for 
years had the AArd- Vark Taxidermy in Chicago and is quite an 
authority in many lines of fish and game work. He had just talked to 
a friend from Moose Lake who insisted he was positive he had seen several 
in that territory.) Karl remarked that the man was fully qualified to 
know whereof he spoke. 

/ 

When , and if, I get the actual specimen I shall 
let Kahmann pass judgement by the book. 

| Yours in haste. 

| ; 

Col, Le 
ei et en | he 

tT" i



Hayward, Wisconsin 

August 10, 1944 

o' ¢ -le- 

Prof, Aldo Leopold ; 
Dept of Wildlife Mgmt. 
424 University Parm Pl. : 

Madison 5, Wis, . 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You neglected to state how soon you desired the data on jackrabbitd so I have 

waited quite some time for my reply.’ I doubt I can learn more until rabbit 

season when I am assured I shall have the evidence. 

I should know the jack for it was my meat ration during two winters on a 

Montana homestead. However, I can not now definitely tell the difference be- 
tween it end the snowshoe. I believe there are two types of jacks and that 

complicates it a little more. I purposely waited in hopes of contacting a 

friend who should have seen the creature if he is inhabiting the crea south 

' of Hayward. A day or two ago I met up with him and he was positive he had 
| killed jacks at nis place which is near the Federal Nursery. He insisted he 
had noted several of the characteristics which distinguish it from the snow- 
shoe, I asked him if he could kill me oné and he insisted that could easily 

be done when the season rolls around. If it is the jack I would say it has 
been inthat territory about five years. Leon Plante, game warden, insists 
he saw two or three at one time about 3 miles east of Hayward, and that could 

be possible as the type of territory edjacent to the Nursery extends within 

a mile of two of the places he mentioned. He and several others based their 
opinion on the ruming peculiarities. My neighbor across the alley has killed 

lots of rabbits during the last few years and he called me in to see what he 
celled a jeck last fall. It was already dressed so I hed no means of knowing 

what it was although he insisted it was not a showshoe. I am inclined to be- 

lieve it wes a jack. If you are in no particulsr hurry, I shall let you know 

should I get some positive information leter,. 

/ I am glad you stuck by your gains on the deer question. I still insist the 

fl possibilities in controlled-burning are tremendous, I em not in accordiwith 

| most of the discussion releting to reforestation and started a letter on the 
| subject to you last winter, It never was finished, Fundamentally, I feel 

' nature will do the best job with little assistance end with less danger of 

; infestation of new growth, Plastics and new wood management are rapidly - 
onfeen nc the need for particular species and these will come anyway in 

| nature's own time, Further, I see reforestation es & tremendously costly : 
experiment which cen nicely be pessed up at this time for more pressing needs 

{ ‘in the re-conversion period. I should like to see CCC camps again in operation



ee: 

but not unlegs the powers-that-be, admit they were dying when dosea up beceuse of 

the war, I have felt from the start that they could be used by high-school grad- 
uates for a one year period before entering college. One year could be highly 

instructive and financially worth while. Anyway, this is not jackrabbit data, so why 
burden you, 

Sincerely yours, : 
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fiat The State of Wisconsin 
a CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Fond du Lac, Wisconsh 
July 22, 1944, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University Farm Place., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I have your letter in regard to the jackrabbits. Although 

I have heard of jackrabbits being killed during the past few years, 

I have been unable to find any of these people. I have seen only 

one of them that I ean recall, and that was about a year ago in 

the Wesvern part of Fond du Lac county. I have marked the location 

on the map. 
I will continue to inquire, and in case I find some 

record of one killed, I shall notify you. 

Since ely yours, . 

(Ze Z 
as. A. Schlumpf \ 

Conservation Warden 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
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- 9g The State of Wisronsin 
Cra, CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT B RUB a? 

Superior. East End. Wis. 
July. 20 a 1944 K FILE REFERENCE: 

Jackrabbits 

Mr. Aldo Leopold. 
Professor Of Wildlife Management. 
424 University Farm Place. : 
Madison 5, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold. 

Your letter of July 10 received relative 
to Jackrabbits seen by me , I have never seen a Jackrabbit 

in Douglas County or have had any report of from sportsmen 

who have seen a Jackrabbit in Douglas County. 

I did see One Jackrabbit in Washburn County 

in the fall of 1926 on the farm of Wm. Wagoner, which I have 

entred on the enclosed map. Trusting that this will prove sat- 

isfactory, I will be pleased to gather any information you 

wish in your study of wildlife. I remain. 

ery truly yours. 
a 

i uM, Ms f 

‘JJames W. McNaughton. 
Conservation Warden. 

! \
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS 

FOREST SUPERVISOR Sunn rust) PARK FALLS, WISCONSIN 
AND REFER TO 

w July 14, 194) 
MANAGEMENT - Chequamegon 
General 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
2h University Farm Place > 
Madison §, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: ; 

Reference is made to your letter of April 10 which was not 
received in this office until July 11. 

Jack rabbits have been seen at our Hayward Nursery during the 
past two years,or possibly three years. 

Very truly yours, 

L. A. POMMERENING, Forest Supervisor 

Y : By JAMES E. COLEMAN, Acting
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ea 

WM. op aapeustona xe Wisco, ourneaninswee: oreneran 
MADISON AY Sie 

Jas. A. CORCORAN, Waseren Se Ey Pe seein 
O/ Re RY, ‘A MADISON 

V. L. DICKINSEN, AucusTa yl slant] 2 He onwunatieaiee 

CONSERVATION K CY gy COMMISSION ~“°"*° ’ 

July 12, 1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
er of Wildlife Mgmt. i 
eu University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: i 

I do not know if I can add mich to your maps giving 
locations for jackrabbits and snowshoe hares, but in 
1926 we hunted in Rusk, Sawyer and Taylor Counties 
and we killed some in those areas. For the past five 
years we heve been hunting in Sawyer and Rusk Counties, 
especially the Flambeau “orest area, and the last two 
years we have not seen any snowshoe hares. last year 
I saw two jackrabbits in Dunn County and this spring 
I saw one in Chippewa County. In the spring of 1942 Wf 

m Aaa ° ‘ Str vere = 7) WwrandtAaen 
at a farm southwest of Rozelville which is a little 
northwest of Marshfield, we saw two jackrabbits. 

The first jackrabbit I saw in Eau Claire County was in 
1932. Since then they have been on the increase. That 
was the year we did a lot of fox hunting and we would 
shoot jackrabbits oecasionally while hunting. 

ee yours, 

VLD :MT Vv. Lb. Bickingen 

|
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Pm Che State of Wisconsin 
BB clay 
om CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

as” Oshkosh, Wisc. 

July 13, 1944 FILE REFERENCE: 

Prof. Aldo Leopold dee ae 
n NY 

Dept. of Wildlife Mgmt. (A yw 
ra) vw . 

424 University Farm Pl. \W 

Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning the map pertaining to jackrabbits that 
you sent me. There is very little that I can ad to the map. 
I have see jackrabbits around Neillsville in Clark County, and 
around Wautoma in Waushara, for which I have marked.a x on the 
Mape 

There haw been a few jackrabbits around Neifisville 
for the last15 years that I know of, and about the same around 
in Waushara County. 

This is about all I can add to your map now. If I can 
-help in anything farther that will be of any help to you, I will 
be very glad to do so. 

yy His: 

e e ase 

Conservation Warden.
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Ee ARR Once i 
OWEN, WIS. 4 

July 12th, 1944. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Madisonk Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

I have your circular letter dated April 10th ‘ 

in regard to jack rabbits, and in reply thereto I 

am sorry to say that I am not able to give you any 

information on this subject. In the first place, 

in the territory around here with which I am familiar, 

I have not seen a jack rabbit. If I can get any in- 

formation on this subject after making inquiries, I 

will be glad to communicate with you further! Would 

be glad to be of help. 

Very truly you 

: ARO :M
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We do not have any jackrabbits in Marinette County, however, I have heard 
they are tzaveling this way. ther hy
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G f GENESEE DEPOT 
A Distinctive WISCONSIN 

People 8 

July 12, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

‘ Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter in which you ask about seeing 
Jack Rabbits. I have not seen one in this neighborhood 
but 1 am going to take your letter on to one or two 
local men who are hunting, etc. and ask them. 

Else and I both wish we could see more of you and 
your family. One of these days when gasoline becomes 
@ little more plentiful we will all have to get together. 

With my personal retards. 

Sincere7y, 

Howard T. Greene 
HTG:GS 

@ MIR =mMeMBER f THE CERTIFIED MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION of AMERICA 

|
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fe ms The State of Wisconsin 
Beene 
ee CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
eo 

Wausau, Wiesencin FILE REFERENCE: 

June 28,1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of Wild Life Mgmt. : 
424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You will find enclosed two maps that you requested to have marked as to 

location of the snowshoe hare and the jackrabbit. 

I have indicated on the jackrabbit map six locations where I have killed 
or been with parties who have killed the jackrabbit at these locations. I have 
observed in the field many jackrabbits throughout the entire county. 

In the fall of 1939 I came to Marathon County. At that time there were 
very few jackrabbits to be found in Marathon County. Most of these rabbits were 
to be found in the western part of Marathon County which is mostly all farming 
country. However at the present time there are quite a few jackrabbits east of 
the Wisconsin River,I have observed jackrabbits here and I have checked hunters 
hunting them and with some success, 

As to the snowshoe hare we have them throughout the entire county and I 
have indicated on the map locations where I have killed snowshoe hare myself. 
You will find that I have indicated five places. However I have observed snowshoe 
hare throughout the entire county in country that is suitable for them to habitat. 

Sincerely hoping that this is the information you wished I ask to remain, 

Yours very truly 

Sea Le 

Conservation Marden
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April 10, 1944 

Dear Mr. Fanart | 

Attached are two prints of a map of Jackrabbit reports and records . 
picked up during the last 15 years. I am trying to establish the 
present east boundary of this species in Wisconsin. 

Can you add any records of jackrabbits seen by you, or reports from : 
others whom you know to be reliable and competent to distinguish 
jackrabbits from snowshoe hares? If so, I would much appreciate your 
indicating them by crosses on one copy of the map, and returning it 
to me. The oxtra map is for your information, 

As you know, jackrabbits have been spreading eastward. If you know 

the year in which thoy first appearod at any particular spot, will 
you kindly enter the yoar to the left of the spot on the map,-ast 
have—dene—on-some—of_my—records. 

Should you ontor any records to tho coast of mine, I would approciate 
a lotter giving the vature of your ovidenco, i.o. whethor you saw the 

Jackrabbit in porson, and whon. 

Your cooperation in this matter will be approciated. Should I lator 

publish the matorial, I will supply you with a printed copy. 

Yours truly, 

2 ? 
Clee hofulet. 
Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Managomont 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 
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April 10, 1944 

Byrn 

Dear ats 

Attached are two prints of a map of Jackrabbit reports and records 
picked up during the last 15 years, I am trying to establish the 

present east boundary of this species in Wisconsin. 

Can you add any records of jackrabbits seen by you, or reports from 
others whom you know to be reliable and competent to distinguish 
jackrabbits from snowshoe hares? If so, I would much appreciate your 
indicating them by crossos on one copy ef thé map, and roturning it 
to me, The extra map is for your information. 

As you know, jackrabbits have been spreading eastward. If you know 
the yoar in which thoy first appoarod at any particular spot, will 
you kindly onter the year to the left of tho spot on the map,-as—t 
have—doenc_on_somo—of_my—recoerds. 

Should you ontor any records to tho east of mine, I would approciate : 
a lettor giving the nature of your ovidenco, i.e. whother you saw the 

jackrabbit in person, and whon, 

Your cooperation in this matter will be approciated, Should I lator 
publish the material, I will supply you with a printed copy. 

Yours truly, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 
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Dept. of Wildlife Mgmt. 
University of Wisconsin 

: 424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison 5, Wisaonsin 
April 10, 1944 

We Eagle Kerrgetinn “rere Buy Lee 

Dear Mr. Kegadow * 

&ttached aro two maps giving locations for jackrabbits and snowshoe haros. | 

Jackrabbits 

This specios has beon spreading oastward. Tho "x" marks give the most 
easterly locations known to me at which jackrabbits have boen seen in 
recent yoars, 

@an you add any 'tx" marks for jackrabbits soon by you, or by others whom you 
know to be reliablo observers? 

If you happen to know the year when jackrabbits first appoared at the 
localities marked by you, will you kindly add tho year? 

f Should you enter any "x" marks east of mine, I would approciato your writing 
a note on the edgo of tho map giving tho nature of your ovidonce (such as 
"I killod one" or "I saw ono killed by motor traffic"). 

Snowshoe Haro 

This specios has been shrinking northward, Tho "x" marks givo the most 

southorly locations at which snowshoes have been seen in recent years, 

Will you pleaso add "x" marks for snowshoe hare locations known to you, or 

reported to you by reliable observers? 

If you know of former locations at which thoy no longer occur, please onter as 
solid circlos and givo the year last secon. 

’ Should you enter any marks south of mino, kindly write a note giving the 

naturo of your ovidence. 

Please return ene=set=of maps with your ont¥fos. Should I publish this 
information, I'll send you a printed copy. Thanks for your cooperation, 

Yours sincorely, 

ly Leopoll- 
Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Ps TA uly eas wick decae ee af or ara Aha j 2 torvulel, ofp “ced, you 

COArrrer } Un boca werelrw m Orn Bhs. cue fielint feeen.
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Va pet za ae, : 

April 10, 1944 

Dear Mrs 

Attached are two prints of a map of Jackrabbit reports and records 

picked up during the last 15 years, I am trying to establish the . 
present east boundary of this species in Wisconsin. ; 

Can you add any records of jackrabbits seen by you, or reports from 
others whom you know to be reliable and competent to distinguish 
jackrabbits from snowshoe hares? If so, I would much appreciate your 
indicating them by crossos on one copy of the map, and roturning it 
to me. The extra map is for your information. 

As you know, jackrabbits have beon spreading eastward. If you know 
the yoar in which thoy first appoarod at any particular spot, will 
you kindly enter the year to the left of tho spot on the map, as I 
have done on some of my records, 

Should you ontor any records to tho east of mine, I would appreciate i 
a lotter giving the nature of your ovidenco, i.o. whothor you saw the ~ 
jackrabbit in person, and whons ; 

Your cooperation in this matter will be appreciated. Should I later 
publish the matcrial, I will supply you with a printed copy. 

Yours truly, 

Aldo Leopold 
Profossor of Wildlife Management 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin
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Dept. of Wildlife Mgmt. 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison 5, Wiseonsin 

April 10, 1944 

Dear Mr. 

Attached aro two maps giving locations for jackrabbits and snowshoe hares. 

Jackrabbits 

This specios has beon spreading oastward. Tho "x" marks give the most 7 
eastorly locations known to me at which jackrabbits havo been seon in 

recent yoars. 

Gan you add any 'x" marks for jackrabbits soon by you, or by others whom you | 
know to be reliable observers? | 

If you happen to know the year whon jackrabbits first appocared at the . 
localitios marked by you, will you kindly add the year? | 

Should you enter any "x" marks cast of mine, I would approciato your writing } 
a note on tho edge of tho map giving tho naturo of your evidence (such as | 

"Tl killed one" or "I saw one killed by motor traffic"). 

; Snowshoe Haro 

This species has beon shrinking northward. Tho "x" marks give the most 
southorly locations at which snowshoes have been seen in recent yoars, 

Will you pleaso add "x" marks for snowshoe hare locations known to you, or ) 
reported to you by reliable observors? | 

If you know of former locations at which thoy no longer occur, please enter as 

solid circlos and givo the year last secon. 

i Should you entor any marks south of mino, kindly write a note giving the 

naturo of your ovidence. 

Please roturn one set of maps with your ontrios. Should I publish this 

information, I'll send you a printed copy. Thanks for your covperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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April 10, 1944 , 

Dear Mr, | 

Attached are two prints of a map of Jackrabbit reports and records , | 
picked up during the last 15 years. I am trying to establish the 
present east boundary of this species in Wisconsin. 

Can you add any records of jackrabbits seen by you, or reports from 
others whom you know to be reliable and competent to distinguish 
jackrabbits from snowshoe hares? If so, I would much appreciate your 
indicating them by crossos on one copy of the map, and roturning it 
to me. The extra map is for your information. 

As you know, jackrabbits havo been spreading eastward. If you know 
the year in which thoy first appearod at any particular spot, will } 
you kindly enter the year to the left of the spot on the map, as—I Choad out On 
hava done on--some~of-my..records. Le pthen Copiiag | 

; Should you ontor any records to the cast of mine, I would approciato 
a letter giving the nature of your ovidenco, i.e. whether you saw the 
jackrabbit in person, and whon. 

Your cooperation in this matter will be appreciated, Should I lator 

publish the matcrial, I will supply you with a printed copy. 

Yours truly, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Managomont 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 
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